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Study of the origin, tensions and contradictions embedded in 
the development of GNVQs between 1992 - 2000 in relation to 
student progression. 

by Elizabeth Jane Hodgson-Wilson 

This study seeks to examine the issues surrounding the introduction of a new 
education policy in England and Wales in the 1990s, namely GNVQs, and the 
extent to which these new vocational qualifications became established as an 
acceptable progression route to higher education and training between 1992 
and 2000. The thesis is presented at two levels: the origin and rationale for 
the Government policy and some fieldwork which explores the impact of the 
policy on students, and their experience of GNVQs and progression to higher 
education. 

The research draws on a range of theoretical perspectives both macro and 
micro to evaluate Government pohcy and political processes and to interpret 
the research data. The fieldwork is mainly qualitative in approach and 
considers GNVQs' fitness for purpose in providing students with appropriate 
knowledge and skills to facilitate their progression to H.E. The study focuses 
on the crucial issue of parity of esteem and why this major national initiative 
failed to achieve the Government's policy objectives. Contradictions and 
tensions within GNVQ pliilosophy and practice are explored along with the 
complex interplay between stakeholders in the policy-making and 
implementation process. The final chapter considers the strengths and 
weaknesses of GNVQ policy enactment in relation to the pohcy experienced 
and the lessons to be learnt for the fiiture. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction - the origin and development of GNVQs 

This study is an investigation into the impact and implementation of a specific 

piece of education policy between 1992 - 2000, namely, the introduction of 

GNVQs into post-16 education and training. 

The study is presented in four main sections. The first section (Chapter 1) 

explores the macro-political context of the policy and the origin and 

development of GNVQs. The second section (Chapter 2) analyses the 

contradictions and tensions underpinning the GNVQ curriculimi, its 

philosophy and practice, while the third section (Chapter 3), considers the 

quest for "parity of esteem" and the extent to which pohcy objectives were 

achieved. This is followed by the last section (Chapters 4-7) involving some 

empirical research, which investigates the impact of the GNVQ policy on a 

sample of GNVQ students and H.E. tutors, while the concluding chapter 

(Chapter 8) examines the extent to which the GNVQ policy actually bridged 

the "academic-vocational" divide and facilitated student progression to higher 

education (H.E.) and training. 

A policy is a normative statement with an implied administrative Ixamework. 

Within the context of education, a policy is usually written down and/or 



enshrined in legislation in the form of an Education Act or White Paper. It 

sets down a set of principles which are designed to bring about desired goals 

(Trowler, 2003). However, this definition has its limitations. It is simplistic 

and implies a static model that does not adequately capture the complexity of 

the 'policy-making process'. Indeed, policy-making usually involves a 

complex interplay between the power-holders, different political parties and 

various 'stakeholders' and interest groups. As Trowler observes: 

"TTzeyg /j" a/MOMg f/zwg wAo TMcrAg wa/Z 

Of" ybr po/zcy are, 

wpoM 

pracf/cg c^o/fcy OM fAg C07Mp/6%, 6of/z 

6)/ /̂ oZ/cy oMc/ 

/Mfo " (Trow/gr, 200j p. 

Policy-making is frequently conceptualised as a continuum of two 'ideal 

types'. At one end is the "rational" goal-orientated approach (Etzioni, 1967 

p. 385) which assumes that policy-makers perceive a problem, formulate a 

range of solutions and then choose the most appropriate one. It is a very 

rational, goal-orientated approach to decision-making. By contrast, the 

"incrementalisf model put forward by Lindblom argues that policy-making is 



in reality a process of 'muddling through' (Lindblom, 1959). Thus policies 

are often contradictory and imco-ordinated: they evolve througli various 

stages as a result of pressure from competing factions and circumstances. 

Althougli these two 'ideal types' may not exist in their 'pure forms', the 

models can be applied to a range of different decision-making contexts. 

Thus, when reviewing educational policy-making between 1944-1979, 

Trowler argues that it was essentially the 'incremental' model that was 

evident. Policy evolved through negotiation and compromise as a result of the 

post-war broad consensus that existed between the two main political parties 

i.e. Labour and Conservative (Trowler, 2003 p. 35). Indeed, between 1944 -

1974 Local Education Authorities (LEAs) and teachers were active partners 

in the policy-making process. However, this model changed after 1979 when 

policy-making became more ideologically driven and more focused on means 

to ends. At this point, LEAs and teachers became marginalised in the 

decision-making process. 

hideed, it would be naive to think that policy-making is not a political 

process. Policy-making is always the result of an interface between 

competing and conflicting interest groups who are trying to shape education 

policy to their perspectives and goals. However, Governments do have the 

power to enable or restrict the role of the various stakeholders and interest 

groups. Thus after 1979, a number of actors in the process became 

increasingly marginalised and 'left out in the cold'. After 1979 tensions were 

evident between two rival factions - the "centralists" who wanted increased 



Government control over education, schools, colleges and the curriculum, and 

those who favoured "de-regulation". The results of the 'rational' decision-

making model are evident in three Education Acts, 1980, 1986 and 1988. 

gdz/corf/OM jpo/fcy madg? 

According to Rein there are three main stages in policy-making. 

• problem (or issue) setting 

• the 'mobilisation of the fine structure of Government action' 

• the 'achievement of settlements (compromises wliich establish a 

framework for policy and practice) in the face of dilemmas and trade-offs 

among values (Rein, 1983 p.211 quoted in Trowler, op. cit., p. 96) 

The first stage involves defining the problem that needs to be addressed. In 

the education context, debate may be stimulated by politicians e.g. 

Callaghan's speech at Ruskin College, Oxford in 1976 which stimulated the 

'Great Debate'. Issues may be raised in the media or by civil servants such as 

the Education Inspectorates or the DfE. In some cases employer organisations 

e.g. the CBI or Institute of Directors, or even a right-wing pressure group 

like the Institute of Economic Affairs may raise concerns which spark off the 

debate. The second stage revolves around the agencies in which the 

discussion will take place. Again, in an education context this could be 

schools and colleges and/or Higher Education Institutions (H.E.I.s), LEAs, 

teacher associations or awarding bodies, depending on the nature of the 

'problem'. The third stage revolves around a complex interplay between the 



defined 'problem' and the agendas of the various 'stakeholders' who have 

been drawn in to the consultations and policy-making processes. As Trowler 

argues:-

acfwa/ po/fcy 

w/ZZ 6e f/ie q/̂  a mzcm-poZ/fzca/ 

'/MwdW/mg /AmwgA' (Trow/gy, qp. c/f. p.P(^ 

In order to tiy to exemplify the complexities of the education policy-making 

process, I have chosen a key national policy initiative as a case study, 

namely, the introduction and implementation of a new national vocational 

qualification (i.e. GNVQs), which were intended to address a number of 

national 'problems'. 

1.1 Government policy on vocational education and training 

In the White Paper 

1991), the government proposed that a higli-quality vocational alternative to 

GCE Advanced Levels should be developed for the increasing number of 

young people staying on in fiill-time education. This policy was identified as 

'an important priority' and was considered 'a matter of urgency' with the 

expectation that the new general NVQs should be in place by the end of 

1992. The quahfication should embody the following characteristics; 



i) It should be more relevant than GCE A-Levels to future employment. 

ii) It should involve students in more practical activities. 

iii) It should develop core skills and a body of knowledge in order to provide 

a foundation from which students could progress to employment, further 

training or further education, including higher education. 

iv) It should be available in colleges and perhaps schools. 

v) It should be of 'equal standing' with academic qualifications and distinct 

from occupationally-specific NVQs, but related to them. 

The new qualifications became known as the General National Vocational 

Qualifications (GNVQs) and the National Council for Vocational 

Qualifications (NCVQ) led by Gilbert Jessup, was made responsible for 

developing them between June 1991 and September 1992, in partnership with 

three of the main vocational awarding bodies, BTEC, RSA and City & 

Guilds. GNVQs would form part of the Government's new national 

qualifications framework with three tracks which would enable progression to 

higher education and/or employment as well as fransfer across the tracks. 

(See Figure 1.1) 



This was the first time that a Government document had set out a 

qualifications framework in diagrammatic form and according to Gilbert 

Jessup at NCVQ it marked "a major conceptual breakthrough" (quoted in 

Sharp, 1998 p. 302). Thus GNVQs were a fundamental part of Government 

policy which aimed to address some of the weaknesses of the existing 

education system, by enhancing participation of those staying on in full-time 

education. The new curriculum was also introduced to reduce the wastage 

from GCE A/L non-completion and failure rates identified by the Audit 

Commission/OfSTED (1993) by providing a different type of post-16 

curriculum with greater relevance for students and employers. The policy also 

aimed to rationalise the current plethora of vocational qualifications and 

progression routes with the intention that GNVQs, together with the already 

established National Vocational Qualifications (NVQs), would become the 

main provision for vocational education and training in England and Wales. 

However, a variety of external influences at both macro and micro levels 

affected the introduction of GNVQs, resulting in a very troubled 

implementation and some unintended consequences. 

In order to make sense of the complex strands and issues, this thesis will offer 

a time framework for a critique of Government policy on vocational education 

and training and its implementation between 1992-2000, whilst 

simultaneously reviewing the research literature on GNVQ developments, 

although it is recognised that this is a somewhat artificial device used for 

heuristic purposes. 



Figure 1.1 The National qualification framework 

^ ^ Higher degree 

GNVQ4 NVQ4 

Age 16 

Age 14 

Age 5 

GCE A Level 

GNVQ5 

Advanced GNVQ 

Intermediate 
GNVQ 

Found 
-ation 
GNVQ 

NVQ5 

NVQ3 

NVQ2 

NVQ 1 

Key Stage 4 

National Curriculum 

Source: (FEFC, 1994 p. 31) 



Over the eiglit year period, there are three discernible phases of the 

implementation of GNVQs which are characterised by particular watersheds. 

y 7992 - 7993; 

Tliis phase saw the introduction of the GNVQ Pilot involving GNVQ 'Mark 

1' with internal assessment based at the 'performance criteria' level, external 

tests comprising both multiple-choice and open-ended questions with a pass 

mark set at 80% and 'core skills' integrated within assignments.Tliis was 

followed by initial reactions from teachers, students. Higher Education 

Institutions (H.E.I.s), inspectorates. Government bodies and researchers. 

f 77 799^ - 7996; 

Phase II was characterised by mainstream implementation, with some minor 

modifications to the assessment regime (notably, a move to element-based 

and the cAo/ce ejc/erMa/ embodied in GNVQ 

'Mark 2'. But these were only partly successful and vociferous complaints 

from various stakeholders, namely, GNVQ teachers and lecturers in schools 

and colleges, students, employers, H.E., Awarding Bodies, FEDA (the 

Further Education Development Agency) and academic researchers who 

demanded further revisions to the assessment and grading systems of 

GNVQs. These complaints were funnelled into the Capey Review and 

culminated in a report (Capey, 1995). This resulted in substantial revisions to 

the original GNVQ model and gave rise to GNVQ 'Mark 3' which was 



radically different from the 'Mark 1' model. The issues were also recognised 

by the Bearing Report in March 1996 (SCAA, 1996). 

Finally, a changing political context with a new Government in office marked 

the beginning to this phase, and resulted in a substantial shift in the 

qualifications debate and a strategic review of policy options influenced by 

the Labour 'think tank', notably Ken Spours (1995; 1997;) and the London 

Institute of Education. The new policy drive towards 'inclusive learning' and 

a unified qualifications system resulted in the implementation of 'Curriculum 

2000' from September 2000. This involved a re-alignment of GCE Advanced 

Levels, GNVQs, GCSEs and NVQs through changes in assessment and 

modularisation strategies and the emergence of GNVQ 'Mark 4'. 

The first GNVQ courses were piloted in 1992 in 115 schools and colleges. 

Initially they were available at two levels - Intermediate and Advanced, to 

correspond to GCSEs and GCE A-Levels respectively, and in five vocational 

areas, namely. Art & Design; Business; Health & Social Care; Leisure & 

Tourism and Manufacturing. The GNVQ Intermediate and Advanced courses 

were designed to run as one and two year programmes respectively. It was 

planned that a total of 15 GNVQ programme areas would be phased in at 

three levels (Foundation, Intermediate and Advanced) over a 5 year period. 

(See Figure 1.2 ) 

10 



Figure 1.2: The phasing-in of GNVQs 

Intermediate and Advanced 

799̂ -4 9̂95-6 7996V 
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Information technology 

Distribution 
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Management studies (advanced) 

Landbased & environt industries 

Performing arts 

Foundation 

7992.? 

(piliU) 

IpilolJ 

In addition, advanced GNVQ in management studies will be piloted in 

J99^J 7 9 9 4 - 5 799J-6 7996-7 

Health & social care 

Leisure & tourism 

Business 

Art & design 

Manufacturing 

Science 

Constr & the buOt environt 

Hospitality & catering 

Engineering 

Information technology 

Distribution 
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Performing arts 

799.F-4 

^Restricted take-up (mainly limited to those centres offering 

intermediate GNVQs in the same vocational areas) 

Source: NVQ Monitor autumn 1994 
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By 1993/94 the Phase 1 Pilot areas were fully operational and the results of 

the first completing student cohorts were surveyed in two national surveys, 

one from tlie Office for Standards in Education (OfSTED) which focused on 

the school sector (OfSTED, 1994), and another from the Further Education 

Funding Council (FEFC), which evaluated implementation in colleges (FEFC, 

1994). In addition, a national survey report was also produced by the 

University of London Institute of Education in conjunction with the Further 

Education Unit (FEU) and the Nuffield Foimdation. This was an interim 

report of a joint project on the evolution of GNVQs which focused on 

enrolment and delivery patterns and their policy implications (Wolf, 1994). 

The FEFC report identified 'a number of teething problems' which were 

evident with GNVQ implementation in colleges, involving its management as 

well as the curriculum design. There were also concerns from colleges and 

students on the GNVQ Advanced courses (as well as their parents) about the 

acceptability of GNVQs for entry to higher education (H.E.) and training. 

Thus "student progression" was emerging as a potentially serious problem 

which could undermine the credibility of the new vocational awards. 

Nevertheless, according to the Interim Report from the Institute of Education 

(Wolf, 1994), student aspirations for progression to H.E.were high as the 

following extract illustrates: 

fArgg w/7/ Azg/zer 

12 



T^yfy /?er cgMf q/̂ TMfgTTMĝ f/â fe Am;g f/?g ĵ a/we 

oW g;̂ gcfa f̂OM& TTze}/ /MfeMc/ fo pmgrea^a^ v/orv̂ f̂vaMcê f GA^P^ 

or ofAer^//-f/zMg cowr̂ g.̂ , fo A/g/%gr e^k/caf/oM <3M<̂  â v̂aMcê f 

jgpecmW fro/M/Mg. CgMfrg coMceyrij' over fAe a6//fYy 

q//MOMy fo cqpg w/f/; GA F̂Qĵ  f/zgje /a^er 

aspirations may not be entirely realistic. Overall, however, 

students 'plans signal large increases in the demandfor H.E. ". 

(Wb//: 7PP^;?.6; 

In 1993-4 some 83,000 students were enrolled on GNVQ intermediate and 

advanced courses in schools and colleges, of whom approximately 53,000 

attended F.E. colleges. The TES and other publications concluded that current 

enrolment patterns for 16-19 year olds indicated that GNVQs were the fastest 

growing sector of the educational 'market'. However, they were not even at 

this early stage, bridging the academic-vocational divide. 

The report of the Institute on Education concluded: 

are OM Mof a 

vocaf/OMaZ oMg. 7%gre / j ev/c/eMCg f/ze}/ are 

or geMz/me fo, or 6rf(j^e 

o /̂zer apgcz/zc my<7rak... 

13 



w/Y/z Âg m(/<3y6&' crre 

Moff^/arfTZMgA^FQj aMi:/ 

6}/ GT/P^ are gdz/ĉ ẑ /oMaZ, Mô  vocor̂ mMaZ"... 

CMfTeMf pcfffemj: are fo cygafe TMq/brywTf/ze?" mcreaj^e^ w 

fAe (/g7M<2M6/yb?" A/g/zgr edwcâ /oM. " (Wb^ /^p. 

1.2 The structure of the GNVQ award 

GNVQs were initially offered at three levels; Foundation, Intermediate and 

Advanced. They were made up of combinations of mandatory and optional 

miits, plus three mandatory 'core skills' units, which were re-named 'key 

skills' following the Bearing Report (1996). GNVQ Intermediate was 

deemed to be equivalent to four GCSEs at grade C or above, or an NVQ at 

Level 2, while the Advanced GNVQ was supposed to be equivalent to two 

GCE A-Level passes, or NVQ Level 3. The following table clarifies the 

structure of GNVQs in terms of the three levels, their normal entry 

requirements, duration, and their equivalence with NVQs, GCSEs and GCE 

A-Levels. (See Figure 1.3) GNVQs incorporated four main design features: 

• unit-based specifications involving complete coverage by students and their 

demonstration of 'mastery knowledge' 

• active and participative learning through the compilation of a portfolio 

• the development of core skills, and 

• outcomes-based assessment involving a range of complex procedures 
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Figure 1.3 The structure of GNVQs, entry requirements and 

equivalence 

Level Normal entry Vocational Core skills Normal Broad 
requirements units units duration equivalence 

Foundation No entry 3 mandatory Level 1 in 1 year 4 GCSEs at 

qualifications imits commimication grades D to G; 

3 optional units application of 1 NVQ at level 1 

from different number, and 
vocational areas information 

technology 

Intermediate 1 or 2 GCSEs at 4 mandatory units Level 2 in 1 year 4-5 GCEs at 

grades A to D 2 optional units communication grades A to C; 

or a foundation application of or 1 NVQ at 

GNVQ number, and level 2 
information 
technology 

Advanced 4 or 5 GCSEs at 8 mandatory units Level 3 in 2 years 2 GCE A levels* 
grades A to C 4 optional units communication. or 1 NVQ at 

or an interm- additional units, application of level 3 

ediate GNVQ if desired number and 

information 
technology 

* The 12 vocational units of the advanced GNVQ were designed to be equivalent to two 

GCE A levels. In addition, there is the requirement that core skills be included in the 

GNVQ curriculum. 

IScnurcG: (prELFC:, ]). 8) 

The GNVQ Advanced award comprised eiglit mandatory vocational units, 

and four optional vocational imits. The three mandatory key skills covered 

application of number, information technology and comimmication. There 

were also three non-mandatory key skills; working with others; managing 

your own perfonnance and problem solving. 
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Each GNVQ subject and level had a 'specification' - a form of syllabus in 

which knowledge was split into 'elements' with 'performance criteria' which 

described the outcomes of studying the particular vocational unit. These 

performance criteria were preceded by a prescriptive statement "A student 

must..." followed by words like 'describe', 'explain', 'analyse', 'compare', 

'evaluate', 'investigate' and 'recommend' etc. 

1.3 Assessment and grading of the award 

In order to achieve a pass, GNVQ students were required to produce 

substantial evidence in the form of a portfolio that they had met all the 

requirements of the units. Four grading themes were used to determine 

whether students were eligible for a Merit or a Distinction: 

i) Planning, 

ii) Information Seeking and Handling, 

iii) Evaluation and 

iv) Quality of outcomes. 

Students were set assignments to research and also had to demonstrate 

competence in the three key skills. Unlike GCE A-Levels, there were no 

three-hour terminal examinations but externally-set multiple choice, one-hour 

tests on usually six mandatory units (depending on the subject area). 

Thus GNVQs were fimdamentally different from GCE A-Levels: they were 

competence-based qualifications with an emphasis on students' 
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demonstration of 'outcomes'. The curriculum was less teacher-centred and 

teacher-controlled. The role of the teacher was to guide and support students 

rather than to deliver knowledge in a didactic manner. There was 

considerable emphasis on the students managing their own learning, planning, 

problem-solving, evaluation, developing their research skills and their 

practical application of knowledge. Teamwork, work experience and 

knowledge and understanding of the world of work were also important 

features of GNVQs as was student-centred, active-learning. Compared with 

A-Levels, GNVQs were 

"less directive, less theoretical, less classroom-based. These 

fZMKyarre ce/zf/YzZ fo 

But from where did this philosophy derive and what was the rationale for it? 

1.4 Underpinning political and economic philosophy 

This research study is located within the economic, political and philosophical 

debate on the role of education and training, a debate which can be traced 

back to the mid-nineteenth century with the introduction of state-controlled 

education and the perceived links between education and the economy and 

political stability. 

GNVQs developed out of the NVQ (National Vocational Quahfication) and 

SVQ (Scottish Vocational Qualification) competence-based system of 
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vocational qualifications which involved assessing an individual's 

performance in the workplace (Bates, 1995). Although some researchers have 

traced the philosophical roots of this movement to the outcomes-based, 

behaviouristic educational psychology evident in American teacher education 

programmes in the 1960s and 1970s (Ashworth and Saxon, 1990; Hyland, 

1994; Wolf, 1995) and to the adoption of these ideas by the Manpower 

Services Commission in Britain in its 'New Training Initiative' of 1981 

(Jessup, 1991), other researchers argued that the policy derived fi"om a more 

complex interplay of economic, institutional and political factors wliich were 

operating in the particular British context at that time (Marsh, 1995; Wilhams 

and Raggatt, 1998). 

Research conducted by Williams and Raggatt (1998) based on 29 in-depth 

interviews and confidential semi-structured interviews with policy makers and 

other relevant informants, identified four catalysts to the adoption of the 

competence-based qualifications which was evident in the Review of 

(MSC/DES, 1986). 

According to Williams and Raggatt there were four major inter-related factors 

wliich provided the thrust to the adoption of competence-based qualifications 

policy in Britain in the 1980s. 

Mew edwCOrT/OM 

ffV) m 
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6}/ A/g/; /eve/j^ q/'j/owfA 

z/%K;M?f?A?)/M?ev?f". f%P7///6D?%y aogaf JRjayfgfzff, p/r?̂  

Firstly, the economic recession in the mid 1970s which resulted in high levels 

of unemployment, particularly youth unemployment, and Government 

concerns about their potential disaffection and political unrest, led to a greater 

focus on the education system as the key to economic regeneration and taking 

young people out of the labour market. However there was a growing feeling 

that the education system was promoting anti-industrial attitudes ... 

" wAfcA were fn/mfca/ weaZfA creaf/oM OMcf 

/M were /ow, AgMce 

(MS'C, yP7J; CCC6^ 7P<$7; m 

PF/Z/za/Mj" aMff 79P& p. 27^ 

The question was how could education policy-makers address these issues? 

The election of a Conservative government in 1979 added impetus to the 

policy-making powers of the MSC (Manpower Services Commission). As 

Ainley and Comey (1990) point out the DES had limited power and was 

disliked by Margaret Thatcher. Its traditional collaborative style of working 

with LEAs, teacher unions and related groups was not compatible with 

driving educational policy reform based on economic imperatives: the DES 

had no control over the curriculum, examinations or funding and had 
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... m w'Aew 

6k(7//Mg w/f/l VOCâ /OM(Z/ gĈWCGTf/OM ". 

f}p7//f6H?iy OTZdfjRkzffgcfft 74%?6f j?. 2/̂ 9̂  

Williams and Raggatt conclude: 

"The DES, thus became a minor 'bitplayer' in the development 

of vocational education and training during the 1980s and it was 

theMSC which increasingly dominated policy innovation in this 

Not surprisingly, with its focus on developing training schemes to address 

youth unemployment, the MSG became increasingly interested in the 

concepts of experiential and outcomes-based learning, APEL (the 

accreditation of prior learning) and competence-based vocational 

qualifications. It challenged the DES pliilosophy in the mid 1970s of 

"education for life" and attempted to replace it with "education and training 

for work" (Ainley and Gomey, 1990 p.3). 

In 1986 in the Review of Vocational Qualifications in England and Wales 

(MSC/DES, 1986) the MSG proposed that a National Council for Vocational 

Qualifications should be established to 'design and implement' a coherent 

framework of National Vocational Qualifications based upon the assessment 

of an individual's competence. A Government White Paper - Working 

Together DE/DES, 1986) largely accepted the Review Group's proposals 

and the new system was formally instituted in October 1986. 
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However, it would be wrong to assume that competence-based vocational 

education and training was only linked with 'right-wing' political thinking 

that sought to align the education system more closely with economic needs. 

During the 1970s there was also a very strong 'left-wing' critique of the role 

of formal education systems in western industrial societies propounded by 

Ivan Hhch in his book ^^De-schooling Society" (JSiich, 1971). Illich was 

critical of both right-wing functionalist and liberal perspectives on education. 

He argued that education should be a liberating experience in which the 

individual develops his/her talents to the full by exploring and creating things 

throu^ using initiative and judgement. However, he felt that schools were 

not very good at developing skills or promoting this model of education. 

On the contrary, he saw them as repressive institutions which induced 

conformity through an authoritarian, didactic teaching regime, which 

smothered creativity and indoctrinated pupils to defer to the authority of 

professionals and become dependent on Government directives, bureaucratic 

organisations and the pursuit of consumerism. This he saw as 'self-defeating' 

and the cause of social ills, misery and dissatisfaction. Ulich's solution was 

to liberate people by de-schooling society and to create 'skills exchanges' and 

'learning webs' where instructors would teach pupils skills they use in 

everyday life based on creative and exploratory learning and 'drills' involving 

systematic instruction. Real learning, he argued, occurs through the direct 

involvement of the individual in every part of the learning process. Thus 

elements of the competence-based approach to vocational education and 
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training involving individuals' direct experience of the world of work are 

reflected in Illich's perspective. 

A similar critique was put forward by Paul Freire m"Pedagogy of the 

Oppressed" (Freire, 1972) which saw the education system as promoting 

Western capitalist societies by inculcating passive conformity in pupils to the 

existing social system and perpetuating the class inequalities through 

economic labour markets. 

Thus as Williams and Raggatt argue: 

"... the 'new vocationalism' of the 1970s and early 1980s was 

the expression of a distrust of the established educational system, 

especially further education, not only on the 'right', but also 

among 'progressive' educationalists employed by Government 

agencies, the MSG in particular, to work on the development of 

programmes for the young unemployed". 

(Williams and Raggatt, 1998 p. 278) 

Williams and Raggatt conclude: 

"the MSG not only dominated policy formulation in vocational 

education and training during the late 1970s and early 1980s, 

but also promoted very heavily the view that it should be more 

closely aligned to the world of work. As an MSG official 

recalled: "There was a two-fold concern. One of them, a crude 
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one / fAowgAf, wMemp/oyeĉ  f/ie 

COMM̂, 6z/f a ĵ /ZgÂ /y /MOyg 

OMg, A-^a/r g<3g?ĵ  f A ^ z f g ( f M C ( Z f / o M 

ĵ ge/Mg<â  Aavg / ^ . 6'o fAa MSU g/ve A ĝ/» ̂ oTwefA/Mg 

fo re We fo ... 6)/ maÂ /Mg /f TMore c/ô yg fo Âe vi/or/<̂  q/̂  ;« 

^o/»g W6̂  6}/ /Mâ /Mg ĵ z/yg fAof /f /?m;g a worÂ  

g;ig?eMgMcg e/g/MgM^ m /f". (M/Z/owzĵ  aM<yj^ogga^, 7PP& /?. 

Another major thrust to the competence-based qualifications policy were 

changes within the economic system. Manufacturing was in decline and the 

service sector was growing fast and the use of information technology was 

permeating all areas of the economic system, with concomitant effects on 

different skill needs. The situation was highlighted by the economic recession 

of 1980-81 and increasing unemployment which prompted a radical review of 

the provision of skills and qualifications by policy-makers which was 

reflected in the MSCs New Training Initiative of 1981. 

"7%g Meiv fec/zMo/og/gĵ  a more A/g/z/y 

ecfwcafefy owe/ moye 7Mo6//g m w/zzcA j 

/MMc/? /ayggy Mz/TM̂ ey q / ^ o r / ' e 

Zyy <7 roMge q/̂  /wore or A/g/z^ worAery if/zo 

/?e^y7M a rawge vi/Ao are mvo/ve^f m or proce^j^ 

rof/zer fAoM /̂ze r^ef/f/ve or /M(3Mw/aĉ 2/re q/^a /7ar^ q/̂ (z 

jpeci/?cpro^/wc^". (M9C, 79^7 p. j /» <3M6f 

.Raggcr ,̂ qp. c/r. 2(̂ 0 
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Concern about an out-moded apprenticeship system which appeared to be 

serving a declining section of the economy and that was knowledge-based, 

teacher-centred and seen to be perpetuating restrictive practices in the 

workplace, combined with the need to provide skills and qualifications for the 

rapidly growing 'service sector' e.g. hotel and catering, retail and health and 

social care, eventually led the MSG towards an emphasis on broad based 

transferable skills, greater flexibility and an interest in "outcomes-based" 

achievement. 

As early as 1968, the Donovan Report, which had been set up to review 

restrictive practices within British industrial relations which were perceived 

as undermining productivity, recognised the need ... "to secure the rapid and 

general adoption of systems of training which accord with the social and 

economic needs of a modem industrial society", and called for "objective 

standards to be laid down by which qualifications may be judged" (Royal 

Commission, 1968 pp. 92-93). However, it was some time before this 

recommendation became translated into policy. 

Williams and Raggatt argue that a number of influential reports and research 

studies increased the pressure for the reform of vocational education and 

training. In 1980 the Centre for Policy Studies (a right-wing think tank) not 

only recommended that ITBs (Industrial Training Boards) be abolished, but 

also suggested that because of the rigidity of apprenticeships - especially their 

length and restrictions on entry - there should be a move away fi"om a "time-

serving" concept of apprenticeship training towards an 
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"ocA/gyg/MeMf wAo /zorvg reacAe^/ 

yggrw/rê ^ ̂ faMdlar<a( c^fAe ZeMĝA q/̂ ^Ag/r 

ore dgg/Mĝ / fo 6e gMor/i/feâ ". (S'gM êr, 7^P2 /7.67^ 

In 1981 the MSC's New Training Initiative recognised the need to link 

training with standards of competence as well as developing a new 

vocationally-orientated curriculum, but policy outcomes at this time were 

more influenced by the impact of youth unemployment which had to be 

managed in the short-term. 

" ^ 7 9 7 6 over ($00,000 

unemployed and youth unemployment was rising three times as 

WMg/Mp/oy/MgMf 67 

wAo/g". /?. 

A number of unsuccessful training schemes were developed by the MSG 

including the Unified Vocational Preparation (UVP) 1976, the Youth 

Opportunities Programme (YOP) 1979 -1983, and in 1983 the one-year 

Youth Training Scheme (YTS). However, these lacked quality, were 

perceived as stop-gap measures aimed at keeping young people off the streets 

and a predominantly college-based, formal classroom approach, combined 

with low status training and certification, made them unpopular with trainees 

(Finn, 1984). The Government White Paper Education and Training for 

Young People of 1985 which introduced a two-year YTS scheme in April 
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1986, also established a review of all vocational qualifications in England 

and Wales (DE/DES, 1985). 

The failure of the further education sector to effectively deliver the training 

programmes and the scale of the YTS programmes nationally, added more 

impetus to developing the NVQ competence-based assessment system that 

was to be delivered and assessed in the workplace. This new policy had a 

number of merits: 

i) it was work-related and addressed the needs of employers; 

ii) it involved criteria-referenced practical assessment (rather than norm-

based examinations) which focused on outcomes and the progress of the 

individual learner 

iii) it was attractive to the critics of the existing vocational education 

programmes 

iv) it provided an effective and efficient way of measuring the success of YTS 

trainees and individual training providers, and 

v) it had flexibility to cope with wider economic changes and led to up-

skilling of the workforce 

However, although a national system of competence-based vocational 

qualifications was seen to be a central aspect of Government policy, and 

appeared to be addressing a range of needs, the question arises why the 

competence-based vocational qualifications pohcy had problems in attracting 

the enthusiasm of employers, in promoting and recognising up-skilling and in 
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rationalising the structure of vocational qualifications, at least in England and 

Wales (Williams and Raggatt, op. cit.). Spours (1997) provides some 

interesting answers. He argues that lack of recognition of vocational 

qualifications in the labour market derived from the problems of voluntarism 

and low skill demand by employers, issues which will be discussed later in 

this chapter. 777 

These political, economic and institutional factors also influenced the 

development and implementation of NVQs 'sister' qualification - GNVQs. 

Empirical research conducted by Paul Sharp (1998) into the origin and 

development of GNVQs, based on in-depth interviews with key participants 

in the policy-making process, argues that ministerial pressure from Tim Eggar 

was the driving-force behind GNVQs which were adopted as a political 

initiative prior to the 1992 Election and to replace the ailing CPVE 

(Certificate of Pre-vocational Education). It is important to comment briefly 

on the CPVE since there were some lessons to be learnt in respect of the 

design and implementation of GNVQs and its abolition was part of the micro-

political context. Launched in 1985, CPVE had been originally intended for 

a wide range of students in colleges and sixth forms, but it was actually 

attracting mainly low-ability students and there were concerns about its 

rigour, consistency and progression. Although run by a Joint Board for Pre-

Vocational Education by BTEC and City & Guilds, competition from the 

introduction of BTEC First Diploma courses from 1986, which were more 

vocationally-specific and provided progression to BTEC National Diplomas, 

proved the more popular vocational qualifications. As some centres began 
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using CPVE for students with learning difficulties, it was soon perceived as a 

course for low ability students which did not sufficiently differentiate 

achievements beyond the basic completion level nor was it understood or 

valued by employers (Sharp, 1998). 

Thus political processes, competing ideologies and market interests were 

inextricably entwined but the vision for the new order was coming into 

sharper focus as the following extract illustrates. 

"In 1990 Eggar was responsible for the dismantling of the Joint 

Board and for the request to CGLI to replace CPVE with the 

DVE (Diploma of Vocational Education). With hindsight, City 

and Guilds officials were completely mystified why Eggar should 

make such a request when the Government was committed to new 

awards (GNVQs) which in practice undermined DVE's position 

from its inception". (Interview with Ay lott, 5 June 1997, quoted 

in Sharp, 1998 p. 295) 

Sharp suggests that at this point in time in 1990 the DES was considering 

permitting the extension of existing vocational qualifications offered by 

BTEC and City & Guilds, rather than introducing a new award. This is borne 

out by my experience as an LEA Adviser when, in September 1991, BTEC 

was allowed to extend its qualifications into the school market, and in 

response to this change in Government policy, another post-16 colleague and 

I held meetings with local schools to explain the curriculum delivery and 

resourcing implications of these courses. 
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However, another possible explanation for this strategy was that the DES was 

hedging its bets in not risking public confrontation near Election time, by 

attempting to replace existing, well-tried vocational qualifications before new 

ones had been developed and successfully trialled. Moreover, tlie DES had no 

statutory authority to directly abolish existing qualifications although the 

awarding bodies were aware that funding mechanisms were potentially a very 

powerful tool alongside the ' market forces' of consumer demand. 

Indeed, BTEC National Diplomas had been growing in popularity as Smithers 

points out, from 17,700 students in 1983 to 34,500 in 1989 and there was 

evidence of progression both to H.E. degree courses and BTEC Higher 

National Diplomas (Smithers, 1991). 

Thus in the late 1980s tliere were tliree qualification pathways - the traditional 

academic A-level route, a workplace training route involving craft 

apprenticeships and technician qualifications, (notably those promoted by 

City & Guilds and industrial training boards), and finally full and part-time 

vocational programmes offered by all three awarding bodies in FE colleges. 

BTEC led the market in the latter route and was very concerned when in 1991 

NCVQ, led by Jessup announced that 

W wow/c/ 
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But NVCQ was not without its critics. There was increasing concern over its 

budgetary problems and the slow pace of development of NVQs, which had 

concentrated on Levels 1 and 2, and their limited take-up by employers as the 

following comment by Tim Eggar, Minister for State for Employment (1989-

90) illustrates. Indeed, this comment also helps to partly explain the rapid 

speed at which the GNVQs were designed and implemented. 

gMOWg/l 

/ z W . . . a Awge 

6g/i4/geM fAe f/zg yeorZ/fy OM /̂ze (7 

/of r/zmArMg /or q/" /M-̂ /̂ g/zf/Mg wzd/ (7 

q/prngrej^^... OM my/w/ /ẑ ẑ f 

jpgMf /M rorf/zer Mwgafo/y q/̂ TMggf/Mgj" /?m66z6/y 

mfAer ̂ /zgo/'e /̂caZ wgrg co/Mg ̂ o, 6%/̂  q/̂  

dg//veyy OM /̂ze growM f̂. lywofĝ f /M jSTzGr/p, /?. 29^ 

However, notwithstanding these problems, a combination of political factors 

and pressure from particular stakeholders led to NCVQ being given the job of 

developing a new vocational award along tlie lines of the competence-based 

NVQ model, but under the leadership of Sir Bryan Nicholson who was well 

versed in the vocational education and training issues. In 1988 

the CBI (Confederation of British Industry) had set up a task force 



"to review the nation's vocational education and training effort 

and to make recommendations on how to improve its 

effectiveness". (CBI, 1989 p.7) 

The task force was led by Sir Bryan Nicholson, former chairman of the 

Manpower Services Commission who, (according to Sharp's research 1998 

p. 297) had worked closely with Geoffrey Holland, Permanent Secretary at 

the Department of Employment. Although the report focused on the 

development of training credits and was produced in line with Government 

policy, it was somewhat critical of job-related training for not developing 

adaptable, flexible and responsive employees. (CBI, op.cit. p. 13) 

"NVQs were alleged to be too narrow for the development of 

flexible skills with NVQ units sometimes being concerned with 

isolated tasks in which the overall context was lost. Too much 

emphasis was placed on narrow, rather than broad-based, 

competence with knowledge and generic skills neglected". 

(Sharp, ibid p. 297) 

Ironically, in spite of this 'foresight' in the CBI Report, these same criticisms 

echo the vociferous complaints by GNVQ teachers levelled at the GNVQ 

'Mark F between 1993-96, where the absence of a 'hoHstic' approach to the 

development of knowledge and skills led to an instrumental approach to 

learning by many students, or student drop-out, caused by the fragmentation 

of knowledge in the GNVQ unit specifications and its assessment methods. 
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Similar criticisms had been made of NCVQ and NVQs in the Times 

Educational Supplement in October 1989 by John Sellers, Chief Executive of 

BTEC who was concerned about their emphasis on 

"narrow, mechanistic, easily measurable competencies to the 

detriment of knowledge and intellectual content in many areas of 

education and training. He wanted to see more emphasis on 

personal effectiveness learning to broaden the curriculum and 

less on the narrow 'trade training' approach In a fairly overt 

reference to Gilbert Jessup at NCVQ, he blamed present 

problems on the 'evangelical zeal' of 'latecomers' to the cause of 

employment relevance who wanted simply to make their mark". 

qp. 297-29^ 

It is difficult to pinpoint exactly when GNVQs became part of Government 

thinking. Sharp argues that according to Nicholson, GNVQs were not on the 

agenda when he took over at NCVQ in September 1990, nor were they 

evident in Government policy by December 1990 when Tim Eggar sanctioned 

the extension of BTEC First Diplomas into schools and asked City & Guilds 

to revise CPVE. However, Eggar's actions signalled a warning to Jessup that 

NCVQ was at risk of being marginalised and he lobbied Nicholson and Peter 

Reay, the Chief Executive of NCVQ about his concerns. According to Sharp, 

Nicholson wrote to ministers arguing that: 

" a more strategic approach would be to extend the NVQ 

framework over any new vocational qualifications made 
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m;azW/e m gdz/corfzoMa/ v4/f/zo«gA 

documentation is not yet in the public domain, it is clear that 

B7EC Cf(y oW GMzYdiy AW 6geM g/vew fAe ram/f fo c^eve/qp 

f/;g/r vocaf/oM(7/ mi/orrakybr ̂ cAoo/^ co//gggj O M f f A e 

Mrp^^armgyyo/* ^o/» /^wgMCg, /f ff 

^o^j^/6/e, gygM /?m6a6/g, /lorvg 6ggM 

g^wor/y/fcaf/oM^f/;e GW?g.y wA/cA li/g /zm;g fo-akry ". 

(1S%<7/p, 7998 /?. 307y) 

In addition, Nicholson warned the Government that it was in danger of being 

eclipsed on vocational education and training issues by Labour Party thinkitig 

wliich was reflected in a report by the Institute of Public Policy "A British 

Baccalaureate " published in 1990, which may have ... "led to a more or less 

overnight decision on GNVQs" (Interview, Nicholson 9 June 1997, quoted in 

Sharp, 1998). In March 1991 details of the proposed GNVQs were leaked to 

the press and in May 1991 they were officially announced in the Government 

White Paper Education and Training for the 21st Century (DES/DOE/Welsh 

Office, 1991). In order to ensure compliance with Government policy, the 

Secretary of State made it clear that under section 24 of the 1988 Education 

Reform Act, schools and colleges would only be permitted to offer vocational 

qualifications which fell within the NCVQ framework: other vocational 

qualifications were to be phased out. As Sharp points out, the message was 

clear both for Awarding Bodies and centres: the implementation of GNVQs 



would go ahead and NCVQ was given the remit for their development in a 

short timescale. 

NCVQ set up a Policy Group in the summer of 1991 chaired by Peter Reay, 

with representatives from a wide range of bodies. By October 1991 a 

consultation document had been produced "GNVQs: proposals for the new 

or which set out the criteria 

for the GNVQ 'Mark 1'; tliis was essentially the competence-based model 

and brainchild of Gilbert Jessup who used his undoubted influence at that 

time to introduce a top-down innovation which was not radically changed 

until after the Capey Report, in 1996. Sharp concludes; 

/M wA/c/f fOyOATM /̂ig 

f 14/gyg OM/y 6FĵA:g<̂  fo COTWTMgMf OMCg fAg 667̂ /C TMOakZ 

6ggM wp /Tp. 

Footnote: 

7%g w/z/cA 6ggM ĵ gf /M z/Mafgr fAg awĵ p/cgj" Âg 

D^orr^gM^ fo (^vg/qp /MOMaggcgM^gj: 

(76o//,y/zg6f m aMff /fj" }yorA: â̂ gM ovgr 6)/ /̂zg 

DE WMf//Jw/y 7PPJ, M//zgM f/zg /Mgŷ ĝ f vi/zY/z ̂ /zg ZyE 6gca7Mg fAg 

D^ayVTMgMfybr E/M;?/qy/Mg»f. 
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1.5 Mainstream implementation of GNVQs 

f 7/ 7PPJ - 7PP6 

GNVQs were launched into mainstream education in September 1993. Over 

the following academic year, 83,000 GNVQ students were recruited by 1,400 

approved centres across five main programme areas. (See Figure 1.4) 

Figure 1.4: Student registrations by programme area 1993-94 

Programme Area Registrations 

GNVQ Business 34,000 

(lNlfQ]aeddi&SoaLalC%w6 18,000 

GNVQ Leisure & Tourism 14,000 

9,000 

GNVQ Manufacturing 1,800 

Other - Pilot and Foundation 6,200 

Total = 83,000 

(2)()ur(:e: FIEOFC:, 1()94) 

Although a number of official reports and surveys cited the growing 

popularity of GNVQs among staif and students as an alternative curriculum 

to GCE A-Levels, their 'popularity' was mainly due to Government pohcy 

which was set on phasing out existing vocational programmes and implicit 
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funding mechanisms which were 'encouraging' centres to offer the new 

awards, plus market forces which was generating competition between 

schools and colleges. 

A joint research project undertaken by the Further Education Unit (FEU), the 

Nuffield Foundation and the London Institute of Education in 1993-94 led by 

Wolf concluded; 

because of intrinsic features of the awards or a well-researched 

preference for GNVQs over other qualifications ...In many 

centres GNVQs were introduced solely as direct replacements for 

either BTEC or City & Guilds analogues... because of the 

perception that this was Government policy; that all centres 

would have to make the change at some point; and that there 

wgre m mg Mow. OfAg/" morde fAe 

decision to introduce new vocational qualifications into the 

curriculum or to expand their vocational programmes into new 

vocational areas in order to attract more post-compulsory 

students or provide more alternatives within a rapidly expanding 

sixth form. GNVQs were selected in preference to older awards 

because the latter were clearly being phased out". 
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However, mainstream implementation of GNVQs proved highly problematic 

and completion rates were disappointing (FEFC, 1994; 1995; OfSTED, 1994; 

SCAA, 1996). There was increasing evidence that non-completion in GNVQs 

was a greater problem than for the 16-19 qualifications which they replaced 

(Robinson, 1996; Carvel, 1997). In 1996-97 less than half of students on 

GNVQ advanced courses had achieved the full award within the designated 

time period. Non-completion and high drop-out rates, particularly among the 

one-year intennediate level GNVQ students were a particular cause for 

concern. 

The FEFC report of 1994 identified 'a number of teething problems' which 

were evident with GNVQ implementation in colleges, namely: -

students to courses and some high drop-out rates, particularly at 

Hi) lack of clarity on the 'range' and 'levels of knowledge' 

development nationally, regionally and locally within colleges; 
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v) unwieldy documentation associated with excessive recording 

vi) limited development and integration of core skills; 

vii) poor standards of students' work on some GNVQ 

Intermediate courses; 

via) poor success rates in some external tests 

The major criticisms of the new vocational award from GNVQ teachers were 

levelled at the excessive jargon and ambiguity in the specifications, 

difficulties with interpreting the grading criteria and the very cumbersome and 

burdensome tracking, recording and assessment regime, which, although 

central to the competence-based assessment approach, was proving both 

difficult and very time-consuming to manage. While acknowledging these 

problems, inspectorate reports recognised that the speed with which GNVQs 

had been introduced (which had been part of Government policy), was a 

contributory factor and that centres had had insufficient time for staff 

development to enable them to understand and embed the new curriculum. 

" Political time scales are always at odds with proper planning 

time scales, and the new qualifications system is an extremely 

good example of that. They are long term developments, but 



Y a TM/MZĵ fery /;m;e 6g (76/e ô 

ĉ TMOM^̂ rorfg j/zoyf-̂ eATM oMff ̂ Agyg MO &)M6̂  /» OM 

j/oz/ W Aorve more f/me (^evg/c /̂Mg OM̂/ 

q/y?cW, ĝ z/ofê y /« 7 PP.9 /?. 767^ 

"7%g /?/(y /Y f/zar Am;/Mg 6ggM gM /̂zz/j'gc;( w/z/cA 

a goo(^ fA/Mg, go^ ĵ o fAgy Â zvg /f cfoMe ve?y 

grw/cMy /?m6a6/y grz/zc^er zf ̂ /70wZ<̂  Am;g Z)ggM &)Me. 7 

f/imA f A e G W T Q j : , MOf a// q/"f/ze/M, 6wf q / " w g r g (Z 

6ff q^cowra^e. PFe Aave AW aMO /̂%gr};gar - /̂zere '6̂  MO 

grweâ ffOM q/^fAaf". (DE q^^c/aZ, grwofê f m PFzZZ/aTMjf, 7999 f6fY^ 

However, criticisms of GNVQs did not abate, and in March 1994 Mr. Tim 

Boswell, the parliamentary imder-secretary of state for further and higher 

education announced a six-point plan to address the issues. He called for; 

• a tightening up of the external testing regime, 

• a review of the role of external verifiers to ensure that moderation of 

standards was the main focus of their work and they had appropriate subject 

expertise and better training 

• a clarification of the grading criteria 

• a clarification of the knowledge and understanding required in each unit, 

especially the mandatory core skills units at each level 

• greater clarity of expression and the avoidance of jargon in guidance to 

teachers on issues such as marking course work, grading and setting up and 
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designing courses, with written materials backed up by regional and local 

support networks 

• common criteria and consistency of interpretation over the approval of 

(xenlbnss (j]Sn/(;)s. (IfliEfC:, ISiSW f). :28) 

It is an interesting part of the 'political process' that these points had been 

shared with the DfE during an informal feedback of interim findings by FEFC 

inspectors in February 1994, although the FEFC Report was not published 

until November 1994. 

NCVQ and the three GNVQ awarding bodies were given the task of 

implementing these significant improvements. An independent review group 

was commissioned by NCVQ and led by Dr. John Capey. Reporting in 

November 1995 it made 19 recommendations. The key points were that: 

• GNVQs should adopt a more holistic approach to assessment and move 

from 'element based' to 'unit-based' assessment; 

• the language and terminology in GNVQs should be simplified and made 

more user-fiiendly for teachers and students; 

• the GNVQ grading criteria should be simplified from four to two themes, 

namely, 'process' and 'quality of outcomes'; 

• there should be more guidance on planning and teaching core skills within 

the vocational programmes and NCVQ should assess the feasibility of using 

standard assignments by which to assess core skills; 
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® awarding bodies should review the appointment and training of external 

verifiers to ensure greater consistency in applying GNVQ requirements. 

In the face of all the criticisms from stakeholders, the Government had two 

poHcy options: either abandon GNVQs or review their design. The already 

considerable investment by the Government in designing and implementing 

the new vocational awards made the first option unlikely. 

In April 1996 following the Capey Report (November 1995), the Government 

allocated £29 million over a three year period to improving GNVQs. The 

Government charged NCVQ and the Further Education Development Agency 

(FEDA) with the task of 'improving the rigour of assessment and grading, 

building on and improving national standards, finding new and effective ways 

of assessing key skills, supporting teachers and lecturers through staff 

development and training, and removing barriers to progression into higher 

education and employment'. (DfEE, 1996) 

While GNVQs continued to be offered by centres in their current format, 

NCVQ set up another one year GNVQ pilot ('a phased implementation') 

involving four GNVQ programme areas (Art & Design, Business, IT. and 

Health & Social Care) based on revised specifications and different 

assessment strategies in order to trial some of the recommendations made in 

the Capey Report. A separate pilot scheme for stand-alone key skills (which 

were assuming a higher profile politically following concern expressed by 

employers and in inspection reports) was also established. However, a change 
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of government in May 1997 led to a review of the whole 14-19 education and 

training provision, and the mainstream implementation of the outcomes of the 

pilot, planned for September 1998, was postponed until 1999. 

1.6 So were GNVQs fundamentally flawed? 

So what was fundamentally wrong with the GNVQ curriculum? A number of 

researchers argued that the GNVQ model was essentially flawed because of 

some inherent tensions within its philosophy and structure. 

(Avis, 1991; Hodkinson and Mattinson, 1994; Young, 1994; Spours, 1995; 

Gleeson and Hodkinson, 1995; Bloomer, 1997; Edwards et. al., 1997; Bates 

et. al., 1998). 

Indeed, GNVQs had essentially imported a narrow, behaviouristic, 

competence-based assessment and 'training' model used to assess adults 

within a work-based setting, into a full-time, 16-19 'education' context into 

which it did not easily fit. The major tensions revolved around assessment. 

Although NCVQ's original consultation document in 1990 which contained 

the draft proposals for the new vocational awards, had been widely 

supported, there had been considerable debate over whether GNVQs should 

be graded and externally assessed (NCVQ, 1992). NCVQ preferred to model 

GNVQs as closely as possibly on the NVQ competence-based system with 

its simple pass/fail criterion and without any other external assessment. 

However, tliis had been unacceptable to the DBS and ministers, who had 
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insisted on grading and external assessment to ensure credibility and 'parity 

of esteem' (another major issue which will be discussed in more detail in 

Chapter 3). Reluctantly, NCVQ and the tliree awarding bodies had introduced 

external testing with multiple choice and open-ended items for each 

mandatory unit. But the external tests had proved problematic with initially 

low numbers of candidates achieving the 80% pass mark, with some of the 

brighter students failing and weaker students passing them. There was 

ambiguity in both test items and multiple choice answers, as well as problems 

of the language used in some of the tests being pitched at inappropriate levels. 

After the results of the initial 1992/93 Pilot, NCVQ and the awarding bodies 

in discussion with the DES, decided to make the external tests all multiple 

choice and the pass mark was reduced to 70% in 1994. This seemed the 

lesser of all evils. 

Between May 1996 and January 1998, research undertaken by Williams 

involving 24 in-depth and semi-structured interviews with former senior 

officials from the DES, DE and NCVQ helps to clarify some of the political 

processes underlying the policy making. 

wAo/g dlr/vgM 6}" DE aMcf 
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OM /Y fO 67 COTM /̂ĝ g/y C^^rgMf 

gWmM/wgMf. ^E^q^cWg^Mo^g^/mPMr/Z/am^, 7PPP^. 76^ 

However, even in tlie early stages, tensions between different factions within 

the DES, DE and NCVQ were pulling the vocational qualification in different 

directions and the 'compromise' was causing the potential for an assessment 

overload and giving rise to 'an academic drift' as the following comments 

from two DES officials indicates: 

/M 

ay v/Wybr q / " m 

^ 6 7 ( 5 ^ ^ A e o / o g y - fo 

/ pgop/g /M gdz/c<3̂ /0M, / wow/dk Y ... 

worj" 67cfw67/(y OM ĝ-cre(3r̂ g yi-

Zgyg/j" ... /Y 14/arj' /MOA-g OM fo pz/f OM 

/Ŷ OTM 6gC0/M/Mg fOO W67C ,̂ OA" ^00 

fdeoZogfcaZ/ycfr/veM". (gMo^ecfmPFzWomj:, 7999/7.76^ 

Thus by 1996, although the phased implementation of GNVQs was 

progressing more or less as plaimed, the on-going problems at macro level 

surrounding the assessment and implementation of GNVQs caused some 

centres to re-think their curriculum and reinstate former vocational 

programmes such as BTEC First and National courses in some areas. 
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Indeed, the three main vocational awarding bodies were another major group 

of 'players' in the political process, hi the 1980s BTEC, the largest of the 

three awarding bodies, had been reluctant to change their well-established 

vocational programmes to competence-based NVQs. NCVQ had to woo them 

by giving some of the BTEC products 'conditional accreditation' without any 

alterations to the specifications, in order to ensure that a major segment of the 

market was brought into the NVQ framework. However, there was a 

fundamental clash of philosophy in that NVQs were unit-based and that 

occupational competence was to be delivered and assessed in the workplace. 

By contrast, BTEC qualifications, which emphasised the importance of 

knowledge and understanding, were delivered in F.E. colleges and also 

enabled access to higher education. 

Likewise, with the introduction of GNVQs, the support of the three awarding 

bodies was a crucial variable if the new vocational qualification was to be a 

success. However, BTEC, RSA and City & Guilds each felt that their own 

existing vocational programmes which were being delivered in the FE market, 

could be adapted to nationally-recognised, broad-based vocational 

qualifications framework for delivery in schools and colleges. Initially the 

DES thought that existing vocational programmes could be enhanced and in 

1991 sanctioned the extension of these programmes into schools. But it soon 

became clear that a totally new qualification was needed for the national 

framework rather than elevating the products of one awarding body to the 

detriment of the other two. In addition, NCVQ successfully lobbied the 
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government for a fofaZ/y Mew grMa/f/fcaffon which would encompass many of 

the elements of the BTEC awards, but would be quite distinct. NCVQ was 

then made the lead body responsible for designing the new award in 

conjunction with the three awarding bodies, who were given 'monopoly 

rights' over the new quahfications in recognition of the substantial amount of 

resources they would need to commit to the development of GNVQs. 

However the awarding bodies were very much aware of the political process 

and monitored the NCVQ policy group very carefully as the following 

comment illustrates 

fop 

were f/ie)/ werg ... Aemg fAezr 

TMgM ... af 

fo j-ge Mz/z/c/z f/ze 

q/7/cW, m /?. 7(̂ 6̂  

But what about other stakeholders? How did students respond to GNVQs? 

At a more micro level however, some GNVQ areas were out of kilter with 

student demand and/or perceived progression routes. In the first phase of 

GNVQ implementation, although Business, Health & Social Care and Leisure 

& Tourism proved popular, there was little take up nationally for 

Manufacturing, and there was an uncomfortable 'marriage' between Leisure 

& Tourism which attempted to bring together two quite disparate groups of 
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students: those wanting to study and participate in particular sports and 

outdoor activities (mainly boys) and students who wanted to study the 

cultural side of tourism (mainly girls). Recreation, sports and outdoor pursuits 

courses were frequently offered in agricultural colleges, while the travel and 

tourism was offered in mainstream F.E. colleges. However, combining the 

two areas caused staffing and resource problems in many centres and 

frequent complaints from students (original inspection data - FEFC 1993/4). 

During Phase 2 implementation of GNVQs a similar problem emerged with 

Engineering. Students wanted either a course specialising in mechanical 

engineering or electrical/electronic engineering, not a generic course which 

combined the two disciplines. There were similar issues with GNVQ 

Construction and the Built Environment, and Hospitality & Catering. 

However, the criticisms of GNVQ Leisure & Tourism were so vociferous that 

the programme was later split into two separate subjects at advanced level, 

and in engineering students were allowed to opt for a particular 'track' after 

the first year. Following a very low take-up, GNVQ Management Studies at 

advanced level was abandoned; it was eventually realised that it was not an 

appropriate curriculum for the 16-19 age group. 

However, after an initial rapid growth in GNVQs since 1993, 1996/97 saw 

the first decline in student registrations at foundation and intermediate levels. 

Dr. Townsend, the chief executive of B.TEC, who had been listening very 

carefully to her 'customers' re-instated first the National Diploma 

programmes (which were due to be phased out), and then the BTEC First 
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Diplomas (which had already been phased out). Althou^ called to account 

for this to the DfE in 1995, she provided substantial evidence that GNVQs 

were not meeting all the market needs of students or employers. In the wake 

of all the criticisms of GNVQs, the DfE did not take any further action 

against BTEC, but left it to market forces and perhaps future funding policies 

to determine the relative popularity and status of the different awards. 

1.7 A changing political context and a change of approach 

zzf - .zcioo 

By 1997, after nearly a decade of experimentation with vocational 

qualifications and in spite of the growth of the new awards, GNVQs were still 

not embedded comfortably within the education system. The "teething 

troubles" identified by the first FEFC inspectorate report (FEFC, 1994) had 

not gone away and serious flaws had emerged with the original GNVQ model 

resulting in a number of reviews and modifications, although it could be 

argued that these were essentially only ' tinkering' with the basic model. A 

number of researchers argued that there was a crisis in vocational 

qualifications and little consensus about their future (Spours and Young, 

1996; Spours, 1997; Hodgson and Spours, 1997; Edwards et.al., 1997). 

Spours summed up the situation at an evening lecture at the London Institute 

of Education three months before the General Election in May 1997: 
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" ay fo f/ze orcâ /g/M/c 

Am;e 6ggM a Awrgarz/cmffc eji^gngMce Mow arg 

ôwar̂ Zy v4-2gvgA9 aM(/ m4/<̂ /roTM wor^/orcgyb//owmg 

q/" ̂ aA;e-%^ q / " - q̂ gM oj" maĉ gg'Mafg yb^ 

vocof/oMaZ ecA/cofzoM wzfi fmmmg e^ecia/(y 6); f/ie '6ej:f 

Trô A /̂oMo/ vocfT̂ /OMor/ - /Morg 

6 /̂pyac /̂Z/oMgrj', Mofyavowrg^y 6}/ fAe govgm/M6M "̂ 

(S^owr^, 

He concluded that the problems were; 

"... gjcocgy^afg^f 6)/ fAg co/Mpĝ gMCg-6<%yg(y<%pm67cA fo 

yĝ poM f̂ fo Vow-ĵ A;///' <5̂e/M<3»6& 6)/ g/Mp/qyerĵ  fo 

ygj;poM6̂  fo r/̂ /Mg j9<7̂ /ĉ (3̂ /OM Mggdy o/" /ow acA/everĵ  - 'gap 

m f/ze marAef' oygwrneMf. 7%e zj: ^ mzjĉ wre q/" 

'vo/wMfarz\y/M' oMc/ Vdeo/ogy' zn fAe c/eve/qpmeMf q/̂  vocafzoziaZ 

gf«a///zcâ zoM& 

TTzey^A-g C07M/7gfgMCg-6â g6/ vocafzoMar/ ĝ wa/z/zcâ zoMj' are 

^z/ZMg ZM ŴO TMẐĵZOMĵ  - ZM AaVZMg OM g^C^ZVg ggMg^a/ 

gdwca^zoMa/ m/g (7z/MzfafzoMĵ  q/^core ĵ Â zZ/j" aM(yprocg ĵ̂  ^A:z//̂  or 

pro/MOfzMg Azg/z .yM/ (^^roac/zgj^ /» worA /̂acgĵ  (7z7MzWzoM̂  q/̂  

co7?zpĝ gMce-6aĵ g6/ (^roac/zgj^ ". (^owr^, z6z<5f.̂  
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Spours mamtamed that a more pro-active approach to policy-making should 

be adopted to create qualifications which shape good educational and training 

behaviour but at the same time are not seen as 'ideologically driven'. He 

argued that a strategic review of the qualifications fi-amework was needed in 

order to address a number of inter-related weaknesses, namely, the 'parity of 

esteem' problem between A-Levels and GNVQs; the failure of GNVQs to 

develop vocational skill and knowledge and their lack of recognition in the 

labour market; the 'lack of presence, volume and identity in NVQs' combined 

with the problem of voluntarism and the low skill demand by employers. 

But how could this be done? There were three choices of policy direction. 

Option 1; (Conservative policy) 

Continue the current course - with the 'gold' standard (A-Levels) 

unchanged and more externally tested GNVQs and NVQ approaches to 

work-based and professional education and training. 

Option 2; ("Smithers' approach") 

Reform the academic track and vocational tracks separately and keeping 

them distinct. Keep A-Levels, but make vocational education more 

'technical'. 

Option 3; (Unification approach) 

Reform all tracks simultaneously through a common strategy 
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Spours favoured the unification approach in which academic and vocational 

qualifications would be part of the same track and share the same design 

features - namely, balanced assessment and a modular/unitised structure with 

'vocational formation' and 'progression' being the key principles, rather than 

'competence' which he saw as subordinate to these. Clearly, Spours was 

becoming an influential 'actor' now that Gilbert Jessup had fallen fi-om grace. 

Spours argued for a new policy direction in that all vocational qualifications 

would be aligned within five levels which would 

"promoteprogression and attempt to raise the standard at the 

upper end and extend downwards at the lower end: 

-Advanced (equivalent to three A-Levels/NV03) 

~ General (current upper GCSE grades) 

~ Foundation (current lower GCSE grades) 

The election of a new Government in May 1997 provided the opportunity for 

a strategic review of the education system and Spours was brought in as a key 

member of the Labour Government's 'think tank'. The 'unification approach' 

was eventually adopted as Government policy and A-Levels, GNVQs, 
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GCSEs and NVQs were re-aligned through changes in their assessment and 

modularisation strategies, with a phased implementation of 'Curriculum 2000' 

starting from September followed by a consolidation and broadening phase of 

a flilly unified system beyond 2001. There was also a strong emphasis on the 

development and assessment of Key Skills as free-standing qualifications 

with external tests, which would be accessible to all curriculum routes, not 

just GNVQs. Substantial Government fimding was then aimed at institutional 

collaboration and partnership via regional staff development to support 

implementation through FEDA's 'Key Skills Task Force.' 

However, it would be naive to regard Ken Spoiirs' miitisation approach as 

not being 'ideologically' driven. It was fimdamentally part of a non-selective, 

egalitarian approach to education which sought to achieve greater 'parity of 

esteem' by diluting the 'gold standard' of A-Levels through modularisation 

and securing greater convergence of GNVQs, while enhancing participation 

by the drive towards 'inclusive learning'. 

But to what extent (if at all) these strategies would achieve Government 

objectives and, in particular, 'parity of esteem' was debatable. However, 

while the state education system had to come into line with the Government's 

policy directives, the response of the independent sector did not bode well as 

the following extract indicates: 
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<ar7M/(f coMcemĵ  over Govem/MgM^ fo f/;g ĵ /xrA /̂br/M 

cwyncw/w/M. 7 % g a / M O M g /weTM̂ gŷ y q/̂ fAg ' 

' CoM/grgMce, r^ecfy?ercg cy/Oc/ĵ /M o/"f/ze 

Mgwv4 wzc/vlS'/gyg/j^ 6}/ fAg mdl^gWeMr j^gcfor ̂ 6 ^ ... 

w//dg^reW coMcem^̂  fAg Mgw m ly/̂ /cA 

f<7A:g/fve or ĵ /% yiS'Z/gvg/j' r A e / r j / g a r 6 ^ r g 

MGrrroM/mg &)T4/M rÂ -gg oA-ybz/rv4-Z,eveZ^ - wowZ<̂  MOf fAe 

rggrw/z-ef̂  foo mwc/? fe^^frng Mô  gzve 

'coAerewf ' fo TTza if/ZZ car̂ f̂ rgMgw/gc/ 

dbwA ĵ: over /̂;e ̂ fwre q/̂ y4-Z,eve/j;. " 

(Dm/yMb/Z, ^0cfo6er200(^ 

1.8 Summary 

In reality, the policy-making process does not conform to the rational-

purposive model in which a problem is defined or emerges, a range of 

'solutions' are considered and policy-makers make a rational choice about ± e 

'best' policy option, carefully relating 'means' to 'ends'. The process is far 

more complex and chaotic, as policy texts are developed through the interface 

of multiple agendas, attitudes and values from a range of 'stakeholders', 

resulting in negotiation, compromise and the exercise of power (Trowler, 

2003). 

Thus policy espousal involves a complex process of defining, interpreting, 

negotiating and refining proposals. However, the Government has the power 
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to involve or marginalise stakeholders within this process, as different 

perspectives are incorporated into the policy formulation, or deflected and 

ignored. Indeed, the new vocational curriculum policies have shifted power 

away from LEAs, teachers, lecturers and academics into the hands of 

employers, politicians and national bodies such as NCVQ, which have been 

set up to ensure policy implementation. However even national bodies 

responsible for the education and training initiatives e.g. the MSG, NCVQ 

and SCAA are held accountable and made scapegoats when policy objectives 

are not met, and are soon replaced by new organisations or merged ones as 

policies evolve and change direction. 

It has been argued that throughout the 1980s after years of gradual and ad hoc 

reform, the 1991 Government White Paper marked a watershed in the 

direction of Government policy. It signalled a more centralist approach to 

qualifications reform and the development of a national framework, within a 

'market context' that aimed to give more power and autonomy to individual 

institutions and students. The White Paper introduced a triple-track national 

qualifications framework, with some alignment of levels and unit design, and 

established a new competence-based middle track GNVQs, as an alternative 

to the academic A-Level route, which aimed to facilitate progression to work 

or Further and Higher Education (FHE). However, these policies have not 

always achieved even their basic aims and their intended consequences are 

always mediated by other 'stakeholders' at the micro-political level. Thus 

students used GNVQs as an alternative route to H.E. rather than to 

employment. 
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Similarly, although NCVQ was given the brief of developing the national 

framework and converting all vocational qualifications to a competence-based 

model, initially with NVQs and existing vocational qualiGcations, and 

subsequently with the new GNVQs in 1991/92 this strategy was not 

successfully achieved. The developments were implemented in great haste 

and with a 'missionary zeal' (Hyland, 1994; Gleeson and Hodkinson, 1995;) 

which reflected the ideological vision of the designer and ignored the 

preferences of'stakeholders' at grass roots level, namely, students and 

teachers. But although NVQ methodology succeeded in dominating 

intellectual debates about vocational education between 1992 - 1996, it did 

not succeed in eradicating the existing vocational qualifications as had been 

originally intended by NCVQ. By 1996 over 60% of all vocational 

qualifications were still outside the NVQ and GNVQ tracks, (FEFC, 1996) 

and traditional BTEC and City & Guilds awards continued to thrive, with 

some colleges abandoning GNVQs in favour of a return to them. 

Thus, contrary to Government policy intentions, the NCVQ framework did 

not rationalise the overall structure of qualifications. By 1995, the traditional 

vocational awards such as B.TEC National Diplomas and others were still in 

existence and had significantly higher esteem (and exchange value) than the 

new GNVQs (and NVQs). Indeed, rather than simplifying the qualifications 

structure. Government policy had merely added to the range of awards and 

had created an even greater plethora (Trowler, 2003). 
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Moreover, despite heavy Government backing both legislative and Gnancial 

involving both 'carrots' and 'sticks', GNVQs failed to secure a broad 

consensus among teachers, employers and educationalists and at a micro-

political/institutional level they were rejected by many students, as reflected 

in the high drop-out and non-completion rates. Fundamental flaws in the 

design of GNVQs to do with assessment and grading resulted in a troubled 

implementation and vociferous criticisms from 'stakeholders' which 

necessitated a series of modifications by NCVQ between 1992 and 1996, 

albeit with great reluctance, but these only partly addressed the problems. 

Indeed, such widespread criticisms of the GNVQ/competency-based model 

raised issues about whether the Government policy was rooted in a 

fundamentally sound base. This will be explored further in Chapter 3. 

Following the election of a Labour Government in 1997, this culminated in a 

strategic review of the whole education and training system, and the adoption 

of a new policy direction which was moving towards a miification approach 

and an abandoning of the triple-track system which was seen by some 

educationalists as divisive and undermining the quest for 'parity of esteem'. 

(Gleeson and Hodkinson, 1995; Young, 1995; Hodgson and Spours, 1997) 

While this chapter has focused on the political dimensions underpinning 

Government policy, the next chapter will look at the curriculum level and the 

underlying tensions and contradictions within GNVQ pedagogy. Chapter 3 

will examine GNVQs and progression within the context of the debate on 

'parity of esteem'. A consideration of phenomenological perspectives of 
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students' experience of GNVQs will lead into Chapter 4, and an outline of 

my research methodology. Chapter 5 will present the Gndings of Phase I of 

my fieldwork research in relation to the relevant key questions posed in 

Chapter 4. 

In Chapters 6 and 7 the focus will be on students' progression to H.E. and 

the Gndings of Phase n and EI of the research, namely, the fbUow-up 

interviews with 18 students who progressed to H.E. and the views of H.E. 

tutors about the strengths and weaknesses of GNVQ students during their 

degree/diploma courses. Finally, Chapter 8 will focus on the last Key 

Question, with a discussion on the adequacy and sufficiency of GNVQs in 

facilitating students' progression to H.E., in bridging the 'academic-

vocational divide' and the extent to which Government policy objectives 

were achieved and provide an overall summary and conclusion to the thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

Policy implementation 

2.1 Theoretical perspectives on policy implementation 

Management perspectives on 'Organisation Development' help to shed light 

on the process of policy implementation. There are two main groups of 

theories that apply to this context. First, the 'functionalist' or 'managerial' 

approaches and secondly, phenomenological perspectives, each of which 

starts from a different ontological and epistemological position. 

The 'managerial' or 'top down' approach argues that effective change is 

brought about when managers define a policy, set the goals and then ensure 

staff commitment to them. This model assumes that organisations have a 

unified culture which is shared by all members and which shapes their 

behaviour towards the achievement of common goals. As Trowler points out;-

we Z/Are/y f o 7 % ^ ^ f/ze moMagey w/zo wz\yAej: fo 

fo 6Mz/(f a co/zereMf cw/fwrg ZM f/zezr ĵ c/zooZ, or 

WMZvg/iyzfy. Gzv̂ M c/gm" /?o/z6y goaAy, cr ĵ w ĉzeMf 

oMcf aw c^/zow fo Armg c/zoMge, 

f/ze rgWzvg/y earĵ z^ f/zof po/zcy ẑ  
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carried out as intended by the policy-makers 

(Trowler, 2003 p. 126) 

Thus, education policies, whether formulated by Government, LEAs or in 

education institutions themselves, need to create the right conditions for 

successful implementation. Numerous writers on 'Organisation Development' 

have identified a range of conditions for managers to consider. Trowler 

provides a useful summary of these in the following figure, against which the 

GNVQ curriculum policy can be evaluated. 

Figure 2.1 What managers should do to implement policy successfully -

the 'top-down' approach 

1) creating and sustaining the commitment of those involved 

2) having clear and stable policy objectives 

3) ensuring that the policy innovation has priority over competing demands 

4) ensuring that there is a real expectation of solid outcomes inherent in the 

poKcy, not just symbolic ones 

5) ensuring that the causal theory which underlies the policy reform is correct 

and adequate 

6) allocating sufficient financial resources 

7) creating, as far as possible, a stable environment within which the policy is 

being implemented 

Source: adapted from Cerych and Sabatier 1986, 

(quoted in Trowler 2003, p. 125) 
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So to what extent did the new post-16 policy on vocational qualifications 

meet these "necessary" conditions? Before considering tliis later on in the 

Chapter, other management perspectives on implementing pohcy change in 

organisations need to be reviewed. 

There are a number of criticisms of the 'top-down' approach to policy 

implementation. Firstly, research by Cerych and Sabatier (1986) has indicated 

that even if all the factors listed above are met, these are not 'siilScient' to 

ensure that policies are adopted as the policy-makers intended. In particular, 

phenomenological sociologists argue that the functionalist or 'top-down' 

perspectives have given too much emphasis to the goals of managers and 

policy-makers at Government level, and have ignored the key actors within 

the organisation who actually interpret and implement the policies. Moreover, 

organisations are not simple, linear structures with a single set of norms and 

values. They are very complex and contain many 'actors' within them with 

different sets of norms and values. Thus as Trowler observes;-

"Organisational cultures are multiple rather than unitary, at 
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Given these circumstances, policies are mediated by personnel lower down in 

the organisational hierarchy, and policies are frequently modified in the 

process. 

Co/zgygMf (7̂  M 

o M c f m f o /pmcf/ce 6)/ growM f̂-Zeve/ crcforj:, ̂ wc/% " 

/6fd j9. 72^ 

Thus from the phenomenologists' perspective, policy implementation is also a 

'bottom-up' process. This model recognises the role of different 'actors' 

within the organisation in changing policy during the actual implementation 

stage. Thus implementation is not a passive second stage to policy 

formulation and espousal; it is an active and dynamic part of the pohcy-

making process and has implications for managers. When implementing 

policy change, the existing values and attitudes of staff within an organisation 

need to be taken into account. Thus managers need to foster a shared vision 

of the new policy and encourage 'ownership' of it among members of the 

organisation otherwise policy-imposition will lead to subversion and non-

compliance. 

However, it would be wrong to assume that these perspectives are without 

their criticisms. It is argued that 'bottom-up' approaches overestimate the 

power of lower-level members within an organisation and fail to recognise 

that the policy-makers set the agenda and the ground rules for negotiation. 
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So, returning to the main issues of my case study; 

• To what extent did Government policy on the new vocational quahfications 

achieve its objectives? 

• Did the new GNVQs offer a high status pathway to H.E. and achieve 'parity 

of esteem' with A-Levels? 

There has been considerable debate surrounding these issues as the following 

sections will demonstrate. 

Researchers and academics have identified a number of contradictions and 

tensions underpinning GNVQ philosophy and practice wliich call into 

question criteria 2 and 5 of Cerych and Sabatier's implementation model. 

2.2 Contradictions and tensions underpinning GNVQ philosophy and 

practice 

2.2.1 'Progressivism', 'technical rationalism' and 'free marketism' 

A number of researchers have argued that the GNVQ model was essentially 

flawed because of some inherent tensions within its philosophy and structure 

which was pulling it in different directions. In particular, 'technical 

rationalism' in the form of competence-based education and training was 

incompatible with another strand namely, 'progressivism' which was evident 

in the GNVQ curriculum. 

ZM q/"CgyycA jMc/ GAAFig 
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Furthermore, Government pohcy was shaped by a number of political 

constraints already discussed in Chapter 1, combined with 'turf wars' 

between two government departments (i.e. the DE and the DES) which pulled 

GNVQs too far on the 'technical rationalism' side and reduced its appeal to 

some of its constituents, namely, the progressive educationalists. 

waf /77 /̂g/MgMW. 5'gg F/gwy-g 2.7 2 7 Cayyc/; 

Sabatier's model). 

Progressivism was a powerful ideology which had its roots in primary 

education in the 1960s. Progressivism aimed to foster the development of 

individuality and creativity in children and was very anti-industrial and anti-

modemist since industrialisation and modernism were perceived as alienating 

and hostile forces wliich undermined these values. It emphasised the 

importance of experiential learning through topic work in contrast to learning 

particular subject disciplines. Although less well-developed in secondary 

education because of the influence of academic or classical humanist 

approaches to subject learning in grammar schools and the emphasis on 

preparation for work in secondary modem/technical schools, progressivism 

was evident in the integrationist approaches to science and the humanities in 

the 1970s, such as the Nuffield Science and Schools Coimcil projects and, 

more recently, in developments in personal and social education. 

Bates et. al. see 'progressivism' in GNVQs reflected in three dimensions; 
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ggwaZ/fy fAmwg/; fAe creorf/oM 

a A/g/z j9(arf/zw< ;̂ Âg q / " c A o / c g 

ÂroMgA fAe ĉ gMfMg «p q/̂ OM aZfemaf/ve cwrncw/Mm OMĈ  w/fAm 

OMy G # P ^ fAe (%porfMM/(y ybr ywAYAer c/io/cg Z)g^gg» mô Az/gĵ ; 

jMcy fAe devg/qpmeMf q/̂ ZearMey awfOMOTM); or 

ĵ Aar/Mg w/f/; rgj!poMj'/67//(y coMfro/ over 

f/?e;y owM Zeam/Mg" (Sarfĝ  gf. a/., 79P&p. 77(^ 

However, Bloomer argues that although the GNVQ curriculum was modelled 

around 'progressivism' in its activity-based, student-centred style of learning, 

the fragmentation of knowledge reflected in GNVQ specifications and in its 

mode of assessment, in reality, led to a 'technical rationalism' which 

controlled the learner and limited his/her understanding of the knowledge 

through a mechanistic, competence-based assessment model. 

The overlaps and contradictions between these ideologies are complex. On 

the one hand it is argued that the GNVQ ciirriculimi contained elements 

traditionally associated with "progressive education" namely, student 

empowerment and 'active' and 'participative' learning, involving student 

'choice' and autonomy and provided opportunities for self-actualisation, 

however, the fragmentation of knowledge reflected in the GNVQ 

specifications and in the mechanistic competence-based mode of assessment, 

in reality controlled the learner and limited his/her autonomy and 

understanding (Bates et. al., 1998; Bloomer, 1998). 
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It is argued that competence-based assessment, so central to the GNVQ 

model and reflected in the 'performance criteria' and 'evidence indicators' in 

the GNVQ specifications, as well as the end of unit tests, was a crude form of 

behaviourism applied to education which controlled learning and the 'learner' 

in a very prescribed way. Thus while 'progressivism' stressed the essential 

unity of knowledge, the value of learning by discovery and learner 

'autonomy' by contrast, 'control' and 'technical rationalism' promoted the 

fragmentation of subject knowledge for the efficiency of instruction and 

assessment (and a mechanistic approach to learning and assessment) and 

led to a 'reductionist' approach to knowledge and an instriunental approach 

to learning. 

If these criticisms are valid, then they have serious implications for GNVQ 

students who progressed to H E. where independent learning and critical 

awareness and thinking are crucial for success at degree level. 

2.2.2 Student autonomy, empowerment and 'vocational progressivism' 

But how much freedom, 'empowerment' and choice did GNVQs actually 

offer students? The language of 'empowerment' was evident in a number of 

publications which accompanied the lamich of the GNVQ framework as the 

following extracts illustrate: 

the model is designed to provide him or her with more control 
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over fAg 7997 p. 

77^ 

"TTig em/7Aâ /ĵ  on /^e^rmonce OMcf affammeMf eMcowmgg^ 

more active and participative learning" (Jessup, 1991 p. 138) 

In these two respects, through greater choice of outcomes and 

models of learning, there will be more freedom for the learner 

in the proposed system than exists" (Jessup, 1991 p. 140) 

Other researchers acknowledge these themes and intentions: 

Jessup's "outcomes " model is directed to liberating and 

empowering the individual rather than controlling or merely 

"The key objective of the current British reforms is to empower 

//vea:" 7 9 9 7 9 9 8 a 790) 

However, Bates argues that the 'autonomy' within the GNVQ model in 

practice was 'highly circumscribed' and 'ambiguous' and suggests that the 

concept of 'empowerment' needs closer analysis. According to Bates 

'empowerment' in GNVQs could be seen to derive from a "fusion of liberal 

progressive values and vocationahsm" (Bates, 1998a p. 189). Reviewing the 
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concept in the industrial context she argues that there are a number of lessons 

to be leamt. The concept of 'empowerment' in industrial settings, is promoted 

within the human resource management (HRM) school of thought. Exponents 

of this perspective argue tliat pushing autonomy 'down the line' can lead to 

greater employee satisfaction and commitment to managerial goals. 

Moreover, the 'empowered worker' is potentially more flexible and capable 

of greater initiative and enterprise and since empowerment is expected to 

reduce the need for supervision, tliis can lead to greater productivity and 

lower costs. 

But although this model may ostensibly lead to greater autonomy in, and 

control over work research indicates that this control is exercised within 

strict frameworks of accountability and performance appraisal. (Quoted in 

Bates, 1998b; Guest, 1987; Mabey and Salaman, 1995; Legge, 1995; 

Marchington, 1992). Even team-work, although it allows individuals some 

degree of freedom in allocating tasks and responsibilities, in practice, 

'empowerment' is highly circumscribed within resource limits and by the 

outcomes required by managers. (Bates, 1998a pp. 12-13). Moreover, it is 

argued that increasing work demands coupled witli the need for self-

regulation and self-policing, can cause workers greater insecurity and stress 

as well as leading to an instrumental approach to the achievement of 

performance targets. (Blyton and Tumbull, 1992; Legge, 1995) 

Bates argues that there are some similar parallels evident in the GNVQ 

curriculum and in students' responses to the new style of learning. Based on 

her participant observation research with two GNVQ Advanced Level groups 

(Business and Health & Social Care) in a large inner-city comprehensive 
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school in the Midlands, Bates found that 'empowerment' at institutional level 

was being mediated by the perspectives of both GNVQ teachers and their 

students and the practicalities of operationalising the GNVQ learning model. 

r g j ^ O M j ^ / A ^ g y b r f A g / r fo mggf dgacf/mgĵ , gof/igrmg 

evaluation of what they had done. " However, "by far the most 

time-consuming and demanding of the new responsibilities 

^roM^rrg^f fo f/zg q/"/ocarf/Mg o6/67fM/Mg 

/y /̂Twarf/oM ... J0% q/^fAg/r ffmg cow/̂ f 6g ;̂ gMf m f/i/j: 

7%g oTMoz/Mf q/̂ f/7Mg mvo7vg<f /Mcrgoĵ ĝ y 6)/ m 

y?Md/Mg rgĵ owrcgĵ  or WM^wccgj:^/ ar^g^Ay 

orgoM/̂ offOMj;" (Bofgj:, 79986 /:p. 793-794^ 

Encountering such difficulties increased the likelihood that students would 

abandon their GNVQ work in favour of more hedonistic activities with their 

peers. 

q/"f/zg/r own mgoMmgâ , coMvgyfĝ y 

cowrjg dgĵ /gM gMv/roM/MgMf /Mfo jocW 

poĵ ĵ 76z7f̂ /g& 7%g q/y?M6AMg ZÂ r/Mar̂ /OM Âg 

fowM 6g aĵ ^wagg f̂ 6}; a ĵ gĝ wgM̂  q/̂ f/%g 

.y/zq^/Mgprgg/Mcr' 799% p. 206^ 
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Bates concluded; 

fAe ggnem/ fenafeMcy we oA^ervetf wai: one 

EarZy m fAe ^ecoMffj/ear... zf Aeccwzg c/ear ybr TMOMj/ 

comp/gf/oM q/"fAg ŷ <̂ vaMcg<f GA/?Q /» fwo }'garj^ w<%y 

Agco/MfMg a Cfjwĵ g. A/brg fAaw a fA W Âg groz<p 

gygMfwa/Zy (fro^g^f owf q/̂ fAg ccwyĵ g, J07»g <3̂  fAg rggz/gĵ ^ q/̂  

<3M6f jfz/dgMfj wgyg /M 6m6Z6f agrgg/MgMf /̂zg 

ygTMfar/Mf̂ gr fo co/y^/grg ^Ag cowrj^, a ra f̂/carZ c/zaMgg q/^fgacAmg 

â fy/g wa^ Mgggjr̂ ary}'". ^crfgj', 7 9986 206)) 

Initially, although GNVQ students said that they liked die freedom to 

undertake their own research, being treated as adults and being trusted to get 

on with work themselves, as the year progressed their attitudes changed as 

backlogs of work accumulated and they found their new 'responsibility' 

burdensome and their attitudes became more ambivalent. Students 

experienced a complex mixture of frustrations which led them to request a 

more structured approach by tlieir teachers, firmer deadlines and more 

extemally-unposed discipline. 

".S'omg w/6̂ Ag(/fAg)/ 6ggM gzvgyz^nMgy dgod/zMgj:, or 

6g^gr rgcordk q/"f/zg fAg}' /zar̂ f doMg. TTzg); /̂zowg/ẑ  Ag^ 

orwmZaA/g ayẑ f f/z(7f ^/z^ wgyg 'g/vgM foo mwcA 

" ^afg^, z6z<̂ .y) 
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The GNVQ teachers, although committed to GNVQ philosophy for its 

progressive and egalitarian values and the emphasis on learner independence, 

found that they had to intervene because of the non-completion of 

assignments by students or merely allow the students to 'fail'. 

over /eammg or oj: OMe feac/ier grqpAzca/(y 

'vg ô OM ZM or 6/g fo 

7Mj^wre 20 -2̂ )̂ 

gMfaz/ec/ (3g:̂ roarc/; fo 

fo 6g OM w/z/cA f/zg worA: yyay fo 

be submitted, with constant monitoring by teachers that work was 

6gzMgpro6A/cg<5̂ ". 7PP%op.czf. 

As Bates points out; 

"Tgarc/zerj '̂ wzZ//Mg?zgĵ &̂  ô ZM ^z/c/z czrcw/M^̂ aMcgĵ  Â grvê  /o 

WM(ferZzMe fAe czrcMmj:crz6e(̂  feyzzzowj:»afz/re q/̂ f/zg 

'ezMpoii/gr^gMf' ô JVô zoMĵ  q/"gzM/?OM/er7MgM̂ , ybr 

a/Z f/zgzr ZMMovafoz]/ /z^grafzMgygofwrgj', co7z^arg(̂ )4;zr/z 

(̂7<fzfzoMa/pgd43gog7cybrzzz ,̂ /zove fo 6e freafecf wzf/z &ome 

caz/fzoM. TTzg c/zoMggĵ  ZMvoZvĝ ^ ^arr̂ zcz/Zarr/y ZM fgrzzzq/̂ M^Ao zj: 

f6zA?Mg re^0Mj:z6z/z(yybr }y/zarf, are /?er/zi3g?̂  Mô  ejĉ emzve or 

:yzgMz/zc(3Mf prqpoMgMfÂ  q/"f/ze GA^P^ Aove of fzmeĵ  /zqpec;̂ " 

z6z<i p. 27̂  
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Bates concludes that although students gain some degree of empowerment -

... "of Of /evg/, garmj are 

fo ejcerczĵ g o A/g/z (fggreg ybr vyorA: 

fAe gjcfgMf fo wA/cA fAe}' do ^Arowg/z 

cnfena. 7%^ arg m (7 

imposed autonomy, which is inherently ambiguous and 

coMfr<76/zcfoy}/" 797^ 

Bates' research is supported by an mipublished research project by FEDA 

into 'GNVQs Learning and Assessment' in 1995/96 in which GNVQ 

Advanced Level students across eight programme areas, expressed frustration 

with the amoimt of freedom and responsibility they had to assume in finding 

and processing information, as well as with action-planning which was 

frequently written after the work had been completed. Bates also foimd a 

disparity between students' actual and manifest performance, in that 'action 

plans' were frequently written after the work was finished, 'evaluation' 

followed a formulaic style and there were many examples of creative 

fabrication of portfolio evidence. 

OM/y q / " q / ^ m TzzaMcrgmg fAe/r own 

worA:". /?. 20^ 

Thus in order to achieve their GNVQ award, some students were adopting an 

instrumental approach to learning and demonstrating 'compliance' with 
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GNVQ requirements, rather than becoming autonomous learners and 

developing an expressive approach to learning while others were voting with 

their feet and contracting out. 

hi reviewing the concepts of 'empowerment' and 'independent learning' 

embedded in the GNVQ curriculum, Bates concludes that: 

- wAfc/; Mof are /arge/y 

are to be achieved. Influence over curriculum content is 

Thus GNVQ students had a 'procedural autonomy' over how they learn, 

rather than what they learn, which raised issues about 'knowledge and 

control' a theme which was hotly debated by sociologists of education in the 

1970s (Young, 1971). Indeed, in the GNVQ Mark 1 students were rewarded 

for their performance in this 'procedural autonomy' by demonstrating their 

achievement across three grading themes; 'Planning'; 'Information seeking 

and handling' and 'Evaluation'. At this point in time, the GNVQ assessment 

regime did not acknowledge students' 'quality of outcomes'; this was 

eventually incorporated as the fourth 'grading theme' by NCVQ following 

repeated complaints about this omission from both teachers and students. 

From a phenomenological perspective. Bates' research helps to explain the 

reasons for high drop-out and non-completion rates nationally among GNVQ 

students. Overloaded by the assessment criteria and the need to demonstrate 

competence across the grading themes in every piece of work, many students 
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rejected the limited form of 'empowerment' offered by GNVQs and 

substituted it with their own objectives which were primarily personal and 

social. In a similar vein. Bloomer proposes a five-fold typology of students' 

responses to the GNVQ curriculimi based on Merton's typology of individual 

adaptation (Merton, 1968) which, at the micro-political level, helps to clarify 

students' behaviour in more detail. Bloomer argues that students are not 

merely passive recipients of the curriculum, but they exercise 'studentship' in 

a number of ways; conformity; retreatism (absenteeism or non-completion), 

innovation (devising some novel ways of achieving their goals), rebellion 

(being disruptive in class etc.) or strategic compliance. Again, this model is 

useful in explaining the high drop-out and non-completion rates among 

GNVQ students. But at a deeper level, GNVQ failure bites more 

fundamentally into Government policy objectives wliich aimed to link 

education more closely with the needs of the economic system. 

"Ay fAg poZ/cy /j: owe 

m 60̂ /2 

more /mporfanfZy, wort, m 

Indeed, the post-Fordist visions of the workplace, combined with the 

'enterprise culture' being promoted by the New Right, are congruent with 

some key concepts embedded in GNVQs which emphasised the values of 

'flexibility', 'enterprise', 'responsibility', 'self-reliance' and 'empowerment' 

(Avis, 1996). 
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Bates concludes; 

"Th fAe coMfexf q / " A o w e v a r , 'vocofzoMa/ ̂ mgrgj^^/vza^m' 

OM a â/Y/cw/ar?" 7%g q/^deve/oprng v/̂ A/aZ 

awfoMomj/ gmpowermeM^ org dep/oye^f Mof j:o Twwc/? ZM oy-akr 

coMMfgr̂ or/oMcg j«6o/'(y/M<7f/o/7 q/̂ /garm/Mg /o ecoMom/c 

gMck, 6wf - of Zacrâ f m parf- fo co7»p/g/»gM^ re/A^rcg f/%g 

acoMOTM/cy«Mcf/o» ". (Bj/gj", 7PP&a p. 7^^ 

Another contradiction and tension evident within GNVQ ideology is "free 

marketism" which is linked to the "technical rationalism" strand. Free 

marketism, originally promoted by the New Right aiid currently in vogue with 

New Labour, elevates consumer choice witliin the 'marketplace' of 

education. In marketing tlieir 'products' in a competitive situation where only 

the strongest survive, schools and colleges become harnessed to serving the 

needs and interests of the consumers and the tendency is for the technical 

qualities of the products to be stressed rather than the practical or theoretical 

qualities. 

As Gleeson and Hodkinson argue; 

OMcf Âg ^g// 6gco7Mg TMorg z/npoyYaMf fAaw 

g/f/zgy fgac/?/Mg or ... f/?g 

vj/wg q/"f/;g yb//owg(f 6gco7»gĵ  ?M6ZAg%M67/zjg6f" 

(tz/ggĵ oM 7 9 9 J 9 - 7 6 ^ 

But to what extent was consumer choice in GNVQs a reality? Althougli 

ostensibly students could choose to study at different post-16 institutions and 
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could select GNVQs in preference to other programmes, the choice of the 

GNVQ curriculum offering was severely limited by the 'mandatory' units 

prescribed by NCVQ, and the range of 'optional' units actually available 

within individual centres. In addition, there were other 'controls' at 

Government level as Bloomer points out: 

available to consumers and how, and it is no accident that 

over other educational qualities". (Bloomer, 1998p. 168) 

But what of the third strand - 'progressivism'? To what extent was this 

evident in GNVQ practice? 

Bloomer argues that GNVQs, althougti purporting to be a 'progressive' 

curriculum and encouraging students to think critically, in fact controlled 

them and inhibited the development of their cognitive skills and led them to 

treat 'knowledge' unproblematically. Based on his study of 102 vocational 

education students in Devon aged between 14-19, of whom 43 were on 

GNVQ courses, Bloomer argues that both students and their teachers 

regarded course knowledge as primarily external, objective and universal. 

When asked where the knowledge that they had gained from their courses 

had come from, most students cited their text books or their teachers. 

knowledge as non-complex, non-problematic andfinite 
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fejcf 600^ wA/cA wgyg r^rrgff fo 

fowrcgj^ q/̂ OM WMOTM̂/gZ/OWĵ  COMÂyg 

A?2oWea^g. 7gacAg/:y were^e^wgMf/y dej^cn^g^f MOf 0M(y 6z.y 

GTMf/fOMW/ve joMfce^ ĉ ẑ Ty/Mg ow^ fAg/r Tvor̂  m <? /MaMMg/-

14/A/cA ĵ w6/gMẐ ' wMcr/̂ /car/ acc^/OMCg q/^^oWed^e" 

(^/oo/»er, 79P^ /?. 77(^ 

Some students reported learning from practical experience or by visiting 

companies and making contact witli primary sources, both of which they 

found most beneficial to their learning. However, Bloomer found a 

predominance of classroom-bound 'receptive learning' activities where 

students 'internalise or receive course content without any visible critical 

action on their part' in contrast to 'active learning' promoted in GNVQ 

pedagogy. However, Bloomer's sample of GNVQ students was small and the 

majority of whom were Intermediate Level students, (or first year Advanced) 

whom I would not have expected to have developed a sophisticated level of 

awareness of the 'problematic nature of knowledge'. In my experience as a 

teacher for 18 years, I would only expect this level of understanding to be 

evident among second year GCE A Level students. 

Bloomer half acknowledges tliis in the following comment: 
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yeW o?' fo f/zof Mz/z/cA 6e f/zowg/̂ f 

6z6o«f". (B/oomgT', 79P& /?. 77^ 

Indeed, Bloomer's research was limited in another respect - it discounted 

students' experiences of work placements. 

"... ayg pn/»arr/()/ m 

' orccowMfj' 

/ Aave Mof q^rgff OM)/ mfo j:' 

g.%ygr/gMcgj' q / ^ V ( / A g y e , /f ZgarM/Mg 

c^orfz/M/Yfgj^ vvere 6of/; var/g^f ve/y fo 

Agyg. jmcg Z<?Agg Mz//»6grĵ  q/̂ GWMg 

MO yt'OA'Â  g;i^gngMcg jc/̂ zcgTMgMfĵ  (zf <3r//, /f Z)g 

TM/̂ /gac/mg fo drmy /?/acg/MgMf̂  mfo wiy q/" 

progrgĵ ĵ /v/ĵ TM m (S/oomgr, 7PP,$ /?. 77.^ 

However my research, based on a sample of 146 GNVQ Advanced Level 

students indicated that work placements were a crucial element in 

empowering students to reflect on theory and practice and in helping them to 

crystallise their 'career identities'. Work experience, where it was positive, 

and enabled students to participate in staff teams and demonstrate their 

knowledge and understanding of tlie vocational setting in a meaningful way, 

contributed to the development of their self-esteem, and enlianced their 

commitment to their GNVQ course. Even where GNVQ students had 

negative experiences or did not fit in with work teams or they disliked the 

work context, this enabled them to reflect on their learning and move on to 
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another placement in a different environment. This will be discussed further in 

Chapter 5. 

Notwithstanding the above comments. Bloomer's research found numerous 

examples of the fragmentation of knowledge in GNVQ courses caused by the 

Unit specifications and performance criteria, which constrained teaching and 

learning styles and resulted in a mechanistic approach to teaching as the 

followmg student's comment illustrates; 

w/g 'vg gof /ga/77 /f. TTzere Mo fA/wgy OM 

Y 

this as well and I know it's not in the course, but we 'II improve 

Ay /oMg we've gof M/Aof /f wg've gof fo covgr, 

Bloomer concludes; 

"Tw are q / " O M 

m,)/ v/ew org Mô  

cwrncz/Zw/M w cAarr<7cfgn\yg6f 6)/ â ^oMg 

7977^ dlgjip/fg fAe a î/MdoMcg q/^a rAefonc w/i/cA 

ZMfegŷ Tf/oM (B/oomgy, q/?. c/fJ 
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Based on my inspections in the South-West region in 1993/94, these 

comments were indeed typical and were reflected in some teachers' 

awareness of how the GNVQ curriculum was restricting their delivery and 

controlling teaching and learning styles. Staff felt under constant pressure to 

cover the specifications and ensure that students completed their portfolios, 

leaving no time for discussion of wider issues or looking at topics in a more 

holistic way as previous B.TEC National courses had permitted. 

Indeed, in Bloomer's study many students felt that their 'freedom' was 

frequently circumscribed by teacher-led directions about completing 

particular tasks within set deadlines, and to a set format, which is also well-

documented by Bates (1998a). 

"Tow cn/gnoT aw 

gv/tknce mcf/cafor of f/ie 

f/ze}; 'vg owe/ /M /wore 

/f. F/rjf Tear 

q p . c / f . 7 7 ^ 

As Bloomer points out when students in liis sample were asked to describe 

their approach to assignments, most indicated that they were little more than 

data retrieval exercises. 

" for DaM/eZ/g, a mora 

fo Aer owM f/zere li/gre 
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govemmg fAe coMaiwcf fAof Aer Zgammg 

6g /7nMCj^a//y ̂ AmwgA Aer co/^yw/fy fo f/zoĵ g 

rw/e^ ". ^/oomer, ;6WJ 

Thus, Bloomer's research challenges NCVQs claim that GNVQs promoted 

student-centred learning and the development of a wide range of cognitive 

skills. Students were 'trained' to tick boxes and their learning was 'heavily 

constrained by the assessment requirements' as the following student's 

comment illustrates: 

fAof go mfo r/ie arf of 

Y /zoi4/ goo<â  f/zg worA; ; 

Y TMOffer z/"zf 6n//zaMf. Y f/zo^g 

/̂zô  wg werg fo cover, f/zeM we wow/<^ Y gef f/ze goo^f gracik. 

^gMMy /fioTM, GZ/Fg v4yY & Dgj^/g?^ ^/oomer, qp. 

czf. p. 

As Bloomer points out, 'the tight prescription in Penny's view, stifled the 

flexibility that was necessary if GNVQ assessments were to give recognition 

to students' creative abilities and achievements and not merely their teclmical 

competence'. 

This view is supported by other researchers such as Wolf (1995) and Stobart 

(1996). 

"TTzg 60%, evzWgMce zM<̂ zc(ẑ o/" ayẑ ;̂  f 

/Mĝ /zo<iy ybr f/g/z^/y z(po/z a 
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ybr f/zg M^re(Acf(76/g, ybr f/;g Move/ or f/ze crea^/vg. Moreover, 

YAg MM/f /MMc/z coMdg/MMĝ y 6}/ fz/for^, m fAe 

<jgc0Mfg%fMa//̂ a//0M 6^coM/'̂ g A??oWg6^g aM(f ŷ agTMgMfar/OM 

/M̂ o f/^fTMaf/oM wAz/g a ĵ gg/Mmg/y 'Mgvgy-gncfmg j^/mZ q/̂  

jpgc^caf/oM' 7P^(^ /g<̂  fo g/M/̂ /zâ M OM 'coygT-argg ra^Agr 

fAaMMWgrĵ Z<3M6ffMg'(1S'fo6aAf, 7PP(^ (^woWmB/oomgr, qp. c/f. 

p. 7^^ 

He concludes that 'coverage' of the GNVQ specifications combined with the 

mechanistic assessment regime frequently led to a 'treasure-himt' approach to 

knowledge and 

... "Aavg /M/Z/farfgcZ orgcf/M Ẑ a Ẑŵ ĝMf-cgMZrgcf /f 

gfMg:yZ/oMa6/g }y/zgf/zgr f/?g m<^bn(y q/^GA/T^ ac^M/rg 

a 'w/cfg roMgg' q/"cogM/f/vg j-M/j". Tlw^orj'̂ g^wgMf/y /Mc//c6Zfg6f 

Aow (zyĵ gĵ fmgM^ rgĝ w/ygrngMf̂  gmp/za /̂̂ g^Z coM̂ f̂ifMgMf q/̂  

/yĝ ATMOMCg or/)rocA/cZ ovgr <%6ovg ZAg/r or /zoZ/ĵ Z/c 

/^rqpgrffg:^ j; wgrg q/̂ gM cfga^cn^gcf owZy m fenwj: q/̂  

gvzĉ MCg /Md/CfTZory, 6o%g6̂ ". (^/oo/Mgr, q^. c/f. /?. 7 <$6̂  

However, in some respects. Bloomer's interpretation of his data may need to 

be tempered in the light of his personal experience and value base. Working 

in Higher Education with post-18 and mature students, where sophisticated 

skills of analysis and synthesis are both expected and rewarded, and 

knowledge is treated more problematically, may have led him to expect too 

much from Foundation and Intermediate GNVQ students. In my research 
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based on GNVQ Advanced Level students in 4 colleges, the students were 

more congruent with the GNVQ curriculum and their ability to access a wide 

range of resources for their H.E. courses, was cited by them as a major factor 

in their successful transition to H.E. Although Bloomer does not hold this 

view; 

OM wg/Z a rwzge 

used them in ways which stripped them of the rich potential they 

Mgw; Mew 

wgrg ^gorfgcf 

wAa^gygr fAgy TM/g/zf Am;g m 

terms of problematised knowledge had been sanitised into simple 

yacfj;'". ^/ooTMgr, /?. 783) 

However, if this interpretation is correct why did GNVQs remain relatively 

popular? 

Bloomer argues that GNVQs were sustained by a 'progressive rhetoric' 

which served to maintain 'a surface level of agreement' (GoiSnan, 1971) 

between the various actors and constituencies, while attention was deflected 

from the considerable variations in interest and practice. The politics of the 

curriculum was such that different constituencies perceived their preferred 

ideologies within GNVQs, which were 'all things to all people' and the 

paradoxes were ignored. 

"TTzgyg a Twaybr orf f/zg corg q / " O M f/?g 

OMg TMOM)/ q/" 
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/eam/Mg /)ar^/c^6z^/ve 

gMgw/Ty, are f/ze veyy q/^acf/v/fy wzdg/y z/6:g(/ fo WMdieTpm 

/^mgrej^j^/vg pmcf/ce. Mby-gover, wwcA q/̂ fAe rAeforfc 

(3A^Fgĵ  <7 mfgMA On fAe ofAer 

cfccoMMfq^yg^y 6y fz/foyj" rgvear/ĵ  

&%pgneMceĵ  q/"/gammg Aave Z/ftZe or MO coMMecf/oM wfY/i 

r̂ngT-ĝ j'/v/ĵ TMOfar//". /̂ooTMgr, qp. c/̂ . 7^^ 

But what of the arguments of the links between education and the economy? 

Bloomer concludes; 

"In as much as the labour market of future generations will 

(jemoMff ver6;aff/fYy f/ze cqpaczfyybr co//a6om^zvg Tvor̂ Mg, 

/g ẑm/Mg awaf AMoWg(%g ggMgmf/oM we// awfoMomy anc/ 

/» ^Ae/r ybrcgj^, GA/T^ / j Mof wz 

^r^oraf/oM". ^/ooTwer, 

So if the GNVQ model was 'fundamentally flawed' to what extent did any 

changes to the model make any difference? 

Bloomer sees the Capey Report (1995) as a positive step forward in 

attempting to reduce the assessment overload (the technical rationalism 

strand) and achieve a greater balance of interests. The move from assessment 

at 'element level' to 'unit level' would lead to a more holistic approach to 

knowledge and increase opportunities for the development of students' 

critical abilities. However, in his view, Capey did not go far enough in his 
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review of GNVQ problems, perhaps due to political considerations and 

constraints. But much depends on the purposes behind the GNVQ curriculum. 

Bloomer argues that if GNVQs were predominantly aimed at promoting 

independent learning and student autonomy, then the unit specifications and 

the emphasis on content and procedure should to be abandoned and greater 

emphasis laid on 'quality' of assignments rather than 'quantity' and teaching 

and learning strategies required to foster students' critical abilities. However, 

Bloomer ends on a slightly sceptical note in terms of the manifest and latent 

purposes of Government policy ; 

"If on the other hand, the dominant interests are those of 

qp. c/f. p. 7^^. 

2.3 Political processes and the definition of research agendas 

But why had all this 'critical' research apparently been ignored by the 

Government and its agencies ? 

Kathryn Ecclestone, Professor in post-compulsory education at the University 

of Sunderland, offers some valuable insights into the reasons for this using 

Lakatos's criteria to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of research 

programmes. She argues that following the Government's remit to NCVQ in 

1992 to develop GNVQs, NCVQ set up an extensive research and support 

programme involving a wide range of government bodies, quangoes and 

consultants, plus a few H.E. researchers, which dominated (and controlled) 

the political and research agendas for GNVQs. Thus not only did NVQs and 
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GNVQs profoundly transform vocational education and training by 

implementing a centralised competence-based assessment model, but they 

also changed the research agendas and the ways in which research was 

carried out (Ecclestone, 1998). This was part of the political process. 

Following the Capey Report (1995), £8 million was allocated for research 

and development into GNVQs, with the direction and focus of the 'official 

research programme' being determined by the DfEE. The research agenda 

revolved around the technical recommendations arising from inspectorate 

reports (FTEIFC], 19()4; 1995, (jfZSTTED, 1996), cxorisultaticMis witli 

stakeholders and evaluations commissioned by NCVQ and the DfEE on 

strategies for improving the design and delivery of GNVQs, as well as the 

policy concerns of the DfEE. However, as Wolf points out, little is known 

about wliich individuals and organisations undertake these projects or what 

criteria are used to allocate the funding, yet the findings of this research feed 

into GNVQ policy processes as well as curriculum practice (Wolf 1997). 

Ecclestone argues tliat this 'official research programme' inhibited radical and 

critical tliinking about developments in vocational education. Indeed, in 

March 1996 when I started my PhD research, the literature search yielded 

few critical reviews and research papers on GNVQs with some notable 

exceptions (Collins, 1993; Hodkinson and Mattinson, 1994; Taubman, 1994; 

James and Knott, 1994) an observation also made by Ranson regarding post-

compulsory education in general. 
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Nevertheless, there was a lot of rhetoric from NCVQ officers and government 

agencies about the benefits of GNVQs as reflected in the following headlines. 

a new fo /f.E." ^06 ^ 

"TfirgAgr Eak/caf/oM exfeMok a we/co/we fo 

GNVQ" Rob Coward, 'Newscheck' 5 (2) November 1994 

"Big business wakes up to GNVQs" Rob Coward, 'Newscheck' 

'W/Z cAjMggybr fAe ^06 Coward^ 

f ' f vgrcf/cf on fAe TYm 

Bojwg//, E6A/C(7f/oM 2b-d<:g/' Marc/z/Wpn/ J 

are g o o ^ / / f c^c/aZ" oMc/ A^gyoM, 

'EcZwcarf/OM' 7 ($6 ̂ 7^ TVovgm^er 79PJ 

"GAAFg 7M6zA:e f/ze ybr TifiE ewf/y ^06 Cowara^ 

^Newscheck^ 6 (7) May 1996 

Indeed, 'Newscheck' is a DfEE sponsored journal with a particular focus on 

careers education. The above-mentioned articles read more like government 

propaganda marketing a product than informed academic research. 

Nevertheless, a small, but significant body of dissenting research has been 

growing outside the 'official research programme' supported by independent 
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funding, although this has largely been ignored by NCVQ, Government 

agencies and the inspectorates. Even the Capey Report (1995) only made 

limited mention of this independent research in its bibliography (Wolf, 1993; 

1994; 1995; James and Knott, 1994), which in effect became in Phillips' 

terms, a 'rival research programme' (Phillips, 1987) 

Ecclestone concludes; 

programme OMcf zfj: ybr fo pa/fzcw/ar 

bidders are likely to become increasingly influential. And, despite 

/mp/eTMgMW/oM q/̂ f/ze vocaf/oM<7/ cw/T/cw/w/M " govgmmgM^ 

fMcrg(3^mg/y mferveMe (f/recf/y iM fAe cwrr/cw/Mm M'zfA 

gw/c&TMcg OM or 

/̂ze/rgrMaZ/fy". (Ecc/gjfoMg, 7^9,^ p. 6 ^ ^ 

Ecclestone identifies three main strands in this 'dissenting research'. First, 

research into policy-making and the post-16 curriculum wliich notably came 

from the London Institute of Education; the Universities of Sheffield and 

Leeds (Hodgson and Spours, 1997; Evans et. al., 1997). Second, studies on 

curriculum development and practice which investigated how vocational 

policy was implemented by teachers and students (Bloomer and Hodkinson, 

1997; Bloomer, 1996b; Higham et. al., 1997; Bates, 1997; Wolf, 1997a). 

Third, and perhaps the most fragmented group, are critiques of the 
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behaviourist paradigm which underpinned GNVQ pedagogy (Hyland, 1994; 

Halliday, 1996), and the degree to which competence-based assessment could 

be used to control learners (Edwards and Usher, 1996; Halliday, 1996) as 

well as penetrating critiques of government policy and the vocational 

curriculum (Gleeson and Hodkinson, 1995; Avis et. al , 1996; Avis, 1998). 

Ecclestone concludes: 

"Taken as a whole, this body of work illustrates serious 

ideological problems with GNVQs, such as their potentially 

narrowing effects on the content and control of the vocational 

/gczm/Mg 

Tef f/i/j: cnf/corZ or 

OM m a jpecz/fc or amwMcf a 

yowA?7(z/" a range 

/?. MKe/»6oWgM/Mg 

However, as two NCVQ employees admitted, deliberate public engagement 

with opposing views was not part of the research culture in NCVQ (Gates 

and HilUer, 1998) nor was it congruent with the 'organisational culture' 

witllin the FEFC or FEDA. But when critical research fell under the pubhc 

spotlight e.g. the Smithers Report (1993) and the press report on Wolf s 

research on GNVQs (1997a), as Wolf and Gates point out, such publicity 
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might irritate the policy-makers without necessitating public engagement with 

the divergent views. Indeed, this view is supported by my personal 

experience while working for FEDA . The press release on Wolfs research 

into GNVQs, which had been commissioned by FEDA, caused considerable 

'waves' within the organisation, as it had not been officially sanctioned prior 

to its release and was seen as undermining GNVQ delivery in centres. Wolfs 

contract was put under die microscope and the press release was swiftly 

refuted by FEDA's Chief Executive (Crowne, 1997). 

Ecclestone concludes; 

"As a result, much debate about the vocational curriculum is 

firmly set within the parameters of policy imperatives and the 

technical requirements to make GNVQs (and NVQs) work in 

practice. This leads to a climate where, in spite of enormous 

coAergMce or ArgacA/i m f/ie ef. aA, 

would argue that political and social dimensions in curriculum 

coMfgMf 799^; 

ef. a/., 7998 /?. 68!^ 

Nevertheless, as Ecclestone observes, this lack of public and private 

engagement was one of the main factors wliich reinforced the power and 

closed nature of 'the official research programme'. In addition she argues that 
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GNVQs have suffered from certain 'hard core' elements in terms of their 

design which have been resistant to change. 

programme ybrGNT^j:.. fj: 

w c«rr/c«/wm oMcfpec&zgogfc cAoMge. 

"G7/M2 /70j/f/vg 

e% ê7??aZ/y ngomwj jpec//?carf/0Mj' wow/<̂  

/eac^ or of eMor̂ /g, feacAer^ fo ĵ fwdgMf-ceMfrgfŜ  

/?gdlagogy". oncf f/arA:m, 799J; Oarfeĵ , 7997^ 

T^yfAe/worg, a<j%grgMcg fo 

jpecf/̂ carf/OMĵ  c/a//Mg6f fo 6g or gMar<3Mfgg q/"w/z^Afy 

re/W/g Mâ /OMa/ f̂oMdardiy q/"arcA/gvg/wgMf. ^cc/gj^foMe, 799,9 /?. 

6&;̂  

However, it was the adherence to these 'hard-core elements' in NCVQ's 

R&D work between 1992 - 1996 tliat caused flmdamental problems in 

implementing the GNVQ assessment regime. Nevertheless, between 1996 -

1999 political factors such as the concern to portray GNVQs as having 

'parity of esteem' with A-Levels and research evidence about the effects of 

such prescriptive and detailed assessment, combined to bring about changes. 

But substantial evidence from Wolf (1994) of epistemological and practical 

problems with GNVQ assessment did not have an immediate impact on 

Government policy. Gates argues that action was only taken by the DfEE 

when her research was confirmed by official reports by the FEFC, OfSTED 
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aiid Capey. (Oates personal communication May 1997). Indeed, after the 

Capey Report (1995)... 

fo /Mayfe/y, /»fAg 

MMOdKe/ dMcf ArCB?j%%;f7126fik) VWOKf d%:X3?0ty/6%3̂ p26( fo 

jbf! a2?7jj%%9?()/cy?7c%37()/ /Z&rM/6%f c&y iHwg/Z 6%y fooi, }*%%? 

f/?e fdiea ever morg 

gi/arwzfee 6of/; f/ie W/<5̂ 7(y wzcf rg/W///(y q / ^ ( y 

ĵ ayfYCM/ar fo re^earcAgyj: M fAaf (z/̂ g 

made without any public engagement with the detracting 

gv/dencg ". (̂ cc/ea f̂oM, z6 /6^ .68^ 

So Government policy has been less influenced by the findings of 

independent research than by political factors e.g. the need to present 

GNVQs as having parity of esteem with A-Levels and there has been 

increasing pressure to align A-Level and GNVQ grading scales to make 

GNVQs more like A-Levels. (Gleeson and Hodkinson, 1995). Furthermore, 

NCVQs merger with SCAA, where the ethos and practice of syllabus 

development and teachers' moderation of standards are part of a different 

assessment culture, has fundamentally affected the direction of research in 

QCA so much so that some of the 'hard core elements' according to 

Ecclestone, have become expendable or defimct, as political considerations 

have resulted in the closer alignment of GNVQs with A-Levels. 

... "away from public critical scrutiny and without 
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programme^:, ' weyeybwg/zf ove?" g/gTMgMfmy 

/̂?eM 6eca/»g ". pgryoMar/ commMM/cor̂ /OM Mkzy 

799:^ 

A crucial tumiiig point in the research programme, according to Gates, was 

the refutation of the notion that ever more detailed assessment specifications, 

defined linguistically and applied consistently, can guarantee reliable 

standards. This also appears to have marked the end of Gilbert Jessup's 

strong influence over the GNVQ model. (Ecclestone, 1998) 

wgrg fAgre way MO 

fo ewgagg m moderaf/oM oMcf OM-gomg 

curreMf c ^ c W fgc/%M/ca/ 

Moreover; 

"7%g^g Am;g Z)}' coMf/MwaZ 

j:frea7M q/̂  /?o//cy gwzdlaMcg 

acco7M^a»/g(f cAoMgĝ  fo 6e 

mgre/y ay evo/vrng fgc/zM/ca/ 

and helps maintain a public face ofpolitical and educational 
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2.4 Summary 

Management perspectives on 'Organisation Development' have highlighted a 

number of 'necessary' conditions for the successful implementation of policy. 

When these are applied to the introduction the Government's new policy on 

vocational qualifications, it is clear that some key elements have not been 

met, or they were initially met, but not sustained. Iii particular, the 

Government did not have ... "clear and stable policy objectives." (Cerych and 

Sabatier, 1986. See Figure 2.1 item 2) When problems emerged with 

GNVQs during mainstream implementation (Wolf, 1993; James and Knott, 

1994), and, following vociferous complaints by a range of 'stakeholders' 

which were endorsed by Inspectorate reports (FEFC, 1994; 1995; OfSTED, 

1994; 1996) and Government sponsored reviews (Capey, 1995; Bearing, 

1996), policy goal posts were frequently changed. 

Moreover, the theoretical paradigm (Behaviourism) and the competence-

based assessment model on which GNVQs were based, was found by 

independent academic researchers to be inadequate and fundamentally 

flawed. Thus measured against Cerych and Sabatier's criteria, the policy-

makers did not ensure that... "the causal theory which underlies the policy 

reform" was "correct and adequate". (Cerych and Sabatier 1986. See Figure 

2.1 item 5). Although the Government attempted to control and stifle criticism 

of the GNVQ curriculum by sponsoring what Ecclestone (1998) calls an 

'official research programme' managed by NCVQ, a growing body of 

research from independent academics challenged this Government 

propaganda by identifying some fundamental contradictions and tensions 

underpinning GNVQ philosophy and practice. (Hodgson and Spours 1997; 
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Evans et. al. 1997; Bloomer and Hodkinson 1997; Bloomer 1996b; Higham 

et. al. 1997; Bates 1997; Wolf 1997a). 

The Government certainly backed the new vocational initiative with financial 

'carrots' and 'sticks'. Indeed, Robinson (1996) estimates that £107 million 

was spent on setting up the NCVQ framework, apart from publicity and staff 

costs. In April 1996, following the Capey Report, the Government allocated a 

further £29 million to improve the assessment and grading of GNVQs and for 

staff development. Thus it could be argued in terms of Ceryrch and Sabatier's 

criteria (Cerych and Sabatier, 1986. See Figure 2.1 item 6), that the policy-

makers allocated "sufficient financial resources" to support policy-

implementation. They also endeavoured to ensure that "the policy innovation 

liad piTority ()\nsr ancl ZSalbadier, 19**6. 

Figure 2.1 item 3) by phasing out existing vocational qualifications, although 

this strategy was less successful in practice. 

However, although at the policy-espousal stage the Government initially 

created interest in the new vocational qualifications, some serious deficits 

emerged at the policy-implementation stage and the commitment of some 

stakeholders was not sustained. (Cerych and Sabatier, 1986. See Figure 2.1 

item 1). As Bloomer argues the three strands of 'progressivism', 'technical 

rationalism' and 'free marketism' combined into a rhetoric wliich had the 

capacity to appeal to a range of audiences, including teachers and 

educationalists. But this did not last. 
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Thus although GNVQs appeared to be student-centred and based on liberal-

progressive education principles which aimed to encourage independent 

learning and enable progression to H.E. and employment (NCVQ, 1995), in 

reality, at poHcy-implementation level this did not occur. On the contrary, 

detailed requirements for evidence of action-planning and assignment 

evaluation, coupled with tightly-specified outcomes and extemally-set end of 

unit tests that focused on specific knowledge requirements, resulted in very 

detailed prescription. (Bates et. al. 1998, p. 121) Indeed, GNVQs lost the 

support of many students. Non-completion and high drop-out rates were 

indicative of this malaise. As Bates et. al. point out: 

gMdk m . . . 

Thus to conclude: the 'top-down' functionalist perspectives of'Organisation 

Development' have been useful in identifying some 'necessary conditions' for 

successful policy implementation. However, even if the policy-makers had 

met all these it is evident that they were not 'sufficient' in themselves, since 

policy-implementation is also a 'bottom-up' process as Bates et. al. clearly 

recognise in the extract above. Phenomenological perspectives, which 

emphasise the importance of 'actors' and key stakeholders at the micro-

political level, also play a crucial role in the policy-implementation process. 
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As Bates et. al. conclude: 

masked and often undermined by partly contradictory 

a W w / f / x m ar coMfro/W 

T%%%#70»aZ <%%%%%#". aA, 794#j% 720^ 

However, if knowledge was being fragmented in GNVQ programmes and 

tight prescription was stifling students' creativity and encouraging 

'instrumental learning', this did not bode well for the teaching and learning 

styles in H E. - where a holistic approach to knowledge and the need to 

engage in critical discourse are paramount. 

But to what extent did GNVQs achieve the Government's policy objective of 

securing 'parity of esteem' with GCE A-Levels? This will be considered in 

the following chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

In search of the holy grail: the quest for 'parity of esteem' 

3.1 The education policy context 

Before considering the issue of 'parity of esteem' between GNVQs and A-

Levels, it is useful to look at the historical policy context of Further and 

Higher Education (F.H.E.) into which the new vocational qualifications were 

embedded. Little had been done for many years to improve the provision of 

technical education and training in England and Wales, hideed, Correlli 

Bamett argues that there was a malaise in education policy developments in 

the decade after the Second World War. Although Government ministers 

knew what needed to be done regarding education and training, since the War 

had liiglilighted the limited output of highly-trained scientists, engineers and 

technicians from Britain's education and training system compared with those 

in Germany, no action was taken to address these deficits. (Bamett, 2002) 

As Bamett points out: 

ybwrfegM yearly 
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The few university students were drawn essentially from the middle and 

upper classes, and studied predominantly arts and classics subjects rather 

than science and engineering. Thus in 1938-39 Britain had 22,374 'Arts' 

university students and only 6,331 studying 'Applied Science'. At the 

ordinary degree/technician level, the picture was equally bleak. In 1938-39 

Britain had 1,111 students studying part-time for HNC in technological 

subjects and 173 for the Higher National Diploma, compared with Germany, 

where there were over 138,000 students studying in 1,233 

'Berufsfachschulen' (full-time training colleges). At the secondary school 

level, the situation was even worse with 99% of Britain's working class 

pupils leaving school without any qualifications at all. (Bamett, 2002) The 

rhetoric of the 1943 White Paper recognised the need to 'remould and unify 

the educational system' and not merely to 'patch and improve it', yet still 

nothing was done. (Ministry of Education, 1943) 

Bamett ascribes this inertia to the lack of vision of the humanist public-

school, Oxbridge civil servants who dominated the Board of Education and 

various Royal Commissions on Education. The piecemeal approach to policy-

making by 'mandarins' who disagreed over educational values and priorities 

in various Government committees and the 'malign dominance of the 

academic tradition', resulted in no coherent masterplan being developed. 

(Bamett, 2002) 

However, the 1944 Education Act was a major policy landmark. It created 

the tripartite system of secondary grammar, technical and modem schools, 
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with the goal of 'parity of esteem' between the three types of school. This 

new system opened up secondary education to all children in England and 

Wales until the age of 15. Nevertheless, the policy objectives underpinning 

the 1944 Education Act were not achieved. Instead of achieving 'parity of 

esteem' the tripartite system merely perpetuated the British class divide and 

subsequent focus fell on the curriculum and examinations of the grammar 

schools to the neglect of the other two types of school. As Bamett concludes; 

fAe age q/"7^ q/"79^7, 

fo Mo afcadg/w/c or 

vocational qualification. " (Bamett, 2002 p. 461) 

These class biases and deficiencies were also recognised by the Crowther 

Report (1957) as well as being reflected in the school-leaving statistics. In 

November 1955, a draft plan for the Cabinet again acknowledged policy 

deficits in vocational education and training as the following extract 

illustrates: 

wg arg fo a// fAg cyq/kvMgM fgc/zM/c/aMj: 

oMcf f/iof arg Mggcfgcf, f/%g q/̂ fgc/iMzcaZ 

ĝ /wcof/oM /zm;g a 6madgr 66Zĵ g q / ^ f / z o M zf 

now. Our aim must be to attract 50% of them into day-time 

GrffgM6&zMcg fgc/zM/ca/ c o / / g g g j ^ q / ^ 7 9 j j ) 
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This was what the Schools Enquiry Commission had recommended 87 years 

earlier, but there was still no Government action. (Bamett, 2002) 

The 1956 White Paper on Technical Education recognised the need to review 

Britain's system of technical education since it was evident that compared 

with the USA, Russia and Western Europe who were making an immense 

effort to train more scientific and technical manpower, Britain was in danger 

of being left behind (Ministry of Education, 1956). In 1955-56, Germany's 

'Technische Hochschulen' produced 3,760 graduates, compared with 2,300 

graduates with degrees and diplomas of technology &om universities in 

England and Wales. 

However, the 1960's saw a major policy change with the Robbins Report 

(1963) which recommended massive expansion of H.E. in order to attract 

more talent, especially from the working classes. In 1963 Britain only had 

twenty-four universities, but the Robbins Report set targets for major 

expansion, with the aim of doubling full-time student numbers from 280,000 

to 560,000 by 1980. At last, policy espousal was translated into policy 

implementation. During this period, a number of new universities were built 

(e.g. York, Kent, Warwick, Lancaster and Essex), and some Colleges of 

Advanced Technology (CATs) were awarded university status (e.g. Bath, 

Salford and Aston) while the O.U. was set up in 1969 offering part-time study 

opportunities for mature students at home. The 1966 White Paper "A Plan for 

the Polytechnics" continued this expansion, with 29 CATs becoming degree-
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awarding polytechnics. This policy was continued in the 1972 White Paper; 

"Education: A Framework for Expansion" (Trowler, 2003). By 1996 there 

were 176 H.E.I.s in the UK of which 115 were designated 'universities'. 

(Bearing, 1997) 

However, this expansionist policy was not without its 'costs' which had 

spiralled to £38 billion by 1995, with students having to rely on loans and 

paying an increasing proportion of the costs of their higher education. By 

1995/5 there was a total of 1,720,000 H.E. students in the U.K. (HESA 1997) 

compared to 618,000 in 1970/71 (Trowler, 2003). 

The move towards a 'mass' system of higher education and away from an 

'elite' system was a major policy objective of the Government, and GNVQs 

were part of this development. It is useful to view the effects of Government 

policy in terms of a model put forward by Trow. Trow makes a distinction 

between 'elite', 'mass' and 'universal' systems of higher education, which 

are defined by the proportion of 18-21 year old students within each category. 

Thus 15% separates an 'elite' from a 'mass' system of H.E., while 40% 

defines the transition from 'mass' to universal' (Trow, 1970). See Figure 3.1 

below. 

However as Trowler points out, this growth in higher education was also 

accompanied by major change in four other respects: 

• a change in size 
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® changing patterns of access 

• a decline in resources 

• a change in the functions of H.E. 

(Trowler, 2003) 

Figure 3.1 : Percentage of 18-21 year olds in Higher Education 1960 

1992 

% Trow's model 

1960 6.9 'Elite' = 0-14% 

1980 13.3 'Mass' = 15-39% 

1992 27J8 

2000 33 'Universal' = 40+% 

(Source: DBS 1991b; DfE 1994) 

In 1963 the Robbing Report identified four main functions of higher 

education, namely;-

• instruction in occupational skills (to develop the nation's economy) 

• the advancement of learning (to develop knowledge) 

• promotion of the powers of the mind (to develop the intellect of the person) 
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® the transmission of a common culture and common standards of citizenship 

(to develop society) 

(Trowler, 2003 p.83) 

Between the 1980s and 1990s, shifts in education policy emphasised and de-

emphasised different aspects of these functions. Thus the 1985 Green Paper 

"The Development of Higher Education into the 1990s", stressed the 

importance of the contribution of higher education to the economy, to the 

detriment of the other three functions. By 1991 both Government policy and 

funding mechanisms put the emphasis on ... "the vocational relevance of post-

compulsory education and its contribution to 'UK pic'" rather than on 

individual personal development or the cultural and intellectual development 

of society. (Trowler, 2003 p. 84) Indeed, the direction of Government policy 

was greatly influenced by the 'new vocationahsm' - of which the new 

national vocational qualifications framework was an integral part. 

Expansion was also on the agenda for 465 F.E. colleges, as the new national 

vocational qualifications came on stream in the 1990s, in line with 

Government pohcy to increase participation rates of post-16 students. 

3.2 The quest for 'parity of esteem' 

The notion of 'parity of esteem' between Advanced GNVQs and GCE A-

Levels was a major focus of debate througliout the 1990s. It was emphasised 

in the 1991 Government White Paper and by the Minister of State for 

Education, Tim Eggar, who believed that 'parity of esteem' was 'absolutely 
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critical to the success of GNVQs aiid that without it there would be pressure 

to dilute and weaken A-Levels (Sharp, 1998 p.307). However, 

acknowledgement by Ministers that the academic-vocational divide was 

" (Edwards, in 

Edwards et. al, 1997 p. 1). But this was easier said than done since, as 

Edwards points out: 

devar/w/Mg 

assumptions about the kinds of learning appropriate for future 

leaders andfor even their most skilled followers ". (Edwards, 

7997c^.c/r. 7̂  

Indeed, different qualifications, or the lack of any qualifications at all, have 

served to allocate young people to different levels in the labour market and 

even the Bearing Report (1996) made only cursory reference to the cultural 

attitudes and obstacles that impede reform. 

Rather naively, Gilbert Jessup believed that the aligning of GNVQs and 

NVQs in a new 3-tier qualifications track was a 'major conceptual 

breakthrough' and that promoting 'parity of esteem' with A-Levels was 

achievable and indeed, a central goal for NCVQ. However, NCVQ rhetoric 

in promoting the value of a new qualification did not in itself either convey or 

guarantee 'parity of esteem' as previous experience of Government pohcy on 

comprehensivisation in the 1970s demonstrated: changing the name of a 

school at its gates does not automatically change its status and perception 
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withiii the local community. The same applies to the introduction of a new 

national qualification structure which will take a considerable amount of time 

to embed. 

3.3 The meanings and implications of 'parity of esteem' 

In the early 1990s there was little discussion of tlie meaning and implications 

of the term 'parity of esteem' and many of the complexities inherent in the 

concept were either totally unforeseen and/or remained completely 

inarticulated. (Sharp, 1998 op. cit.) 

So what exactly does 'parity of esteem' between GNVQ and A-Level mean? 

At its simplest level, it means that the two qualifications are held in equal 

regard by particular stakeholders such as employers, higher education 

admissions tutors, students, teachers and members of the public. The 

importance of qualifications in advanced industrial societies is that they 

communicate publicly that a certain body of knowledge has been covered and 

that the holder has achieved a certain standard of performance. Both aspects 

are crucial in establishing public confidence in the validity and reliability of 

an award as Edwards et. al. point out. 

a /eve/ q/"con/fcfeMce 

that a new qualification provides clear and accurate signals 

covgyecf .S'/MCg f/ze /eve/ 

q/̂ fAg /̂?g q/"ar 

/gvg/.y q/"< v̂g/qpg6f gf. or/., 7997p. 
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An Advanced GNVQ was officially deemed to be equivalent to two GCE A-

Level passes, wliile the GNVQ grades of Merit and Distinction were stated as 

being equivalent to the higher grades of the A-Level. However, Advanced 

GNVQ has recruited students mainly 6om the middle ability range of GCSEs 

(FEU et. al., 1994 p.33) and as Edwards concludes: 

jfwcfgMAy, j-o OM vgyy w/z/cA 

a: y4-Z,eve/f 

m gf. or/., 7^-74^ 

Moreover, there has been considerable confusion among teachers over how 

to interpret the GNVQ specifications (the knowledge required) and how to 

apply the grading themes (assessment to particular standards). Indeed, the 

complex grading structure which was designed to facilitate selection of 

candidates for H.E., is seen by some researcher-practitioners as an obstacle to 

progression. (Shirtliff, 1996). Official reports from OfSTED (1994; 1995) the 

FEFC (1994; 1995) Capey (1995) and Dearing (1996), have highlighted the 

need for NCVQ to ensure both transparency and consistency of standards in 

GNVQs. This has led to the GNVQ specifications being re-written twice with 

further Pilot studies, and demands for GNVQ terminology to be simplified, as 

well as the production of a vast array of guidance booklets by NCVQ, FEDA 

and awarding bodies and regional standards moderation meetings for teachers 

in order to facilitate implementation. Such implementation problems were not 

evident with A-Levels following their introduction in 1951. 
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Notwithstanding the problems inherent in the GNVQ curriculum design, 

particularly the 'Mark 1' version, there were certain cultural and structural 

difficulties which were impeding 'parity of esteem' between the two 

qualifications as Gleeson et. al. point out. 

Indeed, a major obstacle to achieving parity of esteem with A-Levels was that 

GNVQs were put in a double-bind situation. On the one hand they were 

recruiting students from a wider ability pool and attracted few 'higli fliers' 

(FEU et. al., 1994; Edwards et. al., 1997), yet they were expected to achieve 

parity of esteem with a cohort which was academically much stronger. 

crrg fo q/"fAe 

GNVQs had to compete with A-Levels' market value, long life and innate 

quality (Bearing 1996; 3.5), with an academic tradition established over 40 

years and a perception among employers that they are an indicator of 

'promising' applicants' ambition, self-reHance and capacity for hard work. 

vy/M par/fy w/fA a /oMg-

academ/ca/Zy capa6/e q/ybZZow/Mg fAof 
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mwfg. 7%g}/ f/zg ^awie Veve/' q/̂  

grwa/i/?caf/oM ybr ifAo are ggMgyar/Zy wga&er 

jr%l,2)//?6fV6! ihO A%!J6m?Z)Ag Z/?g 6%ff6%6/fj7?6%f CfCKfdGzAlfC 

mode/ m fAe qp^oytz/M/̂ /gf wA/cA fAey gzvg accg ĵ̂ , 6ŵ  f/zey 

or/ĵ o Aarve 6g WM/zAg y^-Zgve/ĵ  /» Ao)i/ AyzoWgd ê 

orgoM/â Gĉ  fo 6%pga/ fo j mwcA wz&kr 

coMĵ f/̂ gMcy q / ^ O M w/z/c/; q/̂ 6r/M6/ffom 

Mof/ona/ ecA/cofzoM fargef^ ^ofw/ardly ef. jZ. ^997j?. 77^ 

Thus GNVQs had to establish their distinctiveness, as well as their 

credibility. However, between 1992 and 1996 repeated attempts to improve 

aspects of GNVQ 'Mark 1' focused on 'technical solutions' aimed at making 

the qualification more robust in terms of assessment and grading and 

consistency of standards, rather than acknowledging that Jessup's 

competency based model was flmdamentally flawed. Indeed, the cry for 

more 'rigor' in GNVQ standards resulted in an 'academic drift' towards A-

Levels where the vocational award began to emulate aspects of the higher 

status academic curriculum in order to secure some of that status for itself 

But, as Gleeson and Hodkinson warn: 

6)/ fAe evgr gW/vg q/" 

w/fA y4-2gvg/, fAg pmcf/cor/ fgc/zM/ca/ w/ZZ ra/MazM 

/M (G/gg^oM 
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Edwards et. al. argue that it is easier to see the two quahfications as 

'complementary' rather than them holding 'parity of esteem'. They conclude; 

the problem of establishing parity of esteem with A-Levels 

/Morg zMfeypreW 

maA/Mg zf TMorg coMveMf/OMor/Zy acarcfe/M/c;)". eA or/., 

yPP7 p. 

Nevertheless, when trying to evaluate relative parity of esteem, it could be 

helpful to compare GNVQs and A-Levels on a number of dimensions: 

• the nature and type of curriculum 

• the curriculum range and coverage 

• the style of teaching, learning and assessment 

• student take-up and perceptions of the two types of course 

• relative 'value-added' and completion rates 

• and progression to H.E. and/or employment 

3.4 GNVQs and A-Levels compared 

The GNVQ curriculum differed considerably from A-Levels in the ways of 

selecting and organising knowledge. GCE A-Levels typically involved 

students choosing a combination of 3-4 academic subjects, depending on the 

range offered by the school or college and the required combination for 

progression to H E.. The subjects involved specialist study m depth of 
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knowledge 'for its own sake' (Edwards, op.cit.) and there were no 

requirements for students to achieve breadth, balance or cross curricular 

links with other subjects. 

By contrast, GNVQs involved the study of applied knowledge and skills with 

a broad, multi-disciplinary curriculum which was directly linked to the world 

of work. Learning styles with GNVQs were more student-centred, 

investigative and practical and involved a more collaborative approach to 

learning compared with A-Levels, which involved a more didactic, teacher-

centred approach to disseminating knowledge and were more theoretical, 

essay-based and desk-bound (Chorlton, 1994, p. 89). But the extent to which 

these two 'ideal types' are found in their pure form is debatable; some 

blurring and overlap was evident in practice as a number of researchers have 

indicated. (Bloomer, 1998; Bates, 1998; Hodgson and Spours, 1999). 

However, the whole point of introducing GNVQs was to offer an alternative 

curriculum which would attract and be suitable for, increasing numbers of 

students who were staying on at school at post-16 and for whom traditional 

A-Levels were deemed unsuitable. As Edwards (op. cit. p. 19) points out: 

AgarvfTy ^Agwĝ yfowarA'ffy YAg/7mvgM^-/gvg/ '... fo 

f/zg wAo Aovg Mof ̂ /gf rg^oMc/gff wg// fo acWem/c 

/g<?y77mg arrg 6}' (z (A^rgMf ' zMvo/vrng YAg 

a m Aow /gar/Ti. FmorZ /xg ^/%gr^rg 
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q/̂ f/ze Aî o g'Ma///?caf/0M6' 6e 

cW/" 'coM^wfgMf'. ^earr/Mg 7^96 /?. 7 ^ 

(^MoW m E^Avfarrak ĝ . cr/., 7PP7p. 7 ^ 

Although there have been some changes to the A-Level curriculum, with more 

subjects becoming available, some changes and reduction to syllabuses and 

subject cores established, coursework has had a limited place in formal 

assessment. Thus despite what Higliam et. al. (1996 p.53) refer to as 

'creeping modernisation', GCE A-Levels are essentially the same as when 

they were first introduced to replace the Higher School Certificate in 1951. 

(Edwards et. al., 1997) 

Indeed, setting aside A-Level General Studies, nearly two-thirds of A-Level 

entries in 1996 were in the same ten subjects that predominated 40 years ago 

in Grammar School sixth forms. (See Figure 3.2 below) 

Some experiments with modular A-Levels and revised syllabuses were 

undertaken in the form of the Wessex Project in the late 1980s (Rainbow, 

1993), but despite their relative success, widespread implementation was not 

permitted. Indeed, the preservation of A-Levels has been seen as an obstacle 

to 'progressive approaches'. (Spours and Yoimg, 1995) 
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Figure 3.2 A-Level entries 1996 

PURE APPLIED GENERAL 

English 12.0 Art & Design 4.6 General Studies 8.6 

Mathematics 9.1 Sociology 4.0 

Biology 7.0 Business Studies 3.9 

History 5.9 Psychology 3.2 

Geography 5.8 Law 1.6 

Chemistry 5.5 Technical Subjects 1.5 

Physics 4.4 Computing 1.4 

French 3.7 Expresive Arts 1.3 

Economics 3.3 Sport/PE 1.3 

Sub-total 56.7 Media/Film 1.3 

German 1.5 Comms. Studies 0.7 

Other Foreigh langs. 1.4 Home Economics 0.4 

Religious Studies 1.2 

Classical Subjects 1.0 

Music 0.9 

Science 0.7 

TOTALS: 63^ 25 1 8.6 

(NB. Figures are percentages of all entries) 

Source: (Edwards, et. al., 1997 p. 17) 
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As Edwards points out: 

"... Mow OMg f/z/rcf f/ze age growp 

fAoM a êZecf q/^j^c/)o/ary q/"fAg recar/W 6}' 

fgfer^OM, /̂;g /?rqpo7YioM ac/;/ev/Mg af 'goo f̂ 

' (7̂ /4-:Z,gve/ Mow ^evam/ /argg/- fAoM fAa e/î Z/'e 

ybrm coAorf q/)bAfy};earj; ago". (E'tAyardly qp. c/f., p. ^ 

By contrast, GNVQs were promoted for their occupational relevance as 

reflected in their names - Health & Social Care, Art & Design, Retail & 

Distributive Services, Engineering and GNVQ Business. There were 14 

programme areas, available at three levels - Foundation, Intermediate and 

Advanced, althougli these were not offered by all centres. 

"v4/fAoMg/z <%y vocâ zoMjZ wera 

fo o^Aer grMarZi/?C(7f/0Mĵ  - GCEy4-

GC6Ey. 7/% /?arrf/cw/ar, wez-g 

fo 6g q/"compomAZe GCEyl-Z,evek 

eorc/z q/"f/ze 72 vocof/oMa/ fo 6g 

co7»parm6/g /M /fj" OMc/ coverage q/^a GCEv4-

Level qualification (so making the vocational units, in total, the 

eg'MzWgMfq/'n4/0v4-Z,eW^. 799J 7̂  

In addition, GNVQs were designed to be taken in combination with other 

qualifications e.g. GCE A-Levels, or with additional GNVQ imits. As a 

broad based vocational qualification, GNVQs also involved students' need to 
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demonstrate achievement across a number of core skills and to facilitate 

progression to Further and Higher Education as well as to employment and 

further training. (FEU/UCAS, op. cit.) 

However, althougli GNVQs provided the middle track between A-Levels and 

NVQs, GNVQs were initially designed to be closer to the vocational side of 

die post-16 curriculum. 

MOf Ami/ were fo 

Knowledge relevant to achieving them might or might not have a 

disciplinary base; that was a matter for the teacher to determine, 

w a y o r Mew 

/Modg/ q/̂ ZgarM/Mg 'a 

conceptual framework within which to rethink both content and 

79PJp. 7 ^ 

;Y j modle/ ec6/caf/0M 

prgj:cn6e(f coMfenf, q/̂  

ybrmwWmg //ff/e re/evaMce fo zAe 

dg/MOMfiy q/̂ MOM-acodem/c (Ba//, 7PPJ, 7PP7, 

799^ m gf. aA, 7PP7j9. 26^ 
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However, criticisms of the GNVQ curriculum and assessment model, 

(Smitliers, 1993; Hyland, 1994; Bates, 1995; Wolf, 1995) particularly its 

narrowly utilitarian approach, combined with the quest for parity of esteem' 

tipped their re-design and emphasis towards A-Levels - with the 

introduction of testing of threshold knowledge, the grading of the final GNVQ 

award, the replacing of 'competencies' by 'attainment' in the formulation of 

learning objectives and the proposals for more substantial external assessment 

(Capey, 1995; Smithers, 1997). Nevertheless, in 1995 the fact that GNVQs 

were still being described in NUS/UWT policy statements as having 'no 

syllabuses as such' illustrates their departure from traditional prescribed 

structure and content of A-Levels. 

3.5 Student take-up of GNVQs and their perceptions of them? 

According to inspection reports and the educational press, GNVQs were 

popular. GNVQs were launched into mainstream education in September 

1993 and over the following academic year 83,000 students were recruited. 

]3;y ttiere TAfere 150,C)00 enrcyhiieiits (FTEOPC, ISISkl; C)f5;TE%[), 1994), 

althougli this was stimulated by funding mechanisms and Government policy 

directives that other vocational awards were to be phased out. (Wolf, 1994). 

According to press reports, the 1994/95 figures represented 25% of post-16 

student cohort. However, Spours argues that this claim was misleading:-

7 j oy age coAoyf m OMj/ OMg j/gar". 
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He concludes; 

weZZ 6gZow fAe govemmeMf fargefybr fo 

c o r f g r q / " p o j ^ f - c o / y ^ w / j ^ o / y ĝ fwcarf/OM. 7f 

c/ear ŷ/zef/zg/" rgcrw/AMgMf ybr 7PPj/96 w/ZZ 

myAow fAe gmM/z ZM GWP^ ĵ /ow/Mg &)WM, r^ecZmg zAe 

q/^poj:f-76pG?f/ci^<3ZzoM, or w/zefAgr GVP̂ A^ 

}y/// coMfZMMe fo grow j-fyoMg^ 6y gjc/ĵ ^mg vocor̂ /OMorZ 

(Zirmy/Mg yro/M v4-Z,gvgAy GC5!E re-

799J/7.y.^ 

In 1995 GNVQs were not fully implemented and some programme areas 

were still being phased in. Consequently, it was difficult to assess the extent 

of their impact on the overall growth of vocational courses. Nevertheless, 

Spours identified some basic trends. 

/zm;e /̂ze grearfejZ Mwrngr/ca/ T^Zgnzzg /̂We 

Z/gveZ, ontZ fAzz^ Ẑzg orga grgoZgĵ Z gĵ wzĵ zoM ZM ĵ c/zooZj:. 

f̂gATzzĝ zaZg ZzoFĵ  arccgZgmfg^Z f/zg cZgcZzMg ZM GC6E rg-ĵ zf& 

Tfowgvgr, f/zg ovgmZZ grow/f/z ZM /̂ ofYzczpor̂ zo/z ZM Z,gvgZ 2 coMŷ ygj" 

zĵ  MOW ĵ Zorfzc (^oz/rj^, 7PPj[ .̂ TTzg arga q / ^ r c ^ z ^ / gĵ wzĵ zoM zĵ  

ZM (̂̂ voMcgf̂  vocaZzo/zaZ cowrjgj^ w/zzcA grgw Z?}" 3% z/z 7993/94. 

GmwfZz /"̂ zZgĵ  z/z^ZZ-fz/»g vocaZzoworZ g^A/cafzo/z ZM f/zg fwo j/garzv 

przor fAg ggMgrarZ avazZâ zZzZy q/"/Z6Z<3Z m̂ grngĝ Z 7. J Zo 

2%, zZ COM 6g coMcZzzcZĝ Z fZzoZ GT/P^j: /zm;g adijg^Z a6oz/Z 7%+ 

6ZMMZ/<7Ẑ  Zô ZZ-fzTzzg /?a7Yzĉ i3fzoM ". 7PPJ /?. 7^ 
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Although Government policy originally intended GNVQs as a vocational 

award facilitating progression to NVQs aiid employment, a joint research 

study by the FEU/Nuffield/Institute of Education (1994) indicated that even at 

an early stage, students GNTgj: crj ar 

were using them for progression to H.E.. This trend showed no sign of 

abating. Thus, notwithstanding the aims and objectives of Government policy, 

at the micro-political level, students were using GNVQs in a very different 

way and they were evolving very much as an educational award. 

w/// 6gyz/d^g(f Vargg/y 6;/ f/zg gg^mg A/gAgr 

educationdespite the objections of those who see it primarily as 

6ni%7Mg fAg gqp 6gfM/ggM^ZZ-fmg acorAkmzc g6A/g<7fmM worA:-

gf. <7/., 799;̂  P-

3.6 GNVQ and A-Level completion rates 

One of the rationales for introducing GNVQs was to offer post-16 students an 

alternative menu to A-Levels, since a report by the Audit Commission (1993) 

found that despite the increase in students taking A-Levels, one tliird of the 

entrants 'waste' two years through non-completion or failing the terminal 

examinations. But GNVQs have not improved the situation. 

"//bwgvgr, mfgj^ Am;g 6ggM /ow, w/fA 

ywjf ovgr ^0% ^Mccgĵ ĝ̂ , gygM aZ/owmgyby f(7A:7Mg 

gxZrar ̂ gfTM fo comp/gfg ̂ A g / r 7 2 / 

PP%//g fAgâ g mfg^ coM/c/ f/M^mvg, ^g^77M(3Mcg 7Mwc/i /owgr 

f/zoM fAg rofg^ q/"prgv/owĵ  vocaf/oMa/ /7m;g 
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But not all stakeholders perceived these statistics in the same light. One of 

the major Awarding Bodies (BTEC), in a riposte to criticisms of GNVQs 

argued that the high drop-out and non-completion rates on GNVQ courses 

helped to demonstrate that they were indeed rigorous and not a 'soft option'. 

(O'Leary, 1994) Nevertheless, it would be ironic if the success of GNVQs 

were to be judged against the price of other students' failure. (Shirtliff, 1996) 

However the 'reliability' of GNVQ completion rates is another issue which 

has been raised. There have been some allegations about the integrity of 

GNVQ assessment processes (Smithers, 1993; 1994; 1995) and indeed, 

whether college managers put pressure on tutors to fudge pass grades for 

students in order to secure FEFC flinding and the achievement of the 

Government's national education targets (NTETS). (Hugill, 1995) 

Wliile there may be a kernel of truth in some of these cases, the adverse 

publicity has not enhanced the reputation of GNVQs nor has it helped to 

facilitate student progression. 

3.7 GNVQs and progression to Higher Education 

There was considerable expansion in Higher Education places in the 1980s. 

In 1979 only 15% of 18-19 year olds gained a place in higher education, but 

by 1994 this figure had risen to over 30%. (DfEE, HMSO Competitiveness: 

Forging Ahead 1995 p. 87). However, this expansion has now come to an 
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end. But it is ironic that GNVQs were introduced at a time when the 

Government was stimulating post-16 participation while at the same time 

restricting growth in H.E., with universities being threatened with funding 

penalties for over-recruitment. Fears have been expressed by some 

researchers that GNVQ students would lose out as demand for university 

places exceeds supply (Hodkinson and Mattinson, 1994). However, tliis has 

not happened, and, rather strangely, the reverse has occurred. 

In September 1992 approximately 3,000 students were registered on the first 

GNVQ Pilot Scheme. In 1993/94, 905 students taking GNVQ Advanced 

courses applied to H.E. via the Universities and Colleges Admissions Service 

(UCAS). The UCAS GATE (GNVQs and Access to Higher Education) 

Project, attempted to trace the progress of these students to university. 

(UCAS/GATE, 1994). Of these students, 85% of them received offers of 

places, compared with 76% of other applicants, but only half of the GNVQ 

applicants actually took up the offers (FEU/UCAS, 1995). 

A small-scale research project looking at progression to H.E. from GNVQ 

Business yielded some interesting facts and comments about the GNVQ 

apphcants. Of the 905 students, 610 of them were taking GNVQ Business. 

aw evgM fAaw ybr 
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m o6far/M/Mg 

7PP6p. ^ 

Although SliirtlifF recognises that most applicants would be A-Level students, 

there would also be some students from ACCESS courses, BTEC National 

Diplomas as well as the LB. (International Baccauleareate). However, 

detailed breakdown of offers received according to applicants' qualifications, 

is not recorded in UCAS statistics - only 'other than GNVQ and non-

GNVQ'. She concludes; 

difficult. So it might not be the case that GNVQ applicants have 

fared better than A-Level applicants; perhaps those from other 

... or 

However, my informal discussions with an H.E.L Inspector in 1995 indicated 

that vice-chancellors were being "pressurised" to take GNVQ students, 

althougli he declined to be quoted. 

Although the UCAS/GATE report (1994) "Lessons from the First Phase of 

Advanced GNVQ Applicants to Higher Education - 1994 UCAS Applicants" 

concluded tliat GNVQ applicants had been very successfril in receiving "at 

least one offer", they actually received_/ewer offers compared with other H.E. 

applicants, which consequently limited their choice on wliich to accept. This 

could have been due to GNVQ students applying for both Higher National 

Diploma courses as well as degrees, while A-Level candidates opted only for 
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degree courses. (Shirtliff, 1996). But, it could also reflect the H.E.I, 

admissions policies or the micro-politicking at vice-chancellor level 

mentioned above in order to ensure that the first GNVQ Pilot cohort were 

ostensibly not disadvantaged. 

The UCAS/GATE report (1994) found that 97% of the GNVQ students who 

were predicted to get a Distinction, received offers from H.E.. However, it 

would be interesting to know what prevented the remaining 3% from 

receiving an offer. It might have been the lack of GCSE Enghsh or 

Mathematics, but unfortunately, this point was not clarified in the report 

although it does confirm that applications with these GCSEs were perceived 

more positively. One advantage that GNVQ students had over A-Level 

students regarding progression to H.E., was that their final grade could be 

reliably forecast on the previous year's assessments, whereas A-Level 

students were reliant on their examination performance over one or two days, 

and there could be a considerable difference between their predicted grades 

and their actual grades achieved. However, this advantage for GNVQ 

programmes was not widely acknowledged. 

Progression to H.E. is a complex process with an infinite range of specialist 

and general degree courses, as well as Higher National Diplomas (HMD), 

which are offered at a wide range of H.E.I, s with variable status, including 

the Oxbridge Universities, the traditional and 'redbrick' universities, the post 

1972 universities (the former polytechnics) and Colleges of Higher Education. 

It could be that GNVQ students were more likely to secure progression to 

particular types of degree and at particular types of H.E.I, s as recent research 
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suggests, but we also need to know the basis on which offers were being 

made as well as the timing of the offers as Shirtliff (1996) points out. 

'W/f/zoMgA zf may Mof man)/ 84% 

fo ggf o Aac/ of oMg f/zey 

have been for HND courses at less popular institutions, it is 

fo Mofg fAorf q / ^ y b r wAo/M MO j;pgc//?c 

gradg (̂ vgM g7vgM m //?g r^rgMca, 

q^r^ . CowM ff 6g fAaf a w / f / z Mew 

unpopular but highly-funded courses to fill were mopping up 

/̂zg c/gar/Mg 7%g G/^ZE Mof .yfarfe 

whether the offers were made during the December to May UCAS 

or d«r/Mg c/earmg. /f wow/cf 6e fo of wA/cA 

f/ze q^T'j: were /wore wAaf //z6y 

were." 77 J 

So how were GNVQs perceived by H.E. admissions tutors? What 

requirements were set by H E. for GNVQ students' entry to degree courses? 

hi any competitive situation such as university entrance, where demand 

exceeds supply, there has to be some method of selecting the most 'worthy' 

candidates. However, how these are defined is debatable. Even with A-Level 

candidates, applicants need to achieve more than the bare minimum entry 

qualifications. Moreover, since an A-Level 'Pass' has five grades (A to E) 

plus two 'Fail' categories (N and U), it is not surprising that the 3-point 

GNVQ assessment system (Distinction, Merit and Pass) was regarded by 

some people as too blunt an instnraient for selection purposes by H.E.Ls. 
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(Shirtliff, 1996). Indeed, research into university admissions tutors' 

perceptions of the admissions process, undertaken by the University of North 

London found that 75% of admissions tutors in the sample felt that the 

GNVQ grading system was "less helpful than A-Level points or BTEC 

National unit grades". (Tysome, 1995) 

Likewise, the six grading themes used in GNVQ assessment, which focused 

on generic process skills, rather than on outcomes, had to be extended from 

September 1994 to include two more relating to the quality of work -

'Synthesis' and 'Language' (NCVQ, 1994) to ensure that GNVQs would be 

more acceptable to admissions tutors. Without tliis modification, as Sliirtlifif 

points out: 

"Tw fAeory, gw/fe fo go f/zmwgA a// 

covered/ Zrx fAe 6̂/% cr/fena 

worA:, wnfg a q/" 

ayeeZmg crmoMg fAere wo way 

AzgA grwaZ/fy woz-A: - f/ze reacfzoM a way 

incorporate quality. (Institute of Education GARP Report 1994). 

TTi/j: waj: 6gmg c/oMe m moM)/ wqy^ OM 

vocaf/oMa/ m ceMfrea: rniaf w/fAm f/ie 

Overall grading of GNVQs was highly problematic wliich raised serious 

issues of validity and reliability of the award. This was partly due to the lack 
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of clarity in the guidelines issued by the Awarding Bodies as Sliirtliff (op, cit.) 

has highlighted. 

OM 29f/] 7 99J, f/zjf 

f/zere M/erg (fgfg/w/M/Mg fAe 

y /W grWe <36- /̂zgrg These variations... 

67 A/g/? MwrnAg/" ovgm// 

were awarded in 1994. Until clear and appropriate guidelines 

<3rg woyA:g6f O M f f A g ay?Ma/ f/zgrg //^/y fo 6g 

/ga^f ĵoTMg /» fAg fo w/Aarf 6Z 

Mgnf /-ga/^ 

/?rgc/^g rw/g^ gM/;aMcg ̂ Ag crgcA6///()/ q/^GA^F^^; 

wowM 6z/jo TMa^ fAg gracf/Mg /?rocgj^^ /Mt/cA gay/grybr fAg 

(Z ĵ̂ gĵ fory rgcA/cg f/zg f//»g ĵ pgMf agOM/ĵ /Mg ovgr }4/Aĝ /?gr fAg 

y?Ma/ co7Mp//gĵ  yy/f/z fAg /g^gr awcf Âg jp/nf q/̂  

w/zgf/zgr zf Awafc/zgĵ  )vzf/z ^gg/zMg" OMcf ggMgror/ MofzoM^ q/̂  

mgn^ yw -̂fzcg./" ^ z y f / ^ z6z^p. 

Consequently, it is not surprising that H.E. admissions tutors had some doubts 

about GNVQs and were using other yardsticks on which to base offers. There 

is some anecdotal evidence to suggest that H.E. tutors were demandnig 

Advanced GNVQ with Distinction grades plus GCSEs A-Cs in Mathematics 

and English (Panasar, 1995), that the newness of the qualification was 

causing some progression difficulties (FEFC, 1994 p.15) and that H.E. 

requests for 'additionality' was becoming the nonn. This situation was 
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officially acknowledged by the FEU and UCAS bulletin on progression to 

H.E. as the following extracts indicate: 

"yl/fAowgA are 

if Mof ybr eM/ioMcemeMf q/̂  

or fo, fo 6e gjpgc/aZ/yybr a 

fo 6g (7 OM o (fggyge /foi^gvgr, w 

Z)g^eeM 

GCEy4-ZgWj'. v4/̂ /?OMg/z GCE^-Zevg/j^ arg f/;g 

minimum requirement for entry to a degree, more than the 

/MfM/mZ/TM fo 06WM cr OM 67 

". ^ m 7 C 4 ^ , 7 W ^ 

"fF^grg .f/.E./. J a GCE^-ZevgZ ybr fo 6% /?arf/CM/arr 

/pmgrwMTMg, f/ze ĵ pgcZ/zĝ f GCEv4-Zevg/ M//// 6e 

wAgM a GA/T^ fAe/r /wmM gr«a/i/?C(Zf/oM 

ybr Trrg^gcf/vg Mgg /̂ybr (z ^gcz/zg^y GCEv4-

Z,evg/ybr pmgrgĵ /̂OM f/;gre or fgMĉ Mcy, <3̂  fAe 

TMOTMeM̂, ybr dgc/crrgcf mfeMf/oM / f o r A r e a degree 

fo 6e e%pecfe<3̂  fo or GCEy4-Leve/ we// <3̂  /̂;e ". 

f2;Em7C4^, 

Indeed, in 1994, approximately 30% of GNVQ students applying to H.E. had 

one or two GCE A-Levels as well as their GNVQs. However, this practice 

does cany implications for the quest for 'parity of esteem' - as the FEU and 

UCAS recognise; 
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"Tfowevey, fewdeMcy Mof 6eco/»g f/zg n//e /̂Mce /f 

af̂ g/Mpfmy fo /gf //)g ĝ Ma/y/zcaf/oM gam panfK q/̂  

gj-fggTM (7 mwfg fo ^WAgr, fAg 6^cmoM fo (%&/ a GCE/1-

Z,gvgZ fo a GA^FQ oM/y 6g q/^gr C(3r^/ 

coM /̂dgror̂ /oM q/̂ fAg 6gM^Ay aM<3̂  ^T^LMTCAS', 

qp.c/f. 

Indeed, there could be disadvantages of GNVQ students taking an A-

Level in addition to their vocational programme. It could result in study 

overload, and confusion or frustration among students through trying to 

manage two quite different approaches to learning, grading and 

assessment. With some subjects, for example Business there was 

considerable overlap as the content of the two courses was very similar, 

which would hinder progression to H.E. - smce H.E.I.s would see this as 

duplication, rather than evidence of additionality. 

Ill addition, in contrast to A-Levels, there were substantial differences in 

the grading system used in GNVQs which caused difficulties for 

students' progression. To get beyond a mere Pass grade, GNVQ 

students had to demonstrate skills in 'Planning', 'Information Seeking 

and Handling', 'Evaluation' and 'Quality of Outcomes' (NCVQ, 1994). 

As the FEU and UCAS acknowledge: 

"fF%grg arg morg /M ĝrgĵ ĝ̂ f m fAg ggMgr/c 

dgvg/q;?g(f ZM fAg fAmwgA f/zg gnf/rg 

ap!prc^rzafg. ^wgvgr, w/zgrg f/zg /7rzma/y coMcgm ẑ  fo 
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or or fo 

acA/gvg/MgMf m rg^gcf c^a ĵ arrf/cwZar MMff q/̂ f/zg 

(f&W3/f/?C%7ffOjM, f/)<2 ^̂r6%3%7;grjryjM%?%M ZJ /(%ys f/ldOl Z6S6%̂wZ. jh? 

c<3̂ gĵ , Ti/iE./.J may rggrw/re fo o/T^r ^omg of/zar 

ybnMĵ  q/"ev/<â gMcg q/̂ vocorf/OMcr/ orcA/evgTMgMf 6g};oM6/ 

rg^w/re^/ fo ̂ <3̂ 6" f/zg G # F g ". (7^(WCL4,$', qp.czY. 

Likewise, wliile GNVQ students may have taken core skills in Application of 

Number, Communication and Information Technology (IT.) the first two 

"... orre Mo^ggMgm//y <%y fo GC&E m 

EMg/MAybrprogre^^/oM moM)/ 

regrM/re fo Aave GC&E gradg C, or 

ar^ove, /« /rrgjpgcf/ve q/^corg ac/z/everngMf". 

(FEmyCAS', (6/64̂  p. ^ 

Moreover, the DfE criteria for entry to initial teacher training (ITT) courses 

required all entrants to have achieved a standard equivalent to GCSE Grade 

C in English and Mathematics, and those wishing to teach in secondary 

education had to have an A-Level or equivalent qualification in their main 

teaching specialism. Although the Advanced GNVQ was supposed to be 

comparable in demand and coverage to two GCE A-Levels it did not meet 

these requirements. Indeed, lack of parity of esteem on this dimension was 

acknowledged by the FEU/UCAS report on progression to H.E., which also 

carried a warning to centres offering GNVQ centres; 

fAe /Moment, zY zj: a^/zcoMf^ fo 

feac/zer fmzMZMg wz// fo Ao/<â  a GCE v4-jLeve/ 
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in their subject specialism. It is also likely that successful 

applicants will be expected to have a grade C at GCSE in English 

and Mathematics. The DfE criteria and the position on GNVQs 

adopted by those offering ITT should be taken into account by 

GNVQ centres when devising GNVQ programmes for students 

who wish to enter, or keep open the prospect of entering, the 

However it can be argued that Advanced GNVQs could provide better 

progression for students wishing to progress to vocational degrees. 

"So, for example, most H.E.I.s offering degrees in Business 

Studies look favourably on the Advanced GNVQ in Business as a 

preparation for this degree. However, although progression from 

Advanced GNVQs to non-vocational degree programmes in a 

or Psychology from the Advanced GNVQ in Health & Social 

Care - the Advanced GNVQ on its own is less likely to be 

perceived as an adequate preparation for these degrees". 

Likewise, one assessment advantage that GNVQ students had over A-Level 

students regarding progression to H E., was tliat their final grade could be 

reliably forecast on the previous year's assessments. By contrast, A-Level 

students were reliant on their examination performance over one or two days, 

and there could be a considerable difference between their predicted grades 
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and their actual grades achieved althougli this advantage of GNVQ 

programmes was not widely acknowledged. (Sliirtliff, 1996) 

But to what extent can research into 'value-added' help to predict GNVQ 

students' performance? 'Value-added' is a technique which is used 

predominantly in secondary education at Key Stage 4 and post-16 where 

students' attainment in GCSEs and internal school assessments at a particular 

point in time provides baseline data for predictions about their likely future 

performance. A report by the Audit Commission/OfSTED (1993) Unfinished 

Business, suggested that 'value-added' might be easier to measure in GNVQs 

than in other vocational courses. However, ShirtlifTs research does not 

support this. Based on her sample of 32 GNVQ Business students from her 

own college, she found a poor correlation between students' GCSE grades 

and their final GNVQ grades. For example, one student with seven grade Bs 

at GCSE, only achieved a Pass at GNVQ Advanced, while many of his peer 

group with only four Cs (i.e. the minimum entry qualifications for the GNVQ 

course), gained a Merit. Of the eight students who achieved Distinctions, only 

three had 'good' GCSE results (i.e. mainly grade As and Bs). (Shirtliff, 1996) 

Shirthfif concludes; 
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However, there was increasing evidence that GNVQs were not achieving 

parity of esteem with A-Levels because of the shallow subject content and 

coverage which could not be deemed equivalent preparation for degree 

courses compared with GCE A-Levels. 

fo (zakf fo fAe programme vayyyrofM 

jRfjE'.jr fo p%rcy)7Y3f»???g fo 

ybr 4̂/% 77.E.7. aZoMg 

676̂ /f/oM a GCEy4-Z,eve/ 

or a 5'c/gMcgybr 

m ^.E. are over-

j:w6j:cn6e6/ a d m z f o <3M6̂  

fo co/zoyf, gv/VfgMce 

//A:e^ 6g rggrM/re<^j^g/gcf/oM w/ZZ 

(%7gM6/ 2(poM fAg coMfgMf /̂ze ^mgra/MTMg. 

... GT/Fg^y aryg f/ioM /nay r^/(zce 

^TEC W<3f/OM(7/ /M W/Mg 

AoTve fAiarf, ar/f/zowg/z f/zg ggMgmZ 

j'AVZ/j' (zrg f/zoĵ e wA/cA arg Mgce^^ayyybr ̂ .E. 

GMf/Qj: aye foo gewem/ybr^mgygj^j^zoM oMfo fAoî e }f.E. 

pmgrafMTMg^ w/zgrg a j;pec/aZzĵ ^ A?7oWed^g Mgec/gcf (/or 

gxoTMp/e, f/zo^e m ̂ r e ^c/gMce^ or /wzgi/argg^ ". 

z6zWp. 
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SliiitlifF s research into higher education apphcations based on a sample of 32 

Advanced GNVQ Business students at her own FE College which were made 

in October 1995, indicated that the main factors influencing offers from 

UCAS were; 

" . . . 

most important, the particular university and popularity of the 

cowrie. fAe /avaZ 

/mporfOMf; wzf/; C GC&E, fo 

acA/eve Menf, yece/vg<:f of 

i%pZzg(fybr H7VD coz/rĵ ejr OM^ fwo oy f/zree 

qp;p/ze(f exc/wĵ zveZyybr (fegyge courj^ej:". ^/zzrf/z^ 7996 3 ^ 

Sliirtliff found that where her GNVQ students were also taking an A-Level, 

their applications to the most popular degree courses at long-established 

universities were well-received. However these students were required to 

achieve both a Distinction in their GNVQ, as well as a specified grade at the 

A-Level, whereas no offers were attached to any GNVQ Additional Units 

which they may have been studying. Shirtliff bemoans this fact but 

concludes; 

"Ay f/ze Mew 7 99J GA/?g m ĝcz/zcofzoM^̂  a wzYfe roMge q / 

(7 c/«^c/z qpfzoMj, wAzcA are a// oMcf coM 

f/zer^rg cowMf f/zg gya^jg, r^zf/zgr f/zoM f/zg WMgrWĝ f 
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But she recognises that... 

arg fo Z/̂ z/gMce co//ggg /)o//cy 

OM ad<:Af/OMa/ w/f/z fo 6of/; y -̂Zeve/ĵ  

Nevertheless, the FEU and UCAS are at pains to stress the flexibility of 

GNVQs as a progression route compared with A-Levels; 

GCEv4-Zgvg/j ,̂ /lowgyg/-, GA F̂(2 

programme coM 6e o r f A r o w g / % f/ie cAo/ce 

units which make up the qualification. The programme is 

enhanced by the inclusion of core skills and can be extended by 

fAe a&ffj/OM q/^wzof/zer grwa/z/zcâ zoM or (Z&f/f/OMar/ 7%e 

^gjc/6//z(y q/"fAe ĝ wa/i/zcarf/oM f/ze /?rogr6zmmgĵ  

w/fA f/fg ^M6z/i/?carf/oM M ar m^br j-fre^gfA GAAI/gj: w/ieM 

(7 progrgĵ ĵ fOM roz/fg fo (UCAS', op. c/f. 

3.8 Government strategies to promote GNVQ students' progression to 

HE. 

Considerable 'behind the scenes' work has been promoted by the 

Government and the DfEE in order to facilitate progression by GNVQ 

students to H E.. This includes establishing the UCAS GATE Committee 

(GNVQs and Access to Higlier Education), sponsoring research studies, plus 

information and directives to H.E.Ls to encourage them to clarify their official 

position regarding admissions policies for GNVQ applicants. For example, 

the GATE Committee, in partnership with UCAS produced a database of 
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staff contacts at H.E.I.s regarding GNVQ applications. This database was 

published as an extensive manual showing the H.E.I.s' official position on 

GNVQ applications to individual H E. programmes, and whether particular 

combinations of Optional Units, and Merits or Distinctions were required. 

In addition, schools and colleges were encouraged to establish 'compacts' or 

progression agreements for GNVQs with their local H.E.I.s. As the 

FEU/UCAS bulletin points out; 

" GAAFQj' org 

are /M ybr 

... rf /za^ 

q/" gjfggTM' wzf/z wz<̂  GCE vgZ&... f ^ 

Z/^/y fo w/zgM ̂ /ze ovgr /̂ze 

ZM w/zzc/z /̂ze zĵ  

ZMvo/vgd COM oM/y 6e yrom 

we//-zy^rme6f c/zozcejr, 6emg 6g^er f/ze 

jg/gĉ zoM GMc/ /zoryzMg ar c/earrgr q/̂  f/ze 

g.%ygcf(7f/oM^ q/^Tf.E./.J yPPJ 

Progression agreements for GNVQs could take several forms from the 

formal to the very informal depending on whether the university courses 

recruited on a national or regional basis and whether the programme was 

under or oversubscribed, as the following extract from Sheffield Hallam 

University demonstrates; 
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varTymgybrma/z^y/or mvo/vgrneMf ĵ c/zoo/j" co//gge&.. 

MfMy/MMTM f G N T ^ rgcogM/j^e^fybr gMfyypw/poĵ eĵ  oMcf 

//̂ y7M<3f/0M g/vgM fo pOfgM^W (%p//caM 6̂̂  

v/a fAg OM p r ^ r r e i f q / " w A e r e opf/oM orreoĵ  

Aorve ̂ fgni/fcoMce m ferm^ q/"MMfve7"ĵ z(y cowyĵ e coMfgMf. 

Middle Position: Required option units clearly specified in the 

Maxz/Mwm f C / M / v g / ' ^ / ( y ĵ c/zoo/jyW ôryVTMgM ĵ̂  6gcomg 

involved at the curriculum design level of the GNVQ programme 

/M or^jgr fo g M o r y g prgparrg<^ybr 

HE/^mgramme ". (fELMTGAS', qp. czf. j9. 

Indeed, there was a rapid growth in local 'compact' arrangements 

between schools and colleges and their local H.E.Is hi order to secure 

progression from GNVQ Advanced Level programmes to degree 

courses. A major obstacle to such progression was the lack of 

knowledge and understanding among H.E. admissions tutors about the 

nature and rationale of GNVQs which 'compact' agreements were 

helping to address. 

Nevertheless, poor GNVQ completion rates had a knock-on effect on 

student progression to H.E.. While 'teething troubles' (FEFC, 1994) involved 

ill implementing a new pilot curriculum could partly account for tins, non-
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completion of GNVQ programmes was by far the most substantial factor. As 

Spours observes: 

"Poor comp/gf/OM rorfgj ovem/Z 

q / " / M a 

Mgg6#7vg OM fo fAe Mgxf /aveZ. 

/!foTi/gvgr, f/zerg / j //^/g ay fo f/zg c<3wjg 

The main question is whether these are problems of 

or pm6/g/Mq/^n/rr/cw/wTW 

'Parity of esteem' was certainly an issue in the 1993/94 FEFC's first national 

survey of GNVQs. There were numerous cases reported in inspectors' 'notes 

of visits' across eight regions that H.E. admissions tutors were not 

recognising GNVQ Advanced qualifications for entry to degree courses and 

many were either rejecting GNVQ applicants outright or demanding 

distinctions plus an A-Level to supplement the GNVQ. Both employers and 

admissions tutors were unclear about the standard of the new awards and 

their validity and rehability. In one example quoted from the South West 

region, a GNVQ Advanced Health & Social Care student was refused access 

to nurse training because of the change in name of the GNVQs in 1993/94. 

Originally GNVQs had been known as levels 1, 2 and 3 but this status was 

changed to 'Foundation', 'Intermediate' and 'Advanced' to clarify the 

'equivalence' of GNVQs with GCSEs and A-Levels and help to promote 

'parity of esteem'. 
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However further moves in this direction indicated by the Bearing Report 

(1996) were rejected by the Government. Bearing had sought to confer 

greater status on Advanced GNVQs by re-naming them as "Applied A-

Levels" in order to give parents a better understanding of their value, whilst 

emphasising their distinctive approach to learning - namely, the application of 

knowledge (Bearing 1996; 9.14), but this proposal was quashed despite its 

popularity with the Labour Party and several teacher associations, and even 

Bearing recanted on this idea. 

Some theorists argue that the quest for parity of esteem has been clouded by 

the emphasis on the 'new managerialism' in post-16 education, where the 

income of educational institutions was linked to 'simplified and unexamined 

assumptions of quality', measured through performance indicators. (Gleeson 

and Hodkinson, 1995). Increasingly, funding was being awarded only on 

successful completion and students certification but as Gleeson and 

Hodkinson argue; 

From fAzj: aZZ 
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Gleeson and Hodkiiison conclude that the 'new managerialism' was based on 

a fallacy, for there was no agreed, improblematic notion of what educational 

quality is 

edwcafzoM j:fn/gg/e." 

czY. p. 76^ 

Indeed, the policy-makers' obsession with outcomes and qualification 

achievement resulted in the explicit focus on learning processes witliin 

GNVQ specifications being lost. The worries of Smithers (1994) and others 

about the reliability of GNVQ assessment, put even more emphasis on 

'measurable attainments' to the detriment of students' educational 

experience. However, it could be argued that many of the most important 

aspects of vocational education were not directly measurable. Moreover, 

current managerialist approaches to education risk reducing teachers to 

technicians, who simply 'deliver' the official curriculum to young people. 

This ignored the phenomenological perspectives on pohcy-implementation 

and the fact that: 

define it and re-interpret it too. It is what teachers think, what 

feac/zerg: )i//zjf fgacAerj: (/o f/ze /eve/ f/ze 

/̂z<̂  /̂zg oy/garMZMg f/z67f ̂ /oz/Mg 
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The response by stakeholders at the micro-political level was crucial to the 

whole process. 

3.9 An historical perspective on vocational education 

But why is 'parity of esteem' with A-Levels such a problem? Fiiiegold et. aL 

(1990) argue that the root of the problem lies in the long-standing division 

between high status academic courses and low status vocational courses. 

Indeed throughout the twentieth century, vocational education and training in 

England has been characterised by low status and marginality. This is been 

perpetuated by the long-established tripartitism evident in the Enghsh 

education system, which derived from social class divisions and the 

widespread 'common sense' view of dividing people into Plato's men of 

gold, bronze and iron and attempts to replicate these 'natural' divisions in the 

education system. The assumption behind tliis 'classical humanist view' was 

that people naturally fall (both socially and genetically) into three types of 

ability - academic, technical and practical and that these also correspond to 

the needs of the labour market. 

The tripartite system established under the 1944 Education Act merely 

reinforced the academic-vocational divide with vocational courses being 

designed for lower ability groups. In secondary modem and teclmical schools 

vocational education and training revolved around developing craft skills 

(typically woodwork and metalwork for boys and typing and cookery for 

girls), while the grammar schools concentrated on providing academic 

courses which offered progression to H.E., the civil service and the 

professions. Although some writers have seen technical schools in a positive 
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light and have recognised their achievements (Sanderson 1994), others argue 

that they only catered for a minority of pupils and never really established a 

coherent and credible vocational curriculum (McCullough 1989). 

There are several cultural and historical reasons for the failure of technical 

education in England and Wales. Firstly, following the 1944 Education Act, 

technical schools were not uniformly established in all LEAs. Most LEAs 

concentrated their resources on developing existing grammar schools and 

converting elementary schools into secondary modems rather than building 

new teclmical schools; the latter tended to be developed where they had been 

established in association with a particular local industry. Secondly, most 

middle class families wanted their children to attend the prestigious grammar 

schools and take academic courses, and regarded both teclmical and modem 

schools as more appropriate for the working class. Likewise, the upwardly 

mobile working class were more likely to aspire to the academic grammar 

schools in order to further their children's career prospects. Tliirdly, transfer 

to secondary education was done by selection at the 11+ examination, with 

the most able pupils being offered a grammar school place and the next tier 

being offered teclmical school places. 

GT fecAM/c/OM 

q / " c a r e e r " . ef. a/., 

So from a cultural perspective, few people pro-actively 'chose' the technical 

route: it was allocated by negative choice. Thus a complex interaction of 
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social and cultural perceptions and aspirations, combined with, and reinforced 

by, separate curricula and institutional provision, with different progression 

routes and associated employment opportunities - made technical/vocational 

education a less attractive option. 

More recently. Conservative Government attempts to expand this middle 

sector by establishing City Technology Colleges (CTCs) in the mid 1980s, 

have suffered similar problems (Whitty et. al., 1993), while the development 

of specialist sixth form colleges offering traditional academic A-Levels, has 

added another layer wliich is supporting the elitist academic ethos 

surrounding GCE A-Levels. 

So what implications does this have for the introduction of GNVQs? 

According to Gleeson et. al. things do not bode well. 

"The risk is that if high status institutions like public schools 

ybnM 

oj; were fec/iM/caZ OM ear/fer age. fz/TY/iermore, a 6e / f^ 

in a technical strand for other people's children and for other 

edwcorf/OMaZ rezM/brceĵ  Âe j ^ e w v y e / / -

Aemg^r f/io^e wAo /zcrve ̂ wcceecfecf OM fAe acatfem/c mwfe. From 

q/"v/e#', a TMfdW/e weaA 

m rAefonc, f/?e Meê iy e//fe. 

2b î MCceeaf wAere fec/in/ca/ a ^ c / z o o Z ^ 6 r e a A ; OMf 

q / " c / r c / e " . ef. <3rZ., 7P9J 
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However, Gleeson et. al. have ignored some key structural differences 

between GNVQs and technical schools. GNVQ is not a separate institution; 

it is an alternative curriculum which is being implemented nationally with 

substantial Government support, legislative backing and funding incentives. It 

had a very large take-up and it was not been left at a 'discretionary' level for 

LEAs to implement or not as they saw fit. In addition, GNVQ courses were 

offered across the whole range of educational institutions, including state 

schools, sixth form colleges, CTCs, FE colleges as well as in approximately 

20% of private schools - so there was a more concerted attempt to establish 

GNVQs as mainstream provision. 

Nevertheless there are ideological tensions underpinning GNVQ 

implementation. Considerable emphasis has been put on GNVQ as a vehicle 

to re-structuring mass education and training in England and Wales following 

the high youth unemployment in 1970s and in order to address the perceived 

skill requirements of industry and the needs of students staying on post-16. 

This ideology, advocated by the CBI and referred to by Skilbeck (1976) as 

'reconstructionism', argues that in order to make British industry more 

competitive and ensure future prosperity, vocational education must be 

unproved. This led to the introduction of National Targets for Education and 

Training (NTETS) by the Conservative Government in the mid 1980s which 

set quotas for young people achieving Level 2 and Level 3 qualifications by 

the year 2000 and beyond. But as Gleeson et. al point out: 
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MorfwmZ orcfg/" f f A e BnY/ĵ A Govem/Mewf 

COM f/?g f/7Mg, pmc/m/M 7\̂ ZE'Z$' (^c/a//?o//cy 

cre<3̂ g MgM/ v4 * /IrLeveZ JM6/ GC&E Aecaŵ ye 

Yoo /?gqp/g org ggẐ /Mg a» ^4'. CoMj-roMf WA: q/'^-^gve/ JA-

fAe 'goM Âẑy G # P ^ a aM<̂  

6(fwm /̂OMaZ 7b af m ĝrrMĵ  q/"f/zeĵ g 

GovgyTimgMf (f/rec^fve^ fAaf r̂owgAf if mfo ex/^fence, G # P ^ 

(7 crg(y/6/e TM/dW/g fr<̂ cA: ĵ /zMM/faMeoz/ĵ /y ra/j-mg 

/gve/^ gefwccff/oM on f̂ gMa/i/?caf/oM m woyj: fAaf are accepfa6Ze 

fo f/;g q/̂ f/zg E îgZ/j/z 

fgacAerâ , emp/o '̂ery or^o/zfzc/oM^". (tj/geww ef. a/., 7996 p. ^ 

3.10 Summary 

As Spours points out in 1995, GNVQs were still a relatively new 

development hence it was difficult 

"fo /̂ze/r /» q/̂ gMcowragzMg 

jpafyt/czporf/oM, rgfgMf/oM, â azM/MCMf ontf^mgra^a^zoM. Eva/uof/oM 

w/// 6g gar̂ /gy OMcg a/Z fAg vocaf/oM^?/ arga^ 6gco/Mg ggMgm//y 

ovaf/a /̂g, wAgM Aavg gof M6:g(f fo fAgm w/;gM gar(y 

GA^P^ gŷ ĉA/orfgĵ  Am;g madg f/zg/r ii/^y f/zmz/g/z wẑ f zMfo 

yo6& On/y fAgn wz// wg /zm;g a rgo^oMa6/g ̂ zcfwrg fAgzr 

^g^nMOMCg. TTzg zMzYza/ /̂gMj- arrg /M«;g<̂ ". 7PPJp. 7 ^ 

Although the UCAS/GATE report (1996) contains some positive comments 

regarding the first tranch of GNVQ applications to H.E., it was based on a 
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relatively small sample and more detailed breakdowns of student applications 

and destinations are necessary in order to draw firmer conclusions. 

GNVQs are still not well-known and even less well understood within H.E., 

and are viewed with some suspicion. Criticisms of the GNVQ assessment 

system by senior academics such as Professor Smithers, and allegations that 

GNVQ results are "hopelessly unreliable" and based on a "cosy, confused 

relationship between student and tutor, who is also the examiner" (O'Leary, 

1994), raise serious issues about the validity and reliability of the qualification 

which need to be addressed. 

Indeed, statistically it is worrying that 35% (i.e. more than one third) of the 

1236 GNVQ Advanced students who completed in 1994 were awarded 

Distinctions, which is supposed to be equivalent to grades 'A' and 'B' at A-

Level, whereas only 25% of GCE A Level candidates achieved these grades -

yet GNVQs recruited from a lower ability pool. Such statistics do indeed lend 

support to Professor Smithers' criticisms since it could be argued that tliis 

discrepancy of 10% should have been allocated to a lower grade i.e. a Grade 

'C' at A-Level or a GNVQ Merit. 

As SliirtliflP points out: 

worfA ag one coMMof feZ/ w/izc/z aZZ Df 

/More f a f Tw/g/zf g/f/zgr. 

//f^/g ybr dggrgg cowryg ,̂ 

vy/z/cA ZM f/zg TMOTZM rgĝ wẑ g a Dẑ fz/zcfzoM, arf /ga^fybr 
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f/zere are accepfOMce OM fo jYzgAer 

National Diploma and part-time Certificate courses. If the whole 

GjVyg /J ybr 7{/gAer 

National Diploma programmes even one A-Level grade E could 

be preferred to a GNVQ pass (equivalent to two A-Levels grades 

D fo L/wf/Z GA/yjg OM jy/rmgr/bof/Mg, /f cmwof 

be assumed that GNVQ applicants to higher education will 

wor/TM/y w/g/comgcf "gz/fMeor-p/g" co/zorf 

/M 799^ 7^96;7p. 

A national survey undertaken by the Times Higher Education Supplement in 

1995 concluded that since GNVQs were being included in universities' 

admissions policies, they must be gaining the confidence of H.E.I s, and tiiat 

some admissions tutors preferred GNVQ students because of their work 

experience and attitude to business. (Tysome and Targett, 1995) However, 

there has been a lot of 'behind the scenes' work by the DfEE to smooth the 

progression of GNVQ students to H.E., to ensure that Government policy 

was working and that the 'guinea pig' first cohort of GNVQ students were 

not disadvantaged. Indeed, it appears that H.E.I, admissions tutors were 

complying with their own particular institution's admissions policies by 

accepting some GNVQ students - but generally those with Distinctions and 

only with evidence of some known "additionality" e.g. an A-Level. 

However, there is also some evidence that admissions tutors were ignoring 

appUcants' GNVQ Additional Units when making offers and also relying on 

GCSE results as a predictor of future performance (Sliirtliff, 1996). She 

concludes; 
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fwfor^ are 

coMj-g/raf/vg 6}/ aM6̂ }(//// fo wAorf fAey A?%ow 0 -

Zevg/ qpipZ/coMA^ / / " A a v g f/;g cAo/ce, fAaf Âf\y 

}y/// ybr j/eorrj' evew /M fAe^cg q/^coMfrayy ( ^ c W 

MM/vgrĵ /(y /?o//cy g7v/Mg eĝ wa/ coMĵ /derorf/oM fo 

GT/P^j^, MMf/Z wg/Z Ow fAe ofAer 

TMZ/cA 6}/ TVCP ,̂ fAe 6oc /̂g^ aM<f G/47E' Aa^ 6eeM 

devofg^f fo a d / M f < 7 6 o w f GA^P^J v/cr 

^gm/Marĵ  aM<:fpM6/zcaf/oM^ .... fAaf ̂ yo/we q/^coM^gn^arf/a^TM 

/)m;g 6ggM coMMferg<̂ ". (S% 7PP6^. 7.^ 

"Much will depend on the GNVQ students going through 

university during the next few years - how well they perforin, how 

/M̂ My q/̂ fAe/M drop owf, wAaf q/"cfegrgej^ o6fa/M 

OM. Ow/y q/̂ gy oryw// cyc/e 6egM coTM /̂gfê /w/ZZ 

rea/Zy A?%ow wAaf fo e.)^ec^y^om, ĵ qy, a GA/?^ opipZ/coMf }y/f/z a 

Distinction as opposed to a merit - or compared with a student 

q ^ r m g fwo wî Za C af v4-LgvgZ". ^Zi/rfZi^ 7 9 9 6 7 2 - 7 . ^ 

Moreover, the GNVQ final grading system is a broad tool compared to 

the GCE A-Level grading scale, and the former cannot differentiate 

between an outstanding GNVQ student who has achieved Distinctions 

for every assignment throughout the course, and a student who has only 

managed to achieve Distinctions for one in every three assignments, or 

who was strong on some grading criteria and not on others. (Shirtliff, 

1996) 
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Although "parity of esteem" between the two qualifications was a key 

Government policy objective, and GNVQs were aligned to A-Levels with 

their equivalence being specified within the new national qualifications track, 

"parity of esteem" has not been acliieved. Between 1992 and 2000, the two 

qualifications competed for the same students on very unequal terms, with 

GNVQs attracting students fi^om the lower ability range. Moreover, poor 

GNVQ completion rates combined with issues of public concern about the 

reliability and integrity of the GNVQ assessment processes, seriously 

undennined tlie quest for "parity of esteem" and resulted m major revisions of 

the GNVQ assessment model with an 'academic drift' towards A-Levels. 

Even as late as 1997, The Guardian was reporting Government concerns 

about the public credibility of GNVQs and that it was still pursuing strategies 

for enliancing "parity of esteem" with GCE A-Levels. Thus despite a change 

of Government, ministers had still not grasped the underlying problems. 

" Tougher testing for vocational courses". 

OM GWFg more 

fo v/gw more 

Moreover GNVQs were also 'failing to meet the needs of the job market' as 

another extract from The Guardian (6th June, 1997) illustrates 
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fAw? 2JO, 000 are ĵ fwa /̂Mgyor vocor̂ /OMorZ 

ĝ war///?caf/oMĵ  A a v e f o TWggf /MOj-f q/"fAg o^gcf/vef 

werg mfm^A/ce^fy/vg j/ear^^ ago, 67 

/?M6//6̂ Ag6f}'g6'̂ gyd<:̂  ĵ Aowea .̂. Dg^p/fe a 7MM/̂ /-/Mf///0Mpo«M6/ 

mvgjYTMgMf 6}" fAg Govgm/MgMf, were »of prnv/̂ AMg /̂owMg 

^gqp/g wff/x (z 6m6Z(̂  ybr gTMpZô gM^ - ^Agfr ̂ rmcfpaZ 

a/m - OMcf were wMZ/̂ (y eve?" fo acA;eve '^anfy q/^ej:feem " wzfA 

<7C6Z6km/c X-Z/gve/j:". (C/are, 799!^ 

Although the 'popularity' of GNVQs amongst students could be seen as a 

measure of "parity of esteem", it is only one dimension. A more critical 

measure is progression to H.E. but even here, the demands for 'additionality' 

by H.E.I.s requiring GNVQ students to take an A-Level in parallel to their 

GNVQ programme, indicates that GNVQs have not achieved 'parity of 

esteem' and are indeed of a lower standard than A-Levels. 

Notwithstanding all the high aspirations for the post-16 framework expressed 

by Sir Ron Bearing in his Interim Report (Bearing, 1995), it is clear that 

'parity of esteem' carmot be given by Government edict or by changing a 

qualification's name. Indeed, some theorists argue that 'parity of esteem' is a 

'false rhetoric' used by policy-makers which undermines notions of justice 

and equality. (Young, 1994; Gleeson, 1995). From this perspective, the 

central fallacy is the 3-tier qualifications track and the Government's failure 

to reform A-Levels and provide a unified system of post-16 qualifications. 

Until this new policy emerges, 'parity of esteem' rather than 'equality' will 

remain on the political agenda as the unattainable 'holy grail'. 
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Chapter 4 

Research Methodology 

4.1 Introduction: What is Knowledge? What is Truth? What is Social 

Reality? 

What is 'knowledge'? What is 'truth'? What is social reality? How can we 

be sure what we know? How can we describe the 'social world'? When 

undertaking educational research what kinds of research methods can (or 

should) be used to ensure the 'validity' and 'reliability' of the data 

collected? These are important questions which need to be addressed 

when undertaking any form of social research. 

However, as Cohen and Manion argue, educational knowledge in the 

western world has made limited progress because of an excessive rehance 

on ..."experience, as a means of advancement and a corresponding 

reluctance to apply the principles of research to educational issues". 

(Cohen and Manion, 1996 p. 5). But why should this be so? 

<3 /Ma/or ybr f/ze 

6}' ev/ifeMce one/ OM 

ejnygngMcg /;m;g Aeen q/"fAg 

m CoAeM qp. czf. j?. ^ 
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m CoAaw OMcf qp. c/f. /?. ^ 

However, the extent to wliich any scientific evidence can be described as 

totally 'objective' raises other philosophical issues. Even in 'natural 

science', the measuring instruments which are used to study nuclear 

particles, such as an electron microscope, actually influence the subjects 

being studied. 

One of the limitations of educational research per se is that it has no 

particular research methods of its own, but borrows heavily from tlie social 

sciences, psychology and management. However, the selection of any 

research method in social science presupposes certain philosophical 

assumptions about the relationship between social structure and social 

action, about ontology, epistemology and indeed, about human nature. 

(Burrell and Morgan, 1979; Cohen and Manion, 1996; McKenzie, Powell 

and Usher, 1997; May and Williams, 1998). Consequently, any chapter on 

research methodology needs to be prefaced by a brief discussion of the 

history and analysis of the nature and understanding in the social sciences 

and the philosophical problems which are implicit in the various 

methodologies. 

4.1.1 Philosophical issues underpinning research 

There are two competing perspectives within social science which stem 

from radically different conceptions of social reality. On the one hand, 

what is frequently referred to as the 'positivist perspective' (or 

'naturalism'), argues from a 'macro' perspective that there is essentially no 
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difference between the subject matter of the social sciences and that of the 

natural sciences in that there is an 'objective' social reality 'out there' 

independent of individuals and that the task of the social scientist is 

therefore to focus on discovering the natural and universal laws which 

govern human social behaviour. In attempting to be as rigorous as the 

natural sciences, positivists undertake empirical research using quantitative 

research techniques typically based on large samples in order to be able to 

make generalisations about the 'whole'. Research methods usually involve 

large-scale social surveys which as far as possible are standardised to 

avoid 'subjectivity' and 'bias'. Official statistics are also frequently used, 

although positivists tend to regard these as 'objective' and to treat them 

non-problematically. 

By contrast, the second and more recent perspective - sometimes called 

'interpretivism' or 'anti-positivism', maintains that there are fundamental 

differences between the social and the natural worlds and individuals are 

essentially unique. Hence the task of social research is to understand at a 

'micro' level how actors make sense of meanings and interpretations 

within their social world so as to better understand and express its 

emergent properties and features. Neither social surveys can be used to 

capture this 'social world', nor official statistics - since these are socially 

constructed. Instead, interpretivists favour observation techniques and in-

depth methods which yield 'qualitative data'. 

However, as May and WiUiams point out, 'interpretivism' actually 

encompasses a huge range of theoretical views and technical approaches, 

including 'hermeneutics', 'ethnography', 'field research' and 'qualitative 
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methods' and while there are subtle differences between them, essentially 

they all reject the assumptions of positivism in that they 

over exp/oMaf/oM O M f f " . 

As Denzin puts it; 

"7%g /Mfg/pygf/v/j'f m" ar goaZ Mgvgr 

aims to draw randomly selected samples of human 

(DgMz/M, p. 7^^ 

Thus with interpretivism; 

"MefAodb/og/cor/^... w/e arrnve (Zf fAe /(ikar f/zcrf we coM A?70W 

f/zg v/or OM .$}?»6oZ/c 

systems through which life worlds are constructed and acted 

z(poM. vffowgvgr, we c<3MMof ' /Macro ̂ AeM07MeM<3 m 

rhetorical not empirical". (May and Williams, 1998p. 2) 

However, such 'relativism' of the interpretivist stance causes serious 

problems for social researchers. For if empirical research studies are so 

'unique' and 'variable' - then any similarity between individual expressed 

meanings or actions would be coincidental - so generalisations cannot be 

made. But tliis would render such research pointless. 
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As May and Williams point out: 

OM fAe q/^a eff/gmma. fAof 

ggMgm//6̂ (zf/oM Z'gcaz ĵ'g q/"̂ /zg vana6///(y 6gfwggM 

Âe orggMf̂  rgĵ earrcA c<3M Mof/img 

qp.c/Y. p. ^ 

However, all research carries the implicit assumption of a quest for 

difference or typicality - even if tins is rarely admitted by interpretivists. 

'W/TMô f gyg/y c/ay^/c wA//g 

arc^oWed^Mg /Ag ĵ wZygcr/v/fy q/̂ f/%g rgj-garrcAgy f/zg 

MM/ĝ MgMgj'̂  q/̂ f/zg r^gyfo/rg q/̂  mfgracf/oMj^ 

MgvgrfAg/ĝ 6̂  w/̂ Ag^ /?gryM676ifg f/zaf f̂ Agrg myomĝ Arng fo 

6g /gamg^f)^07M f/;g (z w/^/gr cz/A'A'gMqy ". 

(3M(3̂  PFz/Z/a/Mĵ , qp. c/f. ^ 

May and Williams offer a compromise 'solution' to tliis dilemma. 

"If the researcher makes 'moderatum ' generalisations of the 

y^Toccwry /» fAg 6", /f m a 

ygĵ gmA/mg .S', ^yg// occwr /» fAg ̂ fwrg, fAgw 

ĵ Ag ay.yg/Y/Mg /gar̂ f fAg g%/̂ fgMCg q/̂  ĵOTMg ^z/Mz/ay/f/g^ 

(however weak) between situations. This assertion seems far 

more plausible than its denial for if it is the case (as 

p/zgM07MgMo/og7̂ fĵ  f/Z67f w/g cwz g/M /̂qy 67 

r^gyfozrg q/̂ %?z/zcâ zoMĵ  z/z f/zg /z/^or/^^ f/zgM f/zgĵ g (zrg 

ybfTM^ q/̂  gvgyydl^ 7M0<jgr<:rfw/M ggMgŷ z/zẑ zfzoMĵ  prgcz^^g/y 
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the means by which the researcher can know the world of the 

fTk/dry cyo. <cvf. 6?-$̂  

However, some theorists, notably Bhaskar (1989), Archer (1995) and 

Layder (1997) find that both of these competing perspectives 

'unsatisfactory in terms of their ontological assumptions and their 

translation into methodological injunctions', histead, they propose an 

'analytic dualism' in order to provide a more adequate explanation of the 

relationship between social action and social structure, since they argue 

that social reality is multi-faceted. (May and Williams, 1998). My research 

will attempt to do this by combining official statistics and a quantitative 

survey approach with qualitative in-depth interviews and observation. 

The above discourse serves to illustrate a point stressed by May and 

WiUiams, namely, that methodological and ideological stances adopted by 

researchers have very deep and often unacknowledged roots. Moreover;-

"Many empirical and theoretical and questions flow fi^om 

the adoption not just of one or the other methodological 

approach, but from the assumption (usually implicit) of 

philosophical or methodological positions. 

(May and Williams, op. cit. p. 6) 

4.1.2 The value base underpinning my research 

It is important to acknowledge the value base of this research at the outset. 

My study has not been undertaken 6om a totally independent or neutral 

position, although this is not to imply that a researcher can be completely 
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'objective' in the analysis and presentation of any research. From a 

pliilosophical point of view, complete objectivity is not possible as we are 

social beings, living and working in particular cultural and historical 

contexts and we can never totally divorce ourselves from our own 

'cognitive maps' - our pre-conceptions, behefs, interests and prejudices 

derived from our 'social' world. (Kuhn, 1962; Popper, 1965). Even the 

choice of research questions and research methods demonstrates an 

'interest' or bias towards our subject matter. We can, nevertheless, 

attempt to strive towards objectivity by clarifying our value base and seek 

to interpret and present our data and research results with an integrity 

wliich is open to scrutiny and challenge from other researchers in the field. 

Thus we may achieve an 'inter-subjectivity' and triangulation that 

validates our analysis and research processes. 

My interest in GNVQs started in 1991 with the Government White Paper 

Education and Training for the 21st Century (DES/DE, 1991) and the 

consultation process led by NCVQ on tlie proposals for the new vocational 

award. As an LEA adviser for post-16 education between 1990 - 1993,1 

was responsible for supporting curriculum developments in schools and 

colleges. Thus in September 1991, when the Government first allowed 

BTEC awards to be offered in schools, I helped to organise meetings with 

local schools along with another colleague, to clarify the resource 

implications for delivering these qualifications. But the new vocational 

awards, GNVQs, soon eclipsed this DES policy development and became 

the focus of a major national initiative and my interest was further kindled. 
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Subsequent professional roles have brought me into close interface with 

GNVQ developments at national level. In 1993, in my part-time role as 

BTEC Chief Examiner for GNVQ Health & Social Care, I was responsible 

for leading a team of item writers and reviewers and producing the GNVQ 

external tests for the Phase 1 Pilot Centres. I was also responsible for 

maintaining the quality assurance procedures for the test production and 

responding to any complaints from centres. In this role I soon became 

aware of the technical and political issues surrounding the implementation 

of GNVQs and tensions between NCVQ, awarding bodies and pilot 

centres over the GNVQ specifications and the assessment regime. 

Between 1993 - 1995 as a full-time FEFC inspector, I was asked to lead 

the first national survey on GNVQs in 1993-94, (FEFC, 1994) which 

involved analysing over 100 inspectors' reports (NOVs - notes of visit) on 

GNVQ implementation in individual colleges in eight regions. This gave 

me access to internal documents wliich were not in the public domain, and 

which were totally uncensored. These gave graphic accounts of the 

strengths and weaknesses of GNVQs based on classroom observations 

and discussions with senior managers, course leaders, lecturers and 

students. Althougli along with anotlier colleague, I was responsible for 

producing the first drafts of the FEFC report, it was considerably edited by 

a senior inspector prior to publication and was preceded by a press release 

from the Chief Inspector outlining the 'teetliing troubles' of the new 

award. In February 1994 I gave some informal feedback to the DES on the 

main findings to date, wliich became incorporated into Tim Boswell's 

(Minister for Education), "Six point plan" m March 1994. 
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Ill my role as an FEFC inspector, I had also attended an NCVQ working 

party over several months which was developing the "Quality 

Framework", which set out the standards for centre delivery of GNVQ 

]3r()gnHniiies ISTIiC, (:(}][,! zmci RS/i 1()9:5). Iritluis cwnbsxt I 

became aware of the influence and work of Gilbert Jessup, who had 

crafted the 'GNVQ Mark 1/ He was very much a political animal and it 

was evident that he had pre-meetings with key individuals prior to the 

main working party meeting in order to drive through his objectives. 

In 1995, working as a full-time independent consultant, I participated in a 

FEDA research project on "Learning and Assessment in GNVQs" 

involving fieldwork in eighteen colleges, although this was never 

published. This again took me into colleges where I heard at first hand 

from GNVQ students and teachers what was working well and what was 

not. In the Spring of 1995,1 attended a number of BTEC meetings with 

GNVQ centres and produced a report on issues regarding implementation 

across nine GNVQ programme areas, as well as standing in as BTEC's 

Chief Examiner again for GNVQ Health & Social Care for six months. 

Concerns about the GNVQ assessment model were high on the agenda. 

It was at this time that I decided to undertake a doctorate to investigate the 

relationship between GNVQs and progression to H.E. How were students 

taking to the new curriculum? Was the design of GNVQs facilitating 

learning? If so, in what ways? How were H.E. admissions tutors 

responding to GNVQ applicants? To what extent was GNVQ achieving 

'parity of esteem' with A Levels and becoming an accepted progression 

route to H.E. ? These were to become focal issues for my research. 
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Between 1996 - 1998 I was working as a consultant on FEDA's GNVQ 

Support Programme, in charge of staff development and a budget of £0.5 

million, developing courses nationally for post-16 GNVQ teachers in 

schools and colleges. Subsequently, I was involved in delivering Key 

Skills training regionally to consortia of schools and colleges, as part of 

FEDA's Key Skills Task Force, as government funding and policy 

priorities changed. 

Tliis context and my professional work roles have increased my 

knowledge and understanding of GNVQs both from the technical 

implementation of tlie curriculum model from the designers' and users' 

perspectives, as well as the macro and micro political dimensions involved 

in the implementation of Government policy. Initially I sought fiuiding for 

my PhD from FED A, but I soon became aware of the editorial control and 

constraints on intellectual debate that my research would be subjected to if 

it became even marginally part of the 'official research programme', a 

problem recognised by Ecclestone (1998) and discussed in detail in 

Chapter 2 of this thesis. It would have been very much the case of 'He 

who pays the piper calls the tune' as Wolf discovered following an 

micensored press release on a FEDA-frmded research project that she was 

leading. (Wolf, 1997a; Crowne, 1997). So in the interests of academic 

freedom and the quest for objectivity I decided not to pursue that avenue. 

Instead, I applied to Southampton University for a research bursary and 

started to frmd my own research. 
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Both in my professional consultancy role and in my independent research, 

I have tried to maintain an ethical neutrality and to record tilings as I 

observed them and as they were told to me, using an ethnographic 

approach and keeping as far as possible to the actual words of the 

students, teachers, respondents and other stakeholders, rather tliaii re-

interpreting the data and adding any 'spin'. Awareness of the dangers of 

bias in its various forms is the first step against protecting one's research 

&om it. Validating tlie data througli a process of triangulation across 

several sources and using one's tutor as a 'critical fiiend' are the next 

stages in tliis process. 

Notwithstanding the 'filtering process' that inevitably accompanies the 

cognitive process of interpreting data and writing up the research, my 

original source data which I have collected are open to scrutiny and 

challenge fi-om colleagues and other researchers using the same research 

methods and perspectives. In addition, the availability of my field notes, 

146 questionnaires with open-ended responses and the tape-recorded 

interviews should help to support my quest for value-fi-eedom as well as 

demonstrating my ethical neutrality. Regular checks on tlie British 

Education Index and other sources and following up new articles, research 

and references on GNVQs and progression is yet another way of checking 

out my findings and helping to validate my data or challenge my findings 

and interpretations. 

4.1.3 Why do social research? 

Social research is undertaken for a wide variety of reasons, for example: 
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(i) to increase our knowledge about society 

(ii) to solve particular social problems eg. poverty; crime; homelessness 

(iii) to investigate a particular aspect of social structure or social institution 

e.g. changes in patterns of social mobility 

(iv) to study a particular group or locality, or 

(v) to test a sociological tlieory (Stacey, 1970) 

The reasons for choosing my particular research topic have already been 

outlined in the previous section above, but they essentially represent a 

combination of reasons (i) - (iii). 

But what other research has been done in my chosen field? Although there 

have been some research studies into GNVQs and progression, these have 

tended to take a macro focus. For example. Government-funded research 

has tended to look at the general picture of progression to H.E. using 

cdaicykil statistics (TZHCl/YSi/Cr/Lirii, 1()94; FTElLl/UCv̂ JS, cfrtzike 1die 

form of generic articles written by civil servants employed by NCVQ and 

heralding the success of GNVQs wliich appear more like Government 

propaganda than academic research. (Coward, 1994a; 1994b; 1995a; 

1995b; 1996; Jessup, 1994; Harrap, 1995) 
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There has been some University-based research into GNVQs and 

progression to H E. involving 'compact' arrangements e.g. the Tyneside 

Progression 2000 study (Miller, 1995), UCAS, Gloucester College of Arts 

and Technology (GLOSCAT) and the University of the West of England 

(Higgins and Megson, 1995), and the University of Salford (1998), as well 

as generic research funded by FEDA looking at a range of issues including 

GNVQ enrolment and delivery patterns 1993-97 (Wolf, 1994; 1995; 

1998), progression to H E. (FEU/UCAS, 1995) and GNVQs and non-

completion (HEFC, 1997; Davies et. al., 1998; Morris, 1998;). 

hi addition, a number of independent research studies on progression have 

been undertaken by individual researchers although these have tended to 

'track' the progress of particular student cohorts (Sliirtliff, 1996), or focus 

on particular GNVQ subjects, notably, GNVQ Advanced Business (Mills, 

1996; Sliirtliff, 1996; Swailes et. al., 1998), GNVQ Advanced Science 

(Gadd, 1998) and GNVQ Advanced Hospitality & Catering (Curtis, 

1995). Most studies have concentrated their research on offers received by 

GNVQ students from H.E. and have stopped short of examining students' 

actual progression to H.E. (Mills, 1996; Shirtliff, 1996). There has been 

little research into students who have taken GNVQ Advanced Health & 

Social Care and for whom progression has been reported to be problematic 

(FEFC, 1994). Furthermore, few studies have used an interpretivist 

approach or focused on the perceptions and experiences of the various 

stakeholders - namely, the GNVQ students themselves and their teachers. 

My research aims to address these gaps by adopting a more longitudinal 

approach and examining four groups of students' initial perceptions of 
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GNVQ Health & Social Care and their career aspirations for H.E. and 

tracking them through to the offers they receive and their end of GNVQ 

course results. The research then follows up a small sample of students 

after their first year in H.E. to see how they have adjusted to the demands 

of their H.E. programmes. Tliis is followed by perceptions from some of 

their H.E. tutors about the strengths and weaknesses of GNVQs as a 

preparation for higher education. 

4.2 An overview of the research methodology 

The research methodology was based on a purposive sampling technique 

of four F.E. colleges, three in Hampshire and one in Lancashire and 

involved 146 students and their GNVQ course tutors. The main focus of 

the research were GNVQ Health and Social Care students, for whom 

progression to H.E. and/or professional training had been proving 

problematic (FEFC, 1994). A small sample of GNVQ Business students 

were used as a control group for the initial part of die research since 

progression was reported as less problematic for them. (Mills, 1994; 

Shirtm, 1996;) 

Students were interviewed in their second year of their two-year Advanced 

level courses and in-depth follow-up interviews were conducted with 

eighteen of the Health and Social Care sample who achieved places in 

higher education institutions. These in-depth interviews focused on 

students' perceptions of their progress after their first year in H.E. 
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The general design of the initial questionnaire was quasi-experimental, 

combined with reflective research and explores students' perceptions of 

GNVQs, their reasons for embarking on their chosen course and their 

career aspirations. 

The research project draws on a range of theoretical perspectives both 

macro and micro to evaluate Government policy and political processes 

and to interpret the research data. The research was mainly qualitative in 

approach. Socio-political models were used to interpret the dialogue 

between Government policy and practice and an analysis of the economic, 

philosophical and political debate on the purpose of education and training 

and the links between education and the economy. Phenomenological 

approaches (Schutz, 1967; Garfinkel, 1968; Burrell and Morgan, 1979) 

were used to interpret the questionnaires, interviews and qualitative data 

while structural functionalist perspectives were used to analyse the 

quantitative data. The study explores some of the contradictions within 

GNVQ philosophy namely, the tensions between progressivism, technical 

rationalism and free marketism and die relationsliip between knowledge 

and control. 

Although my research focused on a particular cohort of students with the 

aim of evaluating the effects of the new vocational award on tlieir 

progression to H.E., the situation became increasingly complex because of 

the changes being made to the structure and assessment of GNVQs during 

the eight year period. In particular, there were changes to the GNVQ 

specifications and assessment strategies, modifications to the grading 

themes, as well as revised models being piloted alongside the original 
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GNVQ model in different centres. This moving picture also needs to be 

seen against a changing political climate, a General Election and the 

micro-politicking of different stakeholders. Indeed, as Foskett points out: 

never being instituted in a politically-neutral environment". 

7PPJ p. 

4.3 Reliability and Validity 

Two key concepts wliich need to be considered by a researcher when 

choosing his/her particular research methods are 'reliability' and 'validity'. 

'Reliability' essentially revolves around the notion of consistency in 

measurement. Thus to what extent can the results of a particular research 

study be replicated over time, if the same research methods were to be 

used - either on the same sample of respondents or on another comparable 

group? A test, experiment or piece of research that is not reliable will 

yield different results each time that it is undertaken. One measure of 

reliability is to use test-retest coefficients, which is equivalent to the 

correlation of test results obtained on two separate occasions. (Anderson, 

1995) 

Data based on personal impressions or intuition tend not to be reliable. By 

contrast, data based on 'objective' criteria wliich relate to counts of 

frequency or physical measurements, are generally reliable. However, in 

the field of social science and educational research, where questionnaires 

and interviews are used, much depends on how the questiomiaires are 

phrased, whether they ask leading questions or whether they ask 
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respondents to select their answers from a pre-coded range or allow them 

to answer open-ended questions in their own words. 

By contrast 'validity' refers to the extent to which the research methods 

used are appropriate for the nature of the research issue under study. Are 

they 'fit-for-purpose' and will they measure what they are supposed to be 

measuring? For example, if our research focused on measuring time, it 

would be appropriate to use a clock or watch, sundial or candle to do this, 

but not a tin of soup. 

7^9J/?. 7^^ 

With interview questiomiaires, sometimes researchers talk about 'face 

validity', that is whether the questions asked look as if they are measuring 

what they claim to be. There are ways of checking this as Cohen and 

Manion point out: 

"Owe wqy q/" fo co/Mpara f/zg 

interview measure with another measure that has already 

'coMverggMf \ (wo agree, coM 

f/;g W/a&Yy q/̂ f/?g 
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A distinction is frequently made between 'internal validity' and 'external 

validity'. Internal validity refers to the validity of the data measure referred 

to above. It also relates to issues such as the truthfiihiess of responses, the 

accuracy of records, the authenticity of historical artefacts (Anderson, 

1995 p. 13). By contrast, 'external validity' refers to the extent to wliich 

the results obtained can be generalised to other similar situations. Thus can 

the results of studies into school effectiveness in Bristol be generalised to 

schools in Cambridge or Manchester? As Anderson points out;-

rggrw/rg Vo 

arg frwe/br /M or w'g 

7 99 J p. 73) 

One of tlie ways of achieving greater validity is to limit the amount of 

potential 'bias' as much as possible. For example, with 'interviews' there 

are three main sources of bias; the interviewer; the respondent and the way 

the questions are framed. Thus data collection can be influenced by the 

interviewer's own attitudes and opinions; by over-emphasising certain 

parts of the questions; by mis-understanding or mis-coding the 

respondents' answers and by a tendency to seek answers that support pre-

conceived notions. Even the interviewer's age, sex, race religion and 

social class can be potential sources of bias in an interviewing situation. 

Cohen and Manion argue that a number of strategies can be employed to 

minimise bias. For example, careful formulation of questions which are 

simple, well-focused and avoid ambiguity; thorougli training of 

interviewers and raising their awareness of potential sources of bias; 
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probability sampling of respondents using another interviewer, and 

sometimes by matching interviewer characteristics with those of the 

sample being interviewed (Cohen and Manion, 1996). 

However, even if such strategies are employed, tensions still remain in the 

pursuit of 'validity' and 'reliability'. The result is always a 'judicious 

compromise' as Kitwood points out: 

Z)}' f/ze /Mam 

that in an interpersonal encounter people are more likely to 

OMcf f/zoM f/ze)/ m a /iwmoM 

coMver^af/oM m w/zfc/; af eorj-g. 7^ of/xar 

worJiy, fAg /zwTMOM e/g/MgMf f/ze mferv/gw M 

fo '. 7%g mo/'g f/zg /Mferv/gwer 

rarf/oMar/, ĉ zZcwW/Mg, deforc/zgd^ f/zg f/zg 

fo 6e /7gycg/vg<â  a.y o w z < i /̂ze 

mofg ca/cz/Wg<â  fAe M //^g/y fo 6e." 

(̂ TzYwoô , 7977;?. 

Respondents are also an important part of the interactive equation. Thus 

when constructing questions to be used by an interviewer, the researcher 

needs to consider their likely effects on the respondents. Will the questions 

'educate' or 'lead' the respondent in a particular way thereby inducing the 

answers. In answering a question, will the respondent want to be seen in a 
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good light or try to anticipate what the interviewer wants to hear? This is 

known as normative conformity to the interviewer and it can be a problem. 

When comparing different research tools, mail questiomiaires can be more 

'reliable' but less 'valid' than interviews. Since they are anonymous and 

self-administered, mail questiomiaires can result in more honest responses. 

They are also cheaper in terms of time and money, since they are sent by 

post. However, they also have disadvantages. They may result in a low 

response rate and no clarification of the questions is possible since an 

interviewer is not present to sort out any misunderstandings. Furthennore, 

there is no guarantee that they are actually completed by the people for 

whom they were intended. There may also be problems for people with 

limited literacy. 

One way round the 'either'/'or' choice of using particular research 

methods is 'triangulation', which can enhance validity and reliability. This 

involves using two or more methods of data collection - or validating 

answers from one group of respondents by studying the same issues from 

another standpoint. Ultimately the researcher must choose a particular 

research method for its 'fitness for purpose'. Thus where a researcher 

studies a particular phenomenon and wishes to make generalisation to the 

wider populations, methods yielding statistical data will be the most 

appropriate. However, where the researcher is using a phenomenological 

perspective to focus on 'experiences' and 'processes', then in-depth 

interviews will work better. Thus as Anderson concludes: 
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coZ/gcf/OM <jgvg/qpe6//̂ mcgfw^wreĵ  

a»<f /̂zg /Mvo/vg7»gMf q/"rgj^garc/2er.9 or co//gcf/oM 

/?grĵ 0MMg/ wAo COM ̂ //o}y pmcg^A/rgj^ coMf/jfgMf/y JM<y w/zo 

W / Mof ^/fgmWvgj^ //^wgMcg Âg coZ/gcfe^f".... 

"7b maxfmfzg 'reZfa6//ffy' owe fo W6:e pmce^fwrea^ wiaf 

wA/cA wz// fo MO 7»(z/fgr w/?o 

Zĵ  ZMVO/Vgff ZM CoZ/gĈ ZMg T/fg dl(Z^̂ ". 

^M6^ryoM, y P ^ J 7 2 ^ - 72(^ 

The Framing of the Research 

4.4 The Key Research Questions 

My study focuses on a number of key research questions attached to which 

are some subsidiary questions. 

4.4.1 Key Question 1 

(KQl) To what extent were GNVQ Advanced Health & Social Care 

students gaining entry into H.E. and professional training? 

(SQl) How acceptable was GNVQ Health & Social Care for H.E. - on 

its own, or in combination with GCE A Levels or other 

'additionality'? 

(SQl) Was this GNVQ more acceptable in some H.E. establishments 

than others? 
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(SQ3) If GNVQ Health & Social Care students progressed to H E., 

how did they themselves feel that they had coped with their H E. 

course, namely, with the academic content and teaching and learning 

styles there? 

4.4.2 Key Question 2 

KQ2: How did GNVQ Advanced students feel about their GNVQ 

teaching and learning experiences as a preparation for H E.? 

(SQl) What was the 'value-added' of GNVQs from their 

perspectives? 

(SQ2) Did the students identify any particular limitations of the 

GNVQ curriculum for progression to H E.? 

4.4.3 Key Question 3 

KQ3: Did the H E. tutors identify any particular strengths and 

weaknesses in GNVQ students on undergraduate courses? 

(SQl) How well did GNVQs prepare students for independent 

learning within an H E. environment? 

(SQ2) Was there any need for "accommodation" in the teaching and 

learning styles in H.E. undergraduate programmes in respect of 

GNVQ students, or was there a good 'fit'? 
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4.4.4 Key Question 4 

KQ4: To what extent did GNVQs gain parity of esteem with A-

Levels? 

(SQl) Did GNVQs 'bridge the academic-vocational divide' and from 

whose perspective? 

(SQ2) To what extent were Government policy objectives regarding 

GNVQs achieved? 

Choice of research methods 

hi view of the nature of the Key Questions a number of research 

techniques will be used, including questionnaires, m-depth interviews and 

official statistics. Since the study aims to tap the perceptions and 

experiences of a sample of GNVQ students who had first-hand experience 

of the implementation of the Government's new policy on vocational 

qualifications, phenomenological perspectives will be used, with open-

ended questions to gain data in students' own words. Similarly, in order to 

gather uifonnation on how they fared in H.E. semi-structured, open-ended 

in-depth interviews will be used to explore students' experiences. This 

data will be triangulated with the perceptions of their H.E. tutors. 

The next section clarifies some of the preliminary decisions and processes 

that had to be made prior to undertaking the fieldwork. 
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4.5 Phase I of the research 

4.5.1 Selection of the sampling frame 

My research involves a longitudinal study of eight separate GNVQ 

student cohorts in four different F.E. colleges, three in Hampshire and one 

in Lancashire. The selection of the colleges was 'purposive' and based on 

pragmatic considerations of time, funding and geographical factors in 

contrast to using any statistically random or probability sampling methods. 

This was in line with current research practice involving 'non-probability 

sampling' as Cohen and Manion point out; 

f/ze fAof 

a r w g f / z g / r fAeX are 

are 

COM adgg'MOfg wAgrg rg^garcAgr^ do Mof 

ggMgm/fĵ g f A g / r 6 g y o M ( f f/;g j^amp/g m ... 

(Co/%gM 7PP6 8 ^ 

'VM pwypoa /̂vg ygĵ garcAgrî  fAg fo 

6g m Âg ^a7?^/g OM fAg fAgzr jwd^grngMf 

7M fAfj" way w;? a 

fAg/r ^gcZ/fc Mggdk ". 

(CoAgn 7996p. 

I decided to focus on F.E. colleges rather than schools, since F.E. is my 

specialist phase and the FEFC inspection reports gave me a lot of original 
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qualitative background data on which to reflect and derive my questions. 

Since it was not feasible for me to investigate all F.E. colleges, I chose 

three within a 50 mile radius of Southampton University on the basis of 

their 'typicality' within the F.E. sector. Hence I selected a large general 

F.E. college based on two sites with predominantly 16-19 students 

(College 'A'), a large general F.E. college based on one site with both 16-

19 students and a large proportion of mature students (College 'B'), and a 

small sixth form college which was expanding its range of work into more 

general F.E. courses (College 'C'). The F.E. college in Lancashire 

(College 'D') was selected because it had well-established GNVQ 

programmes and good connections with HE. establishments in the North-

West region. Tliis college had participated in the first GNVQ pilot study 

1992-1994. It had a large GNVQ student cohort who were doing a range 

of Health & Social Care courses, including one year fast track (for mature 

students), two year full-time and two year part-time programmes and I also 

had contacts with course tutors there. 

4.5.2 Ethical issues 

One of my first considerations was how to undertake the fieldwork 

involving people. Wlien conducting any fomi of research it is important to 

adhere to certain codes of ethics and principles. Indeed, ethical 

considerations need to be applied not only to the methods and procedures 

of research, but also to the subject matter. Even the reasons for 

sponsorship can generate ethical dilemmas as the 'Project Camelot' 

research into the causes of revolution in Latin American countries in the 

1960s demonstrated (Anderson, 1995 p. 18). Although the focus of my 
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research would not involve administering electric shocks to learners as in 

the Milgram experiments (1960 - 64), nor giving psychedelic drugs to 

fifty-two unsuspecting patients as Cameron did between 1957- 60, 

nevertheless there are still many ethical considerations within the field of 

education as Anderson points out; 

"7M cA/MreM Am/g 

fo cA/Zdy-gM Aorvg 

fAg/y jpgarArmg f/zg/r 

foMgwe; /zarva ybrcec^ 

to write with their right hands; most children are at some time 

a/Z q / ^ a r e ca/Ze /̂ foy?// owf 

7Me<3Mmg/gâ ĝ  79PJ P-

These points needed to be thought through carefully and the possible 

impact of the research. I decided to use overt methods and declare my true 

purpose to the various participants, since covert methods are rather 

dubious fi-om an ethical point of view and anyway these would not have 

yielded the form of data and interviews wliich I needed to undertake. 

Initially I made contact with a senior manager at each college, usually tlie 

Vice-Principal (Curriculum) or Director of Studies and explained the 

purpose of my research first by telephone and then by a follow-up letter. I 

was then given permission to contact the GNVQ Co-ordinator or particular 

course leader to negotiate my entry into the teaching groups. In College 

'D' this sequence was reversed since I knew the GNVQ Health & Social 

Care section leader, and she paved the way for my contact with the Head 

of Faculty and Director of Studies. 
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I was particularly keen to stress the importance of 'informed consent' and 

the right of participants to be fully informed about the precise nature and 

purpose of my research. It was agreed that the participating colleges would 

remain anonymous and that students would be invited to take part in the 

research, but would not be compelled to do so by the college staff. 

In order to minimise disruptions to lessons, I was invited to join whole 

group tutorial sessions in which to explain my objectives to the students 

and to administer the questionnaires, subject to their agreement. Only 

GNVQ students in the second year of their GNVQ programmes with H.E. 

aspirations were included in the sample. The visits took place in the Spring 

Term 1997 in order to avoid disrupting end of term assessments in 

December 1996 and students' preparation for external tests. 

This was in line with the basic principles governing research which are 

frequently foimd in the ethical guidelines of universities as the following 

extract from the Faculty of Education, McGill University demonstrates: 

" Care must be exercised to protect the human rights of 

individual groups and large collectivities. Among these are: 

a) The right to be fully informed about the precise nature 

c) The right to assurance that privacy will not be invaded 
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ngAf cwZfwm/ (3M(f rgjpecf/^/ 

dlgĵ cr̂ /̂oM f/ze/r Aenfage cz/ĵ romĵ  <3M(f fo 

q/̂  fM/bn»(7̂ /0M OM fAg/r //vej aM<f ar̂ /y< /̂OM& 

^ CoMĵ /<jgnMg fAe VM/Mgm6///(y q/̂ cA/ZcA-eM, mSpecW care 

must be exercised to respect the individual rights of children 

fMvo/vg(̂  /M rej^garc/z eMĵ wrg f/ze rg^gorrc/i 

will not bring them psychological or physical harm. 

j() 7%g ng/zf fo^eg/y gMfer mfo or }y/f/z<̂ rmv 

yroTM or rgĵ aorrc/z prq/gcf OM fAg q/̂ aV /̂0^ f7̂ A7Mg(f 

personal decision". (Quoted in Anderson, op. cit. p. 21) 

No students declined to participate although some students were absent on 

the days of my visits and in such cases the course tutors gave them the 

questionnaire and posted them on to me later. All course tutors supported 

my research without reservation in the initial stage of my research. 

However, I experienced problems with College 'B' at stage 2 of the 

research (obtaining students' results and progression details) as college 

staff were reluctant to give me students' names and addresses to follow up 

their progression. This was ostensibly 'because of Data Protection issues', 

however I felt that there may have been other reasons for this, such as 

poor student outcomes, since this college had two GNVQ groups, one of 

which contained students who were very disgruntled with GNVQs and 

clearly had little motivation for engaging with the teaching and learning 

processes. I surmised that Staff would have administrative problems in 

collating the results because of students drop-out and non-completion. 

hi College 'A', the Course Tutor had taken early retirement by the second 

stage of my research and I had to deal with a number of part-time staff 
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pending the appointment of a new course leader and the data was not 

always in a transparent form. 

The most complete data on students' progression to H E. came from 

College 'D', although in following up students to H.E. in Phase 11 of my 

study, there was a lot of sample mortality as students had moved from their 

home addresses or their telephone numbers were defimct. In these 

circumstances, it proved impossible to pursue these students. 

Figure 4.1 Sample size GNVQ students 

College Health & 

Social 

Care 

% Business % 

A 17 19 12 21 

B 26 29 16 28 

C 9 10 5 9 

D 37 42 24 42 

Total =146 89 100 57 100 

4.5.3 The Survey Approach 

According to Cohen and Manion, surveys are one of the most commonly 

used descriptive methods in educational research with the primary purpose 

of... 
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â faM6&7rd[y agmMjf wA/cA gjc/myfmg coM̂ Af/OMĵ  coM 6e co7»pare^ 

or cfg^gyw/Mmg f/;g reZâ /oMĵ /z/p f/iaf Ag^eew j;pgcj/?c 

gvgMf& 7%ŵ , /»qy vor/y /» f/zg/r Zevg/̂  q/̂ co/M/7ZgJc/(y 

from those which provide simple frequency counts to those 

}y/z/cA ygW/oMa/ 

(CoAgM aM<3̂ Â i3M/0M, 7PP6/?. 

Although their scope and complexity may vary depending on funding and 

purpose and indeed, on whether they are large-scale and carried out by a 

government agency or independent organisation, or small scale, and 

undertaken by a single researcher, all surveys necessarily involve one or 

more of the following data-collection techniques: 

• structured or semi-structured interviews, 

• self-completion or postal questionnaires, 

• standardized tests of attainment or performance and 

• attitudes scales. 

(Cohen and Manion, op. cit.) 

However, like any research method, surveys contain a number of 

advantages and disadvantages. When designing a questionnaire care must 

be taken to avoid ambiguity and not to build in bias through 'leading 

questions'. Another major issue for the researcher is whether or not to use 

'open' or 'pre-coded questions' a subject which has generated a good deal 

of research and debate and which again carries implications for different 

theoretical perspectives. 
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"7M OpgM g7VeM ĝe&)7M fO 

<̂ gci<3k ̂ Ag ^ r m , <3M6/ /gMgf/z jMjwer OM̂f zY 

fAg mfgrv/ew/er'^^^06 fo rgcor^/aj^ TMWcA q/̂ /f coM... 

JM f/zg coTĵ g q/̂ pyg-coG ê̂ f grwgjt/oM ,̂ e/f/zer fAg /j: 

g/vgM a MMTM̂ gr q/^oM^ery^07» wA/c/z fo c/;oojg or 

f/ze gr̂ gĵ f/oM <%y a» qpeM grwgĵ /̂oM fAe mferv/ewgr 

67//oc<7feĵ  fAg aM^er fo f/ze o^rqpnofe co(fe car̂ ggoyy ". 

(Moj^er, 7 977 p. 2 2 ^ 

An ideal questionnaire has certain characteristics as Davidson points out: 

'7f zĵ  cZear, ayzcf wMz/bnM^ wor^6/g. /fj- (feâ zgM 

/MZMz/MzzgerroA^y^o/M ... 

co6^r& ^<5^ ̂ zMce /?eqf^/e payYzc^arf/oM m zĵ  

voZz/Mfayy, <7 grwê fzoMMmrg /za^ fo /zg^ /» gMgagzMg f/zezr 

zMfergĵ ,̂ gMcowmgzMg f/zezr co-qpemfzoM, <3M(f e/zczfzMg wz^wgyj: 

(Zj- c/oĵ g 67̂  fo /̂ze frw /̂z. " 

(Davidson, 1970 quoted in Cohen andManion, op. cit. pp. 

P2-Pj; 

Bearing these points in mind, I proceeded to design and test my self-

completion questioimaire. 

4.5.4 The pilot study or 'pre-test' 

The questiomiaire used in Phase 1 of my research was first drafted and 

then amended in the light of discussions with my PliD supervisor. It was 
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then piloted at College ' C as this involved a relatively small number of 

GNVQ students and a number of questions were revised accordingly and 

the questionnaire layout was modified to provide the final draft. 

(See Appendix 1). 

There are three main types of questions which can be used in designing a 

questionnaire: 

a) factual/information questions (e.g. What is your name? How old are 

you? Where do you live?); 

b) opinion questions (e.g. Do you think that the Government is doing a 

good job?) and 

c) attitude questions (e.g. How usefiil has your GNVQ course been in 

preparing you for H.E.?). 

(Goode andHatt, 1974; Moser, 1977). 

My questiomiaire involved a combination of these, but I was particularly 

keen to use an interpretivist perspective with open-ended questions in 

order to elicit students' spontaneous opinions/responses, rather than 

prompting particular answers with pre-coded answers which tend to 

constrain them. 

After a brief letter of introduction giving the rationale for my research and 

an overview of three of my key research questions, students were invited 

to participate by completing the questionnaire individually, on a volimtary 

basis and in confidence. The first part of the questiomiaire focused on 

short, factual questions to obtain background data from the student such as 
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his/her name, sex, date of birth, particular college where he/she was 

studying and tutor group. In addition students were asked to identify their 

etlmic origin from nine pre-coded categories, and also give their father's or 

mother's occupation (or their own, if they were mature students), their 

previous secondary school, qualifications obtained and chosen career. 

My intention was to use the Registrar General's five-point scale to identify 

students' social class and to see whether there were any subsequent 

correlations with other variables, including type of secondary school and 

etlinicity. This part of the questionnaire was designed to be short and in a 

user-friendly layout to encourage participation by students and completion. 

However, tlie penultimate question in this first section on 'previous 

qualifications obtained', subsequently proved problematic and difficult to 

code because of the range of responses and types of qualifications given 

by students. Some students gave ftill details of their qualifications (i.e. 

individual subjects taken and respective grades), while others either just 

listed the total number of GCSEs they obtained, but did not identify the 

particular subjects or they omitted to identify their individual grades - so 

one could not be certain whether these were "passes" (i.e. grade C or 

above), or perhaps GCSEs at lower grades which had been awarded. 

Since this was basic background data, I could live with tliis, but with 

hindsiglit, a more focused pre-coded question could have yielded more 

standardised data for comparative purposes. 

The next set of questions combined factual and opinion questions and 

sought to establish in the students' own words reasons for enrolling on a 

GNVQ Advanced Level course (Ql), whether they had previously taken a 
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GNVQ Intermediate course (Q2) to determine theirfkmiliarity with 

GNVQ pedagogy and to tap their perceptions of any differences between 

their GNVQ programme and previous courses they had taken (Q.3). 

Questions 1-3 were open-ended to minimise interviewer bias and to allow 

students to give spontaneous answers in their own words. 

Questions 4-5 were factual questions which aimed to establish whether 

'additionality' was being pursued by the students in the form of optional or 

additional GNVQ units, or by a GCE A level. Questions 6-9 involved 

more open-ended questions and focused on students' H E. aspirations, the 

courses they had applied for, their geographical locations and any offers 

received to date as well as reasons for their choices. 

Questions 10-11 were open-ended questions wliich were designed to tap 

students' attitudes and opinions on the value of GNVQ teaching and 

learning activities in respect of helping them with their H.E./professional 

training course and future careers. 

In order to look at the vocational elements within GNVQs, questions 12-

14 focused on whether students had undertaken any work experience and 

if so, how valuable they perceived it in facilitating their progression to 

H.E./professional training. The last question involved a grid with 10 pre-

coded possible fonns of teaching and learning. This was fairly complex 

and yielded the most queries and non-response. Students were asked 

which of these teaching and learning styles they thought they might 

experience in H E. (12a) and then which of these had been developed most 

tlirougli their GNVQ course (12b) and wliich had been helped least by it. 
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When sorting through the completed questionnaires, I found that most 

open-ended questions had a finite number of responses which enabled 

these to be grouped on an EXCEL table for subsequent statistical analysis 

and the production of various charts and tables. 

4.6 Phase II of the research 

Phase II of the research involved following up the GNVQ Health & Social 

Care students' completion and destination results in the summer of 1997. 

This information was sought from Course Tutors in each of the four 

colleges, initially by telephone and then by letter if necessary. As 

mentioned earlier, difficulties emerged with College 'B' as the Course 

Tutor was reluctant to disclose the results and students' names, addresses 

and telephone numbers 'because of the Data Protection Act'. With 

hindsight, this point should have been anticipated during the setting up 

stage with the Colleges and clarified then. However it resulted in a large 

loss of data to analyse and follow up which I could do nothing about. In 

addition, the results from College 'A' took a long time to obtain following 

the unexpected early retirement of the GNVQ Health & Social Care 

Course Tutor. 

Phase II of the research involved following up 18 students from my 

original sample who had progressed to H.E. and interviewing them about 

their perceptions and experiences after their first year in H.E.. This stage 

sought to examine the extent to which students progressing to H.E. felt that 
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their GNVQ had been an adequate preparation for H.E. and whether they 

perceived any deficiencies. 

The follow-up interviews were conducted by telephone, and tape-recorded 

wherever possible, with the full knowledge and agreement of the 

participants. A standard questionnaire was used witli prompting and 

probing where necessary which is recorded on the tapes. The findings are 

discussed in detail in Chapter 6. 

4.7 Phase III of the research 

In an attempt to 'triangulate' the data obtained in Phase II of the fieldwork, 

a small number of H.E. tutors were also contacted to ascertain their views 

on the strengths and weaknesses of the GNVQ entrants compared with 

traditional A-Level ones. These were selected from the H.E.I.s to which 

my sample of 18 students had progressed. 

Initially I attempted to arrange in-depth face-to-face interviews with the 

tutors as I was working peripatetically and nationally for a number of 

clients, however, their dispersed geographical locations, time and 

constraints of my consultancy role ultimately precluded this. Consequently, 

as with the students, the follow-up interviews were conducted by 

telephone, and tape-recorded wherever possible, with the full knowledge 

and agreement of the participants. A standard questionnaire was used with 

prompting and probing where necessary which is recorded on the tapes. 

The findings are discussed in detail in Chapter 7. 
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4.8 Summary 

Undertaking social research is not a neutral activity. It inevitably contains 

pre-conceptions and biases which are reflected in the research tools used 

and in the philosophical assumptions on wliich the paradigms are based -

whether these be 'positivist' or 'interpretivist'. Even the choice of subject 

matter for research reflects the 'preference' or interest of the researcher. 

Nevertheless, by acknowledging the value-base at tlie outset of die 

research and by clarifying the reasons for choosing particular methods, the 

researcher can strive towards an 'objectivity' tliat can be open to scrutiny 

and validated (or otherwise) by other researchers. Two key concepts in 

this process are 'validity' and 'reliability'. The former hinges on the extent 

to wluch the chosen research methods are appropriate for the particular 

research issue under study. Will they measure or yield data on what they 

are supposed to be measuring? By contrast, 'rehability' refers to 

consistency in measurement: namely, the extent to which the results of a 

study can be replicated over time using the same subjects. 

My study used phenomenological perspectives and quahtative research 

methods in order to focus on students' perceptions and experiences of 

GNVQs and the teaching and learning styles tliat they encountered in 

liigher education. These revolved around the use of semi-structured 

questionnaires and open-ended in-depth interviews to gain data in 

students' own words, which was then triangulated with the perceptions of 

their H.E. tutors. However some quantitative methods were also used, 

namely, official statistics to provide a more macro picture of GNVQ 
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student progression to higher education. By combining both positivist and 

interpretivist perspectives this permitted an 'analytic dualism' which 

yielded a more adequate explanation of the relationship between social 

structure and social action within the policy context. 
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CHAPTER 

Analysis of results: 
Phase I Research 



Chapter 5 

Analysis of results : Phase 1 research 

5.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter focused on my research methodology as well as 

discussing the philosophical issues underpinning research and key 

concepts such as validity, reliability and ethics. It also clarified the four 

Key Questions and the three stages in the longitudinal study. 

Chapters 5, 6, and 7 present the analysis of the results in the light of the 

three stages and the Key Questions identified in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 

presents the descriptive statistics obtained from Phase 1 of the research, 

based on a sample of 146 students from four F.E. colleges and examines 

the background data such as gender breakdown, age range, social class, 

choice of GNVQ course, qualifications on entry, and chosen career (if 

known). This is followed by an analysis of the qualitative data derived 

from the open-ended questions used in the self-administer questionnaire 

which focuses on the subjective perceptions and experiences of GNVQ 

students in the second year of their two-year course, their career 

aspirations and applications to HE. Since the students' actual progression 

could not be evaluated until the August 1997 GNVQ results, this data was 

used to answer Key Question 2 first, namely: "How did GNVQ Advanced 

students feel about their teaching and learning experiences as a preparation 

fbrHE.r. 
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Chapter 6 focuses on students' progression to HE. In order to set the 

scene, this chapter examines the national picture on GNVQs and 

progression statistics provided by UCAS between 1995-2001 which were 

obtained from their statistical enquiry service via their web-site. However 

these statistics are fairly generic and only show progression by all GNVQ 

students to various degree courses: they do not show the progression from 

individual GNVQ subjects - in particular, Health & Social Care, which 

was the focus of my research, which was less helpftil for my analysis. 

The completion and destination results of my GNVQ Health & Social Care 

students in the summer of 1997 are also considered along with 

'additionality' and Key Question 1, namely, "To what extent were GNVQ 

Advanced Health & Social Care students gaining entry into HE and 

professional training?" and the related sub-questions. 

Chapter 6 also focuses on Phase II of the research wliicli follows up 18 

GNVQ Healtli & Social Care students who have progressed to HE and 

considers their retrospective perceptions of GNVQs based on their actual 

experiences in HE during the first year of their degree or diploma course. 

This data enables me to answer Key Question 1, Sub-Question 3 namely, 

"If GNVQ Health & Social Care students progressed to HE, how did they 

themselves feel that they had coped with their HE course?" This 

incorporates a discussion from a phenomenological perspective about the 

'academic-vocational' divide, from the students' actual experience and 

perceptions, which provides a contrast to the macro-functionalist 

perspective implicit in the previous section on the official statistics on 

progression. 
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Chapter 7 then presents the results of Phase III of the fieldwork, namely 

the perceptions of twenty-four HE tutors, and their views about the 

strengths and weaknesses of GNVQ students compared with traditional A-

Level student entrants. In order to retain some congruence and contiimity 

with Phase II of the fieldwork, these tutors were selected from a small 

sample of H.E.I.s to which the GNVQ Health & Social Care students in 

my sample had progressed. In most cases they had been named by 

students as either their course tutor or the admissions tutor at their H.E.I.. 

This evidence helps to triangulate students' answers to Key Question 3, by 

clarifying whether HE tutors were aware of any strengths and weaknesses 

of GNVQ students on degree and diploma courses. The chapter concludes 

with a discussion about whether there needs to be any ' accommodation' 

by HE tutors in the teaching and learning styles tliey use with GNVQ 

students, or whether there was a 'good fit' between them. (Key Question 

3, Sub-Question 2) 

Chapter 8 reviews all of the Key Questions, but focuses on the last Key 

Question 4 wliich raises issues about the adequacy and sufficiency of the 

GNVQs in terms of their curriculmn design and the thorny questions about 

'parity of esteem', bridging the 'academic-vocational divide' and the 

extent to wliich Government policy objectives were achieved. Further 

changes in the metamorphosis of GNVQs are considered in the light of the 

Curriculmn 2000 changes. 
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5.2 Descriptive statistics from Phase 1 research 

A total of 146 students took part in the study the exact breakdown of 

which is given in Figure 5.2.1 below. 

Figure 5.2.1 Student numbers by course and college 

College Health & 

Social Care 

% Business % 

A 17 19 12 21 

B 26 29 16 28 

C 9 10 5 9 

D 37 42 24 42 

Total = 

146 

89 100 57 100 

Of these 146 students, 90% were doing a full-time 2-year GNVQ 

programme, of whom 56% were second year GNVQ Health & Social Care 

students and 34% were second year GNVQ Business students. A total of 

10% of the sample were doing a 1-year Fast Track GNVQ (5% in Health 

& Social Care and 5% in Business) which was only offered by College D. 

Three quarters of the sample were female which is fairly typical for the 

subject areas. The majority of students 84% were white, 5% were of 

Indian, Bangladeshi or Pakistani origin, 4% Black Caribbean or Black 

Other, 2% were Chinese, while 3% described themselves as 'other' with 

2% non-response. See Figure 5.2.2 
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Figure 5.2.2 Students' Ethnicity 

Racial Group % 

White 84 

Indian/Asian 5 

Black Caribbean/Black Other 3 

Chinese 2 

Other 2 

Non-response 4 

Total; 100 

hi terms of social class measured by parental or own occupation, 80% 

could be classified by the Registrar General's 5 pomt scale, 10% fell into 

the categories of'unemployed', 'housewife', 'student' or 'retired' and 

10% of the sample left this question blank. See Figure 5.2.3 below. 

Figure 5.2.3 Students' Social Class 

Professional/Managerial 5% 

Lower Professional etc. 16% 

Skilled Manual etc. 27% 

Semi-skilled Manual 18% 

Unskilled 14% 

Unemployed/Housewife/Student/Retired 10% 

Non-response 10% 

Total 100% 
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5.2.1 Career choices: 

In the Health & Social Care group seventeen different career choices 

emerged and fourteen for the Business students. In order to present the 

data in a more meaningflil way, the careers were grouped into more 

generic occupational categories for both GNVQ groups. Thus various 

types of nursing, health visiting and health promotion were grouped 

together, followed by professions allied to medicine (PAMS) including 

O.T., physiotherapy, speech therapy, and radiography; tlien social work 

and its various forms, leaving teaching and the police force/probation as 

separate categories. 

By far the most popular career was nursing, with 38% of Health & Social 

Care students choosing this. However, if one added Midwifery, Health 

Visiting and Healtli Promotion to this category, the figure is 45%. Social 

Work, Social Care, Counselling etc. was the next largest field with 21%. 

The other groupings were as follows; 

Figure 5.2.4 GNVQ Health & Social Care students' career choices 

% 

Nursing; Midwifery; Health Visiting; Health Promotion 45 

O.T.; Physiotherapy; Speech Therapy; Radiography 10 

Social Work; Social Care; Counselling; Youth Work; EWO 21 

Pohce Force; Probation 3 

Teaching 8 

Don't Know/Uncommitted 13 

Total 100 
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Likewise with GNVQ Business students' choices, careers in advertising, 

marketing, estate agency and selling were grouped together, as were 

financial services, banking, accountancy and the stockmarket. Personnel, 

law, and transport and logistics were kept as separate categories. 

The majority of the GNVQ Business students were interested in Marketing 

or Financial Services which involve practical, 'hands-on' type careers. 

Only 3% of the students wanted to become a barrister or lawyer which 

would necessitate a more theoretical/academic career. However, nearly 

half of the sample were uncommitted (46%) compared with 12% in the 

Health & Social Care group. It could be that Health & Social Care 

students are more committed to their career as a vocation than Business 

students. 

Figure 5.2.5 GNVQ Business students' career choices 

% 

Management 2 

Advertising; Marketing; Estate Agent; Sales 19 

Financial Services; Banking; Accountancy; Stockmarket 11 

Personnel 7 

Law 3 

Transport and logistics 5 

Don't Know/Uncommitted 46 

Total 100 
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Moving on to the analysis of the qualitative data, it is important to clarify a 

key aspect of the methodology here. The questionnaire used with the 

original sample of students (Appendix 1) was essentially open-ended, with 

the exception of some basic questions wliich required either a YES/NO 

answer. With the open-ended questions, the students' responses resulted in 

a finite range of answers which could used as the basis of the EXCEL data 

columns. Thus similar answers could be grouped together and their 

frequency detennined and cross-referenced with other variables such as 

course, gender, age, social class etc. as appropriate. Tliis facilitated a 

more phenomenological approach to the analysis of the data, since the 

attitudes and opinions were based on their own choice of words rather than 

constraining them to answer within pre-coded categories. 

However, one disadvantage of this was the range of answers given. Also 

some students gave two or more reasons in their answers all of which had 

to be identified and coded. For example, with Question 1; "Why did you 

enrol on your GNVQ Advanced Level course?" students gave 12 main 

reasons. Of 146 students, 144 answered tliis question, including multiple 

answers, yielding a total of 270 replies. Thus the average student gave two 

answers to tliis question. (See Appendix 1 for questionnaire schedule). 

The most significant reason for enrolling on a GNVQ Advanced course 

from the students' perspective was its perceived 'relevance for progression 

to future career' which accounted for 25% of the responses. Tliis was 

followed in joint second place by 'preference for vocational course with 

work experience' and 'to gain further qualifications and knowledge' of the 

career field each with 11%. (See Figure 5.2.6) 
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Figure 5.2.6 Reasons for enrolling on a GNVQ course: 

No. 

% 

1. Started GCE A/Ls, but unhappy/having difficulty 9 3 

2. Most relevant for progression to future career 69 26 

3. Opportunity to work with particular client groups 16 6 

4. Alternative to A/Ls/perceived as easier/dislike of exams 24 9 

5. Preference for vocational course with work experience 30 11 

6. Perceived benefit of GNVQ quahfication 18 7 

7. Modular structure of GNVQs/ short tests/no big exams 12 4 

8. Interested in field of Health & Social Care/Business 20 7 

9. To gain further qualification/broaden knowledge of field 32 12 

10. Following careers advice 16 6 

11. Most appealing/suited my needs/liked the interviewer 22 8 

12. Course which allowed expression and enterprise 2 1 

Total; 270 100 

Thus students in my sample had considered the courses carefully; they 

were certainly future orientated and had their feet on the ground and had 

not chosen GNVQ for esoteric reasons. Their answers revealed a long-

term vision or perspective rather than a superficial hedonistic one. Fewer 

than 1% of the students chose GNVQ Advanced Level for the intrinsic 

reasons of promoting self-expression and enterprise. 
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If (R3) and (R5) are grouped together (vocational work and work 

experience) the total response is 46 (or 17%). Overall, 'instrumental' 

reasons seem to dominate the students' responses whereas relatively few 

of them 7% identified 'expressive' reasons for their choice (R8) e.g. 

intrinsic interest in the particular field. (See Figure 5.2.6) 

Of the 69 students choosing (R2), 12 of them also gave (R5) as a second 

reason, and a further 7 of these also chose (R9) and 7 chose (R4). 

5.2.2 Links with previous courses 

Of the 146 students, although all 4 colleges offered GNVQ at Intennediate 

Level, only 25 of them had done GNVQ at Intermediate Level, which 

represents 17% of my sample. This was split into 13% Health & Social 

Care students and 4% Business students. This may suggest that the 

majority of GNVQ Intermediate students progress to employment rather 

than continuing their academic studies to the next level. However, this 

hypothesis needs further investigation in relation to colleges' entry 

requirements for GNVQ Advanced Level courses. 

When asked how the GNVQ Advanced Level course differs from previous 

courses they had taken, students identified 8 main reasons. Again, some 

students identified more than one reason in their answer. (See Figure 

5.2.7). Clearly, the most significant feature of GNVQs which accounts for 

one tliird of the responses, is (R3), namely, the practical elements of the 

course and less formal teaching. If (R3) is added to (R6) then 47% of 
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students are very much aware of GNVQ offering a different teaching and 

learning style compared with other courses which they have experienced. 

Figure 5.2.7 Students' perceptions of how GNVQ Advanced Level 

differs from previous courses which they have taken 

GNVQ requires/involves:- Number % 

1. ... more self-motivation/more demanding 46 23 

2. ... more research skills/independent learning 28 14 

3. ... more coursework, more practical, less teaching 67 34 

4. ... more interesting/enjoyable/new activities 10 5 

5. ... involves considerably more paperwork 6 3 

6. ...mainly assignments/continuous assessment, 

unit tests and no big exams 

26 13 

7. ...more depth/detail/more strict about presentation 12 6 

8. ...less visible course structure 4 2 

Total No. 199 100 

However, GNVQ is certainly not seen as a soft option, but is identified as 

a demanding course (Rl) accounting for nearly one quarter of the total 

responses. Again, independent learning and research skills (R2) also 

feature quite high in students' perceptions. Although this question did not 

ask students for negative perceptions of GNVQ, only "differences", their 

responses are predominantly positive features with the exception of (R5). 

In spite of considerable reported criticisms and complaints from GNVQ 

students and teachers nationally (FEFC 1994; OfSTED 1995; Wolf 

1997a; Capey 1995), only 3% of responses identified the amount of 
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paperwork as a major difference. Thus the students in my sample seem 

fairly happy with GNVQs. 

5.2.3 Additionality 

All important aspect of GNVQs which is linked with progression to H.E. is 

'additionality' which is one of my sub questions (Key Question 1, SQ 2). 

One of the problems with the introduction of a new quahfication such as 

GNVQ, is determining its relative value or 'equivalence' with established 

quahfications and how it is perceived in the education market place both in 

respect of entry to H.E. and to employment. Although Government policy 

decreed that GNVQ Advanced Level was equivalent to two A-Levels, tliis 

was by no means widely understood or accepted in H.E.I.s, as discussions 

with GNVQ college lecturers and my interviews with H.E.I, tutors 

illustrates. 

Likewise, students in my initial sample were concerned about whether 

GNVQ would give them entrance to H.E.. Although 95% of the 146 

students were taking Optional and Additional Units as part of their GNVQ 

course, few of them were confident that the 18 Unit GNVQ alone, would 

be acceptable for entry to H.E. Students who had offers from universities 

were frequently being asked for a Distinction at GNVQ, plus an A-Level. 
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Of 146 students in my sample, 105 of them (i.e. 72%) had applied for a 

place on a university or professional training course. Of these, 42 students 

or 40% were also taking GCE A-Levels or other qualification. Twenty-one 

of the students were taking an extra A-Level in order to 'further career or 

progression opportunities, and to have a better chance of getting into 

university'. A total of 12 students were 're-sitting an essential subject' 

either GCSE Mathematics or English. 

It is interesting to note that only 3 students were combining GNVQ with 

NVQ Units which supports Wolfs research in 1996 that students were 

using GNVQ Advanced as an alternative route into H E. rather than 

combining it with NVQs for progression to employment. The precise 

breakdown of the additional qualifications being taken by students in my 

sample is given below in Figure 5.2.8. 

Figure 5.2.8 Additionality: 

Number % 

Other qualifications being taken alongside GNVQ 

GCE A-Level 21 50 

GCE AS 3 7 

GCSE Mathematics 7 17 

CHCSIiIxigHsh 5 12 

NVQ Units 3 7 

Other qualification 3 7 

Total = 42 100 
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Thus 105 students, nearly three-quarters (72%) of the total sample of 146 

students aspire to H.E. Of these, 61 are GNVQ Health & Social Care 

students and 44 are studying GNVQ Business. Students were asked to 

clarify the type of course for which they had applied. (See Figure 5.2.9) 

Over half of the 105 students applying for places in H.E. wanted to do a 

degree course. If the figures for HND courses are added to the degrees 

(since HNDs are usually considered as ordinary degrees), this figure 

increases to 69%. As can be seen fi-om the table, just under a third of these 

students were applying for a range of H.E. Diploma courses. 

Figure 5.2.9 Applications for a University or professional training 

course 

Number % 

Degree course 56 53 

Diploma course/Project 2000 31 30 

HND course 17 16 

Taking a year out 1 1 

Total = 105 100 

One of my hypotheses at the outset of my research was that GNVQ 

students would be more likely to apply for places at post-1992 universities 

(i.e. the former polytechnics) since these were more likely to offer 

vocational courses and be a natural progression from GNVQ courses. Also 

they usually catered for the lower ability range of the post-18 market, 

including HND and 2 year Dip. HE students. Consequently, it was 
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hypothesised that they were also more likely to accept GNVQ students 

than the pre-1992 universities (wliich I shall now refer to as the 

'established universities'). 

Figure 5 .2 .10 Applications by type of Establishment 

Number % 

Type of Establishment 

Pre-1992 University 4 4 

Post-1992 University 62 60 

Both 28 28 

College of Higher Education 4 4 

Other 4 4 

Total = 102 100 

Indeed, the majority of students in the sample 62 students out of 102 

(60%) applied only for courses at post-1992 universities, 28 students 

(28%) hedged their bets and applied to both, while only 4% applied solely 

to pre-1992 universities and 4% applied to Colleges of Higher Education. 

(In addition, there were three non-responses). Of the 4 students applying 

only to the pre-1992 universities, all were Health & Social Care students 

and were applying for degrees in nursing, midwifery and speech therapy. 

All 4 students had between 6-10 GCSEs. The most significant reason for 

students' choice of H E. course was to 'further their career' (66%) while 

17% chose them because they 'appealed to them most' with 6% citing 

their 'interest in helping people' as the reason. Only 1% admitted choosing 

their course for geographical reasons - 'near the coast'. There were also a 

range of fragmented answers wliich had no statistical significance. 
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However, when asked why they had apphed to particular institutions 

proximity to home and relatives far outweighs all other reasons (60%). 

When this data is cross-tabulated with social class, 42 of the 61 students 

(68%) come from skilled manual, semi-skilled and unskilled backgrounds. 

Consequently, they may be choosing their H.E.I.s for financial reasons, as 

it is cheaper to live at home. 

Looking at other reasons, suitability of course is the next most important. 

If one adds reasons 7, 8 and 10 on the grounds of similarity to 'Most 

suitable courses for me', this then accounts for another 18%. Only 5% 

chose the H.E.I.s for their 'attractive geographical area'. Thus students are 

choosing their H.E.I, for very pragmatic reasons. (See Figure 5.2.11) 

Figure 5.2.11 Students' reasons for applying to their particular HEIs 

Number % 

1. Recommended by former student/tutor/careers adviser 2 2 

2. Institution accepts GNVQ students 3 3 

3. Rejected by other H.E.I.s 1 1 

4. Looked nice in prospectus/Open Day/good facilities 5 5 

5. Proximity to home/relatives 61 60 

6. Attractive geographical area 5 5 

7. Most suitable course for me 8 8 

8. Only a few places where my course is offered 2 2 

9. Opportunity to travel/study away from home 7 6 

10. Reputation of institution/standard of training 8 8 

Total = 102 100 
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5.2.4 Students' perceptions of GNVQ teaching and learning styles as a 

preparation for H.E. 

Returning to my second Key Question, namely, "How did GNVQ students 

feel about their teaching and learning experiences as a preparation for 

H.E . r 

The overwhelming response from students was positive. Out of the 146 

students, 132 felt that GNVQ teaching and learning activities would help 

them with their H.E./professional training courses. See Figure 5.2.12. 

Figure 5.2.12 The perceived value of GNVQ teaching and learning 

activities 

Q. Will GNVQ teaching and learning 

activities help you with your 

H.E./professional training course? 

Number % 

YES 132 98 

NO 3 2 

Total = 135 100 

When asked to identify what in particular would help them, 33% felt that 

it was the 'underpinning knowledge', with 'researching'and 'developing 

independence' being second equal with 10% each, 'work placements' 9% 

and 'teamwork/communication skills' at 8%. See Figure 5.2.13 below. 
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Figure 5.2.13 How GNVQs help students with their HE/professional 

training courses 

Number % 

1. Researching/CD ROM etc. 14 10 

2. Building my self-confidence 8 6 

3. Developing independence 14 10 

4. Work placements/working with clients 12 9 

5. Developing underpinning knowledge 45 33 

6. Teamwork/communication skills 11 8 

7. Preparation for H.E. 20 15 

8. Learning to cope under pressure 7 5 

9. Don't know. 4 3 

Total = 135 100 

Similarly, when students were asked whether GNVQ would help them 

with their future careers, 122 out of 131 (i.e. 93% ) answered 'Yes'. 

Again, the main reason was the 'underpinning knowledge' with 46% and 

Work experience coming second as a reason, with 16%. 

Students particularly valued the work experience placements wliich were 

an integral part of their GNVQ course. Generally-speaking they found that 

tlie different placements helped to crystallise their career identity as well 

as give them insiglit into professional practice. 
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5.2.14 How GNVQs help students with their future careers 

Number % 

1. Work experience/raises awareness of work 

environment 

19 16 

2. Help me work more independently 16 13 

3. Underpinning knowledge 55 46 

4. Fostering greater confidence 10 8 

5. Underpinning skills 8 7 

6. Developing communication skills/teamwork 8 7 

7. Don't know/not sure 4 3 

Total = 120 100 

5.2.5 Work experience 

The majority of the students in my sample had undertaken work 

experience as part of their GNVQ course and had found it beneficial in a 

variety of ways. (See Figure 5.2.15) 

Only 28 students had not done any work experience. Of these, 25 were 

doing a GNVQ course in Business at College D, wliich had chosen not to 

offer work experience as an integral part of the course because of other 

practical elements within it. The remaining 3 students were mature 

students on die 1-year fast-track GNVQ Health & Social Care course, who 

had been employed in the care sector, and for whom it was not deemed 

necessary. Ninety per cent of the students undertaking work experience 
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had done between 1 and 4 placements during the 2 year course, with 64% 

of students having done either 3 or 4 placements. 

The most important benefit to students in undertaking work experience 

was to provide insight into tlieir future career or vocational area, with 

nearly 50% of students citing this reason. A flirther 12 % felt that work 

experience had helped them to crystallise their career choice. 

Figure 5.2.15 Perceived value of work experience in assisting 

students' progression to H.E./professional training 

Number % 

1. Valuable for interviews/progression to 

H.E. 

9 9.5 

2. Valuable for working with people 5 5 

3. Generally very useful 10 11 

4. Insight into vocational area/future career 44 47 

5. Not very helpful/valuable 6 6 

6. It crystallised my career choice 11 12 

7. It enhanced my personal confidence 9 9.5 

Total = 94 100 

5.3 Summary 

The majority of students doing GNVQ Health & Social Care in my sample 

were predictably, white females and came predominantly from skilled 
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manual, semi-skilled and unskilled backgrounds (59%). By contrast, 

GNVQ Business students were predominantly white males, and also from 

the same range of socio-economic backgrounds. However, the majority of 

Health & Social Care students (87%) were already committed to a career 

field at the outset of their GNVQ course, compared with 46% of GNVQ 

Business students who were 'uncommitted'. 

The most popular destinations for the Health & Social Care students were 

degree courses combined with professional qualifications with 45% of 

them aspiring to careers in nursing, midwifery, health education or health 

visiting. The second most popular career destination was the social work/ 

social care/counselling group which accounted for 21 % of the responses, 

while 10% aspired to professions alhed to medicine (PAMS) e.g. O.T., 

physiotherapy, radiology and speech therapy. 

Mature students with existing vocational experience particularly favoured 

Diploma courses, notably in Social Work, Counselling and Youth and 

Community Work. However GNVQ students were also applying to a 

range of commmiity, social, behavioural and health-related degree courses 

such as Community Studies, Sociology, Psychology, Behavioural 

Sciences, Social Administration, Social Policy and Education. 

A minority of students had applied for places on HND courses e.g. in 

Social Care, Caring Services and Early Childhood Studies. 

So, to address my Key Question 2: 
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Tfow ^eZ or̂ ow^ fAg/r 

fgac/z/Mg OMc/ /earMfMg gjî gr/eMcgĵ  a ^r^f^rrcrf/OM ^ E . ? 

r/;g 'va/wg-6fd<je6/' q/"GA/T^^^o?M /̂zezr per^ecf/vej^? 

(S'Q^ D/̂ f f/zg OM)/ ̂ 6zrf/cw/<2r f/;g 

cwrr/cwZw/Mybrprngre ĵ̂ /oM fo ? 

GNVQ was an appealing course to students in my sample. They pro-

actively chose to enrol on it for a variety of reasons. Wliether for Business 

or Health & Social Care students, GNVQ was perceived as a beneficial 

qualification (7%), relevant for their progression (26%), providing them 

with opportunities to work with particular client groups (11%), to broaden 

tlieir knowledge of their chosen field (12%) and was meeting their needs 

(8%). In addition, it was chosen as an alternative to A-Levels, and because 

of its modular structure wliich was perceived as 'easier' and because of 

students' dislike of exams. 

GNVQs were providing an attractive 'alternative' curriculum for students. 

GNVQs were perceived as more practical, involving more coursework, 

research skills and independent learning (48%). Nearly one quarter of the 

students (24%) had a realistic understanding of GNVQs in that they were 

aware that the curriculum was more demanding and required more self-

motivation. Some of the main attractions were the assignments, the 

continuous assessment and the absence of big exams. 

Ninety-eight per cent of the respondents (i.e. 135) felt that 'GNVQ 

teaching and learning activities would help them with their 
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H.E./professional training course'. They identified the 'value-added' as the 

'underpinning knowledge', 'work placements', 'researching', 'developing 

independence' and 'teamwork and communication skills' as the main 

benefits accruing to them. 

There was also some additional evidence on 'value-added' based on my 

fieldwork notes. What students liked most about GNVQ was the modular 

delivery which they found was an easier way of learning (i.e. "in bite-sized 

chunks"). They felt that this provided an easy way to monitor their 

progress and they felt encouraged to proceed to next stage. Much also 

depended on the support fi"om Course Tutors - their enthusiasm, their 

personal warmth and how they valued the students, and the confidence-

building, problem-solving and careers advice which they received. 

Students enjoyed participating in GNVQ presentations, role playing and 

group work e.g. on medical ethics wliich they felt they would not have 

known how to do - had they done an A-Level course. Students 

appreciated the course mix, namely, having mature students and young 

students on the same course, as they helped each other. 

In general, most students valued the work experience placements which 

gave them insiglit into clinical factors, and managing professional 

relationships with clients, but they felt two weeks was not enough. 

"You just get to know the Team and you have to finish 
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However, it was important that the students were given meaningfiil roles in 

the work placements and were treated as part of the team, could talk to 

clients and were allowed to use their initiative. Students were not always 

treated well by nurses in hospital work placements. Generally speaking, 

work placements usually helped students to make up their minds about 

future careers, although they did not help everyone. 

Nevertheless, there were also some negative comments from students 

about GNVQs. They disliked: 

.. fAey a /of ngTMarro/e 

Once j/oz/'ve gof w/z)/ do agmw?" 

(TveZfAforA; 

Students found note-taking and abstracting key points, and essay-writing 

most difficult. Also the GNVQ assessment regime was perceived as 

'complex' and 'unfair'. They felt that there was no clear standard and that 

assessment was inconsistent. 

However students' main concern was about the acceptability of GNVQs 

as an entry qualification for H.E. Indeed, 40% of the students in my 

sample who were applying to H.E., were also taking GCE A-Levels or 

other qualification to facilitate their progression. But generally-speaking, 

students felt that GNVQs and A-Levels did not mix. Although there may 

be an overlap in content e.g. A-Level Human Biology and Unit 3 GNVQ, 

the teaching and learning styles were so very different and they felt less 

comfortable with A-Levels. 
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Students were concerned about the lack of recognition of GNVQs by 

H.E.I.s as a qualification in their own right and the demands for 

"additionality" from H.E. Some H.E.I.s were asking for a Distinction in 

GNVQ plus a grade C in A-Level (e.g. for Speech Therapy). 

"PF/YA Amak/gAf, / //Are fo Y 

ggf mfo 

In addition, some GNVQ students felt that some H.E.I.s treated them as 

second-class citizens when they were applying to H.E. There was also 

evidence of some concern from some H.E.I, schools of nursing that there 

was insufficient science in GNVQs, which resulted in 'offers' being tied to 

additionality (i.e. A-Level Human Biology) 
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Chapter 6 

Students' Progression to Higher Education; Analysis of results -

Phase II Fieldwork 

6.1 Introduction 

Since 1994 when the GNVQ Phase I Pilot had completed the second year 

of its two-year cycle and GNVQs had been introduced into mainstream 

education, there was a massive increase in the number of GNVQ approved 

centres and student enrolments. Thus the initial 115 'pilot centres' with 

approximately 3,000 GNVQ students, mushroomed to 1,400 'approved 

centres' stimulated by Government funding incentives, and by 1993-94 a 

total of 83,000 students were registered on GNVQ programmes. However 

FEFC inspection reports indicated that progression to H E. was a cause for 

concern, particularly for Health & Social Care students. (FEFC 1994; 

1995) 

6.2 UCAS Progression statistics - the national picture 

Since 1995 there was a corollary growth in GNVQ student applications to 

higher education. In order to facilitate their progression to H E. the 

Universities and Colleges Admissions Service (UCAS) guaranteed 

interviews to all GNVQ applicants, again reflecting the micro-political 

influence of officials to facilitate the implementation of Government 

policy. (Nash, 1995a) 
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In 1994, 905 students from the GNVQ Advanced Level 'Pilot' applied to 

H.E.I.s, of whom 772 (or 85%) received at least one offer of a place, and 

463 students actually took these up. This represented 0.13% of the total 

student body entering higher education. (UCAS 2001). However, as 

Shirthff comments; 

"It does indeed seem both surprising and intriguing that 

GNVQ applicants have been luckier than the average UCAS 

candidate in obtaining offers. " (Shirtliff 1996p. 9) 

She concludes: 

"... it may be that a higher proportion ofA-Level students 

than GNVQ students, including many weaker ones, try their 

luck with UCAS. In other words only the "best" GNVQ 

students apply, so that they as a group, have a stronger 

chance of success than the more disparate group of A-Level 

students." (Shirtliff, ibid) 

However, an alternative interpretation based on informal discussions with 

an HMI for Higher Education is that University vice-chancellors were 

'encouraged' to ensure that GNVQ applicants were given 'offers'. There 

are similar echoes from some H.E. tutors in a TES article expressing 

concerns about 'undue pressure' from UCAS, quoted below (Nash, 

1995a). ff these evidence sources are accepted, it again reflects the pro-

active 'behind-the-scenes' influence of government officials trying to 

ensure the successful implementation of Government policy - namely, 

enhancing GNVQs as a progression route to H.E. 
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By 1995 there was a ten-fold increase in applications to H.E.I.s from 

GNVQ Advanced students, with a total of 9,600 GNVQ students aspiring 

to join HE courses. In 1996, 14,030 GNVQ students were accepted for 

H.E., which represented 4.7% of the total accepted applicants. By 1998 

these figures had increased to 19,495 and 6.8% respectively and in 2001, 

27,945 GNVQ students had achieved places in H.E. (or 7.8% of the total 

student body). Thus in 2001, nearly one in thirteen students on H.E. 

courses had entered via the GNVQ route - with GNVQ as their main 

qualification. (UCAS 2003) See Figure 6.2.1 below. 

Figure 6.2.1 GNVQ applications to H.E. 

Year Accepted applicants 

with GNVQ as main 

qualification 

Total Accepted 

Applicants 

GNVQ 

acceptances * 

1996 14,030 295,807 4.7 

1997 1(),4()5 336,338 5.!S(>6 

1998 22,329 329,788 6.81 

1999 23,622 334,594 '7.1 <%) 

2000 25,782 339,747 7.6 

2001 27,945 358,041 7.8 

As a percentage of total acceptances (Source:UCAS 2003) 

Thus, looking at the situation over a 6 year period from a macro level of 

analysis, UCAS statistics appear to indicate that GNVQs were facilitating 
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progression to H.E. for some students, although the majority of students 

were still gaining access through the GCE A-Level route. However this 

does not necessarily mean that GNVQs were achieving 'parity of esteem' 

with GCE A-Levels, as the following extract Jfrom the TES which quotes 

some university tutors' perspectives illustrates. 

"University tutors slate GNVQs 

An attack on General National Vocational Qualifications has 

been launched by university tutors who say they are an 

inadequate alternative to A-Levels as preparation for 

academic life. 

Criticisms of GNVQs, at the annual meeting of the Association 

for Science Education in Lancaster last week, have deepened 

a rift between the pro and anti lobbies in higher education. 

It comes at a sensitive time, Just when the Universities and 

Colleges Admissions Service (UCAS) was hoping for a second 

year running to guarantee interviews for all GNVQ applicants 

to HE. Students on the new courses were guinea pigs and 

deserved compensatory advantages, the UCAS said. 

But some tutors have accused the UCAS of "blackmail" and 

of applying undue pressures. They insist no such further 

guarantees will be given ". (Nash, 1995b) 
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Again, the depth of underpinning knowledge within GNVQs appeared to 

be a major issue for progression onto some degree courses. Even the 

efficacy and long-term value of GNVQ students' study skills for H.E. 

programmes were called into question. 

"Richard Collins, director of admissions at the University of 

Lancaster, dismissed the new courses as second rate. "The 

good do A-Levels, the rest do GNVQs " he said. Dr. Collins 

insisted that, while the methods of study may be "inspirational 

to those not suited to A-Levels ", such skills were "lost or 

forgotten " within a year and were ill-suited to academic study. 

"The subjects where most problems will occur are in science 

and engineering and these will come in the transfer to 

university ", he said. The general science courses were not 

good preparation for single honours, which required a 

clearly-defined body of knowledge. 

A sizeable minority of tutors supported Dr. Collins' views. But 

many challenged him, insisting they had evidence to support 

other routes to excellence. " (Nash, ibid.) 

So where does the truth lie or are the various proponents talking about 

different things? What light can my research shed on these issues? 

One difficulty with the UCAS statistics is that they are rather broad and do 

not permit a more detailed level of analysis by GNVQ programme area 
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and hence may obscure some critical differences between GNVQ and 

GCE A-Level entrants. This raises a number of related issues. 

For example, to what extent are GNVQ students gaining access across the 

full range of H.E.I, s and courses, or are they being accepted for some 

courses and estabhshment types more than others? 

Having secured places in H E. are GNVQ students staying there or are 

there retention issues for this particular group? There were some 

indications when I was trying to establish my follow-up sample, that 

retention was an issue as a number of students could not be traced at the 

H.E.I, to which they had supposedly progressed. 

A research paper by Abramson and Jones (2001) wliich looked at 

strategies for improving the retention of GNVQ students at the University 

of Central Lancashire, indicated that there was indeed some cause for 

concern. 

"In 1998, for example, the institutional average for first year 

m q / " a r / / Zeva/my fo 

rgfgMf/oM. 
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So if H.E.I.s were providing 'bridging programmes' to facilitate the 

retention of GNVQ students on higher education courses, to what extent 

could it be said that GNVQs were actually bridging the 'academic-

Looking at a more micro level of analysis, to what extent did the teaching 

and learning styles of GNVQ programmes prepare students for 

independent learning within a university environment? This was a major 

focus of my research, and indeed, a serious issue of concern wliich was 

raised by Richard Collins, director of admissions at the University of 

Lancaster at a conference of the Association for Science Education in 

1995. (Nash 1995a) 

111 particular, were GNVQ students entering H.E. with any particular 

advantages or disadvantages compared with students from the GCE A-

Level route? Evidence from my fieldwork Phase I and II and other 

sources shed some light on these general issues later in this chapter. 

Returning to the particular issue of student progression from GNVQ 

Health & Social Care programmes, although the UCAS statistics do not 

record progression data from separate GNVQ subject areas, they do 

provide some infomation on the type of H.E. courses which GNVQ 

students are joining. Consequently, it may be possible to draw some 

tentative conclusions about GNVQ Health & Social Care students' 

progression. See Figure 6.2.2 below. 
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Figure 6.2.2 Applicants accepted for H.E. courses (HND, Degrees 

etc.) with GNVQ as their main entry qualification for England 2001 

Degree subject Code Males Females All 

Applicants 

Anatomy/Physiology B1 21 39 60 

Pharmacology B2 6 16 22 

Pharmacy B3 29 26 55 

Nutrition B4 2 15 17 

Opthalmics/Audiology B5 8 5 13 

Sports Science B6 365 138 503 

Nursing B7 36 871 907 

Radiography B8 22 59 81 

Others related to 

medicine 

B9 64 416 480 

Combined courses BB 7 11 18 

Pre-clinical medicine A1 2 6 8 

Totals: 562 1602 2164 

(!Sc,ur(:e: ILIC/LIS 20()3) 

It appears that, regardless of specific programme area, a significant 

number of GNVQ Advanced students (27,945) were progressing to H.E. 

courses (UCAS 2003). 
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Of these, approximately 1660 students progressed to health-related degree 

courses. The table above indicates that the three most popular degree 

course destinations recorded by UCAS were Nursing, Sports Science and 

Other Courses Related to Medicine. There were also significant numbers 

of GNVQ students progressing to Radiography, Pharmacy, Anatomy and 

Physiology. A very small number of students were entering pre-clinical 

medicine. 

Wliile it might be reasonable to infer that students progressing to Nursing 

and other courses related to medicine were most likely to be from GNVQ 

Health & Social Care programmes, some students could have done GNVQ 

Science. 

Likewise, students progressing to Nutrition degree courses m H E. could 

have done Advanced Level GNVQs in Science, Health & Social Care or 

even Hospitality & Catering. However, those progressing to degrees in 

Sports Science were more likely to have taken GNVQ Leisure & Tourism 

courses so these figures could be excluded. 

6.3 Overview of completion/destination statistics of my cohort 

Returning to my fieldwork, how did my sample of 146 GNVQ Advanced 

students fare regarding their completion and destination statistics? 

Overall there was a 90% pass rate with 20% achieving Distinctions, 47% 

gaining Merits and 23% with Pass grades. 
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Figure 6.3.1 Overall GNVQ results for the 4 Colleges 

Grade Achieved No. of students % 

Distinction 29 20 

Merit 69 47 

Pass 33 23 

Non-completion 15 10 

Total; 146 100 

These results can be further broken down to show the results for the 

individual colleges wliich are broadly similar. Some variation was evident, 

with College 3 gaining 64% Merits but only 7% Distinctions, but this is 

most likely to reflect a distortion of the small sample size of 14 students. 

Figure 6.3.2 GNVQ results by individual Colleges 

College 1 College 2 College 3 College 4 

Grade No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Distinction 6 21 10 24 1 7 12 20 

Merit 11 38 16 38 9 64 33 54 

Pass 9 31 12 29 1 7 11 18 

Non-

completion 

3 10 4 9 3 22 5 8 

Totals: 29 100 42 100 14 100 61 100 

When comparing GNVQ Health & Social Care students with GNVQ 

Business, the Health & Social Care group achieved an overall combined 
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higher percentage of passes at Distinction and Merit grades (9%) : they 

also had a lower non-completion rate. This could reflect the different 

motivational levels of the two groups since 88% of the Health & Social 

Care students were committed to a particular career at the outset of their 

GNVQ course, compared witli 46% of the GNVQ Business students who 

were "uncommitted". See Figure 6.3.3 below. 

Figure 6.3.3 GNVQ results by course 

GNVQ Grade Business % Health & 

Social Care 

% 

Distinction 10 18 19 21 

Merit 25 44 44 50 

Pass 15 26 18 20 

Non-completion 7 12 8 9 

Totals: 57 100 89 100 

Looking at the variable of age/maturity of students, my data does not 

support the hypothesis that mature GNVQ students achieve higher grades 

on average than the 17-20 age group. On the contrary, they achieved 7% 

fewer Distinctions but 6% more Merits compared with the 17-20 age 

group. See Figure 6.3.4 below. 
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Figure 6.3.4 GNVQ completion rates by age 

GNVQ Grade Aged 17-20 % Aged 

21+ 

% 

Distinction 25 22 4 12 

Merit 52 46 17 52 

Pass 25 22 8 24 

Non-completion 11 10 4 12 

Totals: 113 100 33 100 

However, gender differences were apparent with female students gaining 

8% more Distinctions than males, and 11% more Merits, although male 

students gained 7% more in the Pass category than females, but they also 

had a 12% higher non-completion rate than girls. This may reflect the 

greater commitment of females to specific careers in the Health & Social 

Care group 88%, compared with the Business students of whom 46% were 

'uncommitted'. See Figure 6.3.5 below. 

Figure 6.3.5 GNVQ completion rates by gender 

GNVQ Grade Females % Males % 

Distinction 24 22 5 14 

Merit 55 50 14 39 

Pass 23 21 10 28 

Non-completion 8 7 7 19 

Totals: 110 100 36 100 
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Progression to H E. 

The final results indicated that 64% of the students in my sample 

progressed to HE. Of these, one third of the cohort achieved places on 

degree courses and nearly a quarter gaining access to diploma courses and 

8% to HND programmes. A further 18% went on to employment, 5% 

deferred their entry and 10% were unemployed. See Figure 6.3.6 below. 

Figure 6.3.6 GNVQ students' destinations 

Destination Number % 

Degree 49 33 

Diploma 33 23 

HND 12 8 

Other 4 3 

Employment 26 18 

Deferred entry/re-sit 7 5 

Unemployment/unknown 15 10 

Totals: 146 100 

An interesting finding emerged about the type of H.E.I, to which the 

GNVQ students in my sample were progressing. Nearly three-quarters of 

them obtained places at the post-1992 universities, 16% went to pre-1992 

universities and 12% to Colleges of Higher Education. These figures can 

be further broken down by type of course as Figure 6.3.6 indicates. It may 

be that the former polytechnics (post-1992 establishments) are more likely 
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to offer vocational courses which provide a more natural progression from 

GNVQ programmes, than the pre-1992 universities. 

6.4 Analysis of Phase II Fieldwork 

Methodology 

Follow-up interviews with GNVQ students who progressed to 

H.E./professional training in Health & Social Care was the second phase 

in my fieldwork. After receiving the results and destination details of the 

GNVQ Advanced Health & Social Care students in the autumn of 1997, a 

sample of eighteen students was selected with a view to conducting 

follow-up interviews with them about how they had progressed during 

their first year of their degree/diploma and professional training course. 

The students were selected to cover the broad range of chosen careers in 

the field of Health and Social Care. This included degrees and diplomas in 

Nursing, Midwifery and Social Work, general degrees in Youth and/or 

Community Studies and degrees in Radiography and Occupational 

Therapy. Although in the original fieldwork a small number of students 

had expressed an interest m pursuing careers in Health Visiting, Health 

Promotion, Speech Therapy, the Police Force and Probation, the student 

destination data indicated that none had progressed into degrees or 

professional training in these areas, consequently these were automatically 

eliminated from the follow-up research. Similarly, althougli some students 

were considering careers in teaching, it was decided to exclude this area in 
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order to focus on the main thrust of the research, namely, progression into 

the field of Health and Social Care. 

Since the eighteen students in my sample had progressed to a wide range 

of H.E.I.s which were geographically quite dispersed, it was decided to 

conduct telephone interviews with them as personal interviews were 

impractical in terms of logistics, and constraints in time and travelling 

costs, hadeed, it proved more feasible to invite students to participate in a 

focused telephone interview than try to arrange a face-to-face interview in 

the light of their study commitments and clinical work placements. 

All students who were contacted agreed to the telephone interviews, 

which were tape recorded with their knowledge and pennission. However, 

not all students were able to be followed up owing to incorrect data on 

their home addresses and/or telephone numbers, or because they had 

moved house. Seven students fell into this category. In a further four cases, 

students could not be traced to the H.E. establishment to which they had 

supposedly progressed. In addition, one college was reluctant to supply 

information because of the Data Protection Act, consequently students 

fi"om this establislnnent could not be followed up. 

The telephone interviews yielded some rich data about the strengths and 

weaknesses of GNVQ in facilitating students' progress in H.E. Six main 

issues emerged from the follow-up interviews. 

• The extent to which GNVQ students were gaining access to H.E. and 

professional training; 
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• How they were progressing in H E. in relation to other students on the 

course; 

• Aspects of H E. which GNVQ students were most confident with, and 

why; 

• Aspects of H E. which GNVQ students were least confident with, and 

why; 

• The extent to which GNVQ teachnig and learning styles were helping or 

hindering their progress in H.E., and 

• The perceived value of tlie GNVQ and work experience in facilitating 

students' performance in H E. 

6.4.1 Progression to H.E. and admission requirements 

All but one student in my follow-up sample gained a place at either their 

first or second choice H.E.I., with one student obtaining a place through 

the UCAS Clearing House on a general degree in Community Studies. 

This marked a considerable improvement on the situation regarding 

progression to H.E. which had been reported in inspectorate reports in 

1994 and 1995 (FEFC 1994, 1995). However, from my small sample of 

interviews with students, progression from GNVQ courses seemed easier 

to the diploma in nursing courses than to degrees in O.T., Radiography and 

Midwifery. 

There was no consistent policy evident on the entry requirements and 

offers made by different H.E.I.s to students in my sample. Some H.E.I.s 

demanded a Distinction or Merit at GNVQ while others accepted a Pass. 

In some cases, students were asked for 'additionality'm the form of GCE 
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A-Levels or GNVQ Optional and/or Additional Units. Much depended on 

the type of H.E.I, and the courses for which the students had applied. For 

example, the majority of students who had applied for Diploma in Nursing 

or Midwifery courses were asked to get a Merit in their GNVQ. However, 

where students were applying for Degree courses leading to careers in 

Nursing or para-medical professions such as Radiography or O.T., 

additionality in the form of a GCE Advanced Level in Biology was usually 

required. 

With more general degrees, for example the B.Sc. Degree in Community 

Studies, some students were accepted at Clearing with a GNVQ Pass. 

With the Degree/Diploma in Social Work courses, offers ranged from Pass 

to Distinctions at GNVQ but the students' age and maturity, their 

motivation and the amount and range of work experience wliich they had 

undertaken were also taken into account for these courses by H.E.I.s. 

An interesting dimension which emerged during the follow-up interviews 

with students was the variety of ways in which the "offers" were made. 

Most students had to attend interviews at the H.E.I., and some were 

requested to bring GNVQ portfolio evidence with them. Some H.E.I.s held 

both individual and group interviews. Tliis was particularly evident where 

students applied for Social Work and Nursing courses. One H.E.I, only 

made offers for its Diploma in Nursing courses based on the results of 

telephone interviews using psychometric tests. In other cases, students 

were not required to attend interviews and offers were made tlirough the 

post based on their UCAS application forms and references. However, 

most students preferred to attend an interview since this two-way 
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interaction enabled them to see the campus and locality, to meet tutors and 

to get a better understanding of the demands of the course and teaching 

and learning styles which they would experience. 

6.4.2 Proportion of GNVQ students on the H.E. courses 

It is difficult to assess the exact percentage of GNVQ students on H.E.I, 

courses, as neither UCAS nor the H.E.I.s which I contacted had records of 

tliis. However, a broad picture emerged from the follow-up interviews with 

students, as they were all very much aware of how many other GNVQ 

students were on tlieir respective courses. Although tliis is not 'hard' 

statistical data it does give a snapshot of what was happening in my 

research group. Generally speaking, the percentage of GNVQ students on 

the various H E. courses in my follow-up sample ranged from 3% to 17%. 

However this data is presented tentatively since it is based on information 

from the students interviewed rather than from any official source, and 

hence may not be totally reliable. Most students reportedly came from the 

traditional A-Level background, but there was a significant proportion of 

other non-standard entrants e.g. ACCESS and BTEC National Diploma 

students. For example out of 26 students taking a Radiography degree, 

81% had done A-Levels, mostly sciences, 12% were ACCESS students 

and 7% had done GNVQ. It was not possible to give figures for the B.A. 

Degree in Community Studies as there were reportedly 'hundreds of 

students doing the course' across a wide range of modules, although there 

were 62 students who were doing the compulsory module, including 4 

GNVQ students. 
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Ill general, the GNVQ students in my follow-up sample were enjoying 

their H.E. courses. However they were aware that they were not high fliers 

academically but rated their practical skills quite h i ^ y in relation to other 

non-GNVQ students, as the following comment illustrates: 

... "7 yegZ /'m m fAof 

academically I'm not any further than anyone else. I think 

g.g. - AMowmg A014; fo acf w/Y/z 

patients - that sort of thing -I'm more comfortable with 

GNVQ students were most comfortable with their H.E. course where the 

knowledge base clearly overlapped with that of their GNVQ programme; 

are f / z w / z o ' v e 

coTMg ZM }y/f/z ^ a Zô  

(zrg ĵ zTMzZorr". ^ 7 ( d e g r e e 

My research indicated that GNVQ appeared to mesh well with most, 

though not all, of the H.E courses in my sample and that there was a good 

deal of continuity. This particularly applied to diploma courses in nursing 

and social work. 

"j'/M grwzfe vy/f/z f/zg cowrmyg m geMemZ zf 

w/zaf / 've fawg/zf OM f/zg 

e.g. f/zeĵ /z /̂ĵ m/ogy, j^oczo/ogy, ^^yc/zo/ogy... f/zg 
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wA/cA a/Z fo^/Zow/ on^om fAe 

C#M2 ". (̂ 1646' - jVwr̂ /Mg 6Ap/o7»<7 

"They do a lot of case studies on the Diploma (in Social 

Work course). And we had a lot of case studies in the 

JO imAbof r&%pgc(, as 

w/fA a /of q/̂ fAg feorcAmg fAof ware 

vyoj g'w/fg an " 

(KB - S'ocW ffbrA^ 6%/o7M67 

6.4.3 GNVQ students' general progress on the H.E. courses 

The majority of students interviewed felt that they were making sound 

progress during the first year on their respective H.E. courses as the 

following extracts illustrate; 

"I feel that I'm doing very well actually. I've achieved quite 

<7C67dg/M/ca//y /'m we// 

5b 7'm ve/y fAmgy are 

gO/Mg of fAg /MO/MgMf. ggf /PgrCgMfOggJ f/zg gMc/ fAg 

year... They do some sort offormula and you come out with an 

ovgra// (Twerngg. v4/z6f / 'vg gof aw m^grngg q/"6& m fAg j/gar 

- wA/cA /J a 6ordgrZmg F/rsf... jo /'/« Aq^mg fo 

fA/j" }'gar. " ^ )F - My<3 î/gyy dggrgg 

In some cases students cited the practical aspects of the course and 

communication skills which they felt most comfortable with. 
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(I'm doing) ... or// ngAf evcTg/OMe 

e/ĵ g.. /'ve &)Mg a o r c A / e v e ^ f a cowp/g q/̂  

(7 fwo-OMg... fFe 'rg gror̂ /ê f /&e cr (fegyeg Mow... 

PFe've doMg a f o f/ze wAo/g 

c/(7j^ /'vg goo^f ybr fAorf... /'vg 6eeM 

/'ve go^ or a6///(y fo fo of/zer /?gqp/g ". 

(MS" - fjggrgg ^WgM() 

However, essay-writing skills and the initial research process was 

challenging for some students as well as presenting assignments to the 

specification required in H.E., as the following comments illustrate. 

' 7 6 ^ / M g vgyy }4/g//yy/fA Â/̂ gygMf TMÔ /w/gĵ ... 7'vg 

//wpmvg^y TM)/ ovgr f/zg ^/gar oMcf /̂zg 

vrzf/z f/zgTM ... T T z g f / z g r g j ^ g a r c / z M 

/oMggy, Awf 7 'vg /TM^mvgf̂  f/zg / 'vg a^morc/zg^f f/zg/w. 7 (3m 

y?M6AMg TM /̂̂ g^̂ ^g ĉAgc/ a Z/ff/g 6/^." 

(fggrgg 

"Goo^yprngygj^^... 7 f/z/MA:7 moMagĝ ĝrwzfg vi/g// m f/zgy?rjrf 

^/gar iS'OTMg f/zg â /̂gM/MgMfĵ  wgyg gri/ifg ... ggf 

into them and do them the correct way they wanted you to do 

f/zgTM. " - (Ẑ /OTMOr 

However, some students admitted feeling 'stretched' by the academic 

level and the pace of their H.E. course as well as the lack of structure and 

'learning guidelines'. This particularly applied to science-based degree 

courses. 
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'7 fAmA: j/go?" (zM Ti/iEJ w/aj" veyy (A^^cw/fybr /Me ... 

ej^gc/a//y fAe /eam/Mg fecAM/ĝ wê ... G # P ^ worj" more 

rgZm;g6/ aM(3̂  );o2/ f/ig OM wAarf f/ze}' )yere ac^«(f/(y 

/ooAmgybr... WA fAe (fegreg TMWcA TMore 

Tif Vg/y /MMcA /M /̂?g 

};e(zr q/"f/ie degree A(76f fo f / z e ) ; e a r fo cw/y 

OM Âe jecoM6f};e(%r". (124 O. Z (fegree ĵ ẑ/(feM^ 

But some students on the Project 2000 Diploma hi Nursing course 

appeared to be struggling when asked to comment on their personal 

progress as the following extract illustrates: 

7MMc/z. 7%^ arre coMceMfraf/Mg TMore OM f̂ Ae <7c6zĉ em/c 

jftfe w/nfmg zf ge^zMg zẑ ê f fo /̂ze 

)ywzfyroTzz '̂oz/... /'/zz geffzMg fAere ^/ow/y, 6zzf 

(%y / /zarve /zqpecf. " 

(FR- Dzp/oma ZM jVzzr̂ ZMg 

But whether this was a function of the student's ability or the change in the 

teaching and learning styles on the H.E. course itself, is difficult to 

evaluate, although students making these comments had usually passed 

GNVQ at Merit level. 

However, one student who had achieved a Distinction in her GNVQ and 

had progressed onto a B.Sc. Degree in Nursing course, felt that she had 

made the wrong choice both m respect of the university and the course. 
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'7 m/fW/y ' UM/very/fy wAerg / a 

&5'c. ZM 7%eM q/^gr a year, / froM^rre^f fo 

' / f ' &/Mfvgr̂ zYy wAere / OM OM y46fyaMce6/ D^Zo/Ma m 

CZzM/caZ 

"Can you say why you moved?" 

7 Y do TMj/ rgĵ earc/% weZZ gMowg/z... wẑ f 7 V 

wz /Mfe/r/gw. 7%g Mwyĵ zMg degreg f̂ /z(zf af 

' g ' L/h/vgryzfy or vgyy ĵ czeMce-Aâ êcf dlegygg oMcf zf wmM Y 

until I started that 1 realised how science-based it was... It 

ZMvo/vê f 67 Zof q/̂  7Mzcm-6foZogy wz<̂  6zo-cAg/Mẑ fyy /M0(3kz/g&.. 

Tif T4/(ẑ  vgyy â c/eMce-6arĵ e<i Tif vgyy (ZM̂f zf ve/y 

g%6Z7M-orzeMfafe6̂ .. / (fẑ / j^^gg/e wzf/z or// f/ze ĵ czgMC6-6â gd 

TMOcAz/gĵ  f/ze^cf f/zaf f/z^ gxowzĵ  af evgyy /?ozMf q/̂  f/ze 

cowrj-g To }'ozzr cozMpgfeMczê  - fÂ zf w/z)/ 7 ĵ zz6ĵ ê zzgMfZy 

cAoMgê f fo ' / f ' UMZvgrĵ zfy, w/zzc/z /Morg OM aM 

aĵ ẑgMZMgMf /gve/". - A/wrĵ zMg degree ĵ fzzde/ẑ  

"So you didn't feel that you were making much progress then?" 

"jVof ar /of fo 6e /zoMgĵ f 6ec(zw^e /^z/yzd zf ̂ o Aard f/zere. 

7Mzfz(z//y / f/zozzg/zf fwzce fo }yAef/zer 7 capor^/e q/̂ dozMg a 

degree OMd acfwa/^ co7?%p/efz»g zf. 7 Azever /zad wrx gr̂ erzeĵ  

}yzf/z f/ze p/"6zcfzc6z/ â zde. Bzzf o6vzoM /̂x, 6ec(zzzĵ e /ybzzwd zf <3 

veyy dz/^oz/f cozzrâ e (zf 'Q' / veyy dejipoMdeMf... zf ĵ o 

ZMcredz6^ A6zr<i " - jVwr̂ zMg degree ^fwdefz^ 
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Ill some cases, where H.E.I s were aware of such potential problems, they 

had endeavoured to ease the transition of students into H.E. with a 

bridging programme either in the form of a concentrated summer school 

prior to the start of the degree course, or a graduated first year with no 

examinations and with special classes to assist students with a range of 

essay-writing and study skills. The former was evident with the Midwifery 

degree where it was recognised that students from diverse academic 

backgrounds might struggle without particular underpinning knowledge in 

areas such as biochemistry, anatomy and physiology. The latter strategy 

was offered on a social work degree course where students were 

predominantly mature, direct entry from work or with non-traditional entry 

qualifications e.g. ACCESS or GNVQ. 

Such bridging strategies were recognised and valued by students as the 

following comments illustrate: 

GA/yQ me a ybr fAg (zcfwcrz 

degyge fY Y foo TMZ/cA ar grw/fg a 

Tow Awow f/zey j/OM f/imwgAowf f/ze 

a g r a d w a r / 7 Y / r 

... y4 Zof /̂Zg Wgyg /MOrfWrg W/ZO /Z6Z<3̂  COTMg 

/rom yaf/zar f/zoM aM orcadgmzc f /zgr^ra 

C07M;?arg6/ wz//z f/zgm 7 Y fĝ z/Zy j^fn/gg/g Agcaŵ ĝ f/zg 

pmgT-gĵ â ĝ f mfo zf". - 5'ocW PFbrA: cfggrgg 
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6.4.4 Perceived differences between GNVQ and H.E. teaching and 

learning styles 

Indeed, the students were aware of significant differences in the teaching 

and learning styles particularly on the degree courses, and the increasing 

intellectual demands of H.E. compared with their former GNVQ course. It 

was much more intense, pitched at a higher level of knowledge and 

involved a lot more research using a range of books. It was also usually 

more career-specific and the required essay length was much longer than 

students' previous GNVQ assignments. 

fAg Degree co/wpareff fo fAe GAAFg, / f o do 

<3 /of more rej^eare/; O M c f / . . . wA/c/; 

gw/fe <3 Mê / ... gr«/fe TMe ... fo 

(3F 2,000 or j, 000 /̂?e c/egree 

my GC&Ey, wff/; 

GWFg fAe exam C0M<3̂zY/0Mĵ  vi/ere ... /̂  mw/f^/e-

cAo/ce. /ye/f fAorf &)/Mg f/;e degree /» wnder a /of 

more prê ĵ wre awd f/ze vi/or̂  a Zof more demoMd/Mg". 

(C/i - 0.71 degree â fwdeMî  

"7%ere (z 6/g d/^rence. Tow cerform )̂/̂ e/f f/ze A/gAer /eve/ 

... f̂ /ze worÂ  a /of more demoMdmg... " 

(ZM - 6'oc/ar/ F̂brA: degree ĵ fwden̂  
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"Tow Y gef 619 moM); vyg c/ffiyrom fAe 

GNVO ... but my H.E. assignments have more depth to them 

more f/me... j/oM morg reâ /zMg 

reâ eorrc/?. &? zf a 6/g Zoad̂  6^^ MOf <%y moM}; 

GVV̂ P̂  ". (FR - D /̂om<3r 

The most noticeable difference as one mature student pointed out was in 

the depth of knowledge required by the H.E. course. 

"yg&.. 7%g Tbw c o w W f A e 

w/fA GA/yg, 6w )̂;ow fo go mfo a /o/ morg 

(fgfa// rg(7(f /MOM}; TMorg 600^ w/f/? .ffiE. PFiîA G # P ^ 

gof oMg goo^f 600A:, wow/̂ / (fo, ht/o. .Bz/f /f.E. 

j/ow rear/Zy fo rĝ ẑ / gveyyoMg pomf 0/v/e)t/ 6 ^ r e j/ow 

CW7 maAg a OM aw ". 

/M<3r/Wrg j/Z/6̂ MfC07»/MWM/(y<$'̂ W ĝĵ 6/gg7'ĝ  

" It was not only the exams but the contrast in the written 

w/oyA:... cfo/Mg /oMg f/ze /Mvo/vecf ly/YA 

fAe y^reMcmg fAmgj:... a/Z co/M/?/efe^ Mĝ y... 

fAg wnffgM li/orA: f/z/Mgĵ , we ybwM /̂ /f grw/fe fowg/z 

gomg. D^MzYe/y. " (t24 - 0.7^ Akgree 
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6,4.5 Students' perceptions about the value of doing work experience 

placements 

All but one of the students interviewed felt that their work experience 

placements during their GNVQ course had been invaluable in helping them 

with their professional training m H E. This was particularly the case 

where the work placement was a specialist one and related directly to the 

student's chosen career. However where placements had been more 

generic e.g. social care in residential homes or with children in primary 

schools or not directly related to the student's chosen career, there was 

less 'value-added' reported. For example, one mature student whose 

chosen career was housing management, had not found much benefit in 

working m an infants' school and a centre for people with severe learning 

difficulties. However this response was not typical. 

Much also depended on the degree to which students had been accepted in 

their work placement setting and extent to which they had been welcomed 

and involved by the staff there. This fact emerged during the Phase 1 of 

my research as well as in the follow-up stage. 

one with a Health Visitor. The Health Visiting one wasn't too 

you when you 're in the car with them. But on the Ward, I just 

... f/zere were acfwa/ 

fAgy g o f . . . / 

faZArgfi fo wzYA Mew mf/zar f/zwi /Mzx 
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2b TMg f/z/wA: Of ĵOTMg 

}i/Aef/zgr 7 f o go OM /»fo /̂ /zô g carreg/'j... Mwŷ mg or 

7MZ(fyyi/gyy. / mwĵ f adm/f fAg now w/zeM /'/M OM 

Ward... 1 can't believe it. It's brilliant". 

(^64;^ - jVwr^mg D^/oma 

The main gains from GNVQ work placements were the developing of 

students' interpersonal skills with patients and clients, and their confidence 

knowing how to act in a clinical setting. On the whole, work experience, 

even negative ones, had helped to crystallise students' career identities and 

had given them confidence in their clinical work on their H.E. courses as 

the following comments illustrate; 

"Over fAe 2 }'gar cowrie, / fo Aavg a 

TMg 7 /Mfo fo paf/gMfj: -

Aoiv fo acf ... fAaf /worg 

coM/?di2Mf wzYA (MS' - degrgg 

'7 /» a D(^ m a 

school and finally I had a placement with Social Services 

0.71 PFe werew Y reaZ(y a/Zowecf fo &) f/zg 

6ecaM?»)/ Mum OM O. Z, 7 a//owg<^ 

go in for two weeks. Yes. they ... (work placements^ helped 

me. 7%ey gm;g mg gjcpengMca 7 

Mof doMg 6 ^ r g ... fAg (3M6/pracf/c6z/ 

gApgffgMgg W#/z c/fgMfOMcf dbmg f/;g706. " 

- O. Z (7ggrgg 
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'7 fAree (fwrmg m)/ GJVFQ co%/rj:e. O^e wee^ 

OM j^gmaZe ĵ wrgzcaZ warc^ a weeA; wzYA a /fea/fA M m a 

Hea/fA CeM^g fwo yyggAiy OM 6Z c/z/ZofreM ... 7%g}' 

/zg/pe f̂ TMg? D^M/^g^... ZTigj//?r^arg<^mgybr (zcfwa/(y 6g/Mg 

m ^Agyo6 / woMfgc/ fo do ". ( i r - dggrgg atwcfgM̂ ^ 

One student contacted a local hospital to do a placement in their O.T. 

Department, but was turned down owing to staff shortages. So she became 

a volunteer on the wards instead wliich proved most beneficial because of 

the range of clients and medical problems that she covered. 

" 7 7»y w/OA* g.%pgr/gMcg OM ZM f/;g 

Ti/Ojp/W (7̂  TM}/ MOfg 6gM^CZa/ (Zf 

Âg /̂/Mg ̂ gCf̂ Wj-g 7 Âg ĵ copg a// (%pgĵ  wor/c 

... ĵ O/Mg /̂wg m wp OM f/lg 

...7 rgar/(y, rgj//y g?yoyg(ifAof, 7 woM ĝ̂ f fo (io 0.71 

... 7 a/^o worA:g6/v^Co//ggg yy/YA^gop/g /gammg 

difficulties. Then I worked with the younger children in the 

crgg/;g (7<3z/gA./) Yybr mg ... y4M6/7<f/(f ĵ omg 

gjKpgngMcg w/f/i fAg g/dgy/y /7gG /̂g, 7 gf^b /̂gc/. 6'o 

7worAg6/ wfYA 6fiî rgM^ agg oM^f/^gop/g - wA/c/z 

vgyy good) and gvgn f/zowgA 7 Y gg^ ar cAawcg fo wort^ 

Âg 0.71 DgparfTMgM .̂.. 7 fAmA: mî rdg /Mg j^^oMggr 

m 7 woMfgd fo do ". (tM - 0.71 degygg 
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Work placements were not only important for enhancing students' 

confidence but in developing the student's professional value base which 

was necessary for working with particular client groups. 

cow/'Jg ... 

... TM}) WwgJ fo COTMg 

M'g/'g yby 7M}; (^grgg. " 

(̂ ZM - 6'ocW 

6.4.6 Aspects of the H.E. course with which GNVQ students felt most 

confident 

GNVQ students were most confident with knowledge and skills which 

they had covered before in their GNVQ courses, in particular - the social 

sciences, the work placements; patient care; communicating with patients; 

group work, researching and computer skills as the following extracts 

illustrate. 

w/g a o/pjycAo/ogy /« GWT^. /mf 

w/<zy vg/y foo, aMcf fAg j^oc/o/ogy. TX? f/za 

GWF^ fo vgry ... 

f/zg f/z/Mgy wg /« GT/Fjg. 7;̂  14;̂ ^ 

Aĝ R/z//. " (7T - jVz/rj/Mg 
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"i'/M poTf/CM/arr/y care ... fo 

ffroMger^, ̂ owmg fo ̂ 63̂  oMcf Aow fo ac^ m a Aojp/fa/ 

Te ,̂ co/M7MMM/c67f/MgwffA- wA/cA grw/fg <%» 

ZTMpOAfOMf;?6ZAY o/̂ f/zf^ COt/fĵ g ". 

(MS' - (/egA-eg 

"fFiifA f/;g G7/Fg 7 cowẐ f /»}; expgneMcej^ m fAe 

aM(/re/afg 6ac^... yy/zgf'gau' //;g c/egyea, };ow fo A^ow 

);oMr <3M6f ̂ /OM Aar̂ f fo ̂ o w fAe fAeo/y. 7%g G#FQ 

/MOT-g /)yacf/CGr/ aM<3f /»g Ae/̂ gr. Tfowevgr, 7 f/;nve^/ 

OM m}/ pmcf/ca/ of fAe C/M/vgyĵ /z); ^ecawj^e fAorf 

}yA(7f 7 gyyo}'". (tM - 0.71 (^ggraa 

111 some cases, students felt most confident with the infomation-seeking 

and planning skills which they had acquired on their GNVQ course. 

"TTzg p/aMM/Mg 077(3̂  wor^/Mg fAmwgA 

Oĵ /̂gMTMgMfâ ... 7ygg/ COŷ digMf fMp/OMM/Mg OM aM(7 

ggff/Mg 7̂  OM /̂Twe aM(7 Twâ /Mg ĵ z/rg 7'/M mc/wdfMg f/zmgĵ  7 

Mgg(7 fo fMc/«6fg." (Z,)^ A^ofwi/gy}' afggrgg 

"fFg Aaaf a /of q/^pmcf/cg af gaf/zgrmg /y^nMaf/oM 

deciding which aspects were relevant during the GNVO. And 

y?MdzMg o«f /zow fo ggf w/Agrg fo ggf f/zg 6gj'f 

7'vg TMgf af f/zz\y wM/vgr̂ /(y w/io vg Mgvgr 

Agorr̂ y o/̂  '.S'ocW TygM^k"'... li/Ao <joM Y w A g / ' g caw ggf 

/ŷ r/MorffOM^OTM w%6/wAo <̂oM Y prqpgr(x Aow fo wĵ g a 
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//6mA};. are wAo doMg f/ze ̂ //};gar 

COM Y fAe caWogwe ". 

(!ME - /Mafwyg - CommwM/(y ckgre^ 

Thus it appeared that the first year of the degree aiid diploma courses 

involved some repetition of the content of the GNVQ. However, this was 

providing reinforcement, engendering confidence and the consolidation of 

learning, rather than duplication and frustration among most students. In 

this context, and at tliis level, GNVQ was helping to bridge the academic-

vocational divide. 

HE. In fact it was a bit tedious really. But as the HE course 

7 w e Ye m TMore 

wgyg ygpgf/f/ve, garvg me a q/" 

f/zof ĵ o/Mgf/zzMg OM zf... 

A q/^... gof m z M f o /zzgAgy gcA/cafzow wzf/zo«f foo 

TMMcA pwzzc, / ". 

GNVQ students also felt that they had benefited Irom training in computer 

and research skills as the following comment illustrates; 

ce/YwM j«c/z ay A^-c/zo/ogy, &)c/o/ogy 

5'ocza/ foZ/cy - / cgyfam/y 7 /za(/ a goocf growM f̂rng 

ÔTM f/zg v47Z6f /. dl^MZfg^, ^gcazfj^g 

aZf/zo«g/z wg (fẑ f a /MÔ Az/g OM /. 71 6̂A:z/Zĵ  OM f/zg DzpZo/Ma /o r a 

Zof pgqp/g yi/Ao wgrg Mof co7?zp«fgr /zfgrarfg aZ/, zf 

gATfyg/Mĝ  6̂ Z;/̂ cw/̂ ybr ĵ omg /?gqp/g fo ggf fo gr^j^ wzYA, 
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w/iereay ive grw/fg worA: OM f/zg G//P^. 6'o 

fAaf cgrf<3rm/y a f/ze rgiyearc/i ĵ AVZ/â ... 

6k/?M/̂ e ,̂ 6gcaw^e we a rgj^earcA mô A/Ze ow fAg 

cowr^g. / g r w / f g coy^6^Mf wfYA ^Aô e '' 

(%8 - 6'oc/ar/ jybrt (//p/o/MJ 

6.4.7 Aspects of the H.E. course with which GNVQ students were 

having difficulties 

My research indicated that students in my sample were having greatest 

difficulties with science subjects such as micro-biology, physics, anatomy 

and chemistry. This finding was also supported by comments 6om tlie 

H.E. course tutors, which is reported in the next section. Although the 

GNVQ had given students some background knowledge across some of 

these areas, there was certainly a shortfall in the range and extent of the 

knowledge in comparison to A-Level students who had studied the 

discrete subjects. 

'7 Mof 

goocf /f -

j/OM (7 6/̂  q/"gvgyyfAmg. Bwf f / z e j y g a r q / " D g g r e g 

p/zj/^fo/ogy oMcf ̂ oc/o/og)^^cAo/ogy 

7 a q/^j^oc/o/ogy p^yc/zoZogy -

}y/YA fAaf. .gwf //e/f <7 6/̂  viz/f/z 

/7eqpZg w/zo /zacf &)Me 6zo/ogy, ̂ /z}'^fo/ogy aMofom};-

jipecz/zc .^-Z,eve/^ / /zâ f MOf &)Mg wẑ f f/zof wowZcf 

Am;e 6eeM veyy " (t75' - (9.7! degree 
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m /y^eZ ̂ er̂ OMaZZy fAaf i'm 

ZarcAjMg Aoj-zc ̂ Aj/a^zo/ogy. " M/(Ay//eyy cfegrae 

"7%g CAg/M/^fyy/?a/Y... fFeZZ, wg Y rga/Zy do a greor̂  (/gaZ 

q/̂ CAg/M/ĵ A}; m fZze GJVF(2 <3M6f Y reaZZy &)Me CAeTw/̂ fyy 

6ff ĉAooZ fo fAe exfewf fAorf we }(/gre Zf /M jVwrĵ /Mg". 

(TT - Nursing Diploma student) 

Tills situation was exacerbated when two other variables were present, 

namely, where the H.E.I, was very examination orientated and also used 

mass lectures to deliver the knowledge to two hundred plus students. Tliis 

provided such a contrast to the teaching and learning styles witliin 

GNVQs, and presented a major hurdle for some GNVQ students, as the 

following comments illustrate; 

"f)̂ ZZ, o6vfo«ĵ Zy, wZZA Z/ig GAH/g ZZ arZZ wZZ/z ĵm̂zZZ 

groups 15-20 students in our tutor group and that's what we 

wgyg mwcA Zo... BwZ zAg m a / M Z M 

ZM f/zgyZrmyẐ /eorr orZ 'Q' C/M/verĵ ZZy fAgjg TMor̂ ĵZve Zecfz/rê ^ 

... wg W^ZMg676owZ200 - jOO/?gopZg /M a ZecZwre 

... J/02/ W Am'g ĵZwdgMf TMẐ fwZvgĵ , wM^̂ grgrarcZf/aZg TMZcm-

6ZoZogy - jyow &>ZMg jYrarZg/zZ /»Zcm-6ZoZogy 

... 6^0wowZffgaZ ar reorZ mZx, ZwcZwdZMgMz/ZrZZZoMZĵ Ẑ , 

(fZgZZcZaMĵ , };oM W geZ f/ze vyAoZg jpecZn/m ĵZwdieMZĵ  ZM 

ZgcZwrg& " (y4LMB -A r̂̂ ẑMg degree â Zi/deyzZ) 

"Were you able to take notes and abstract key points from these lecture 

situations?" 
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a Zof ff7M6 

fAe /Mfcm-6/o/ogy TMocm-Mŵ ngMfĵ  mvo/va^^ a 

Zô  q/^6m-cAg7»/j^^ .̂ ̂ M/gver, / Mever ^/o/ogy, 

j^^a/g/z^ C/zam/jfTy or f j ^ c A o o / . . . /6/f<^a 7Mf\y/z7M<7ĵ/z q/̂  

<7// q/̂ zf wẑ yybwM̂ f f/zaff ĵ czeMce-w/̂ e, zY ve/y (fẑ ĉw/f fo 

graj^ M//zaf W6Ẑ  gOZMg OM... 

ZM TMor̂â  Zecfwre ĵ ẑ wafzoM, j/ow c<3M Y f̂ /ze /ecfwrgy 

wz6f - 'O/z cow/ff ̂ /oz/ gjî /azM f/z(7f?' - 6gcaz/6̂ g f/zere arrg 

jOO pgqp/g f/zgyg. Tigĵ , f/zaf grwzfg ^fz^cw/f. ^ 6 / a Zô  q/̂ f/ze 

fz/Mg ZM f/zojg /gcfwrgĵ , / rgaZ/y (fzdĵ z Y f/zg 

jwZygcf 7M<?ffgr. W6Zĵ  vgyy " 

(y4MB -M/rĵ zMg (fggygg f̂z/6fgM() 

'How did you feel you were getting on in comparison with otlier students 

on the course e.g. 'A' level students. Were they struggling? Some of 

them?' 

"A/o, mrg^, MO. TTzgy ^ggmg f̂ fo 6g O.^. 7 f/zznÂ  zf /̂zg 

whole exam thing. They seemed to be a lot more up on it than 

/ w(ẑ , o6vzoMĵ ()/ coTMZMgyrozM <7 GAAP̂  6acAgrowM6^ 7%gy vi/grg 

TMorg ggarg(f wp fo f/zg C/Mzvgrĵ z(y cowr^g czf 'Q' Agcawĵ g zf w<%y 

a// gjcawz&.. / z f gwzfg Aarff... wz^/^//g(/a^gvy g%a7M& 

gg^zMg fo f/zg /?ozMf }y/zgrg / fAzwA: z/̂ / /z<?d̂  Y 

jpgrygvgrgc/ fraM^rrg<3^ AarcA: fo ' , fAgM / coz^M ̂ wzfg 

gaĵ z/y /zavg gzvgM zf ar/Z «p. " (̂ 4MB - M/y^mg c^grgg f̂wcfgyzf;̂  
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The combination of examinations, large lectures and a vast body of 

knowledge to absorb affected other GNVQ students on degree courses 

too. 

fAg g j C f Z T M w o r A : 

... grw/fe Zargg ... v4M6/ 

ly/fA fAg GAAFg yoM &» /f /« 6/oc^ Az/f w/f/z f/zg cfggrge vyg /zove 

fo croTM /MwcA fM ... fAg j^oc/o/ogy, f/ze aMafo/M)/, fAe 

p/fj/jWogy... }i/gyg fA/Mgy OM ... 

fM aZ/ fAg Y (fozMg. 

doMg y4-Z,gvg/̂  A(76f a 7 Aorva 

6ggM fo /f". (G/4 - 0.71 cifggreg 

However, in some cases, where students had focused early on a career and 

had chosen to do an additional 'A' Level or GCSE alongside their 

GNVQ, this 'additionality' facilitated their progress on their H.E. course, 

particularly in nursing or the para-medical professions, as the following 

extract illustrates: 

Y ^ / o / o g y or f A^^/o/ogy <2 

- TMqy Am;g 6ggM Agcaẑ ĝ 7 TTiM/MOM 

a/oMgy/dg fAg GJVFQ GC&E /» m}; j/gorr af CoZ/ggg... 

so I was quite up on the anatomy and physiology. In school, it 

way ar// Co7M /̂Mg(f &7/gMcg GCSE, 7 cAoĵ g fo TTumaM 

f A}'6̂ /oZogy g7vg mg Âg ^oiy/gd^g 6 ^ r g 7 

went to University. " (TT -Nursing Diploma student) 
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Examinations proved a major hurdle for some GNVQ students in my 

sample, though not all. Much depended on the teaching and learning styles 

adopted by the H.E.I.s. Generally-speaking, the H.E.I.s fell into two main 

categories: those where teaching and learning was predominantly 

assignment-based with few, if any examinations in the first year of the 

course. These H.E.I.s tended to be post-1992 universities, namely, the 

fonner polytechnics and usually involved the diploma in nursing or social 

work courses. Secondly, H.E.I.s where the emphasis was on delivering 

substantive knowledge, usually science-based, which was formally tested 

in several three hour unseen written examinations, usually at the end of 

each semester. This mode of delivery was most evident in traditional 

universities and on degree courses such as nursing, midwifery, radiography 

and O.T. 

The following comment was made by a GNVQ student on a nursing 

degree course, who, although she had gained a Distinction in her GNVQ, 

found the combination of mass lectures delivering discrete subject 

knowledge and frequent examinations too much to cope witli at her chosen 

H.E.I.. She left after the first year and transferred to a nursing diploma 

course at a different H.E.I, where the teaching and learning styles were 

more assignment-based, which she found more compatible to her needs. 

'7/MeoM fAgyg warg fAg Tow W6̂ 0 a or 

(7 w/zo/g TModw/e ZM apayf/cw/m" fAere Y fAarf 

wffA ... a wAoZe f/zree TMOMf/zj" 
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/zwge y?/g q/̂ Zecfz/̂ g q/^cf/dk Y Twâ g .yewje 7 W 

Acrve fo fo rgv/^e ̂ om f̂ gTMybr f/ze exaTM^ jMcf wor^ Y 

ygorZ/y A^%pgM/Mg." degrgg 

In reflecting on tliis experience the student concluded; 

'7 /7r^6zrg(f mg wg/y w / g / / [ T M / v g y j ^ / f k ' 

cowr^g, 6ec(7«ĵ g arg more ^Aey 

only have one lot of exams which they run at 18 months after 

the common foundation exams ... But 'H' were very good 

fo }/0M '7%/̂  6ar^/ca//y j/ow 

Mee(/fo q/Toy fAe exoTWĵ '... 5'o fAej/ woW f̂ gzvg 

a 6zf q/̂ OM ZMfircâ /oM OM wAorf };owr exam 

6g. AAof fAorf f/zey wowM gzve /̂oz/ f/ze gzvg }/0M 

f/ze ggMgm/ Z(fg67 w/z<3rf fqpzc fo rgvzâ g. " 

(!%A^ -7/wrĵ zMg dlggrge 

I have no data on other GNVQ students who may have dropped out of 

their H E. courses during their first year because of not coping with the 

subject knowledge and examinations. However, other research indicates 

that non-completion of GNVQ students in HE was indeed a problem. 

(Abramson and Jones, 2001) and this needs further investigation. 

Otlier degree students found the combination of subject knowledge and 

examinations challenging as the following dialogue illustrates: 
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m Zyee/ ̂ er5̂ 0Mcr/(̂  f/iaf /'m 

/(7cA:fMg ^arj-zc fZz /̂ĵ /o/ogy. " (ZvfF - M/<3^yi/gfy cfggreg 

"So it's the subject-area ratlier than the actual exam that is bothering 

you?" 

"2%e fwo co/M̂ ZMgcf fo 6e w/fA j/ow. 7 &)» Y gxa/M& 

/'ve &)Mg ZM fo 6e /» 

OM oiŷ /gMTMeMf ii/ay o r } y a r y - Mô  ar fAreg /zowr 

yy/fA grz/gĵ f/OM& " (ZfF- M/(fw/^yy diggrgg 

The most difficult aspect of the degree, diploma and professional training 

courses which all GNVQ students cited, was essay writing. Indeed, the 

analytical skills of breaking down an essay title into its component parts, 

reading and abstracting evidence from a wide range of sources and 

synthesising an answer into a coherent argument in the form of an essay, 

proved a challenge to GNVQ students. It was these skills witli which the 

GNVQ had helped the students least and proved to be one of tlie most 

critical tilings for H.E.I.s to address with their new students. 

'7 f/ze or m/fWZy, Mof 

(foMg mwcA OM f/ze Tgj:, m)/ TMarzM 

vi/garAMgĵ ^ fo 6gg7M ... aZf/zo«gA 7 

yggZ f/zaf 7 ovgrcowzg zf." - ^ocW c^ggrgg f̂wdgfzf;) 

"Ey^< -̂wnY/Mg... / / y W (z comp/g^g/y ĵ (y/g 

M/nf/Mĝ oTM Co//ggg. Tow Mgĝ f fo do j/owf r^rgMCZMg wz<y 

morg fo rga^f. f/zgj/ zf fo 6g %?g6f OM 
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fAe ... or <jo«6/g-j^67cg /A 

Co//gge fAg); arcc^fg^f m)/ worA:, 6wf m .^E. /'/» gg/̂ /Mg 

comTMCM̂ ĵ  /&g; '̂ ea<iy ^oo TMWcA Z/̂ e a ^foyy. CA/7d̂ /fA:e ^(y/e 

q/^wnf/Mg % 5'o /f a q/^fTymg fo TMÔwrg /M)/ a 

6/f. " - D^/omor /« 7/«rj^mg 

'7ybwMcf T4/nfmg <̂ i(y?cMZf... 

fT̂ z/Mg fo /MaA% ĵ wre f/iof zf correcf/y. 

Ayĵ /gMmgMf T4;nf/Mg rea^f/Mg are MOf Meceĵ a^an/y /»}/ ĵ r̂oMg 

points unfortunately. It's one of those things and it's why I 

cAoĵ g ( W P ^ m^Aer v^-Zgyg/j ". 

- M/ry/Mg (fî /o7M(3r 

"fFg Y Am;e examj^ m f/zey?ryf ̂ 'eorr, 6wf wzfA 

wnfmg, f/xaf a 6/f cA ĉz/Zf Agcaw^e vi/e /zad^ Y 

rea/Zy 6ggM pr^are^f^br fAaf (^wnng fAe GAHP .̂.. ^ ^ r g n c m g 

- fAorf fawg/zf OM fAe G//KQ /Z a ^z^rgMf .yfn/cfwre 

ybr fAe dlegT-ge. 7 yeĝ w/rĝ f a /of q / ^ 7 weMf fo ĵ eczcrZ 

(A/rmg f/ze degree fo &» wnfmg OM̂f 

r^reMcmg". ^EM- 6'ocW ffbr^ degree ĵ fwdeMf) 

Nevertheless, it appeared to be a transitory problem for most of the 

students in my sample: it was a learning challenge which they generally 

met depending on the extent of help and additional support that they 

received from the H.E.I.. However, many GNVQ students not only had 

problems with essay-writing, but witli mastering the referencing 

requirements in H.E. althougli generally-speaking H.E.I, tutors addressed 

these worries as the following comments demonstrate. 
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vi/Acrf fAe G//P^ vŷ ĵ  /̂/̂ cwZf. PFe//, /f (Z /of 

fM 6̂ (y/e aM<f 2/ĵ /Mg a Mew r^reMce wA/cA 7 Y 

6 ^ r g /M f/?e GjVFg fooA: a ly/z/Ze fo /gam. ŷ M̂ / fAe 

/gMĝ A worâ  a /of /oMggy we// j , jOO fo J,000 wor̂ ^ ... 

But they (the H.E. Tutors^ were very good at teaching us the 

way f/zg); woMfgc/ fAe wnffew ... Te ,̂ wg /ofj: q/̂  

". (7T - D/p/oma 

"The only thing that initially got us into a panic was the 

r^ygMc/Mgybr .. f/zaf ĵ o/MgfA/Mg we »of OM 

G#F<2'̂  - .yfrMcfwrg OM 7%ey rga/(>/ybcwĵ gcf 

OM /f w/;gM w g a r r / v g ^ Agcawâ g wg wgyg a 6/f poM/c-Jfrwct 

a6oz/f a// ^^ygMC/Mg. .Bwf wg ôoM gof wĵ gĉ  fo /f. " 

-7V«r̂ /Mg D^/oma 

'7 A?7gw f/zg q/^r^ygMC/Mg, Awf fAaf OMg arga f/zof 

(f^Mzfg/y Mgg<ak fo 6g a(&yrgĵ ĝ6/ m G//FQ ĝcawâ g zf 

ÔTMgf/zzMg f/zof ̂ /zo«/(^ Y 6g a^ro6/g7M. Bwfybr moMf/ẑ  q/̂  

f/zg /zrĵ f };gar wg a//ybz/M^ zf gz/zfg a cAa//gMgg - w/zzc/z wg 

ĵ /zow/c&z Y /zavg /z<36f fo woryy aAowf. " 

(ZPF- MzfAyz/gyy (^grgg 

6.4.8 Perceived usefulness of the GNVQ for their H.E. course. 

Most students found their GNVQ course very useful in facilitating their 

transition to H.E. It gave them a good grounding in a wide range of 
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knowledge and skills and, with the exception of the essay-writing and 

referencing problems mentioned above, it prepared them well for H.E. 

Generally speaking, there was a good 'mesh' between the underpinning 

subject knowledge in the GNVQ and the H.E. courses, and the GNVQ had 

given the students useful training in research skills and experience of group 

work as the following extracts demonstrate: 

Diploma in Social Work - they weren't very far apart really. " 

(KB - Social Work diploma student) 

7 Y / W / am 

MOW 7 Y (joMg fAe GAAFQ me w/fA 

f/zof/'m gayengMcmg 77 E. M)/ 

(IfM 7\E.^ me 7 Y 7 W 6g 

lyAgrg 7 Movf wz/Aowf o?" Âg cow/iyg... 7 wowZdSpi Y 

Â zvg 6ggM pr^a?"gcZ gMowg/z /f. 7f rga/Zy /ig^ 

(fggygg 

"I think that just doing the GNVQ was brilliant groundwork 

ybr TMg... gjpgg/a/^ybr /wj; /M)/ GC6!E^ 

6gcaw^g fAg /Mcoypora^g^ a yv/̂ fg vang(7 

rgĵ gcrrcA a /of morg growp worA:, fY /)y^ayg(7 mg wg//ybr 

7M}; 77. E. cowrĵ g ". - 0.71 dggrgg 

"7%g G7/M2 goo6i^ 7f cgrfmM^ Ag^gcf /Mg. 7 / l-

7,gvg/j'ybr OMg };gar (3M6/ Y <3̂0 wgZZ. 7 woMfg f̂ 
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do j-orngfA/Mg / Aar<̂  or WA: w/fA ?»); Twfoy" 

aM<5̂  / fyy fAe GW^P^ cowr̂ ĝ OMcf <̂o aw y4-

Z,gvg/ w/̂ /z /f. ,1̂ 0 /f a// worArĝ f owfybr /Mg. 7 y4-Z,gve/ 77w/M(3M 

^/o/ogy wzf̂  gof (Z grordg E ". 

(MS'-j^^z^f/ograp/z)/ ĉ legygg 

Preparation in time management was another aspect of the GNVQ course 

which was identified and valued by GNVQ students, as the following 

comment illustrates: 

"I think it prepared me well for my Nursing Diploma course 

f/ze worA: fo ggf 6k)Mg m fw/o };gar& 7 

me m my f/me TMOMaggTMgMf 

gavg me or M/ce ybr f rcyacf 2000 

cowrĵ g oMcf zf covgyg f̂ /̂zg p^c/zo/ogy, 6fo/ogy ^oczoZogy 

wz6f zY or/̂ o /zg^g^f mg /zm̂ ZMg f/zg pracfzcar/ ^/dg q/̂  

GNT^ ^gcaw^g /̂z<3̂  /zg^g^f mg go OMfo f/zg 67̂- 67 Mgw 

5̂ 0 7 f/zmA: zf /^r^argcf mg wg/Z. " 

It was evident from some students that the modular approach in GNVQs 

and short external tests of GNVQs had given them confidence to proceed 

in small progressive steps. 

"7 f/zmA: f / z6z f&)ZMg mj/ 7 Agĉ r̂mg ĵ Zzg/zfZy morg 

rg/m:g<^ MOf /zavmg a 6/g gjcom af f/zg gM^f... Tv/zgrgaĵ 7grw/̂ g 

/zA (̂f f/zg ^(y/g q/'/zGrvzMg /z^/g gxamĵ  fg^f^ (jwr/Mg f/zg 

fgTTM WZ(7 7 ̂ /ZfM̂  /̂z<7̂  Z)g/Mg (76/g fO fAo^g /z#/g 7M06A7ZgJ 
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gfTve TMg f/ze fo move OM... 7/wj-f %?g 

q/^/eam/Mg f/zoM OM exoTM orf /̂ig gM(y q / ^ w / i o / g };gar, w/i/cA 

g'M/fg abwMfmg". - O.Tl ckgrgg 

"7%g j^acoWj/garr q/̂ fAg G # F g coz/yĵ g arf T ' Co//ggg Aĝ g<3̂  a 

/of wfYA /Mj/ coy^6^gMcg. 7%g cowr^g orf T ' CoZ/ggg c/zwiggfi TMg 

(7 /of... 7Wrgco/M/MgWofAgy^y fo do fAg G # P ^ cowrĵ g 6gcawĵ g 

/f goo^y/^r^arfTf/oM 14/aMf fo go zMfo q/̂  

c(zrggr ". (fggrgg .yfwdgM )̂ 

Althougli not intentionally designed for mature students, evidence from my 

research indicated that some colleges were using GNVQ courses as a 

'return to learn' course for mature students, which was also helping to 

bridge the academic-vocational divide. In reply to the question: "Do you 

feel that your GNVQ course prepared you for your H E. course?" one 

mature student replied: 

"yg& D^M/fg/y. 6ro«gAf mg AorcA: ZMfo ow/y 

6ggM oMf q / " < 2 cowf)/g q/̂ )/g(7r̂  6%/̂  f/zg cowr̂ ĝ f/zaf 

/'(f &)Mg 6 ^ r g GC5E Zgvg/, ^o fAof Y foo fax/Mg... 

/ 6̂ 0 fAmA: fAaf f/;g GAAP^ vgyy 7%g wor̂ f̂ 

fAg G # l ^ fAg ̂ g^nwoMcg cr/fgnor gfc. wA/cA 

fo fAorf, <7̂^ a /̂ r̂ zcf/fzoMgy 

MOM/, /'7M db/Mg#P^ w/fA f/ig O. (JcfW/y 

gomg OM aw 7/F<2 ' dlcr;/ fo/Morrow 7 ̂ o w f/z6zf 

M/z// Ag^ mg (jbzMg f/zaf ^gcawĵ g zY pg^ATwaMcg cMfgn^z 

(7gmM, wA/cA /V/ Aavg (7 vgyy goo^f q/]/̂ o/M 

&)mg /f /M}'ĵ ĝ  erf CoZ/ggg. " (1C6' - 0.71 ^fggygg 
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In some respects the GNVQ course had given students a head-start over 

other students in their first year in HE.. This had the effect of boosting 

their confidence at a very vulnerable time and easing them into their new 

teaching and learning environment. 

very ... 

7 /More OM 

fAe O. Z /M j"". (CL4 - 0.71 dggreg 

" T f g z v g M fAe / TMgoM a /of q/^f/ie 

7 /» wa 're &»/Mg MOw, m 

5'o of 7'vg q / ^ q / ^ f A g fA/Mgy wg 'rg W ẐMg 

aM<7 7'vg gof a vgyy ^ow/gd^g 6 ^ r g f/%gy 

fAg /ggf^rgj^ 

/M<7fz//"g - Commz/M/(y (/ggrg^ 

"Tg ,̂ GWT^ /Mg ZM f/;g wg covgygd! v4/ĵ o &)/Mg 

fAg gyâ /̂Mg 6̂ /zggf& 7f /)grA< ĵ̂  mWg /Mg ar 6/f Tworg 

yg^owyg^/ a6oMf wAgrg fo gg/̂  ^o/M. M%gM wg ggf 

foggf/zgr fo WA: fAg fAg ofAgr ĵ fwdgMf̂  

'7b« fo &) )i/Agrg fo go ybr 

'. /r f/irOWg/l &*/Mg OM f/zg G#F(2 

g.g. gomg fo f/;g TTgar/f/z v4Mf/ion(y, CowMc/Zj', 

mfgrv/gwrng a (fzgfzczoM..." (A645̂  -jVwrĵ mg D/pZoma f̂w6/gMf) 
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However, my research indicated that GNVQs helped students least with 

essay writing, referencing and coping with large lecture situations. They 

were not accustomed to note-taking in a lecture environment and were 

somewhat daunted by this. 

"The GNVQ work-load was sufficient and I managed it. It's 

f/ze fAgy Am;e g/vew 

/wore yowr vy/zeM }/oM go OM fo TZiE. 

/MarArg <371 qpf/oM - D /̂oTMor m 

"All the form-filling in GNVQ didn Y help at all at H.E. level. 

^o/»e fAmgy weyg GAAP^ w/z/cA Aarva 

of .HiE. ... Aoiv fo r^ygMCgprqper/y. veyy 

<7̂  T/iE. wg M/gre Mgvgy f/ie <3f 

GA/?<2- Mgvgr gof w?}' OM /;ow fo 

ybrm fAg q/̂ OM or Azow fo or 

... fAaf a wAgM we mfo " 

(!ME -TMfTfwre - Co/MTMWMffy dlggre^ 

The following extracts sum up the value of GNVQ in helping to bridge the 

academic-vocational divide from the students' perspective; 

"Overa/Z, GA^Fg gjcfrg/wg/y ybr mg. 7%g 

feacAery OM G//Fg werg 6 /̂fecfg6^ 
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Aea/fA Twade /f veyy g a ^ y m e fo 

f/zg AAwrâ fMg oMcf /zg^g(f AMg 14;/̂/% /M}; 

apy /̂zcaf/oMĵ . Ovgm// /f a / e a r r M / M g c w r v g m g 

GMcf /f rga/^ vgyy ybr m}/ 7!f/gAgy Ê &câ /OM. / wowW 

rgcoAMmgM̂ f /f fo jM̂ /OMg fo go /Mfo a /pmcf/ca/ 

Mwr̂ /Mg-f}pg yo6." (TT - TVwr̂ zMg (f^/omor ̂ ŵcikM^ 

"I thoroughly enjoyed both courses. (GNVQ and HE) The 

GJVy^ - / Mô  vg/y^77M///ar }y/zgM 7 gTM̂ arÂ ecf z/poM 

it, but I found it an absolutely brilliant course, and it was 

g%^g/Mg/y /y^y7»67f/vg. 7 f/zmA:ybr wzyoMg w/zo zj" gomg OM ô 

do O.Z, Mz/rĵ zMg, j^ocW wor^, /?ro66ZfzoM wor^... wAafgvgy ẑ  

TMcry 6g, ẑ  cgyfazM/y vgyy, vg/y goo^f groz/M /̂zMg 7 (fo 

^ o w f/zgy-g ĝ w/fg a (fg^afg a^ozff f/zg coTM̂ Grrẑ yoM wzf/z /4-

7,gvg/^ gfc. zf ggr̂ mM/y jparA: a /zgor/fA}' <^g6afg OM TTzy 

77 E. cowr^g. ;8z/̂ 7 gg/fazM^ 6gM^fg<7y^o7» zf aM<7 7 coM OM/y 

j:qy f/zorf fo^gqp/g ... f/zarf 7/zar6f a goo(f gjcpgr/gncg wzcf^g/f f/zaf 

zf Ag^g^f mg z/»7»gMĵ ĝ . 7'vg ar// my /?0A^/z0 yvorA^̂ o/?z 

ẑ , M//zzc/z 7 /ooA:af Moiy, gvgM MOM/7'm worAzMg. " 

(KB- 5'ocW PP̂ rA: r̂«dgM(̂  

" 7 f A g G # F ^ cowr^g rgaZ/y /zg/^7 7f /zg^g^f mg wzfA or/Z 

my m^gcfj: oMcf wzfA my co7»pwfgr ĵA:zZZ&, commMMzcofzon 

wzY/z Zofj: q/"6fz^rgMf ... mzf̂  ^nc^Mg f/zg 

UMZvgry/̂ y cowr^g - zf worj rgaZ/y /zg/R/wZ. 7 (̂ /dŜ z Y rgorZzĵ g arf /̂zg 

fzmg /zoiv Agj(R/wZ zf woz/Ẑ f 6g." - TVz/ryzMg cfzp/oma 6fMdgM() 
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Thus to conclude: compatibility between the teaching and learning styles 

of GNVQs and the H.E.I, appeared to be a crucial factor in facilitating 

students' progress on their H.E. course. Perhaps the GNVQ Distinction 

student who changed H.E.I.s after her first year on a degree course should 

have the last word: 

/?gop/g MOf q/̂ f/zg prgĵ ĵ wrg g%a/M& / 

think I was very fortunate that the Advanced Diploma in 

Clinical Nursing that 'H' University offered was so much 

/Morg fo 7»g. 

... / dOM V IvAgfAg/" ^gcawĵ g f/zg 

centres (the F.E. College and the H.E.I.) were close together 

wor^gf^ foggf/zgy. / f j - g g m g ^ f f/zorf yro/M f̂ /zg 

GAAFg cowr̂ -g fo 'Tf' L/Mzvgrĵ z(y... or mz/c/z morg /zMgcrr 

thing than trying to take myself off to a much more academic 

... ' f f ' gof a goo^f rgpMf(7fzoM ybr c ^ r m g goo^f vocar̂ zoMor/ 

cowr̂ gĵ  aM(̂ M«rĵ zMg, Agrng a vocofzoMa/ co«/vg, 'Tif' /z<%y 

dl̂ MZfg(̂ / gof f/zg rzg/zf zdgor. /47Z6f GAAFg d̂ ẑ f Ag^ TMgybr ̂ Ag 

' f f ' ̂ «6̂ ggrwgMf(y (igvgZqpg(f mj/pmgrgĵ a^zoM .... TM)/ 

ATzow/ĝ ĝ wzcf TTzg Ag^g^ /wg zm/MgMĵ g/yybr f/zg 
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q / " f A o f '.ff' roM ... Bwf if (fzc&i 'f /le^ me of 'Q' 

L/M/very/(y. (̂ XMB-jViwrymg (^gygg 

6.5 Summary 

Higher Education to-day is a very different picture compared to 1963. It is 

no longer the privilege of a minority elite. Government policy to expand 

H.E. towards a 'mass' system model has resulted in substantial increases 

in full-time students participating in higher education. But notwithstanding 

tliis policy combined with the policy of widening participating, class 

factors are still operating. The evidence indicates that funding mechanisms, 

student loans and changing patterns of access has resulted in higher 

education becoming increasingly differentiated by class, with middle class 

students predominantly attending the better resourced and more prestigious 

institutions. As Trowler concludes; 

For f/ze 70% go OM fo Azg/ier 

m MO ofAgr fAa yzgwrg 

exceed 50% Furthermore -

f06^^-7992 60 pgy TMoyg 

/zarcf Zr;/ OM/y//ve Ay f/ze j/eorr 2000." 

yrom/zve f/zoM â?z<i m 799J. " (TroWer 2002 
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Tliis evidence is also supported by the findings of my own research where 

progression to H E. by GNVQ students was predominantly to the post-

1992 institutions with students choosing to attend local H E. provision due 

to financial constraints and being able study while living at home. Thus the 

Government's policy on widening participation has only partly worked. 

Evidence from the UCAS statistics over the 6 year period 1996-2001 

indicates that student progression 6om GNVQ programmes to higher 

education increased by one and two thirds - from 4.7% in 1996 to 7.8% in 

2001 of the total HE entrants, althougli the majority of entrants were still 

from traditional A-Level backgrounds. These figures were partly achieved 

through positive discrimination in favour of GNVQ applicants at H.E.I.s 

guaranteeing them interviews and offers. However, tliis data is generic and 

covers all GNVQ programmes; no separate figures are available for 

GNVQ Health & Social Care apphcants. Some data is available on the 

type of HE course to which GNVQ students progress, but some of these 

students could have come from GNVQ Science, GNVQ Leisure & 

Tourism or GNVQ Hospitality & Catering as well as Health & Social Care 

programmes. Nevertheless, it appears that a significant number of GNVQ 

Advanced students were progressing to Nursing, Radiography, and other 

courses related to medicine, and on balance it is likely that most of these 

would be from GNVQ Health & Social Care programmes. 

But what conclusions can be drawn from my research data and how can 

these address some of my Key Questions? 
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(KQl) To what extent were GNVQ Advanced Health & Social Care 

students gaining entry into H E. and professional training? 

(SQl) How acceptable was GNVQ Health & Social Care - on its own, 

or in combination with GCE A-Levels or other 'additionality'? 

(SQ2) Was this GNVQ more acceptable in some H E. establishments 

than others? 

(SQ3) If GNVQ Health & Social Care students progressed to H E., 

how did they themselves feel that they had coped with their H E. 

course, namely, with the academic content and teaching and learning 

styles there? 

Evidence from my research indicates that 64% of students in my sample 

progressed to H E., but progression was predominantly to the post-1992 

universities and included degree, diploma and HMD courses. The majority 

of GNVQ students in my sample gained access to either their first or 

second choice of H.E.I., but no consistent policy was evident on entry 

requirements and offers made by H.E.I.s. Some establishments required a 

Distinction or a Merit at GNVQ, while others accepted a Pass. However, 

progression seemed easier to diploma courses in nursing, and social work 

and to general degree courses than to degrees in O.T., radiography and 

midwifery - where 'additionality' in the form of a GCE Advanced level, 

was usually required. Indeed, 40% of students in my original sample 

(Phase I fieldwork) took at least one A-Level alongside their GNVQ 
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Health & Social Care course in order to enhance their chances of 

progression to H.E. 

This 'additionality' requirement did cause GNVQ students some anxiety, 

but with hindsight it was justified to enliance their depth of knowledge and 

understanding of subjects like biology, chemistry and physics particularly 

on para-medical courses, since it was these subjects with wliich they 

frequently struggled. My research supports the concerns of some H.E. 

admissions tutors that GNVQs "were not good preparation for single 

honours courses which required a clearly-defined body of knowledge." 

(Nash 1995a) 

GNVQs appear to be more acceptable in the post-1992 universities. 

However, tliis is not surprising as the former polytechnics are more likely 

to offer vocational degree courses which provide the most likely or 

suitable progression from GNVQ programmes, rather than straight degree 

courses. But having progressed to H E., there are certainly some concerns 

about GNVQ student retention rates (Abramson and Jones,2001) 

So what are the issues affecting the retention rates of GNVQ students? At 

a more micro level of analysis, to what extent have the teaching and 

learning styles of GNVQ programmes prepared students for independent 

learning within a university environment? 

Did GNVQ students enter H.E. with any particular advantages or 

disadvantages compared with students from the GCE A-Level route? 
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This brings us back to some more of my Key Questions. 

(KQ2) How did GNVQ Advanced students feel about their GNVQ 

teaching and learning experiences as a preparation for HE? 

(SQl) What was the 'value-added' of GNVQs from their 

perspectives? 

(SQ2) Did the students identify any particular limitations of the 

GNVQ curriculum for progression to HE? 

From the students' perspective, the majority of them in my follow-up 

sample felt that they had made good progress by the end of their first year 

in H.E., but they were aware of the higher level work and they felt 

'stretched' by the pace. Their GNVQ Health & Social Care programmes 

had facilitated their progression to some extent by providing useful 

underpinning knowledge of both academic subjects and professional 

values and had given them confidence in using computers, in researching 

assignments and communicating with patients and clients. However, their 

main difficulties were developing the required essay-writing skills for 

H.E., coping with science-based modules, mass lecture teacliing situations 

and adjusting to three hour, unseen written examinations. 

GNVQs have provided an alternative route to H.E. for some students. 

However, the suitability of GNVQ for H.E. depended both on the type and 

standard of the H.E. programme and the teaching and learning styles 

embedded witliin it. Where H.E. programmes focused on disseminating 
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knowledge of particular science-based subjects e.g. anatomy, physics, 

micro-biology, and where these were delivered by large lectures to multi-

disciplinary students with frequent hurdles involving three hour unseen 

examinations, in these circumstances, GNVQ Health & Social Care 

students fared less well than their A-Level counterparts. 

GNVQ students fared best where they progressed to vocationally-focused 

diploma and degree courses in H.E.I.s, which provided a natural extension 

of their GNVQ course and where the H.E. teaching and learning styles 

meshed with those wliich they experienced on their GNVQ programmes. 

GNVQs did not prepare students as well as GCE A-Levels in essay-

writing skills, analysis and synthesis, or note-taking in mass lecture 

situations and unseen examinations. It is fair to conclude that the GNVQ 

curriculum provided a 'stepping-stone' to H.E.: there were some 

substantial gaps or shortfalls that GNVQ students needed to make up in 

order to successfully function on H.E. courses. GNVQs were a good 

stepping-stone to higher education, but not a complete bridge. 
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Chapter 7 

Perspectives from Higher Education: Analysis of results - Phase III 

Research 

7.1 Introduction 

There has been a mixed reaction nationally from H E. tutors to GNVQ 

students who have progressed to H.E. On the one hand, an article by Nash 

m the Times Educational Supplement (TES) in 1995 claimed that some 

university tutors maintain that GNVQs are ... "an inadequate alternative to 

A-Levels as preparation for academic life" (Nash, 1995 p.5) and clearly, 

the new vocational qualifications have not achieved 'parity of esteem'. 

The anti-GNVQ lobby, led by Richard Collins, Director of Admissions at 

the University of Lancaster, speaking at an annual meeting of the 

Association for Science Education in 1995, 

Focusing particularly in science, Collins cited inadequate subject 

knowledge, poor study skills and 'a woefril lack of mathematics in the 

Science GNVQ' as key weaknesses in the new vocational courses. 

gMgrneer/Mg w/ZZ come /Ag " 

Ae "TTze ggnem/ were Mof 
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ybr j-ZMg/e wA/cA rggw/rg^y a c/ear/y 

6o<^ q/'AMoWecî e ". (Wizy/z, q^. c/f. 

However, other H E. tutors criticised Dr. Colhns and bis faction for not 

supporting alternative entry routes to H.E., especially in the hght of higher 

education's need to expand. They cited evidence from a study at Kent 

University which showed that students from non-traditional F.E. 

backgrounds performed better on degree courses than those with A-Levels 

(Nash, 1995). However this divergence of opinion may be due to the two 

factions looking at tilings from different perspectives, tlie former group 

focusing on the adequacy and sufficiency of underpinning subject 

knowledge to undertake a specialist degree, the other group looking at the 

pohcy issue of widening participation in H.E. A more worrying issue is the 

widescale problem of first year H.E. non-completion by GNVQ students 

which does indicate some fundamental pathology. (Abramson and Jones, 

2001) 

7. 2 Views from other H.E. tutors 

A more recent study conducted by Sadie Williams, also from Lancaster 

University, examined the effectiveness of GNVQs as a preparation for 

H.E. (Williams, 2000). Using a qualitative research approach involving 

telephone interviews with 27 H.E.I, tutors, Williams found some perceived 

deficiencies with GNVQs which she located within the 

competence/progressivism debate (already discussed in Chapter 2 of this 

thesis). 
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In contrast to my research which focused on GNVQ Health & Social Care 

students' progression, Williams' research focused on progression to Hotel 

& Catering Management and Retail Management. Her higher education 

tutors were drawn from a range of courses, including HNDs and from both 

old and new universities as well as CHEs (College of Higher Education). 

As with my research, Wilhams found considerable variation in H E. 

admission requirements between institutions. 

Figure 7.1 Entry requirements by course type and subjects 

HCM HCM: RM: RM: Total 
HND degree HND degree 

GNVQ Pass 5 1 6 
GNVQ Merit 4 3 1 3 11 
GNVQ Merit 1 1 
+ extra units 

GNVQ Merit or 4 4 
Distinction 

GNVQ Distinction 1 5 6 
or Merit + extra units 

or an A-Level 
GNVQ Distinction 1 5 6 

GNVQ Distinction + 1 1 
extra units 

or an A-Level 
Total; 9 9 3 14 35 

(Williams, 2000 p.355) 
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Generally speaking HND courses accepted GNVQ students with Pass or 

Merit grades while the Degree courses required Distinctions usually with 

some 'additionality'. But the picture was very varied. 

Williams concludes: 

iwas roMge of 

6)/ q / a/so 

ZfgihWAag?? (TOWfSigjr Of /glAg/j. 

ĤSVfze ,co%y:s%%y cvij)/ <%s&2%cf/b,r <? jPkfjj; erf 

wanted a Merit or Distinction. Some wanted students to have 

ikz/beM (gjohra (%r a?? %% (2c6]%f/ovi, 

fAof f/ze}; wo«/6/ ZooA: e/fAer Meyzf or 

j[)ASf/M<:ffoy?, (3CC6%7ffMy7 z/ze /onwAer Zevig/ (3̂^ gTwcwĥ &̂affCvii f/w? 

6rowg/;f ofAer 7%^ mfo accowMf 

Mof OM/y g.%fr6z ĝ wa/y/fcarf/oMj' 6%/̂  M/oy* gjt^gr/gMcg or /?gr:yoM(z/ 

//Ae 2000 /?. jJj*) 

Williams found that all 27 of her H.E. tutors were willing to accept GNVQ 

applicants and only two in her sample (both from new universities) 

expressed doubts about the academic ability of GNVQ students. As with 

my research, Wilhams found tliat some H.E. tutors were reluctant to 

compare GNVQ and A-Level students. 

"OMC6 fAg}/ (zre Acre, f/ze)/ are fo ws, wAafever 

/̂zezr wg &»« Y "... 
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"fFe fo /o/'gGf w/zâ  camg 

/M Tiz/fA ". z6/<i p. ^ 

Williams concludes; 

"7%gĵ e fi/forj' M/gre GT/Fg fo 6g gzvgM ggrwa/ 

wzY/? o^Agr 0776̂  ar/oMgy/die fAg OM 

regrw/rgTMgMfj: <%6ove, ŵcA 

fAg g/Mgŷ gMCg 6^ a A/gA <jggrgg q/̂  

fAg y4-Z,gvg/ OM gM^ grz/a/i/fcaf/oM ". 

(Williams, op. dtp. 356) 

However, in contrast to Williams, my research findings do not support this 

interpretation about parity of esteem. The H.E. tutors in my sample, 

althougli expressing similar sentiments, reflected an ideological position 

linked to their self-perception, rather tlian evidence of 'parity of esteem'. 

In other words, they were keen to be seen as having a liberal, egalitarian 

attitude to all students rather than discriminating between them. 

Some H.E. tutors in Williams' sample were comfortable to identify 

strengtlis and weaknesses of GNVQ students compared with A-Level 

students. Their comments reflected the differences in GNVQ teacliing and 

learning styles: 

"They seem to be more mature in their approach to work. 

<7fg 67 /of morg or̂ wMĝ / fo fM f/zoM f/zg ^ -

Z,gvg/ <7/"g a[6Zg fo ggf wf) ancf 

n/MM/Mg m g^^cf/vg^ <3̂̂^ (3 growp mg/w^gr 
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fAgy are goo^f". (Wf///<2/M ,̂ qp. c/̂ . p. j 

However, there was a downside: 

"7%e (zrg /M f/zeoref/ca/ coMc^fW 

areorj. 7%g ^-2gve/j^ arrg f/ze qp^oj-zfe, m coMC f̂«<3Z 

orrea 6w^ weaA /« EorcA 

"7%e}/ are goocf of group oMcf prq/ecf worA: OMcf /eâ a: goocf of 

gjcomâ . 7%g ^-Zevg/ <7rg fAe deW c^oj^ife. Gooc/ of 

gA;a7M̂  GMcf MOf growp or ̂ rq/ecf wor^". 

(Wz/Z/oTM ,̂ c^. c/f. 

Williams concluded from her research that; 

'YAere no ovem// coM̂ gMĵ ŵ ^ OM wAg^Aer or Mof GA/TQ 

gM r̂awfĵ  v(/ere a6Zg fo cope w/fA fAe cowrie 

f/ZGM ^ - Z g v g / aM6^ MO ( / f ^ r g M C e j ^ 

q/^TfiE./. or Mew WM/vgr̂ /̂fy or co//ggg//M^^zYwf̂  vi/gre 

ybwM f̂". (W/Z//6Z7M̂ , qp. c/̂ . J 

Nevertheless, she discovered critical differences in HE. tutors' 

perceptions on how GNVQ students coped with assessment on different 

types of degree courses. GNVQ students handled assessment on HND 

courses as well as A-Level students, but there were significant differences 
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reported about GNVQ students' assessment performance on degree 

courses. H.E. tutors reported difficulties for GNVQ students regarding 

essay-writing, examinations and in constructing discursive pieces of work. 

7.3 Follow-up interviews with H E. Tutors 

A total of nine H.E.I.s were contacted to participate in the third part of the 

fieldwork, namely to explore the perceptions of admissions/course tutors 

of GNVQ students and their relative performance on their respective 

courses. These were: Salford University; Bolton Institute; John Moore's 

University, Liverpool; the University of Southampton; Bournemouth 

University; Plymouth University; Buckingliainshire Cliiltems University; 

Thames Valley University and St. Loye's School of O.T. 

These institutions were chosen on the basis of the original GNVQ 

students' chosen destinations and actual progression onto particular 

vocational courses. Since the H.E.I, sample had to be restricted to a 

manageable number, the final selection was determined by the range of 

courses to which GNVQ students had progressed. Also I wanted to 

acliieve a balance in the range of careers and a geographical spread. Thus 

where a University offered the GNVQ students in my sample progression 

to three courses e.g. to the Diploma in Nursing, the Diploma in Social 

Work and the Diploma in Midwifery this H.E.I, was more likely to be 

selected than an H.E.I, where there was progression to only one type of 

course. 
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A iTLimmmii of two telephone interviews were conducted with each H.E.L, 

which usually included a course tutor who was responsible for 

interviewing the GNVQ students and/or for ensuring that the H.E.L entry 

criteria were met. Course tutors were also interviewed since only they 

could comment on the GNVQ students' academic progress on their H.E. 

course. Sometimes the admission tutor was also the course tutor and could 

therefore speak about the entry stage as well as GNVQ students' progress. 

Thus in several cases there were up to five interviews conducted with 

different course tutors at the same H.E.I. 

7.3.1 Familiarity with the GNVQ course structure and mode of 

assessment 

Generally speaking neither tlie H.E. admissions tutors nor course tutors 

were very familiar with the structure and mode of assessment of GNVQs 

as the following comments illustrate: 

"The only thing that I know about GNVQs is that they are 

modw/orr... f/zerg fAem 

'7 core qpf/oMaZ 

/'7M Mof 

There was a general awareness among admissions tutors that the GNVQ 

was a vocationally-oriented course taken by post-16 students in schools 
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aiid colleges, but the course tutors usually had a more detailed 

understanding. 

%w%yevib3A%; zzf jw2c%)fzd&2A}' /eve/'' zuici <? /of 

TMore o^ecf/ve aAowf /f rga'/Zy " 

Tlufor 

In some cases where H.E. tutors had been involved in some allied 

research, or where they had been working in close partnership with 

schools and colleges during the early development phase of GNVQs, their 

concept of GNVQ was more refined. 

"/'/M yy/f/? fAe gewgrn/ Mof f/ze 

coMfgMf ZeveZ c/ĝ zrZy a 

AcrZoMCg 6ê M/egM & 5'oc/a/ Carre coMfewf, 

reZofmg AofA fo fAe f/ze ĵ c/eMce.y, 

awe/ //feracy Mwrngmcy ... w/fA 

/M05t fAere a p m c f / c e gZgmgwf 

<7̂  we// /» a roMge " 

"Tf7M0<^M/<7r.... (3M6f zY ZMVo/vĝ  coMfzMMOWĵ  r(7f/%er 

fAoM g»6/ };eor g%a7M& /f zf 

vocar/zoMar/ /"af̂ /zgy f/za» arcadg/»zc m f/zarf Aoryg fo 

demonstrate in a similar way to NVQ students that they know 

^ZMgj /Wzgf /̂zaM fo go g/gayz X?zoWg(3̂ g wicf âzf 
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cm exam of f/ze eW zf... a ceyfmM OTMOimf q/̂  

pmcf/cg mvo/ve^f ... M/orA Ẑarcg/MeMfĵ ". 

y46&MZj:̂ fOM̂  TwfOr 

However, they were unable to compare GNVQs with other entry 

qualifications such as GCE Advanced Levels, B.TEC National Diplomas 

and ACCESS courses. Most HE. tutors were more familiar with ACCESS 

courses especially where die H.E.I, tended to attract mature students. For 

most H.E.I, course tutors the type of entry qualifications that students 

came in with were less important than how they performed on the H E. 

course. 

"OMce M/e ggf OM fo prngraTMrne / doM Y a 

Aere. ggf a mwMc/ orre -

Y or grearf dear/ q/" Mofzcg gOMe OM 

fo faArg f/zg Wz/g .. /zow f/z^ arre 

OM cowryg vy/zor̂  f/ze/r are 

f/zey-g f/zew. owr a/m fo gef a// 

f/zmwg/z z/̂ we coM ... 0»ce we ge^ f/ze/M OMfo f/ze cowrye f/zew 

f/zey 're aZ/yzô f̂ j-crofc/z. " Cowrĵ e Zwfor 

Indeed, as with Williams' research (Williams 2000) HE. tutors were not 

always either able or willing to differentiate between students on their 

courses. 

yyowM j^fn/gg/e (A/̂ reM^za^e AefweeM MOM-

GVVF^ VM yacf coZ/earg^eĵ  Y ge^em/^ or 
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fo am (%% emfry .gnadbs or cMfry 

ĝ wa/y/fcar̂ fOM^ - f/zey /za<̂  rgv/gwe<^ Âe /M6//v/(A/aZ ///e ". 

Twfor 

7.3.2 Suitability of GNVQs as H.E. entry qualifications 

Although tliere was no detailed knowledge of the content of GNVQs, it 

was evident jfrom tlie interviews with H.E. tutors that GNVQs were being 

accepted as entry qualifications for degree courses. This was particularly 

the case where a 'Compact' arrangement existed witli a local F.E. college 

or H.E. tutors either knew F.E. course tutors or were involved in 'Open 

Days' run by themselves or F.E. Thus these 'micro' factors seemed to be 

important in facilitating progression of GNVQ students to H.E. 

(ToviaVf/er Z/zevm (([rNTV̂ Ĉ s) 

/acrwe /bpcYzZ TwAw) crre 

- .CO ()/" tye zfo c-ofisVc&zr 

"7 spent quite a lot of time when I started as an Admissions 

fwfor fry/Mg fo fo AMOw wAaf ar ivoyfA. / Mggdecf 

fo go acfwor/Zy wzc/ vi/Zzcrf /gvg/ fAg 

wgyg (zf ... AAoM/ / ĝ w/fg f/zarf zf way 

/goj-f goo6f OM '̂fAfMg g/6̂ g ... rggorcif <3r j-wzfaA/g 

gMfyy ĝM6zZi/?C6Zf/0M Twfor 
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Nevertheless, not all admissions/course tutors were either aware that 

GNVQ Advanced was the equivalent to two GCE Levels, or confident that 

tliis was the case. 

However, much depended on whether the H.E.I, had a policy on the 

acceptability of GNVQs which in turn was being influenced by 

Government policy. 

to A-Levels. For non-health courses the GNVQ was only 

recognised at Distinction level, with some additionality. 

AVCE (which has superseded GNVQ) is now taken at its face 

370 For fAe Dzp/oma 

6gfM/egM 760-7^0 mWe wp 

"7(2 ,̂ GTVl^^ are ceyfrnM/y fo fAe L/M/very/fy ... 

//zey 're (ZcfwcrZ/y fFe 'vg gof <7 Z/̂ Zg 6ooMe^ 

fo GAn/(2 fo ' wZi/cA Z/̂ â̂  zAg 

Zo ZAe dggree cowr̂ gmy wAeZAer Z/z^ rggrwZre 

additional units or an A-Level at the side of it. " 

TwZor 
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It was clear that H.E.I.s were asking for 'additionality' on Nursing Degree 

courses to ensure a good grounding in the required underpinning 

knowledge, as it was recognised that GNVQs were lacking in tliis area as 

the following comment illustrates. 

".For T T o M O M f w e vyowZcf a/wfTyj" a ywTYAer 4̂-

ZgveZ, f/ie WMdgr-mfmg OM 

jcfemce m fAe and pnevfowa 437^^2 

vy/zo /zavg a ĵ c/gMCg ̂ -

Zgve/ Aave a dî MzYe OM a^egrgg 

m Z,//e &/eMce^ 

However, macro factors such as changing demograpliic and market trends 

were also encouraging H.E.I.s to be more flexible on their entry 

requirements. Increased competition between universities for the same 

pool of post-18 students, combined with Government policy to widen 

participation and raise target nmnbers for H.E. were having an effect 

particularly on the post-1992 universities. 

entry qualifications and people who come in to H.E. ... and 

/M owy wg are 

wg woM Y go wroMg". 
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It was clear from the interviews with course tutors that H.E.I.s were using 

a number of strategies for entry onto diploma and degree courses. In some 

cases there were one-to-one interviews, occasionally panel or group 

interviews. Evidence from GNVQ students' portfolios was required by 

some of the H.E.I.s, while others were looking for 'value-added' derived 

from work experience, community or voluntary work. One University only 

did telephone interviews for entry to the diploma in nursing. These 

involved using psychometric tests and a range of scenarios and practical 

nursing situations to wliich the student had to respond. Interviewers were 

looking for certain key words in students' responses. 

It was evident that the H.E. tutors in my sample who were interviewed 

were not functioning as 'gate-keepers' to H.E. courses, but demonstrated a 

flexible approach to non -standard entry qualifications as the following 

comment illustrates; 

doM Y mggf evgyyoMg Mggdiy. PFe orre OMg 

f o r 

67 /of ,$'0 /'7M open 7 

fAorf OMce OM fo f/zg degree aAowf 

ii/Ao/ fAey orre oMcf Aow f/zey orre fo 

fo ge^ fo a po/Mf w/zere f^/z^ caM /or ZM 
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All degree students had to have suitable qualifications in English and 

Maths at GCSE or equivalent and be studying for qualifications which 

were acceptable to the H.E.I. 

"RPe gnwYe a tywdg - .4-

ybr ACCESS' 

wA/cA Am;g TEC 

/« &7/eMce or //ea/f/z ". Cowryg Tlwfo/" 

However, GNVQs tended not to have made an impact in relation to other 

entry qualifications on H.E.I, admissions tutors, particularly where the 

H.E.I.s were running modular degree courses and their policy was to target 

a particular segment of the post-18 student market such as mature students 

"/W v4CCE&$' are ggorrgcf 

z/p fo wAaf wg do - fAe - fAe 

In some cases there was a heightened awareness among H.E.I, course 

tutors of particular entry qualifications e.g. ACCESS courses, wliich had 

been stimulated by the research being done by external bodies. Indeed, this 

iialo' effect can be one of the unintended consequences of research. My 

own research also raised awareness of GNVQs in one H.E.I, where staff 

said they would start to compare GNVQ students' progress with other 

student groups as a result of my questions. 

7.3.3 Ability range of GNVQ Advanced students 
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Most H.E. tutors regarded GNVQs as an acceptable alternative entry 

qualification for a range of higher education courses but they did not see 

them as having 'parity of esteem' with A-Levels as the following 

comments illustrate. 

jfnwgggygK/ vy/f/z (dcQ/ cvie cnidf 

MOf j-eg/M fo cope vgfy M/g// f/ze f/ze /zzg/zer 

/gW %/or&... 

71̂ 6! aucdTny (ZMwf Z/ze vyeire (Gr7VT̂[) 

M/ere /zMe w/f/z f/zg f/ze coz/r^g, 6«f 

ivzouff j4j?6wh07Mry (ZMwy jFy?}%fA3/crg}' 6D?6f vy/fA 

wnfmg J, 000 TTzey (//(f Mof moMagg wg// m 

/6zrgg /ggfz/rg y46;&M/6̂ ẑoM&4Cowr:yg Tlŵ or 

GNVQ students appeared to struggle most on the para-medical science-

based degrees. This was particularly apparent with Midwifery, O.T. and 

Radiography degree courses. 

"The girls with GNVQ and one A-Level on the whole do tend 

fo ̂ frwgg/g vy/f/z fAg am<jg7Mic /gvg/ m fAg wnYfgM woyA, ^Ao«g/z 

/MMc/z Wff/z /̂zg ^gcarw^g wg w ĝ 

ZgormzMg. CgTfmM/y, fAg); cwz /MOMagg f/zg growp q/̂  

f MgfM/A}'-6(Z:yg(f jygam/Mg vy/zgM f/zg); co/wg fo /̂zg/r pgr^^oMj/ 

yyn^gM owĵ zgM/MgM̂ ^ fAgy j-gg/M fo Mggcf morg 

acAfgyg Zowgr w/zgygorĵ  f/zg ^-Z,gvg/ gjr/̂ y <3c/z/gvg mwc/z 

A/g/zgy- 7MarA;y. v4dm/̂ ĵ mMVCo«rĵ g Tw^or 
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Where there were several GNVQ students on the H E. course, and they 

were known to the course tutor, they were usually identified as being in 

tlie lower half of the ability range in the group. 

... OM w/fA/M f/ze ii/A/cA 

/ /oo^ec/ p n o r fo oz/y coMveryor̂ /oM, w/YA 

OM w/zo/g fgMcf 6g /» f/ze /ower fAe co/zoAf 

m fermj" q/"pg^nwoMce " Cowr̂ ê Twfor 

Generally speaking GNVQ students were perceived as weaker than A-

Level entrants. However an exception to tliis seemed to be the mature 

GNVQ students, a fact which emerged at two different H.E.I.s, as the 

following extracts illustrate. 

"Tow've f/zree 6Z 

particularly strong student ...(a mature student)... she's 

ybr Twe. 

ZM f/ze fop y?vg f/ze }/e6zr q/" JO. TTze of/zer fwo are 

average ybr f/ze };ear owe q/̂  f/ze/M a 6/f 6e/ow 

m;erage". (M^Cowrj^eZwrnr 

" ( y fAe we've come /zere, zf a ve/y m/xecf 6ag. 

TTzere OMe .. / c<3M Y ĵ ee /zovy ̂ /ze ' j gof /zere m f/ze /?/ace, 

while 'X' (a mature student) is a fantastic student. There's 

OMof/zer cowp/e wAo are nof c/ever of/zer^ w/zo few /̂ fo 

6e average Twfor 
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One post-1992 University wliich offered a 4 year degree in Social Policy 

and Social Work was very positive about GNVQ students of whom they 

had 14 across the 4 year programme. However, all of them were mature 

students and not 18 year olds which reflected the entry requirements for 

social work courses. In these circumstances, it is difficult to conclude 

whether their performance was due to the GNVQ course they had taken or 

to the age and maturity of the students. 

"fFe 

Zevg/ .f/bwgvgr, ybr J ive've 

f/ze ofAgr q / " w g Aovg... v4// 

/ am orra cfomg orre cerfrnM/y wMOMg 

f/ze fop g'z/orTfgr f/za coAorf JO. par/Y/cw/ar 

fAgTM /j: f A e e Z e / M g M f fAey've ... (in their GNVQ 

courses) f/ze f/zg)/ are vy/zaf 5^oc;a/ 

az-e /o f/zgo/y ybr 

However, students' academic performance was not the only criterion 

under consideration at the admissions stage as the following comment by 

an admissions/course tutor in Radiography illustrates. 

"Bwf ^g^/br/waMcg /j?z Y Mgcgj^^an/y f/ze OM/y f/zmg 

we 're interested in. They have to be able to meet the degree 

regrw/rgTMgMf̂  m f/ze gM̂f wg orrg az/Mmg fo /^mdwcg c/zMzccr/ 

yW/ogr(^/zgry vt/Ao arg compg^eMf gMowg/z fo go OMf OMcf 
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<3 yegrw/reTMgMf. we a/fo /ooA: ybr 

'adWeff Wz/e' wAew we /M^erv/ew ... f/ie Ar/Mf̂  q/̂  wor^ 

gA^er/gMce fAey've c/oMg, ... êa/M worA, worA^Mg w/Y/; 

groM ĵ", ... w/zaf fAey've a };ear, /̂?e 

Dw^g q/̂  E<̂ /M6MrgA ŷ war/"*̂  5'cAe7»e or of/zer ĵ zm/Zar ĉAg/Me.y 

fAe/r J^gcord[y q/̂ y4c/z/evg?MgMf". (SA() Cowrjg Twfor 

7.3.4 The main difficulties of GNVQ students 

There was a different level of awareness evident between admissions 

tutors and course tutors about GNVQ students' progress, hi some cases, 

although H.E.I, admissions tutors were not directly familiar with GNVQ 

students' academic performance tiiey had formed a perception about tliis 

from tlieir academic colleagues as the following extract illustrates: 

'7 COM on/y fe// j/ow wAaf 7 Awow 

oc<7dg7M/c Y 6e//gve fAg co/Mmg /» w/fA a 

GNVQ are as well-prepared as some of our other students... 

7%g/r argM Y goocf... a/'g /gj"^ ... a6/g 

(3M(7/yjg or p/gcg fAgorgf/caZ fo cnf/ca//y oMa/ŷ ĝ 

wnfg gf^ay .. aM6f fo 6g a6/g fo Am;g fAg acadgmzc 

go 6gAm(f /f. 7%6y orrg marfwyg ". 

0/M.^ Twror 

Essay-writing, handling abstract ideas and referencing teclniiques were the 

main difficulties that the 18-year old GNVQ students were experiencing 

according to H.E. course tutors at several H.E.I.s. 
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GNVQ students seem to have a .... 

j-Aow/cf 6g go/Mg /Mfo zf ... M/g//, OMG q/̂ Âe/M 

oi/f q/" 600^. .. owf q/̂  

6ooA:y OMc/ acfwaZ/y Mof f/z/M^mg fAe " 

Tw ôr 

Based on a range of GNVQ students' profiles, the Admissions tutor for 

Radiography concluded: 

"On fAg yy/zo/g, /)ro6a6Zy y?M6f zf fo 

coTMg ZM wzf/z a G # P ^ wz(f - par/fzcw/ar^^; ZM 

7%^ &)M Y /zm;g f/zg /Morg /?"(7<̂ ẑ zoM<7/ v4-

Z,evg/ /zm ê, a/f/zowg/z y4-Z,gve/̂  are (f̂ eM /̂zMg more 

mz(f morg OM coz/r̂ êworA: Mow. / f/zzziA: f/ze)/ybz/zza^ fqpzc^ 

ea^zer f/zwz of/zgrĵ  e.g. c/zMzĉ zZ it/orA:, j?6zfzeMf care <%»(/ 

m f̂zogz-opA};. B̂z/̂  fAe (^p/zecf /?/z}';9ZCA' wẑ f wzafozzz}' - fAe)/ 

^zz/z(f (fz^czz/ .̂ " (iSy) Cow/ire Twfor 

Some tutors expressed concern about the depth of knowledge 

demonstrated by GNVQ students in comparison with other students' 

programmes e.g. BTEC National Diplomas, where teaching and learning 

styles were more holistic. 

"TTze G7/P^ ybr fAe ZMOĵf ̂ <2zY MOf fo /zm'g grz/zfe 

7MZ/c/z acardemzc eA^erzeMce f̂ /ze B. TEC MzfzoMaZ D^Zozzza 

ĵ fWezzfiy. y4/f/zoẑ gA f/zey zzzzg/zf zzzeMfzoM fayc/zo/ogy zzz groz/p 
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Am/eM Y Z/j'feMg(f fo fA/Mgy or 

(joM'f Aafve fAg db^Y f/zg ^a/»g 

cfepf/z q/̂ AMoWed^g fAg ^ZEC TTzorf 6e (fwe 

fo fAe G # F g /MO(A//ê  6e/Mg of fAe cAjĝ rgMf RE. 

co//ggg&.. " (P;^ Twfor 

}'owyg ZooA:/Mg af gA;pg?f/ĵ e g.g. ^/oZogy, 

f jycAo/ogy or 5'oc/o/ogy, f/?eM pro6a6^ fAg y4-Z,eve/ 

Aorwg a 6gf^er ^ow/g6^g 6aj^e f/zoM GAAFg ;8wf wAeM 

ggf Aere aM<fy?M6f Aorvg fo wor^ m or coTMTMWM/fy, f/zew 

the A-Level students are not as well prepared as GNVO 

/ fAmA: fAof GjVP^ Aove fo worA; fo zTMprove 

f/ze/r jw^ec^-jpeci/fc ^oWe^a^e .. 62/̂  f/zay 6zrg mwcA Ao^/er 

w/f/z (7 TMOcA/Zorr <3M6f }yorA:/Mg w/f/; growpj^". 

Cowrie Zz/̂ or 

Adapting to large lecture situations and note-taking also proved a 

challenge for GNVQ students, a view that was expressed by a number of 

H E. Tutors as well as the students themselves. 

'7 doMY fAgy w e ĵ o wzf/; Za/^g groz/pj^ ... 

w/zgM wa ggf /Mfo a Zecfwrg ĵ /fwarf/OM ... 

7%g y4-ivevg/ (zre ^org Mofg^ /» a 

Zecfwre, fAe myrnaZ/er group M/Aere <7re 

/MeoMf fo /?arrf/c/pa^g, 7 fA/MA: f/ia arg 6e^gr 

pr^orrg^f". Cowr^g Ti/for 
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7.3.5 The main strengths of GNVQ students 

GNVQ students' main strengths according to HE. Course tutors were: 

interpersonal/communication skills, oral presentations, group work and 

patient care. This was particularly the case in respect of the 18 year old 

GNVQ students. 

f/zey (/ye/ OMyvyAerg m 

care 7 fAe)/ were 

ggffmg /» fAe cZmzcaZ Twfor 

"/ a way q/" 

/ f/z/nA: GT/Fg Aave 6ggM ?More 

mov/Mg /Mfo f/zoM per/zap^ f/ze 

/zorve 6ggM... G7/)^ are morg fo 

w/orA:mg fogef/zer ... w/f/z gro&[p wzfsf /zavmg 

g;g)gr/eMCg care f/z^ jome /̂ze 

6e^er .... 77z^ are z/̂ ê f fo pr^arzMg worA; ybr 

prê eMfâ zoMĵ  are /?er/zapj^ gz/zfe 6̂ 0 ĵ /zy a6oz/f 

zfp (̂̂ zMg f/zzMgy ZM ". Cozzrĵ e Twfor 

Where GNVQ students had had some practice-relevant experience, tliis 

was perceived as very useful in facilitating their transition to H.E. 

programmes, especially to medically-based degrees and diplomas. 

w/zo Aove /zâ f ĵ o/zze re/evoMf worA: 

e.)y)er/eMce o/z //ze/r /̂ rograwz/Meĵ  are ge/zera/Zy aZ)/e fo 
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fo fY%3%f/(y (37fAoz(g/z / Miz&yf j%fy 

fAg q/" G?/P^ /̂ Zorcg/weMfĵ  Awgg/y ". 

/46AMz\yĵ /oMĵ  Twfor 

Much depended on the predominant teaching and learning styles used 

witliin the H.E.I, programme. Where courses were structured around 

enquiry-based learning and small group work, GNVQ students fared well. 

"Oz/y af-g a// 

Zeam/Mg growp Aave &)Me 

.yfm/g/if v4-2gve/^, - /?<zrY/c«/ar/y wAo Am;gM Y cZoMg a 

â czgMce, worAjMg m a groz/p a jtrwgg/e - Auf ybr 

GWFQ }yoz//(3&7Y 6g fAe 7%gy Mear/y or// 

/;m;g AW growp gA^gy/gMca Aavg gooc;̂  

/7rgjgMf6Zf/oM /M AM)/ g.)^gngMcg fAgy are 

vgyy - wA/cA gzve^ f/zem an ed^e - 6^^ on/y /o r f/ze 

\ygar<7f7?zo^". 

Again, differences emerged in respect of mature GNVQ students doing a 

social work degree course. 

"7%^ fo /z6zvg c/garr zc/ga w/zaf f/z6^ acfz/<3/(x 

TTzgy arg ĝ ẑ zfg ybcz/ĵ g f̂ oMcf cgyfazM^̂ ; a6Zg fo /̂zgzr 

f/zmz/g/z f/zg TMOzg q/" f/zg ga r^ moMf/zĵ  (7̂  f/zg [/Mzvgrj:/(y. TTzg); 

seem to know what they want ...(and are) ... able to 

dg7M0Mĵ r̂<7fg myo/Mg f/zg 6ggzMMZMg argaĉ TMZC TTzê  arg 

676̂  6f6/g fo zfĵ g f/zg Z/Amyy pr^orrg 6Zĵ ĵ /g?zzMg/zfĵ  ofAgr 

ĵ fz/6fgMf&.. zĵ  payfzcwZar a6o«f f/zgm ẑ  fAg ^ZacgmgMf 
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g/emgMf fAej/'ve doMe are (z /̂g 

«M<jgrjtaM6f M/Aaf j^ocW ^yor^rj^ do (zre (76/g fo wf/Zfj:e 

fAeoyy j^gci/?ca//y ybr 7%e p/ace/MeM^ 6/̂  fo g/ve 

fAg/M OM 2%^ arg grw/̂ g ybcwĵ ê y ZM ferm^ q/̂  

i4;A<7̂  fAey &*. " ĉ&MZmyĵ /oMVCowr̂ g Twfor 

7.4 Summary 

So, what conclusions can be drawn from my Phase III research and what 

light can this shed on some of my Key Questions? 

7b wAorf exfgMf (7rg GWT^ v4â ;aMcg6f 7!/ga/fA & Carrg 

gammg gMfyy ZMfo frammg? 

Althougli tliis question was partly addressed in Chapter 6, it is also 

relevant in Chapter 7 as the evidence can be triangulated by the H.E. 

tutors' perspectives. 

GNVQ Advanced Health & Social Care students are gaining entiy to H.E. 

and professional training. There had been difficulties for the first two 

cohorts as reported in official reports (FEFC, 1994; 1995) but by 1998 this 

situation was improving and more students were gaining entry to both 

degree and diploma courses, hi particular, increasing numbers of GNVQ 

students were gaining access to diploma courses in nursing and social 

work, and some were also being accepted for Degrees in Radiography, 

Physiotherapy, Occupational Therapy and Midwifery, where competition 

was high for a limited number of places. Although most H.E.I. Course 

tutors were unable to give detailed niunbers of GNVQ students in relation 
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to other entrants, one University had produced a report on this over a five 

year period, which showed considerable growth from 1996. 

Figure 7.2 Percentage of GNVQ students in relation to other entrants 

1996 - 2000 

Year % 
1996 9% 
1997 9% 
1998 20% 
1999 36% 
2000 25% 

Source; John Moore's University Liverpool 2002 

Evidence from interviews with twenty-eiglit H E. Tutors indicated that 

GNVQs had achieved a high level of acceptability amongst course tutors 

for entrance to a wide range of degree and diploma courses. Policy 

statements published by H.E.I.s had clarified the conditions of entry for 

GNVQ students and had helped to de-mystify the admissions process. 

However, degree courses generally required additionality in the form of an 

A-Level, especially where progression was to science-based degrees 

linked to professional training. Moreover, notwithstanding the 'parity of 

esteem' debate, it was clear that this was a very reasonable requirement to 

facilitate GNVQ students' progress on the particular degree course and to 

minimise student failure and drop-out. 
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All of the H E. tutors who were interviewed were willing to accept GNVQ 

applicants onto degree and diploma courses, although 'additionality' was 

generally required on the paramedical honours degree programmes. There 

was an extremely wide range of admission requirements which reflected 

the different types of degree and diplomas available at H.E.I.s. Course 

tutors seemed most comfortable with accepting GNVQ students onto 

advanced diploma courses where only a pass or merit at GNVQ might be 

required. 

Indeed, GNVQs were welcomed by those universities which were seeking 

to broaden their entry base, but who were aware of the finite pool of 

students. The course tutors in my sample were not functioning as 

'gatekeepers' to their H.E. courses, but appeared to genuinely welcome 

non-standard entry qualifications. This was as much irom a liberal-

democratic, egalitarian perspective as a pragmatic one of filling courses. 

Moreover, the follow-up interviews with H.E.I, admission Tutors in 2002 

indicated that the new A-Level tariff points system being used for H.E. 

entry criteria to degree and diploma courses, was facilitating progression. 

Course tutors were having to consider vocational A-Level students 

alongside traditional A-Level students as the following extract indicates: 

"Ewfyy cnferiar ybr Dggree OM wz X-ZeveZ 

or for f&e 

VVo, Tfg TWowAdMY accepf jyow're a 
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owr D/pZo/Ma mwfe, wg wowM regor^/ 

GA/yQ o j 6e/Mg <7cc^f(76/g. " 

"The new post-16 qualifications have blurred the boundaries 

6ê M/geM fAg academ/c vocaf/oMaZ yow are 

Âg ^07"/̂  gvgyydlc^ - j/ow (ioMY ĝ «/̂ g 

understand this. I think that whereas a lot of course tutors 

TMZg/zf Aoryg 6ggM ĝ w/fg /̂mAgyg f̂ (liM /̂Ag f/iaf 

/z<76f fo ggf jwcA wA/c/; cow/(f 

come from A-Levels - now they 're working with tariff points 

aM6/ f/z6y orrg gomg fo wAo /zoryg gof V0gaf/0M<3Z 

^-Z/gvg/j"". (C4/»^ Twfor 

Thus by introducing the tariff system. Government policy was achieving its 

objective of securing more progression for GNVQ (AVCE) students to 

H.E. courses and professional training. Progression to H.E. was also being 

facilitated by local 'Compact' arrangements between H.E.I.s and F.E. 

colleges, as well as pressures from demographic and market trends, but tlie 

tariff system seemed to be having the greatest effect. 

This brings us to another Key Question. 

/dgM^i^ 6ZMy /?ayf/c«ZGrr OMcf wgor̂ gĵ â gĵ  

Where GNVQ students had progressed to H.E. programmes it was clear 

from H.E. tutors' perspectives that they were having greatest difficulties 

with certain academic aspects of tlie courses, notably essay-writing skills. 
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analysis and synthesis and adapting to large lecture situations. Students 

also struggled with science-based subjects as their GNVQ course had only 

provided shallow coverage. This particularly applied to degrees in 

Nursing, Midwifery, O.T., and Radiography. 

According to H.E. tutors in my sample, GNVQ students' main strengths 

were in group work and oral presentations, interpersonal and 

communication skills and their ability to readily adapt to clinical practice. 

<3%%/ j/cv fMndeyoevic/efzf 

Feedback from H.E. Tutors on this issue was mixed. In some cases GNVQ 

students' study skills were perceived as weak along with essay-writing and 

their ability to critically analyse and synthesise material and cope with 

examinations. Mature GNVQ students seemed to perform better on these 

dimensions. 

However, GNVQ students coped best where the teaching and learning 

styles in die H.E.I, involved enquiry-based learning, group work and 

assignments rather than large lectures with frequent miseen examinations. 

These perceptions from H.E. tutors, 'triangulated' well witli those of 

GNVQ students themselves (already discussed in Chapter 6 of tliis 

thesis). 
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Evidence from H.E. tutors (and indeed from the students themselves) 

indicates that there were some major weaknesses in GNVQ students' 

knowledge and skills, which affected their ability to adapt to the academic 

requirements of H.E. programmes, hi some cases, GNVQ students did 

manage to bridge these gaps, but with a 36% GNVQ non-completion rate 

recorded at one university (Abramson, 1998), clearly others did not. 

Unfortunately it is not possible to examine non-completion rates in H.E. 

nationally, since no national agency, including the Higlier Education 

Statistical Agency (HESA) records non-completion by main entry 

qualification. 

hi response to this problem, the University of Central Lancashire 

introduced a "Bridging Project" to enhance GNVQ student retention rates 

and to improve first year academic achievement. The project focused on 

identifying the reasons for low retention. Some interesting factors 

emerged. 

were g/vew /Moyg yw/idb/MgnW 

According to the university's retention task group there was ... 
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"a A/g/7 correW/oM Owe M0M-c07Mp/gf/0M 

/eve/ ybr faorcA/Mg /gfzm/Mg m 

A/^er g6A/c(7̂ /oM. jPwf cn/c^^, a G#FQ ĵ ^McfgMfybrTMer̂  wzY/; 

^0+ Aowry cZaĵ ^ coMfacf fawgAf m a /zigA(y ;)rej^cn6e<f 

/MOMMer M//// y/M f̂ fAe fo orŵoMOTMOMĵ  ZeaAMmg 

OM 6̂/% /zowr^ c/6Zĵ ^ coMforĉ  a (A^cw/^ OMg fo mof^e }y/f/zoz/f 

gw/doMce ..." (W6r<37Mĵ oM, 2007, p. 

Ill ail attempt to address these issues, the "Bridging Project" oifered 

GNVQ students three levels of support. Firstly, a pre-course summer 

school with mentor support. Secondly, an Elective on "Effective Learning" 

during the first year of the H.E. programme and finally a "mentoring 

module" for Year 2 students on Honours Degrees. According to 

Abramson, these strategies proved effective in reducing GNVQ first year 

non-completion (Abrainson, ibid. p. 37). 

It may be that all H.E.I.s will have to introduce similar bridging projects to 

reduce the non-completion problem. 

Thus to conclude, GNVQs appeared to have achieved some "exchange 

value" in H.E. and it was evident tliat they were being accepted as an 

entry qualification for a wide range of courses and professional training. 

Nevertheless, there were concerns among H.E. tutors about GNVQs' 

perceived adequacy as a preparation for H.E. courses. There was also an 

issue about its "use value" within H.E. (Williams, 2000). This was 

reflected in my in-depth interviews with H.E. tutors, articles in the T.E.S. 

and evidence of first year H.E. non-completion by GNVQ students. 

(Abramson and Jones, 2001; Williams, 2000; Nash, 1995). 
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So how can this be explained? The perceived deficiencies in GNVQs 

derive from the teaching and learning styles which in turn, are rooted in the 

competency-progressivism debate, already discussed in Chapter 2 of this 

thesis. Although purporting to be progressive and empowering for the 

students, a number of researchers argued that GNVQs inhibited learner 

autonomy and were accompanied by new constraints, and that it was 

responsibility for their own learning, not power that was conferred on the 

students. (Gleeson and Hodkinson, 1995; Bates et. al , 1998; Bloomer, 

1998; Knight et. al., 1998;). Moreover the competency-based learning and 

assessment witliin GNVQs, tended to reduce complex knowledge to 

simple facts and infoniiation which was 'collected' in students' portfolios 

without much cognitive thought. The GNVQ teaching and learning model 

encouraged an instrumental approach to learning rather than encouraging 

the student to develop critical and reflective thought so vital in H.E. 

"7%^ /earn fo worA: 

cfo Mof /earn fo f/zg/r oii/M or ' 

These skills are fundamental to H.E. courses. The competence-based, 

assessment-led GNVQ teaching and learning style has not prepared 

students adequately for the demands of H.E. 

Thus to conclude, there are still tensions between the academic-vocational 

divide. Degree courses still require intellectual rigour, and independent, 

critical tliinking. To be successful, students need to be adept at essay-

writing and possess skills of analysis and synthesis as well as referencing. 
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However the litidmgs indicate that GNVQ students are generally weaker 

in these areas when they enter H.E. and that they tend to fall into the lower 

half of the abihty band of the cohort during the 3 year programme. It 

remains to be seen whether H.E. will have to modify the content and 

teaching and learning styles of degree courses or top up vocational A-

Level students with the requisite knowledge and skills on arrival to H.E. 
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Chapter 8 

Progression, Parity of Esteem and Policy Objectives 

8.1 Introduction 

Tliis thesis has looked at a piece of education policy history between 1992 -

2000, which involved the introduction of some new national vocational 

qualifications (GNVQs) into the post-16 sector, and the extent to which they 

bridged the 'academic-vocational' divide and enabled progression to higher 

education and training. The study has raised issues about how education 

policies are both made and implemented, and whether the process essentially 

follows a 'top-down' theoretical model of change or a 'bottom-up' one. 

The initial focus was on the macro-political context of the policy, and the 

rationale for its development that revolved around national concerns about the 

economy, productivity and the role of education and training. As the picture 

unfolded, the study gradually moved to a more micro-political context and 

level of analysis, and focused on how the policy was experienced by students 

and teachers at the 'grass roots' level. This data was obtained tlirougli three 

phases of fieldwork at different points in time. Firstly, it focused on the 

perceptions and aspirations of GNVQ students in four F.E. colleges during 

the second year of their GNVQ course. Secondly, it examined the 

experiences of a small sample of these GNVQ students who progressed to 

H.E., looking back on their experiences after their first year of study in H.E. 
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Finally, it reviewed the perceptions of some H.E. tutors on the strengths and 

weaknesses of these GNVQ students. The study moved between tlie macro 

and micro levels of analysis that was reflected in the diflerent research 

methods used, whether these were official statistics or more interpretive 

methods. 

The research employed a unique approach, involving a longitudinal study of a 

particular cohort of GNVQ students at different points in time and examined 

the extent to which GNVQ teaching and learning styles 'meshed' with those 

in higher education. Previous research on GNVQs and progression to H.E. 

(undertaken predominantly by Govenmient agencies such as NCVQ, FEDA 

and UCAS), had focused on 'compact' arrangements, enrolment and delivery 

patterns and GNVQs and non-completion. Other independent research studies 

on progression had investigated particular GNVQ subject areas and offers 

made to students by H.E.Ls, but had stopped short of their actual progression 

to H.E. Only one study had looked at the adequacy of GNVQ as a 

preparation for higher education from the perspective of H.E. tutors, but did 

not 'triangulate' it with students' perceptions (WiUiams, 2000). 

So what is the contribution to knowledge of this thesis? In addition to 

addressing the Key Questions, in particular, the 'parity of esteem' issue, my 

findings shed some light on undergraduate non-completion and have 

implications for the Government's policy on widening access to H.E. for non-

standard entrants. 
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After contextualizing the policy issues, this chapter will highlight the key 

findings of the study and examine some of the Key Questions and the extent 

to which the fieldwork has shed light on these (Section 8.2). Secondly, it will 

review the strengths and weaknesses of the research methods and the 

theoretical perspectives miderpimiing them (Section 8.3). Thirdly, the chapter 

will review the philosophical contradictions and underlying tensions 

embedded in the new vocational policy and why there was so much 

divergence between the 'policy espousal', 'policy enactment' and 'policy 

implementation' stages (Section 8.4). 

The last section (Section 8.5) considers the extent to which Government 

policy objectives were achieved and the long-standing debate on 'parity of 

esteem', and explains why attempts to dissolve the academic-vocational 

divide have failed. 

Finally, in Section 8.6, the chapter closes with comments on the lessons that 

have been learnt fi-om this study regarding 'policy espousal' and 'policy 

implementation' and which theoretical model of change best applies to this 

context. It also extrapolates some lessons for the future. 

8.2 Policy Background and Key Findings 

8.2.1 Policy issues re-visited 
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Earlier chapters looked at the education policy context and the introduction of 

GNVQs from the policy espousal stage to policy implementation and the 

responses by students, teachers and other stakeholders to the new vocational 

award. But how successful was this policy? In order to evaluate this we need 

to clarify the policy benchmark again. 

The 1991 Government Wliite Paper "Education and Training for the 21st. 

Century" (DES/DE 1991) proposed that a new, higli quality, vocational 

alternative to GCE A-Levels be developed for post-16 students, in order to 

address a number of weaknesses in the education system in England and 

Wales. The policy had a number of objectives. It aimed:-

• to enhance participation rates post-16 

• to reduce wastage from GCE A-Level non-completion and failure 

• to offer a different type of vocationally relevant qualification 

• to have 'parity of esteem' with A-Levels and 

• to enable progression to H E. and professional training 

An integral part of this policy was to rationalise the existing qualifications 

system and tailor educational provision more to the needs of the economy. 

Mechanisms were set up, consultations took place and GNVQs were 

introduced in 1992 as a pilot scheme in 115 schools and colleges. However, 

no-one knew how well GNVQs would work in practice and not everything 

went the Government's or the civil servants' way. As Trowler points out: 
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or c/ecrr Z/M̂  AefM/ggM fdleo/ogy 

policy, the relationship between them is very frequently mediated 

6}; a MW7»6gy q/" ofAer ". 

(^ow/gy, 2002 9 

Indeed, a variety of external influences at both the macro and micro levels 

affected the introduction of GNVQs, resulting in a very troubled 

implementation and some unintended consequences. 

Although GNVQs proved popular partly due to Government funding 

incentives and the fact that other provision was being phased out, concerns 

were raised by various 'stakeholders' about the competence-based 

assessment and grading system and problems surrounding student progression 

to H E. These concerns seriously undermined the credibility of tlie new 

award. Moreover, the mechanistic teaching and learning model led to 

assessment overload and an instnunental approach to learning by some 

students, wliich resulted in liigh drop-out and non-completion rates, especially 

in the early stages of mainstream implementation. 

Vociferous criticisms by stakeholder, including students, teachers, awarding 

bodies and academics eventually led to substantial revisions to the GNVQ 

model and a gradual 'academic drift' towards A-Levels to enhance its validity 

and reliability as different factions pulled the vocational qualification in 

different directions. In failing to solve the problems, NCVQ lost political 
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sway and its merger with SCAA resulted in a more academic approach to 

assessment and grading in the revised GNVQ model. 

So what light can the evidence from my Phase I fieldwork shed on these 

policy objectives? How did my students perceive GNVQs and what 

experiences did they have while doing the course? 

8.2.2 Key Questions and Findings - Phase I Fieldwork 

The Phase I fieldwork enabled three Key Questions to be considered. 

(KQ2) How did GNVQ Advanced students feel about their teaching and 

The students in my sample (146) had chosen GNVQs for a number of 

reasons. They saw it as an alternative curriculum to GCE A-Levels. It was 

certainly very different. They liked its coursework approach and practical 

activities that involved research skills and independent learning. They 

particularly liked its modular structure with an emphasis on continuous 

assessment and the absence of large exaininations. Over 25% of them had 

chosen GNVQ for its perceived relevance for progression to their fliture 
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careers. In terms of 'value-added' 98% of these students felt that 'GNVQ 

teaching and learning activities' would help them with their H.E./professional 

training course'. They identified the 'value-added' as the 'underpinning 

knowledge', 'work placements', 'researching', 'developing independence', 

'teamwork and communication skills' as the main benefits accruing to them. 

They particularly valued the GNVQ work placements in developing tlieir 

client-based skills and for tlie insiglits they yielded into clinical practice. 

Thus at a marketing level, GNVQs were attracting students and two of the 

Government's policy objectives were being achieved, namely, enliancing 

participation rates and the provision of a different type of vocationally 

relevant qualification. 

However, the students in my sample did identify some aspects of the GNVQ 

curriculum wliich they really disliked as well as a nmnber of concerns about 

progression to H E. They disliked 'action-planning' and perceived tlie GNVQ 

assessment system as 'burdensome', 'complex', 'inconsistent' and 'mifair'. 

They also found note-taking, abstracting key points and essay-writing most 

difficult and some students felt that this miglit be a problem for them in H E. 

However, their main concern was about the 'exchange value' of GNVQs and 

the extent to which they would be acceptable for entry to H.E. Of the 105 

students in my sample who had applied to H.E., 40% of them had decided to 

take an additional A-Level to enhance their chances of getting into University. 

Indeed, some students were already experiencing being treated as second-

class citizens when they were applying to H.E. with offers of places 
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increasingly being tied to 'additionality', usually a GCE A-Level, plus a 

Distinction in their GNVQ. 

Returning to the policy objectives stated in the 1991 White Paper, clearly 

issues were emerging about 'parity of esteem' with A-Levels which revolved 

around the perceived adequacy of the GNVQ knowledge base, the validity 

and reliability of the assessment and grading system and tlie demands from 

H E. for 'additionality'. In addition high drop-out rates and non-completion of 

some GNVQ students was uiidennining other Government policy objectives. 

But what about another policy objective namely, progression the H.E. and 

professional training? 

8.2.3 Key Questions and Findings - Phase II Fieldwork 

The Phase II fieldwork enabled four more Key Questions to be reviewed. 

4.3.1 Key Question 1 

To GWFQ Carre 

T/ovi; ffear/fA & S'oc/aZ Careybr Ti/iE. - OM 

oym, or /M w/f/z GCEy4-Z,eve/^ or ofAer '? 

ofAgr .̂? 
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/̂zey f/zg/Mâ g/vgĵ yee/ f/ze); /zac/ cope^f w/̂ A ^Ae/r TZiE. cowr̂ ĝ, MOTwe/y, wzf/; fAe 

67m6̂ g/M/c coMfeMf f/fg fgacAzMg /g<7rM/Mg 6̂ (yZg6̂  f/igre? 

Since my Phase II fieldwork essentially involved qualitative research using in-

depth interviews with eighteen students from my original sample who had 

progressed to H E., tlie above Key Questions will be addressed from a variety 

of data sources. Tliis will include: official statistics and Government reports; 

completion and destination statistics from my original cohort; students' 

perceptions from my in-depth interviews and other relevant research studies. 

Although GNVQ progression to H E. was niitially problematic between 1994-

1995 (FEFC 1994; 1995) with GNVQ students representing only 0.13% of 

the total H E. intake, by 1996 this figure had risen to 4.6%. Between 1996-

2001 the figures had increased to 7.8% of the total number of applicants to 

HE. (See Figure 6.2.1 in Chapter 6). Thus in terms of the Government's 

policy objectives there was evidence of substantial progression to H.E. by 

some GNVQ students. However, this does not necessarily mean that GNVQs 

had acliieved 'parity of esteem' with A-Levels. On the contrary, a number of 

H.E. admissions tutors had voiced concern about the adequacy of the GNVQ 

underpinning knowledge and students' study skills for higher education, thus 

raising doubts about the intrinsic value of the vocational qualification. (Nash 

1995a) More worrying was the statistical evidence from some H.E.I.s of a 

higli non-completion rate (36%) for GNVQ students from first year H.E. 
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programmes (Abramson and Jones, 2001). Indeed, some H.E.I.s were 

offering 'bridging programmes' to facilitate GNVQ student retention. 

Regarding my own fieldwork, the four colleges had an overall pass rate of 

90%, with 20% of students achieving a Distinction, 47% Merits and 23% 

with Pass grades. A total of 64% of students in my original sample achieved 

places in H.E., with one third gaining places on degree courses and nearly 

one quarter gaining access to diploma courses and 8% to HND programmes. 

However, a number of students could not be traced at the 'follow-up' stage of 

my research to the H.E.I.s to which they had ostensibly progressed. This 

could have been due to early leaving but there was no way of checking this. 

The H.E.I, s denied all knowledge of these students and tliis could not be 

pursued without their co-operation. 

So in terms of Government policy objectives, progression to H.E. by GNVQ 

students was certainly improving, although there were some indications that 

class factors were operating both at the GNVQ recruitment level and at 

recruitment to higher education. Of the 146 students in my original sample, 

nearly two thirds were from skilled manual, semi-skilled and unskilled 

backgrounds, while only 5% came from the professional/managerial category. 

Moreover, the majority of students in my sample obtained places at the post-

1992 universities rather than pre-1992 universities. This will be re-visited 

later. 
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When considering GNVQ students' progression to H.E., WiUiams (2000) 

makes a useM distinction between the 'exchange value' of GNVQs and its 

'use value'. Based on 27 in-depth interviews with H.E. tutors involving two 

different GNVQ programmes, WiUiams concluded that GNVQs had a high 

'exchange value' in H.E. She found that it was welcomed by the majority of 

tutors and there appeared to be no institutional barriers to the new 

qualification (Williams, 2000). Indeed, this finding was borne out by Phase 

ni of my own research which is reported later in this chapter. However, when 

considering its 'use' value as a preparation for learning in an H.E. 

environment WiUiams found that: 

"Many tutors expressed serious doubts about the adequacy of 

GNVQs in preparing students for the experience of H.E. ... All 

tutors were happy to accept the GNVQ for entry, but many found 

GNVQ students ill-prepared to cope with the demands of H.E. ". 

WilUams had hypothesised that the 'use' value of GNVQ would be greater 

than its 'exchange' value in that GNVQs' vocational elements would prepare 

students for H E., but it might not be accepted by H.E. tutors. However, the 

opposite was the case. So what was happening here? WiUiams points out: 

"Clear institutional differences did emerge here: not between 

kinds of H.E.I, but between kinds of course, with far more HND 

tutors than degree tutors being satisfied with the educational 

experiences with which the GNVQ had provided students... These 
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f/ze wcrŷ ^ m wAicA GMP^ /zarcf 

digve/qp cnf/cor/ 

qp.c/^J 

Again this echoes concerns expressed by Dr. Collins, Director of Admissions 

at the University of Lancaster and reported in the TES in 1995 (Nash, 1995a). 

It also raises tlie issues of the philosophical contradictions and tensions 

underpinning the GNVQ model and criticisms from other academic 

researchers (Bates et. a l , 1998; Bloomer, 1998; Hodkinson, 1998), which 

will be reviewed in Section 8.4 of this chapter. 

Moving on to the first sub-question attached to Key Question 1; 

Corrg OM own, or m 

This is a complex question and involves differential circumstances which 

require clarification. At one level 'additionality' is a perfectly reasonable 

requirement for some H.E. programmes as a paper published by the 

FEU/UCAS (1995) acknowledges: 

or fo, f/ie gj:pgc/a//yybr a 

fo a on or degree prografTM/Me. T^ovyever, 
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v46fvaMce6f OMcf 

GCEv4-Z,eWj^... 

Although two GCE A-Levels are usually the minimum 

ybr eMfyy fo or degrge, more fAoM fAe mmfmwTM /j: 

Mjwa/Zy fo a j?Zacg OM prngyamme ". 

(7;ELmC4^, yppj;?. ^ 

However, much depends on the type of H.E. course as well as the content of 

the H.E. programme as evidence from my Phase 11 and III fieldwork 

demonstrated. The FEU/UCAS also point out: 

/w/gAf orccepf f/ze a / o M e / o r m .S'cfgMce, 

EMgzMegnMg exa/Mp/g, regrw/re 

<7 GCE ̂ -/gvgZ M<3fAe/Maf/C:9 or a ^c/eMce /o r 

ô f/zg B&'(?/oM^ /7rogr(zm/»g //% /̂zâ g <3re<:ẑ  

Likewise, Williams draws similar conclusions from her research; 

"7%grg OM gxfrgmg/y w/<jg roMgg q / ^ r g g w / r g m g n f i ^ , 

porrf/y r^gcf/Mg cf/^rgMf arca<̂ g7M/c <̂g7MaM<̂g6f A}' 

(f/^rgMf ()^g^ aZĵ o r ^gc fmg < î̂ rgMcg6^ 

6gfw/ggM cowrĵ g^ ^f/j^rgMf /gvg/& " 2000 p. 
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Nevertheless, weaknesses in the knowledge base of GNVQs could impede 

students' progression to H.E. and their subsequent performance on some 

courses within it. As the FEU/UCAS conclude: 

f/zg .87EC TWzf/oMa/ /M .yo/Me 

Aorve ar/f/zowgA f/zg <7re 

fAoj-e w/z/cA 6zrg 77. & orrg foo 

geMgm/ybr^mgrgj^j^zoM OM̂O /i/iE. w/zere a 

jpecza/z\yf 6arĵ g zĵ  (/or ejca7M/?/e, f/zoĵ e ZM ̂ r e 

â czeMcgĵ  or /wzgw^zge.̂  "... 

"ẑ  7M(̂  6e ybr fo eM/zoMcg f/zezr wẑ /z 

wzof/zer grwcr/z/zcarfzoM - GC^E", GCEv4 Z,gve/ĵ  or of/zar voc<3fzoMa/ 

grWz/zca^zoMĵ ". z6z(f ^ 

Indeed, in 1995 'additionality' was expected by H.E. admissions tutors but 

this carried implications for 'parity of esteem' as the FEU/UCAS point out; 

"/rrgjpec^zve q/"f/ze M g g ^ y a ^ecz/ze^^ GCEv4-Z,gvg/ybr 

progression purposes, there is a tendency at the moment for 

w/zoj-g zM̂eMfzoM zĵ  fo a dggree fo 6g 

(z GCEy^-Z,eW we// ay fAe 
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"TifoM/gver, Mof Aeco/wg Âe rw/g 

cow/cf MM<jen»ZMg fo /gf Âg gr«67/i/?c67f/0M êzTM j9an(y of 

ejuAgg/M <%s ffjroz/fe fo (7<2;[//(j%ZL4j% fZ?%dy) 

Two years later, in the summer of 1997, a research project commissioned by 

FEDA to investigate factors influencing progression opportunities for GNVQ 

Advanced Healtli & Social Care students yielded some more evidence on the 

question of 'additionality'. The study, involving thirty colleges, found that the 

highest proportions of offers requiring GNVQ at Distinction grade were for 

degree courses in Physiotherapy, Midwifery, Speech Therapy, Radiography 

and O.T. Lower proportions were found in Nursing, Podiatry and Social 

Work. Most offers for degree places in Nursing and Social Work were based 

on Merit grades, while among Diploma level courses, one third of Project 

2000 Nursing offers also required a Merit. Relatively few offers were made to 

students on Pass grades, with tlie exception of the sub-degree course 'Project 

2000' in Nursing, wliich accounted for 51% of offers (Moneta et. al. 1998). 

Additionality in the form of an A-Level was usually a requirement of the 

PAM courses (professions allied to medicine). The highest proportions of 

offers conditional on A-Level were in Physiotherapy, O.T. and Radiography. 

In some cases, 'additionality' requirements were based on GNVQ students 

achieving GNVQ Additional units. This particularly applied to Social Work 

Degree offers, but also included some O.T., Midwifery, Nursing and 

Radiography offers - although this varied considerably (Moneta et. al. ibid). 

Work experience requirements were attached to 21% of O.T. offers, 17% of 

Midwifery degrees, 14% Nursing degrees and 6% Radiography degrees. With 
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non-vocational degrees, the majority of offers were conditional upon students 

achieving Merit grades, though Distinctions were required for some degree 

courses. Moneta et. al., (1998) concluded that for many courses, both with 

and without professional qualifications, there was no consistent pattern of 

entry requirements. 

Between 1992-1998 concerns about progression to H E. was certainly an 

issue for many GNVQ students. Evidence from my Phase I research indicated 

that of the 105 students in my sample who had applied to H.E., 40% of them 

had decided to take an additional A-Level to enhance their chances of getting 

into University. More recently however, with changes brouglit about by 

Curriculum 2000, evidence from H.E. tutors in my Phase III fieldwork (see 

Chapter 7), indicated that the new A-Level tariff (or 'points system') for H.E. 

entry was beginning to blur tlie distinctions between GNVQs and A-Levels 

and that 'additionality' was becoming irrelevant. 

Tliis raises another sub Key Question:-

more m m 

Evidence on this question is more ambivalent and complex to interpret 

because of the difficulty in isolating the range of variables. Nearly three 

quarters of the students in my research study obtained places at post-1992 

universities, 16% went to pre-1992 universities and 12% to colleges of H.E. 

Although the statistics indicate that student progression was predominantly to 
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the post-1992 universities, it is difficult to conclude whether GNVQs were 

therefore less acceptable in the pre-1992 universities. It could be that GNVQ 

students tended to apply for vocational degrees and diplomas which were 

more likely to be offered in post-1992 universities. Certainly, my interviews 

with H.E. tutors did not pick up any level of discrimination against GNVQ 

students. On the contrary, admissions policies in H.E.I.s were usually set at 

institutional level and H.E. tutors complied with these and welcomed non-

standard entrants as the following comment illustrates; 

"We would consider them (GNVQs) alongside ACCESS 

ZocaZ RE. wAo orrg rwMMWgF.E. 

yes, from that point of view, we do consider them as suitable ". 

There was some evidence that GNVQ students were filtering themselves out 

by not applying to the pre-1992 imiversities as the following extract from 

Williams' research interviews indicates, although her study focused on 

GNVQ Hospitality & Catering and GNVQ Retail - rather than Health & 

Social Care. 

"We are in principle very supportive of receiving GNVQs on our 

coming through to us. Perhaps our approach doesn 't attract 
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Agyg, Mof TMOf̂ w/ar. 7M ^ome fAe Mevyer 

ĵ/OM g e f / M o r e o;?f/OMOMcfco/M^Zwyy '. 

(TfiE. 7Mm/'^re-79P2 UM/ver /̂;)^ 2002/?.3 

In other cases GNVQ students were offered places at pre-1992 universities, 

but did not achieve the specified grades. 

"Not many came through. Our problem is that we do make offers 

(H.E. Tutor - pre-1992 University) (Williams, ibid.) 

Thus it appears tliat issues revolving around student choice were operating at 

the micro level of 'policy-implementation', ratlier than any discriminatory 

admissions policies or practices by H.E.I.s. 

This brings us to another Key Question. 

yge/ fAe); cowrye, Ma/Mg/y, w/fA 

fAg acGr< ĝ/»/c coMfgMf fgacAmg fAgre? 

The students' own perceptions of their progress triangulated quite well with 

those of their H.E. tutors. The majority of the students in my follow-up 

sample felt that they had made good progress by the end of their first year in 

H.E., but it had been an up-hill struggle for some. GNVQ students were 

happiest with the practical, client-based aspects of their H.E. programme. 
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They felt most comfortable with the academic aspects where their GNVQ 

knowledge overlapped witli that on tlieir H.E. course. Generally speaking 

GNVQ Health & Social Care had given them a useful grounding across a 

wide range of disciplines, but they found the higher level work and standards 

required in H.E., challenging. Indeed, some GNVQ students felt under 

considerable pressure. 

The major difficulties reported were developing essay-writing skills, analysis 

and synthesis, referencing and coming to terms witli science-based modules 

and unseen examinations. Some interesting data emerged on the extent to 

wliich tlie GNVQ teaching and learning styles meshed with those hi H.E. 

Where the teaching and learning styles at the H.E.I, involved mass lectures, 

was science-based and examination oriented, this combmation caused 

considerable stress for some GNVQ students, even those with GNVQ at 

Distinction level. Tliis lack of continuity between the two teaching and 

learning styles may be a fundamental reason for the non-completion rates 

among GNVQ students during their first year at university. This needs fiirther 

investigation. 

8.2.4 Key Questions and Findings - Phase III Fieldwork 

So how did students' perceptions triangulate with those of their H.E. tutors? 

This raises another Key Question and related sub-question. 
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(ZMj/ porrf/cw/ay" vyga^e^y^gĵ  

m G # P ^ OM MMdg/̂ a(fw(z^g coz/yĵ gĵ ? 

(S'QJy) Tfow we// c/f(f GAH/gj; /prepare Zeammg 

w/fAm OM Ti/iE. gMv/mM7»gM ?̂ 

Some H.E. tutors (Phase III research) reported wide variations in tlie abihty 

range of GNVQ students, with mature students being the strongest 

academically. Generally speaking GNVQ students were found to be in the 

lower half of tlie ability range in the H.E. intake, and they certainly struggled 

with the academic level of tlie work. They needed more help witli the 

assignments and tended to score lower marks relative to other non-GNVQ 

students. 

The main problems identified by the H.E. tutors were weaknesses in 

theoretical and conceptual areas, in particular, how to structure and write 

essays and coping with three hour examinations. Depth of knowledge was a 

major hurdle for GNVQ students, particularly witli science-based subjects 

and courses. According to the H.E. tutors, GNVQ students were generally not 

as well prepared for H E. as other students and their study skills were lacking. 

They were less able to analyse a piece of theoretical work and less 

comfortable working in large groups or in a mass lecture situation, where 

note-taking proved problematic for them. 

However, GNVQ students were not witliout their strengths which included 

working in small groups, oral presentations, interpersonal and coimnimication 
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skills, aiid practical elements involving client-based skills and clinical 

practice. Compared with A-Levels students, GNVQ students seemed to 

perform best in an enquiry-based learning context and small group work , and 

their motivation and commitment was often perceived as stronger. So what 

implications does this have for GNVQ student progression to H.E.? 

or fAerg a 

Evidence fi^om H.E. tutors indicated that there were some major weaknesses 

in GNVQ students' knowledge and skills which affected their ability to adapt 

to the academic requirements of H.E. programmes. This was particularly 

noticeable on some H.E. courses than others and in some H.E.I.s than others. 

GNVQ students adapted best to the teaching and learning styles on HND 

programmes and in H.E.I.s where the teaching and learning styles involved 

assignments, continuous assessment and enquiry-based learning. However, 

GNVQ students struggled most on degree courses where teaching and 

learning styles focused on more traditional metliods of delivery involving the 

transmission of science-based subject knowledge, large lectures and three 

hour examinations. Indeed, Abramson and Jones (2001) found a high 

correlation between GNVQ first year undergraduate non-completion and the 

level of student preparedness for teaching and learning in H.E. 

Clearly, either GNVQ students needed to apply to H.E.I.s and to courses 

where the teaching and learning styles meshed with those ui their GNVQ 
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programmes, or H.E.I.s needed to modify their teaching and learning styles to 

cater for tlie wider range of non-standard entrants, as well as providing 

'bridging courses' to help these students to adapt to the academic demands of 

their new environment. Such accommodation by H.E.I.s was critical to 

facilitate student retention. 

8.3 Review of the strengths and weaknesses of the research methods 

The research methodologies used in this study have been selected from two 

competing theoretical perspectives within the social sciences, each of which 

are based on different philosophical assumptions about the relationship 

between social structure and social action. On the one hand, positivist 

perspectives assume that there is an 'objective' social reality 'out there' and 

independent of individuals, and as with the 'natural sciences' there are 'laws' 

waiting to be discovered. Positivists tend to use quantitative research 

techniques involving large-scale social surveys or official statistics in order to 

make generalisations about the 'whole'. By contrast, interpretivists argue tliat 

there are frmdamental differences between tlie 'social' and the 'natural' 

worlds and these can only be studied by qualitative techniques involving 

observation or in-depth research. Hence the task of the social researcher is to 

understand how the 'actors' in a particular context define and interpret their 

social world. Wliile positivists have been accused of treating social 

phenomena non-problematically, interpretivists have been criticised for 

treating each social situation as unique, and thus taken to its extreme, 

generalisation for them is impossible. 
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However, by accepting that social reality is multi-faceted, and by adopting a 

range of complementary research techniques involving both quantitative and 

qualitative approaches, a more balanced view can be obtained on the 

particular social structures and social processes under study. My research has 

attempted to do this, although it is recognised that there are also constraints 

and limitations with this combined approach. 

My research involved a purposive longitudinal study of 146 GNVQ students 

from four F.E. colleges. A semi-structured, open-ended questionnaire was 

used initially to tap students' perceptions of the new vocational curriculum 

and their particular career aspirations. Phase I of the research provided some 

useful baseline data using frequency counts of students' characteristics, their 

numbers by course, college, social class, race and sex as well as tlieir career 

choices, applications to H.E., additionality and first hand perceptions of their 

GNVQ course. Although tins method achieved a 100% response rate, the 

questionnaire contained a number of problems and ambiguities despite its trial 

in the pilot study, and some of the students' answers were difficult to code at 

the analysis stage. With hindsight, had more pre-coded questions been used, 

this would have yielded more standardised data for comparative purposes but 

at the cost of losing responses in students' own words. 

The use of official statistics from UCAS and otlier sources provided a more 

macro picture of what was happening regarding progression to higher 

education courses between 1996 - 2001. However they did not permit a more 
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detailed level of analysis by GNVQ programme areas and hence may have 

obscured some important differences between GNVQ and GCE A-Level 

entrants. There was also an absence of official statistics from HESA (the 

Higher Education Statistical Agency) on GNVQ student drop-out rates 

nationally from H E. programmes, and my study had to rely on research 

reported from individual H.E.I.s. 

The Phase II foUow-up stage of the research suffered from some operational 

consfraints for example, sample mortality, since the students from one college 

could not be pursued and seven students from another college who had 

ostensibly progressed onto particular H E. courses, could not be traced. 

Nevertheless, the research provided some in-depth data on aspects of 

teaching and learning processes in H.E.I.s experienced by a small sample (18) 

of GNVQ Health & Social Care students, which could be triangulated with 

Phase in of the research, namely, the perceptions of their H.E. tutors. 

Thus my research has attempted to achieve what Anderson refers to as 

'internal validity' in that the results obtained are true for those participating in 

the study (Anderson, 1995). However, it is recognised that the sample sizes, 

particularly at Phase II and HI of the fieldwork are small, and there may not 

be sufficient 'external validity' to enable wider generahsations.(Anderson, 

1995) 

While the uniqueness of these students and tutors and the sample size 

inevitably preclude widescale generalisations, they nevertheless provide some 
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tentative insights into what was happening at a 'grass roots' level and the 

validity and reliability of the findings were enhanced by triangulation with 

other data and similar research studies. Moreover, the fieldwork shed light on 

some of the Key Questions and enabled these to be answered. 

From a theoretical perspective point of view, although research based on 

phenomenological perspectives can lead to a position of extreme 'relativism' 

where the uniqueness of interactions between actors in particular social 

situations preclude any generalisations, nevertheless, some 'moderatum 

generalisations' can be made. As May and Williams argue 

"if X occurs in situation S, it is likely that in a situation 

mora 

/Ay (fgMWybr ^ fAg cor̂ ĝ pAgMO/MgMoZog/ĵ fĵ  

^g COM gmp/qy ar y^gyfo/rg 

fAg f/;gM fAgĵ g a r g g v g y y d l a y Twodgrafw/M 

generalisations and precisely the means by which the researcher 

COM f/;g f/?g rgĵ gorrcAgcf 

Moreover, this study has yielded some useful hypotheses for fixture research 

about progression from current post-16 teaching and learning environments to 

different liiglier education courses and contexts. 
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8.4 Policy implementation - conflict or consensus? 

There is considerable debate amongst management theorists whether 

organisational change is brought about by a 'top-down' process or a 'bottom 

-up' one. Is policy espousal and policy implementation a simple, linear 

process, involving rational decision-making between alternative strategies by 

policy-makers which are then implemented by personnel further down the 

organisational hierarchy? Or is it a more complex, dynamic, interactive 

process involving policy-makers and stakeholders? 

Research into 'Organisation Development' has identified some 'necessary' 

conditions wliich must be met for the successful implementation of policy 

(Cerych and Sabatier 1986). (See Chapter 2, Figure 2.1). However, when 

reviewing the Government's policy on GNVQs, it was clear that a number of 

these were not met, or they were partly met, but not sustained. Thus although 

the Government initially created a lot of interest in the new vocational 

qualification during the consultative process and allocated a large amount of 

money and incentives for its phased implementation in schools and colleges, 

the philosophy on which GNVQs were based was fundamentally flawed. 

However, Government agencies such as NCVQ would not recognise this, and 

attempted to control the 'official research agenda' (Ecclestone, 1998) and 

press releases, while phasing out other vocational awards, to ensure that 'the 

policy innovation had priority over competing demands' (See model by 

Cerych and Sabatier 1986, Chapter 2, Figure 2.1). 
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The new curriculum was explicitly promoted by NCVQ as in the 'liberal-

progressive tradition', encouraging 'active' and 'participative' learning and 

enabling student choice and self-actuahsation. (Jessup, 1991; Coward, 1994a; 

Oates and Harkin, 1995). However, a growing body of 'dissenting research' 

produced by a number of independent academic researchers identified some 

fundamental tensions and contradictions between competing ideologies wliich 

were subsumed witliin the GNVQ model. 'Progressivism', the 'new 

vocationalism', 'technical rationalism' and 'free marketism' did not lie 

comfortably together, and the model was not working in practice. Thus 

despite the rhetoric of 'progressivism', in reality the pedagogy of GNVQs did 

not empower students and the behaviouristic, competence-based assessment 

model was unworkable. As Bates et. al. (1998) argued, learner autonomy was 

highly circumscribed in practice and ambiguous. On the contrary, detailed 

specifications with tightly specified outcomes, externally set end of unit tests 

plus requirements for evidence of action-plamiing and evaluation, resulted in 

a very liigh level of prescription. Assessment overload led to high non-

completion and drop-out rates among students, thus imdermining Government 

policy objectives. Moreover, the commitment of some stakeholders was not 

sustained. 

Thus in terms of Cerych and Sabatier's model (see Chapter 2, Figure 2.1) 

although initially the policy-makers had 'clear and stable policy objectives' 

regarding GNVQs, and 'allocated substantial financial resources' for their 

implementation while ensuring that the 'policy innovation had priority over 

competing demands', there were serious ideological flaws in the GNVQ 
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model. The policy-makers did not ensure 'that the causal theory underpinning 

the policy reform' was 'correct and adequate' and this imdennined the 

'stable environment in which the policy was being implemented'. Moreover 

widespread concern about the exchange value of GNVQs in higher education, 

and its 'parity of esteem' with A-Levels, undermined die 'expectation of solid 

outcomes inherent in the policy'. Thus the 'necessary conditions' set out in 

Cerych and Sabatier's model were not met, and even if they had been, they 

were not 'sufficient' to ensure the policy implementation without some 

distortion or modifications by stakeholders (Trowler, 2003). 

NCVQ's 'official research programme' ignored the growing body of 

'dissenting research' at its peril, and focused on the recommendations from 

the Capey Report (1996) and technical strategies to improve the design and 

delivery of GNVQs. But to no avail. The paradigm was overthrown, GNVQs 

were substantially changed and then became known as the new AVCEs 

(Advanced Certificates in Vocational Education) with the introduction of 

Curriculum 2000. 

These micro-political processes help to explain why there was so much 

divergence between 'policy espousal', 'policy enactment' and 'policy 

implementation'. Although power-holders may theoretically be in control of 

agenda-setting and policy-making, policy implementation is a complex non-

linear process. The actual outcomes will be the result of a micro-political 

process involving stakeholders and an incremental approach to 'muddling 

tlirougli' (Lindblom, 1959). 
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8.5 The quest for 'parity of esteem' 

Since the 1884 Royal Commission on Technical Instruction, successive 

government reports have unceasingly argued that inadequacies in the skills 

base of the workforce were imdennining the U.K.'s competitiveness. Yet as 

Bamett (2002) points out, for many years policy-makers neglected Britain's 

deep-rooted training problems in spite of the stark contrasts with the 

provision in other European countries. This malaise came to a head in the 

1980s with the rise in unemployment, particularly youth unemployment and 

associated problems. 

One of the major changes in education pohcy initiated under the Conservative 

Government by the Department of Employment/Manpower Services 

Commission in the 1980s was the 'new vocationalism'. During the 1980s tlie 

old view of training for 'jobs for life' was replaced by a view of a new kind 

of flexible, empowered worker who would be multi-skilled, adaptable, self-

motivated and able to work in teams. This was part of the new post-Fordist 

vision. The 'new vocationalism' aimed to prepare yomig people for work in 

general, rather than a 'job for life'. GNVQs became part of tliis thinking and 

these developments. 

Thus GNVQs arose out of the Conservative Government's desire to improve 

the skill levels and economic competitiveness of the country, to increase post-

16 participation rates and to bridge the academic-vocational divide by 

providing a liigli-status vocational qualification that would enable student 
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progression to H.E. and/or employment. Indeed, 'parity of esteem' was a 

major policy objective for the Conservatives which would be achieved by a 

new 3-tier qualifications track and the introduction of GNVQs (Jessup, 1991). 

However, the new Labour Government elected in 1997 was more concerned 

with policies aimed at increasing economic competitiveness and reducing 

social exclusion, rather than promoting 'parity of esteem' which became a 

lower priority when they came to power. 

So what outcomes were achieved in respect of these Government policies? 

Since the late 1980s participation in full-time education among 16-18 years 

has risen rapidly and an increasing proportion of those staying on at schools 

and colleges have taken up the new vocational courses and some have 

progressed to H.E. (FEU, 1994; National Commission on Education, 1995). 

Indeed, following tlie introduction of GNVQs in 1992, enrolments rose to 

83,000 in 1993 and 161,000 in 1994. However, GNVQs have tended to 

displace other vocational courses and GCSE re-sits, rather than rivalling A-

Levels and have not achieved parity of esteem with the latter. Moreover, 

increasing participation rates have shifted the focus of education policy from 

'quantity' to 'quality', as low completion, pass and progression rates among 

those students staying on at post-16 became a cause for concern. (FEFC, 

1994; 1995; OfSTED 1995; National Commission on Education, 1995) 

So, to return to the last Key Questions: 
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7b exfeMf gam /)an(y q/"gĵ fee/M w/f/z yl-Z,evg/ĵ ? 

5'Q7. D/</ '6nd^g fAe acadk/M/c-vocarf/OMor/ (Avf<^e' iv/zoĵ e 

pgrApecf/ve? 

5'g2.' 7b wAof exfeM^ vt/gre GovgmmgMf poZ/cy o^gcf/vgj regar(f/Mg 

acA/eve^f? 

The quest for 'parity of esteem' was not new. It was part of a long-standing 

debate that can be traced back to the eighteenth century, where high-status 

academic courses held sway above low status vocational ones. (Finegold et. 

al., 1990; Rage, 1992). 

Much depends on how 'parity of esteem' is defined and measured. At its 

simplest level and applied to the GNVQ/A-Level context, it means that the 

two qualifications are held in equal regard by stakeholders and that they have 

the same 'exchange value' in higher education or employment. However, 

although the Government officially clarified the equivalence of GNVQs in 

relation to A-Levels for entry to H.E., between 1992 - 2000 the two 

qualifications competed on very unequal tenns. GNVQs recruited from tlie 

same post-16 ability pool as A-Levels, but they attracted students 

predominantly from the lower ability range. Moreover, the nature, type, range 

of curricula and teaching and learning styles were very different. GNVQs 

involved a new, broad, multi-disciplinary curriculum with practical, student-

centred, collaborative learning and were linked to the world of work. By 

contrast, A-levels, established since 1951, were academic, theoretical and 
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essay-based. They were liighly respected by employers and regarded by 

Government Ministers as 'the gold standard'. Such 'differences' did not 

engender equality. As Carol Taylor Fitz-Gibbon points out: 

(FzY2-Gf66oM m gf. a/., 7997^. 2 ^ 

Likewise, despite the stated policy aim, the tripartite system of secondary 

education set up by the 1944 Education Act failed to achieve 'parity of 

esteem' between the three different types of schools, separated (usually) by 

different buildings, different curricula and different examinations. 

So what conclusions can be drawn about 'parity of esteem' from the 

perspective of the different stakeholders? 

From a students' perspective, GNVQs certainly provided an alternative route 

to H.E. for some students. Thus in terms of entry requirements, GNVQs 

achieved an 'exchange value' in respect of H.E. and by 2001 significant 

numbers of GNVQ students were gaining entry to a range of higher education 

courses. However, much depended on the type and standard of the H.E. 

programmes as well as the teaching and learning styles used within them. 

GNVQ students fared best where they progressed to vocationally-focused 

diploma and degree courses and where the H.E. teaching and learning styles 

provided a natural extension to those wliich they had experienced on their 

GNVQ programmes. However, GNVQs did not prepare students as well as 
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GCE A-Levels in essay-writing skills, analysis and synthesis, or note-taking 

in mass lecture situations and coping with three hour unseen examinations. 

Thus from a students' perspective GNVQs provide a stepping-stone to higher 

education, but not a complete bridge. There were some substantial shortfalls 

in the GNVQ curriculum that GNVQ students needed to make up in order to 

successfully ftmction on H.E. courses, and indeed, to complete them. 

From the H.E. tutors' perspectives, the picture is more mixed. GNVQs 

appear to have achieved some degree of 'parity of esteem' with A-Levels in 

terms of their 'exchange value' for admission purposes, but not in terms of 

what Wilhams refers to as 'use value' (Wilhams, 2000). Inadequate subject 

knowledge and poor study skills were identified by H.E. tutors in her study as 

key weaknesses in the new vocational courses. This resulted in some H.E.I.s 

introducing bridging programmes to rectify these deficits in order to facilitate 

GNVQ students' retention on H.E. programmes. 

From the Government's perspective, in spite of all the time and money poured 

into the development of GNVQs between 1992-2000, 'parity of esteem' with 

A-Levels was not achieved. GNVQs certainly increased participation rates 

post-16 encouraged by Government funding mechanisms, and they provided a 

different type of post-16 curriculum, but these policy goals were undermined 

by high GNVQ drop-out and non-completion rates, particularly between 

1994-1997. Furthermore, vociferous criticisms from stakeholders and 

dissenting research from independent academics, substantiated by evidence 

from the inspectorate reports, Capey (1995) and Dearing (1996), resulted in 
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major revisions to the original GNVQ model and changes in policy direction 

with Curriculum 2000. 

But why was 'parity of esteem' so difficult to achieve between GNVQs and 

A-Levels? This question is perhaps best answered by another group of 

stakeholders, namely, the independent academic researchers. Firstly, as 

Edwards et. al. point out, there were deeply embedded cultural factors which 

undermined the quest for 'parity of esteem'. 

assumptions about the kinds of learning appropriate for future 

/or eveM 

or fAe or//, 

a/., 7997 

GNVQs were no exception. Taken by less able students who were recruited 

predominantly from the worknig classes and who progressed predominantly 

to post-1992 universities, it was evident that class factors were still operating. 

Spours argues that the root of the problem can be traced to a number of 

weaknesses endemic in the English education system, which have tended to 

undermine all broad-based vocational qualifications. Firstly, GNVQs were 

located in a divided qualifications system and their juxtaposition with the A-

Level 'gold standard' inevitably resulted in them being perceived as 'second 
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best'. Secondly, broad vocational qualifications have always been associated 

with 'low achievers' and despite the huge increases in the number of GNVQ 

students since the initial pilot scheme in 1992, they were still outnumbered by 

A-Level students by more than two to one (Spours, 1995b). As Spours points 

out; 

are ?More A/g/z/y 

f/ze/r m/e a c/gorr mwfe 

fo now 

fo A/gAe/" ê /wcaf/OM, /» 

fo y4-Z,gvg/6̂ , overw;/zg/7M/Mg/y fAe Mgw 

He concludes: 

"7%e q/^G#M2^ aZoMĝ /<̂ e ^-Z,eveZ^ 

f M f g M m / Z z e y fAoM fAe 

g^gg/M' fAg /"gW/vg q/̂ vocf̂ rfzoMaZ gMaZ//?cafzoM 

/M 7ifo(%yoM 7PPP /?. 

Thirdly, GNVQs have also suffered (along witli other broad vocational 

qualifications) from a lack of recognition by employers, who tended to use 

academic qualifications for selecting employees (Spours, 1999; Malthouse, 

1998). Thus Spours argues that A-Levels retained a high 'exchange value' in 
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both education and employment contexts while GNVQs remained 'second 

best'. 

Indeed, Spours and other academics argue that the design of GNVQs was 

fundamentally undermined by the adoption of the NVQ competence-based 

methodology. Thus the GNVQ outcomes-based learning approach was 

heavily criticised by a range of 'stakeholders' for its bureaucratic assessment 

and grading system and for fragmenting knowledge and miderstanding. 

(Smithers, 1993; Hyland, 1994; Wolf, 1995; Young, 1995). Moreover the 

wide range of approaches to assessment and grading of GNVQs and the 

confusion amongst teachers about GNVQ specifications and course design, 

undermined the reliability and validity of the award. 

As Gleeson and Hodkinson (1995) argue, GNVQs were a political solution of 

the former Conservative Government to address the need for new vocational 

qualifications, while leaving the A-Level 'gold standard' untouched. But as 

with all previous tripartite frameworks, it was the middle track that was 

effectively squeezed, as GNVQs had to be all things to all people and were 

being pulled in two different directions. Indeed, the three-tier qualifications 

track, instead of achieving the Government's policy objective of rationalising 

the plethora of qualifications, merely served to proliferate them. 

The attempts by Dearing (1996) to paper over the academic-vocational divide 

by retaining tlie three broad pathways in the qualifications track, and 

encourage a 'pick and mix' approach by students across academic and 
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vocational modules, are not likely to be successful, and may result in even 

more divisive triple-track routes post-16. As Griffin and Gray point out 

(2000) the changes introduced by Curriculum 2000, namely, the introduction 

of an AS (Advanced Subsidiary) award and the new six-module Advanced 

GNVQ, althougli offering students more flexibility, leaves the basic triple-

track structure unchanged. 

Moreover, the 'academic drift' evident in the changes to GNVQs over the 8 

year period of tliis study may have gone too far as the following comments 

from an article in tlie Times Educational Supplement in 2002 indicate. 

"Students reject vocation A-levels" 

are Mew vocarf/oMa/ 

jay f/ze are a jVaf/oMa/ 

Diploma and many department heads are switching back to the 

B.7EC Fbcaf/oMaZ 

Bwf TMOMj/ coZ/eggj g.x:a/M Aoardly Am;g made foo 
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EfZeew vocorf/oMaZ co-or6f/M6Zfoyybr 

jBkzAvkiMy? (ZY)Z/e%?%% j%37<j; ""/lI/CZJEsdTY? 6Kf,%K3?Yf (%y f/7V][)3. 

}yAo ŷowM /zm;e c/zo êw â /woMcê f are Zoo^Mg AS642 

/gve/j^ ̂ gcawĵ e 've Aeorr̂ f f/;ey orre ea^/er. " (Tfoorre, 2002 /?. ^ 

So has the wheel come full circle with the implementation of yet another 

policy option and where does this leave the 'parity of esteem' debate? 

Some academics argue that the elusive 'parity of esteem' cannot be achieved 

within an academic/vocational framework. The problems can only be 

remedied by the introduction of a single unified qualifications system 

accompanied by reforms of the labour market - a solution put forward by the 

Institute of Public Policy Research as long ago as 1990 (IPPR, 1990) and the 

National Commission on Education (Raffe and Surridge, 1995). Thus to 

conclude, GNVQs certainly provided a 'stepping-stone' for some students to 

higher education, but not a complete 'bridge'. 

8.6 Lessons for the future 

The above analysis carries a number of implication for future 'policy 

espousal', 'policy enactment' and 'policy implementation'. Firstly, education 

pohcy-making is certainly not a simple, linear, 'top-down' process involving 

the rational choice of a policy from a range of possible options. It is a 

complex, dynamic, sometimes non-rational process wliich is mediated by a 

number of less predictable factors which derive from the competing interests 

of different stakeholders and random circumstances, which converge 
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particularly at the implementation stage. The implementation of the new 

vocational policy on GNVQs was no exception. 

Initial consultations with stakeholders were 'notional' and did not involve 

independent academic researchers prior to the policy-espousal stage. Instead 

the Conservative Government adopted the NVQ competence-based 

assessment model from the training context, relying on the judgement of its 

most ardent proponents and it was decided to drive the policy througli, come 

what may. However, the policy-makers lacked vision and ignored the 

historical context of nearly a century of the academic-vocational divide and 

previous attempts to achieve 'parity of esteem'. They neglected to look at the 

whole curriculum picture of the 14-19 age group nor did they anticipate the 

difficulties that might emerge for stakeholders at the operational level in 

schools and colleges, in particular, the feasibility of importing the NVQ 

competence-based assessment model from the part-time training context, to 

the full-tune, general education context. 

Moreover the GNVQ 'pilot' was too short and the curriculmn went 

mainstream before the model had been adequately tested and any problems 

ironed out. The Government went to great lengths to implement the new 

policy by setting up an agency namely, NCVQ, to oversee the process. 

However NCVQ also controlled 'the official research programme' by only 

fimding research projects that suited their agenda, and ignored die outcomes 

of any 'dissenting research' from independent academics. This resulted in 
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policy-makers and their official agencies fighting a rear-guard action when 

serious problems and criticisms emerged which they could not suppress. 

Furthermore, by not having a vision of all parts of the education system, 

including students' progression to H.E. and employment, key areas were 

neglected by the policy-makers or only addressed retrospectively. For 

example, they did not ensure that tlie admissions policies at H.E.I.s 

incorporated GNVQs from the outset and they relied on local 'compact' 

arrangements with H.E.I.s being set up by teachers and lecturers. 

Again, there are important lessons to be learnt at the micro level of policy 

implementation. With the expansion of higlier education and the move 

towards a 'mass' system with over 33% of 18-21 year olds entering H.E. 

through a range of academic and vocational routes, the research issue now is 

retention and completion of these students in higher education. As happened 

with the post-16 sector, increasing student participation in the higher 

education sector has shifted the policy focus from 'quantity' to 'quality'. 

Thus, having acliieved places in higher education, can these students stay the 

course? Can they adjust to the demands of the higher level work required in 

H.E. or will H.E.Is need to change their teaching and learning strategies to 

accommodate to vocational students or provide 'bridging courses' for the 

new entrants who are struggling with the rigor of tlie required academic 

knowledge and skills? 
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Recent public announcements (March 2004) advocating that 

H.E.I, admissions tutors should adopt a more flexible approach to 

admissions and not only take into account prospective students' 

qualifications, but also their 'personal background and other 

factors' have serious implications for student retention and 

achievement. At the end of the day, students need to have the 

requisite knowledge and skills to survive in a rigorous academic 

enviroimient. Getting over the threshold of an H.E.I, is only one 

obstacle: staying and completing the course is another. More 

research needs to be done into clarifying what teaching and 

learning styles post-16 are necessary to ensure students' smooth 

transition to, and success in, higher education. 
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APPENDIX 1 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR GNVQ STUDENTS (PHASE I FIELDWORK) 

Name of College 

GNVQ Course & Year Tutor Group 

Your Name Date of birth Sex .. 

Which of the following best describes your ethnic group? 
(Please circle one) black African Indian 

black Caribbean Bangladeshi 
black - other Pakistani 

Chinese 
white 
other 

Father/Mother's occupation 

Occupation (if you are a Mature Student) 

Previous secondary school (name & town) 

Qualifications already obtained 

Chosen career (if known) 

1. Why did you enrol on your GNVQ Advanced Level course? 

2. Have you taken a GNVQ course at Intermediate Level? 
YES/NO (Please circle one and give grade if applicable) 

3. How does your present GNVQ course differ from previous courses or 
qualifications which you have taken? 
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4.a) Are you taking any OPTIONAL or ADDITIONAL GNVQ UNITS? 
YES/NO (Please circle one) 

b) If YES, please list them below and say why you have chosen them. 
If NO, please go to Q.5 

5. a) Are you taking any GCE "A" Levels or other qualifications? 
YES/NO (Please circle one) 

b) If YES, please list them below and say why you have chosen them 
If NO, please go to Q.6 

6. Have you applied for a place on a University or professional training course this 
year? YES/NO (Please circle one) 

If YES, please go to Q. 7 
If NO, yvill you apply next year or in the future? (Please say why you have 

deferred your application) and THEN go to Q-IO 

1. If YES, please list the following 
Course(s) applied for Establishment Required grades (if known) 

8. Why have you applied for these particular courses ? 

9. Why have you applied to these particular institutions? 
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10. Do you feel that the Teaching and Learning activities on your present GNVQ 
course will help you with your future Higher Education / professional training 
course? 

YES/NO {Please circle one) 

b) If YES, how? 

c) If NO, explain why not. 

11. a) Do you feel that the Teaching and Learning activities on your present GNVQ 
course will help you with your future career? 

YES/NO {Please circle one) 

b) If YES, how? 

c) If NO, explain why not. 
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12. a) Have you undertaken any work experience as part of your GNVQ course? 

YES/NO {Please circle one) If NO, go to Q. 15 

b) If YES, is this done in blocks or on specific days throughout the course? 

13. a) How many different work placements have you done during the 2-year course? 

b) What type of placement were they? (eg. hospital; school etc.) 

14. In terms of assisting you to move into H.E./professional training, how valuable do 
you feel that your work experience has been? 

15. a) Which of the following teaching and learning styles do you think that you will 
experience within your H.E./professional training course? 

b) Which aspects has your GNVQ course helped most? 
c) Which aspects has your GNVQ course helped least? 

Formal teaching in large lectures (50 + students) 
Formal teaching in smaller classes (15-25 students) 
Small group work/seminars (6-10 students) 
Tutorials (1:1) 
Independent learning by your own reading/research 
Essay writing 
Report writing 
Practical project work 
Clinical ward rounds (in hospitals etc.) 
OTHER (Please specify) 

Thank you for your help 
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FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE FOR GNVQ STUDENTS NOW IN H.E. 
(PHASE n FIELDWORK) 

Name of student Date of Interview 

Date of birth Sex Ethnic group 

Home address 

Tel.No 

Former F.E. College 

GNVQ grade achieved in August 1997 

Current H.E. course & location 

H.E. Tutor Group Date stared Duration of course. 

Number of students on this course/year 

Qualification(s) you hope to achieve 

Chosen career (if known) 

l.a) Was your present H.E. course/institution the one for which you originally applied 
in the Autumn/Spring term of 1996-97? 

YES/NO 

l b) If no, please explain the reason for this change? 

2.a) Did you attend an interview for your present H.E. course? 

YES/NO 

2.b) If YES, who interviewed you and to what extent was your interviewer familiar 
with GNVQ? 
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3. What progress do you feel that you are making on your current H E. course? 

4. How do you feel you are getting on in comparison with other students on the 
course? 

5. Have your fellow students done a GNVQ course or have they other qualifications? 

6. Are there any aspects of your current course which you feel particularly confident 
with? Why? 

7. Are there any aspects of the course which you are having diflficuhies with? Why? 
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8. How does your present H E. course dififer from your previous GNVQ course? 

9. Do you feel that your GNVQ Advanced course prepared you for your present H E. 
course? I fYES, Aow? 

If NO, explain why not? 

10. a) Did you undertake any work experience as part of your GNVQ course? 
YES/NO (IfNO, g o t o Q . l l ) 

b) If YES, do you feel that this has helped you with your present H E. course? 

c) If NO, explain why not. 

11. a) Which of the following teaching and learning styles are you experiencing on 
your H.E./professional training course? 

b) Which aspects has your GNVQ course helped with most? 
c) Which aspects has your GNVQ course helped with least? 

Formal teaching in large lectures (50 + students) 
Formal teaching in smaller classes (15-25 students) 
Small group work/seminars (6-10 students) 
Tutorials (1:1) 
Independent learning by your own reading/research 
Essay writing 
Report yvriting 
Practical project work 
Clinical ward rounds (in hospitals etc.) 
OTHER (Please specify) 

Thank you for your help 
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APPENDIX 3 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ADMISSIONS TUTORS/COURSE TUTORS IN H.E. 

(PHASE IB FIELDWORK) 

NAME:-

FACULTY/DEPARTMENT:-

ROLE:- DATE:-

1. How long have you been an * Admissions Tutor/Course Tutor here? (*Delete) 

2. How familiar are you with the structure of GNVQs? (Probe) 

3. What is your view of GNVQs? How do you perceive them? 

4. How do you rate them in relation to other qualifications eg. GCE 'A' Levels, 
B.TEC National Diplomas, ACCESS courses etc.? 

5. How are GNVQs viewed by your colleagues within the Faculty/Department? 
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6. How are GNVQs viewed by the University/CHE/HEI generally ? 

7. Does the University/CHE/HEI have a policy on GNVQs as entry qualifications to 
degree courses/professional training? 

8. How many GNVQ students do you have on your course? (Please clarify numbers 
for lst/2nd/3rd years, if possible) 

9. How are they getting on with their current Course? 

10. Do you notice any difference between them and students with other entry 
qualifications? If so, what? 

11. Are there any particular aspects of the Degree course/professional training which 
your current GNVQ students are particularly confident or adept with? Why? 

12. Are there any particular aspects of the Degree Course/professional training which 
they are having difficulties with? Why? 

Any other comments 
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